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ABSTRACT 

This thesis investigates issues of learning, innovation and growth by 
considering arguments from disparate schools of theory, and by an 
empirical investigation. The development of new growth theory models 
that demonstrate sustained growth driven by endogenous learning and 
innovation is reviewed. The importance of learning to the growth 
mechanisms of many of these models suggests that the new growth 
theories may have a contribution to make on the understanding of 
learning in industry. However, it is found that, in focusing on advancing 
neoclassical growth theory, the new growth theories have introduced 
learning in scenarios that are schematic and designed to suit the 
modelling enterprise rather than to capture the nature and process of 
learning in industry. 

The importance of learning is argued to require empirical and theoretical 
insights that are beyond the scope of the new growth theories. 
Nevertheless, the new growth theories identify the importance of 
practical issues of how learning is done, what is learned and why it is 
learned, for industry. These issues form the basis of an investigation of 
select learning theories from psychology and sociology. That 
investigation concludes that the practical aspects of learning in industry 
are conditioned by relationships and institutions that give value to 
knowledge and allow the parties to assess and access that knowledge 
within bounds determined by various forces within society and industry. 
Moreover, the national system of innovation approach argues that 
learning and innovation, and the relationships and institutions that 
modify them, can only be understood within a broader system. 

The lack of relevant empirical information about learning at the company 
level within the industrial and broader context indicated the need for an 
empirical investigation into the practical issues of learning within the 
industrial context of the modifying relationships and institutions. Such 
an investigation forms the empirical component of this thesis. A case 
study of learning in the telecommunications company, Ericsson, in 
Sweden and Australia is presented. The major finding is that learning is 
endogenous, as indicated by the new growth theories, and is heavily 
influenced by relationships and institutions that are alien to the new 
growth theories. More generally, the findings of the case study support 
the creative and translational learning theories as noted above. The 
finding that changes to the regulatory environment, especially the 
introduction of competition in telecommunications service provision, and 
the consequent changes to the relationships between Ericsson and its 
major customers, have radically changed Ericsson's innovation and 
learning practices, provides strong support for the systematic and 
institutional arguments of the national system of innovation approach. 
The strength of the finding that both the rate and direction of learning 
and innovation are determined by systemic factors, suggests that policies 
may be designed to achieve performance objectives through the 
manipulation of relationships and institutions. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Two issues that have attracted considerable attention from economists in recent 

years are growth and innovation. One arm of neoclassical economics, the new 

grov^th theories, has succeeded in modelling sustained endogenous growth driven 

by learning in industry and innovation. This approach has aroused theoretical 

interest and is increasingly important in policy. However, the focus on modelling 

growth within the rigours of the neoclassical paradigm limits the ability of new 

growth theories to introduce learning scenarios that involve conditions that violate 

that neoclassical competitive framework. Their treatment of learning is thus 

schematic and restricted. So, on the one hand, the new growth theories highlight the 

importance of learning in industry for innovation and growth, while on the other 

hand, they restrict the treatment of that learning to comply with the neoclassical 

paradigm. They thus raises the profile of learning in industry without explaining its 

nature and process. 

This thesis presents a theoretical and empirical investigation into the nature and 

process of learning in industry, in order to improve the imderstanding of innovation 

and growth. The theoretical component begins with a review of the development of 

neoclassical grov^h theory from the Solow-Swan model to models of sustained 

endogenous growth in conditions of monopolistic conditions. This review 

highlights the limitation on the models imposed by the rigours of the neoclassical 

framework. These limitations are shown in Chapter 2 to restrict the scenarios that 

the new growth theorists use to infroduce learning to their models. However, those 

scenarios do indicate the importance of understanding the practical issues of what is 

learned in industry, how it is learned and why it is learned. Chapter 2 continues 

with an investigation of theoretical literature from psychology and sociology on the 

nature and process of learning. That investigation concludes that learning is social 

in nature and process, and that to understand learning and innovation it is necessary 

to understand the social context in which it is undertaken. 

IV 



Chapter 3 draws from psychology and sociology literature to discusses material on 

relationships and institutions that constitute the social context of learning in 

industry. Those relationships and institutions are argued to influence separately and 

together learning and innovation in industry. The concept of the national system of 

innovation is introduced in order to understand the systemic way that relationships 

and institutions interact with each other and with the broader context to determine 

the rate and direction of learning and innovation. The national system of 

irmovation's evolutionary approach to understanding the link between learning, 

innovation and grov^h is confrasted to that of the new growth theorists. 

The theoretical component concludes by identifying a need to investigate 

empirically the natiu-e and process of learning in the industrial context. In 

particular, the need is identified for an investigation that focuses on the practical 

issues of what is learned, how it is learned and why it is learned, and the 

relationships and institutions that influence that learning. The empirical component 

of this thesis presents such an investigation, which addresses the following 

questions: 

• What is the nature of the relationships that influence learning in industry? 

• What is the nature of the institutions that influence learning in industry? 

• How is learning done in industry? 

• Why is learning undertaken in industry? 

• What is learned in industry? 

The selection of a descriptive case study method is shown in Chapter 4 to be based 

on the importance of contextual material, and the purpose of producing a rich 

description of learning in industry. Chapter 4 continues with background material 

on the case study of the telecommunications equipment company, Ericsson. This 

material relates to the telecommimications industry and to the Swedish and 

Australian national systems of innovation as well as to Ericsson's operations. 

The research method is further detailed in Chapter 5, in which the nature of 

qualitative method is discussed and the data collection and analysis techniques are 



detailed. The chapter describes the choice of qualitative techniques for data 

collection and analysis to suit the qualitative nature of the concepts of learning, 

relationships and institutions. 

The data that address the first two research question are simmiarised in Chapters 6 

and 7, respectively. The data that address the last three research questions are 

summarised in Chapter 8. These findings are discussed and interpreted in the light 

of the theoretical material in Chapter 9, which also provides a conclusion to the 

thesis. 

Overall, the thesis demonsfrates that arguments from various theoretical 

perspectives make contributions to the imderstanding of learning, innovation and 

grov^h. The worth of those contributions is discussed in the conclusion to this 

thesis. 

VI 
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1.1 Introduction 

The theory of economic growth has been dominated by the development and 

refinement of Solow's neoclassical general equilibrium steady state growth model 

for more than three decades (Grossman and Helpman, 1994). One important recent 

stream of that development has been a body of theory that identifies the learning 

associated with endogenous technological change as the engine of sustained growth. 

The theoretical implications of that body of work can be understood within the 

context of the development of that stream of neoclassical grov/th theory. 

This chapter describes key elements of the development of the neoclassical growth 

models from the work of Solow (1956) and Swan (1956) to the sustained 

endogenous growth models of the new growth theorists. This is achieved by 

drawing together critical points from selected contributions in order to highlight the 

path from growth theory with no technology, through early neoclassical growth 



theory with exogenous technology and no learning, to sustained growth models with 

endogenous technological change and learning. Section 1.2. presents early growth 

models beginning with the Harrod-Domar model, which is followed by the 

neoclassical models of Solow-Swan, and Cass-Koopmans. Section 1.3 focuses on 

models in which learning drives growth under conditions of perfect competition 

with external increasing returns. Works reviewed in section 1.3 are Arrow (1962a), 

Romer (1986), Stokey (1988) and Lucas (1988). Section 1.4 presents models of 

learning-driven sustained growth in conditions of limited monopoly. Works 

reviewed in section 1.4 are Romer (1990), Grossman and Helpman (1991a, two 

models) and Young (1994). Conclusions are dravm in section 1.5. 

1.2 Early neoclassical growth models 

The development of neoclassical growth models has had four general features. The 

first is that it has been generally consistent with the precise formulation of the 

competitive paradigm with perfect foresight. The second is that the modelled 

growth has been long nm, steady state growth in general equilibrium. The third is 

that there has been an ongoing tendency to endogenise key factors. The fourth is 

that there has been an ongoing move towards increased realism in response to 

observed phenomena. These features of that development are apparent when early 

neoclassical models are compared with the earlier Harrod-Domar model. 

1.2.1 Harrod-Domar model 

The Harrod-Domar growth model shows that, in a competitive model with perfect 

foresight and all key variables exogenous, steady state growth with full employment 

cannot be guaranteed. The single-good, two-inputs model assumes constant returns 

to scale, fixed coefficients, a constant ratio of savings to national income (s) and a 

constant given rate of population growth (n). Fixed coefficients means that if only 

one input is increased, output remains unchanged, if both inputs increase but at 

different rates, the increase in output is restricted to the lower rate. Therefore, in a 

Steady state is typically defined as a situation in which consumption, output and capital grow at the 
same constant rate. 



model in which labour is exogenously determined, regardless of the increase in 

capital, the maximum growth rate of national income is limited to the population 

growth rate (n). A growth rate equal to the rate of growth of the population, the 

natural growth rate (n), is required for continuous, fiiU employment, labour market 

equilibrimn. In the capital market, full employment equilibrium occurs when 

savings equal investment. The warranted growth rate for equilibrium in the capital 

market requires that the growth in national income will be equal to the growth of the 

capital stock (s/v, where v is the fixed capital-output ratio). 

Steady state growth with equilibrium in both the capital and labour markets implies 

that the natural rate (n) equals the warranted rate (s/v): 

(1) n=s/v 

Because the population growth rate, the savings ratio and the capital-output ratio are 

all exogenous, this equality will only be met by coincidence. If savings are too great 

or the capital-output ratio is too small then there will be tmemployed capital. If 

there are inadequate savings then there will be unemployed labour. The Harrod-

Domar model therefore concludes that full employment, steady state growth is not 

generally predicted within a competitive framework. 

The Harrod-Domar finding that full employment, equilibrimn growth cannot be 

guaranteed was consistent with economic history at the time that the Harrod-Domar 

model was developed. The post war period of sustained full employment growth 

called for new theoretical arguments. The early neoclassical growth models 

modified the Harrod-Domar production assumptions to develop models of steady 

state, full employment, equilibrium growth in a rigorously competitive structure. 

There have been at least three approaches within that vast hterature. The first was to 

introduce technological change and so abandon the assimiption of a fixed capital-

output ratio (v). This approach was adopted by Solow (1956) and Swan (1956). 

The second was to make the savings ratio ('s' in Harrod-Domar) an endogenous 

function, as done by Cass (1965) and Koopmans (1965). Thirdly, Becker, Murphy 



and Tamura (1990) endogenised the labour supply. The two most influential of 

these approaches have been the contributions of Solow and Swan and of Cass and 

Koopmans, both of which concentrate on determining the economic growth rate 

with a constant and exogenous rate of growth of the population and of the labour 

supply. 

1.2.2 The Solow-Swan model 

The Solow-Swan model abandons the Harrod-Domar assumption of fixed factor 

proportions in order to model full employment, steady state growth in competitive 

conditions. The two related effects of this are that it allows output to grow when 

only one input is increased, and it allows the capital-output ratio to vary over time 

due to technological change. The Solow-Swan model is couched in a full 

employment, competitive, equilibrium framework with constant or decreasing 

retums, capital and labour markets continually clear, wage rate equal to the marginal 

product of labour, interest rate equal to the marginal product of capital and savings 

equal to investment. Both population growth and technological progress are 

constant, exogenous rates. 

The Solow-Swan production function can be expressed in the Cobb-Douglas form: 

(2) Y=AK^L'' 

Where: Y is output 

A is technology 

K is physical capital 

L is labour 

The usual neoclassical production function conditions for each input apply^. With 

constant retums to scale, there are decreasing retums to capital. As labour is 

For simplicity, subscripts denoting time are omitted but they are implied. 
The function is increasing, strictly concave and twice differentiable, that is: 

fi[0)=0, f (x)>0, f'(x)<o, lim f (x)=oo, lim f (x)=0 where x is an input 



assumed not to be accumulated, there is decreasing retums to tiie only accumulated 

input (capital). Capital accumulates through net investment {K) which is equal to 

savings less depreciation. The accumulation equation for capital is: 

(3) k = sY-6K 

Where: s is the savings ratio 

8 is the rate of depreciation. 

As the retum to capital decreases with the accumulation of capital, there is a 

reduction in the incentive to invest. Substituting the equation (2) into equation (3) 

gives capital accumulation as a function of inputs: 

(4) K^sAKH^'-bK 

The steady state rate of grov^h of the capital stock can be determined by rearranging 

equation (4), taking logarithms, differentiating with respect to time, and imposing 

the steady state condition %^(ln%) = 0- This gives the growth rate of capital as: 

(5) ^ = 
K l-(5 V ^ . 

a 
- I - 1 - P 

f •\ 

yh 

Therefore, the rate of growth of capital is a function of the rate of grovŝ h of labour 

and of technology. If both labour and technology grow, the rate of growth of capital 

is a weighted average of the two. The weights are the relevant elasticities of output. 

Steady state growth is defined as a common constant growth rate: 

(6) ^ = ̂  = 1 
' K C Y 

X - » 0 X->QO 



Obviously, when the rates of growth of labour and technology are zero, the steady 

state rate of growth of capital is zero. As this is the only accumulated factor in 

equation (2), the steady state rate of growth of output is also zero in the absence of 

exogenous growth in either labour or technology or both. However, if either labour 

or technology grows, there is growth in capital, consumption and income. The 

outcome is predictable steady state full employment growth in a competitive model. 

The main result of the Solow-Swan model is that technological change can be 

shown to bring about an increase in per capita growth. 

The model's ability to show sustained per capita growth driven by exogenous 

technological change, but not driven by the endogenous accumulation of inputs is, 

according to (Arrow, 1962b), an inadequacy that is a confession of ignorance. The 

inability to model sustained endogenous growth driven by the accumulated input is 

due to decreasing retums to capital. Moreover, the exogeneity of technological 

change is incompatible with the neoclassical paradigm in which decisions are made 

in response to market signals. 

1.2.3 The Cass-Koopmans model 

Cass (1965) and Koopmans (1965) enhanced the theoretical rigour and intuitive 

appeal of neoclassical growth theory by introducing an endogenous savings function 

to the perfect foresight, competitive, full employment, equilibriimi framework 

common to the Solow-Swan model. In so doing, they established growth theory as 

a formalised constrained dynamic optimisation problem. In the Cass-Koopmans 

model, savings decisions are made by infinitely-lived utility-optimising consumers 

subject to budget constraints. A dynamic growth model is created by linking 

periods through consumers' intertemporal consimiption smoothing preferences. 

Analysis of the complex dynamics of intertemporal optimisation was made possible 

by the use of Hamiltonian functions and the Maximum Principle, which enable the 

consequences of choices to be modelled through time. The use of infinite horizon 

decision making has become a standard feature in subsequent neoclassical growth 

models. 



In per capita terms the Solow-Swan production function (equation (2)) can be 

expressed as: 

(7) y^Ak^ 

Where: lower case indicates per capita values. 

The rate of growth of per capita output is therefore a function of the per capita rate 

of growth of capital. The standard neoclassical production function conditions 

apply if 0<P<1. The rate of growth of capital is the outcome of the saving-

investment decision of the utility-optimising, infinitely-lived consumers. The utility 

function is infinite horizon Ramsey-style with constant elasticity of substitution: 

(8) f/(0) = je-(P-'') c'-°-l 
l - a dt 

Where: p is the discount rate 

c is the consimiption per capita 

n is the growth of population, assumed zero in the following 

a is a measure of the preference for consimiption smoothing overtime. 

The equation for the accumulation of capital is: 

(9) k=y{k)-c-Sk 

The utility maximising problem facing the social planner can be solved by 

constmcting the Hamiltonian function shown in equation 10, and using the 

Maximum Principle to obtain the first order conditions for this flmction to attain a 

maximum. 



(10) i / = e-P c - ° - l 
l - a 

-t-X{y{k)-c-bk) 

Where: X is the shadow price of investment. 

Applying the first order conditions, the transversality condition for the behaviour of 

the system in the very long run, and differentiating with respect to time yields an 

expression for equilibrium that implies equality between the rate of retum to 

consumption (allowing for the discount rate and consumption smoothing), and the 

retum on investment (that is, the marginal product of capital less the depreciation 

rate): 

(11) p+c- = y'{k)-b 
c 

If a steady state prevails, then by definition - is a constant, with constant prices and 
c 

smoothing preference, so is the marginal product of per capita capital (yXk))- This 

in turn, implies that the instantaneous rate of grow^ rate of capital is equal to zero: 

(12) 1 = 0 

Given constant labour supply, the instantaneous rate of growth of total capital (—) 
K 

is also zero. From the definition of steady state growth with constant labour supply: 

(13) ^ = ^ = 1 
k e y 

This no-grov^h steady state reconfirms the Solow-Swan finding that when the 

labour supply and technology are fixed, the steady state growth rate is zero. Thus, 

although the inclusion of an endogenous savings fimction based on optimising 

consumer behaviour succeeded in establishing growth as an optimisation problem, it 

did not result in a model of sustained growth because it did not overcome the 



problem of decreasing retums to capital that reduces the incentive to invest. This is 

not to say that the savings rate has no effect on growth at all. It has level effects, but 

does not affect the steady state rate of growth. 

Thus, the early neoclassical growth theory had two inter-related features that were 

later seen to be anomalous to modelling sustained per capita endogenous 

competitive steady state growth: 

• Per capita growth was driven by unexplained exogenous technological change. 

• Decreasing retums to the accumulated input prevented sustained investment in 

that accumulation without exogenous increases in the non-accumulated input. 

Together these mean that investment decisions have no role in steady state growth, 

which is not only anomalous to the neoclassical emphasis on market driven decision 

making, but also intuitively and empirically insupportable (Wolff, 1987; De Long 

and Summers, 1991). According to Solow (1994) the question is: How to stop the 

retums to investment falling below the discount rate and so overcome investment 

pessimism in the neoclassical growth theory? 

Sustained endogenous economic growth in the neoclassical competitive, marginalist 

framework requires that the marginal product of the accumulated input is 

maintained at an adequate level. That is, the marginal retums to capital must be 

bounded from below, at which point they become constant retums. The implication 

of constant retums to accumulated inputs is that either there are increasing retums to 

scale when non-accumulated inputs are also considered, or that there are no non-

accumulated inputs. These altematives have been adopted by two sfreams of 

neoclassical growth models. In one sfream, Rebelo (1991) achieved sustained 

endogenous growth in a competitive model with only one input. That one input is 

accumulated with constant retums, so there is no problem of either decreasing 

retums to that input or monopolisation due to increasing retums to scale. In the 

other sfream, referred to here as the new grov^h theories, theorists (eg Romer, 1986 

and 1990; Grossman and Helpman, 1991a) have developed neoclassical growth 

models with constant retums to the accumulated input and increasing returns to 



scale. The problems that this presents to the competitive framework have been dealt 

with in two ways. The first way is to infroduce extemalities in a rigorously 

competitive framework, so that the increasing retums are extemal to the firm but 

intemal to the economy. The second way is to infroduce limited non-competitive 

conditions in an otherwise competitive framework. In many examples of both these 

approaches adopted by the new grov^th theorists, growth is driven by the learning 

associated with technological change. These general equilibrium models that show 

sustained steady-state growth in the absence of increased labour and in the presence 

of non-accumulated inputs are the subject of the rest of this chapter. 

1.3 Competitive models of learning-driven growth 

Early new grov^th theory extensions to neoclassical growth theory sought to capture 

the link between technological change and growth by focussing on the extemalities 

generated by learning within a competitive framework. The key contributions to the 

development of this approach are reviewed here. 

1.3.1 Arrow 1962 

The work of Arrow (1962a) was seminal in making the Unk between learning and 

technological change and growth, which inspired the subsequent new growth 

models. Arrow reasoned that the failure of the Solow-Swan model to endogenise 

technological change was because it missed the empirically-obvious point that the 

knowledge associated with technological change is continually growing as the result 

of production experience. Earlier work by Lundberg (1961) had presented empirical 

evidence that productivity grows as a result of experience-induced learning by 

doing. In Arrow's scenario the design of labour saving machines provides the 

experience that stimulates the learning by doing that leads to the design of still 

better machines. The lack of absolute secrecy means that knowledge spills over to 

create increasing retums that are extemal to the firm. Modelling the link between 

these extemal increasing retums and growth is Arrow's chief theoretical 

contribution. 

10 



In Arrow's model, a machine with serial number G uses X{G) labour in production. 

This labour intensity of production (X,(G)) is a non-increasing function of the serial 

number. The output capacity of the machine with serial number G is y(G), which is 

a non-decreasing function that is assumed to be a constant (a), for simplicity. The 

impact of learning on the labour intensity function is: 

(14) X{G)=b{G)-'' 

By assuming that n=l. Arrow imposes constant retums to the serial number and to 

the knowledge embodied in it. This implies exogenously determined strict 

proportionality between knowledge and the physical capital in which it is embodied. 

Embodied technology implies that X{G) and y(G) cannot change after the machine is 

installed. However, the new machine enhances learning by doing that spills over 

completely so that all firms have the knowledge to develop machines with higher 

serial numbers (more labour saving). Aggregate output is a function of the labour 

supply (L) and the serial number (G), as a proxy for knowledge: 

(15) x = aG(l-e"^/^), (ifn=l) 

Output increases proportionally if either labour or the serial number is increased. It 

increases more than proportionally if both are increased. These increasing retums to 

scale, which result from the spillover of the knowledge, are extemal to the firm and 

so do not pose a problem for a competitive solution. The steady state common rate 

Q g 
of increase in the serial number and output is = — where a is the constant 

( l - « ) n 

rate of increase in the labour force, and 0 is the constant rate of increase in the wage 

rate, which is the incentive to infroduce labour saving machines. 

Tension in the model is due to the fact that while investment in machinery is driven 

by the incentive to avoid increasing wages, that investment increases the wage rate 

11 



and so decreases the expected sfream of retums. On-going investinent decreases the 

rate of retum until the incentive to save labour costs is inadequate to drive further 

investment. Thus, the growth peters out. Therefore, the infroduction of extemal 

increasing retums was not enough to maintain the incentive necessary to sustain 

growth. 

While Arrow's model is consistent with the neoclassical competitive general 

equilibrium framework, it challenges the early neoclassical tenet that competitive 

growth is optimal. The infroduction of extemalities from the spillover of knowledge 

implies that the competitive outcome is below the social optimum. 

In Arrow's model the accumulation of knowledge was linked to the accumulation of 

the physical capital in which it was embodied. This integration of the grov^th in 

knowledge with the growth in physical capital reflects the popularity at that time of 

attributing growth to capital. However, the accumulation of knowledge by learning 

by doing is quite different to the accumulation of physical capital for two reasons. 

Firstly, physical capital accumulates as the result of net investment (planned) or 

through increases in stocks (unplaimed). Learning by doing as the by-product of 

economic activity is neither planned nor unplanned. Romer (1986) addressed this 

issue by making knowledge accumulation the outcome of deliberate investment in 

that accumulation. Secondly, the extemal nature of the spillover is different to that 

arising from physical capital. The recipient of a knowledge spillover has the use of 

the actual knowledge, while the recipient of extemalities associated with physical 

capital gets a pecuniary benefit but not the use of the physical capital. This 

difference was not explicitly addressed until Romer (1990). 

1.3.2 Romer 1986 

Romer (1986) explicitly extends both the Arrow and the Cass-Koopmans models in 

a dynamic growth model in which the production of consumption goods is globally 

convex, as a function of the accumulated input (knowledge). This global convexity 

is due to the assumed increasing marginal product of knowledge in production 
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although there are decreasing retums to R&D in the production of knowledge. 

Knowledge spills over to form the social stock of knowledge. The output of the 

representative firm is a fimction of the technology of the social stock of knowledge. 

A competitive solution is said to exist because retums to the inputs specific to the 

firm are equal to their marginal product. While there are constant retums to scale 

when only the firm-specific inputs are considered, there are increasing retums when 

the stock of knowledge is included. This is demonsfrated by considering production 

by a representative firm to be a fimction of the knowledge held by that firm (kj), 

other firm specific inputs (Xj) and the social stock of knowledge in the economy 

(16) F{(pki,(pK,(px.) > F{(pk,,K,cpx.) = (pF{k,,K,x,) if (p>l 

Although Romer does not provide a production function, it may be assumed to be of 

the general form: 

(17) Y = kfx]-^K'',r]>0 

Where: r\ is the elasticity of output with respect to the social stock of knowledge 

There are decreasing retums to both Xj and kj. There are constant retums to scale if 

only firm specific inputs are considered, but increasing retums when the effect of 

the social stock of knowledge is considered (provided that r|>0). The assumption of 

globally increasing marginal product of knowledge from a social perspective is a 

much sfronger assumption than that made by Arrow and results in the convex 

production fimction with respect to knowledge. 

The rate of growth of knowledge is assumed to be a concave fimction of investment 

in research and the existing firm specific knowledge: 
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(18) %=?(5i) 

The evolution of the stock of knowledge fimction (g) exhibits decreasing retums to 

the accumulation of knowledge. In fact, the marginal product of additional research 

falls to zero implying that the knowledge fimction is bounded from above. The 

convexity of the production fimction in spite of the usual non-convex learning 

function is due to the exfremely sfrong assumption of globally increasing marginal 

product of learning in production. This maintains the incentive to invest in research. 

'Assuming that the increasing retums arise because of increasing marginal 

productivity of knowledge accords with the plausible conjecture that, even with 

fixed physical capital, knowledge will never reach a level where its marginal 

product is so low that is no longer worth the trouble it takes to do research.' (Romer 

1986: 1020). The assumption of the globally increasing marginal product of 

learning thus prevents the erosion of the incentive to invest, so growth is sustained. 

Romer (1986) is widely acclaimed as the first neoclassical model to achieve 

sustained endogenous growth in a competitive model with non-accumulated inputs. 

However, the introduction of costly research raises two related problems of 

replication. The first is that the fixed cost of research cannot be fimded within a 

perfectly competitive pricing regime. The neoclassical competitive framework only 

considers variable costs (Layard and Walters, 1987). Marginal cost pricing provides 

a retum to each variable input equal to its contribution to the value of production. 

The retum to each input equals its marginal product multiplied by the quantity used 

in production. If there are two inputs (Xj.y;), each of which is variable, the output is 

equal to the retum to the sum of the retums to the inputs. 

dF dF 
( 1 9 ) F{Xi ,y,.) = Xi •--{Xi,yi)+yi -—(;c/ ,yi) 

dxi dyi 

The neoclassical competitive framework is not suited to modelling circumstances in 

which fixed costs arise because marginal cost pricing does not generate rent with 
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which to fimd them. Therefore, the fixed costs of R«&D in Romer's model are 

unfunded. 

Moreover, in an ex-post situation, if R&D has been undertaken and the knowledge 

is excludable, it will lead to monopolisation because knowledge provides 

'intertemporal extemalities' (Dasgupta and StigUtz, 1988a), which provide the 

investing firm with a competitive advantage. This is not a problem with Arrow's 

work because the knowledge in that model is totally unappropriated and spills 

completely and costlessly. In Romer (1986) the presence of knowledge confrolled 

by the firm (kj) is indicative of the exclusion that is incompatible with sustained 

competition. If Romer had the output of R&D (K plus kj ) as non-rival and 

controlled by the firm (excludable), marginal cost pricing would no longer apply 

because of the monopoly power achieved through that exclusion. That is, the R&D 

would be fimded, but competition would be abandoned. If, on the other hand, that 

knowledge was completely non-excludable, there would have been no violation of 

competitive conditions, but the R&D would be unflmded. Romer (1994) admits that 

his (1986) attempt to have both competition and excludability was a sleight of hand. 

The conclusion is that growth models with either costly learning or excludable 

knowledge cannot be competitive models. 

Other contributions have followed Romer (1986) and Arrow in presenting growth 

models under conditions of competition with extemal increasing retums. Two that 

are reviewed here are Stokey (1988) and Lucas (1988). 

1.3.3 Stokey 1988 

Stokey (1988) presents a competitive, perfect foresight general equilibrium model in 

which economy-wide learning by doing, resulting from production experience, 

drives sustained growth. Learning does not lead to technological change as it does in 

Romer's (1986) model, rather technological change leads to learning as in Arrow's 

model. In fact, the technological change associated with the development of newly 
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introduced products is extemal to the model and apparently God given . The 

dynamics of the model rely on the link between production in one period and the 

knowledge level in the subsequent period. Therefore, on the one hand, Stokey 

sfrengthens the link between technological change and growth by resting the 

dynamics of the model on the associated learning, while on the other hand, she 

absfracts from the link between that learning and subsequent technological change. 

Stokey argues that as models with physical capital have not generated growth there 

is little lost by having no physical capital. This simplification implies that there is 

no saving or investment either. Again, these have been shown to only effect the 

level and not the rate of grov t̂h. Moreover, the absence of saving makes it 

unnecessary to have an infinite-horizon Ramsey-style consumption fimction. 

Stokey's consumption fimction has preference for quality rather than consumption 

smoothing. The loss of this dynamic link between the periods is compensated by 

the learning fimction that links production between periods: 

(20) k„,=h{k,,x,) 

Where:k is knowledge 

X is index of goods produced 

The accumulation of knowledge is not a fimction of the sophistication of the good 

produced. The only restriction on the learning function is that h(k,x)>k, which 

implies that production can't have a negative impact on knowledge. 

The simplifying abstraction that a continuimi of better quality goods awaits production, initially 
appears to be a move away from reality. However, in practice, many designs are available long 
before it becomes viable to produce the goods. Contrary to the argimient that monopoly rents are 
captured by the inventor, there is casual empirical evidence that the first mover goes broke. It is 
subsequent appliers of their ideas who profit Rosenberg (1982). This observation was made by Marx 
'the far greater cost of operating an estabhshment based on a new invention as compared to a later 
establishments arising ex suis ossibus. This is so very true that the trail-blazers generally go 
bankrupt, and only those who later buy the buildings, the machinery, etc, at a cheaper price, make 
money out of it.' Marx, K., Capital, Foreign Languages Publishing House Moscow, cited in 
Rosenberg (1982). 
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That growth unplies better quality rather than greater quantity, can be interpreted 

two ways. Either, the cost of producing the parcel of goods in period (t+1) with the 

knowledge accumulated in (t+1) is the same as the cost of producing the previous 

period's parcel in the previous period. Or, the cost of producing the period (t) parcel 

with period (t+1) knowledge is less than producing that parcel with period (t) 

knowledge. These are expressed as: 

(21) ^p{s,k,)x,^i{s)ds> ^p{s,k,^,)x,^,{s)ds= ^p{s,k,)x,{s)ds 

Where: s is the particular good 

p(s,k) is the total labour to produce good s with knowledge k 

x(s) is the allocation of particular goods 

The productivity of the fixed supply of labour is augmented by learning by doing 

that spills over completely. The side-effect nature of this leaming means that there 

is no need for an incentive to invest in leaming. Each good is produced with 

constant retums to scale. This specification overcomes two of the key problems 

with earlier neoclassical models. Firstly, it frees the model from the problem of lack 

of incentive due to decreasing retums to the accumulated factor in models with 

constant retum to scale. Secondly, both aspects of the replication problem discussed 

above are avoided because there is no need to fund leaming and there is no tendency 

for monopolisation due to the lack of appropriated knowledge. 

There is assumed to be a continuum of goods of increasing technological 

sophistication available for production. An income consfraint ensures that only 

some goods are produced at any time. The labour cost of producing a good is an 

increasing function of its quality. Therefore, the labour intensity function is 

effectively the production function: 

(22) ^p{s,k)x{s)ds 
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The implication is that costs are increasing with quaUty in any period, but 

decreasing with the knowledge that increases as a result of production experience 

over time. Costs are a decreasing function of the production experience of any firm 

in any period and any good. 

The endogenous growth mechanism is fimdamentally that learning by doing reduces 

the cost of production and that this enables more expensive higher quality goods to 

be introduced to the production basket. The technology embodied in these goods 

stimulates further leaming by doing, and so the process continues. The rate of 

growth depends upon the labour intensity, prices and the dynamics of knowledge 

accumulation, all of which are endogenously determined. Stokey has thus 

developed a model of sustained growth with only endogenous variables. This has 

been at the loss of some realism due to exogenous technological change and the 

abstraction from capital. 

1.3.4 Lucas 1988 

Lucas (1988) extends neoclassical growth theory by introducing human capital as 

the driving force for growth in a competitive model that is otherwise the same as the 

Solow-Swan model. In particular, there is no technological change, and savings are 

constant. The dynamic, perfect foresight, infinite horizon model aims to address 

two questions. Assuming that production does not lead to human capital 

accumulation, but that formal education does: 

• How does the level of human capital affect current production? 

• How does current time allocation between production and formal education 

affect the accumulation of human capital? 

In Lucas' model, individual productivity is a fimction of both the personal level of 

skill and the average level of skill in the economy. Total production, which is 

consumption plus net investment, is a function of the individual skill level of the 

work force (h), the proportion of time devoted to production (u), the average skill 

^ Formal education is suggested by Lucas as one way that himian capital can be increased through 
withdrawal from production 
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level of the population (h^), the level of technology (A), and the level of physical 

capital (K). The simpUfying assumption of identical workers means that ha=h. 

However, the subscript is maintained to emphasise the extemal effect: 

(23) Nc + K=AK^ {uhN)'-" h a 

Where: h^ is the extemal effect of human capital 

N is the number of workers 

The rate of accumulation of human capital is a fimction of the proportion of time 

devoted to its accumulation (1-u). It is assumed for simplicity that the externality 

(hâ ) has the same accumulation fimction: 

(24) h = h''b[\-u) 

Where: 5 is the effectiveness of time allocated to the accumulation of human capital 

Lucas follows Uzawa (1965) in assuming that there are constant retums to the 

accumulation of human capital (that is, ^=1). Therefore, regardless of the current 

stock of human capital, a given percentage increase in that stock requires the same 

effort. 'The striking feature of this solution, and the feature that recommends his 

formula to us, is that it exhibits sustained per-capita income growth from 

endogenous human capital accumulation alone: no extemal 'engine of growth' is 

required' (Lucas, 1988: 19). Thus, the specification ensures the outcome of 

sustained growth. 

The representative household is assumed to have preferences for intertemporal 

consumption smoothing consistent with a Ramsey-style consumption function. This 

smoothing is achieved through time allocation between production and education 

rather than through saving. The steady state equilibrium path requires that both 

physical capital and consumption grow at a constant rate and that the time allocation 
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to production is a constant proportion. The problem is to maximise utility subject to 

the production function, the accumulation function and that expectations are met. 

The rate of evolution of human capital is v = — = 5 (1 - M) , from the accumulation 
h 

equation (24). If the consumers' intertemporal consumption smoothing preference 

is too low, there will be too much time allocated to leaming and a solution is not 

possible. The rate of accumulation is a function of allocation of time to the 

accumulation of knowledge and the exogenously-given effectiveness of that time. 

The allocation of time is a fimction of the exogenous discount rate and the 

exogenous risk aversion. The growth of human capital increases if the effectiveness 

of time devoted to its accumulation (8) increases, or the discount rate (p) decreases. 

'Here at last is a cormection between 'thriftiness' and growth' (1988: 23). The link 

however is via the discount rate, which remains exogenous. 

The common rate of growth of consumption and physical capital and therefore total 

output (X) is a function of the rate of growth of human capital (v), the externality 

effect, and the power coefficient of capital in the production fimction (P): 

(25) x = - = 
c 

1-P+Y 
1-p ; 

Growth in Lucas's model is driven by the accumulation of human capital even if the 

extemal effect is zero (y=0). A positive extemal effect (y>0) implies that total 

output grows faster than human capital (x>v). Growth is therefore driven by non-

decreasing retums to the accumulation of human capital and is magnified by 

extemal effects. 

The extemal effect arising from the accumulation of human capital does not imply 

the spread of knowledge per se. Rather, it is equivalent to the pecuniary extemality 

arising from physical capital accumulation, as is consistent with the focus on human 

capital accumulation, rather than on leaming. 
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The pecuniary nature of the extemality is one of the features that distinguishes 

Lucas's work from the other contributions to the new growth theory reviewed here, 

which focus on the spillover of knowledge,/7er se. The other distinguishing feature 

is that there is no technological change in Lucas' model. Leaming does not result 

from technological change, nor does it lead to technological change. Moreover, 

leaming does not lead to more leaming. The accumulation of human capital can be 

seen as a series of discrete events, each linked to investment in that accumulation. 

In summary, the progression to this point shows an increase in the competitive 

rigour of the neoclassical grov^h theory and success in modelling sustained 

endogenous growth under some circumstances. There are, in various models: 

• endogenous savings, 

• a role for the investment decision in those models that have capital, 

• sustained growth in models with exogenous technological change 

• sustained endogenous growth in models that either violate replication, have 

exogenously granted technological change or no technological change. 

1.4 Models of learning-driven growth under conditions of limited 
monopoly 

More recent contributions have drawn these threads together to achieve sustained 

endogenous, steady state, growth models that neither violate replication nor rely on 

exogenously determined relationships between variables. This has been achieved by 

the infroduction of limited monopoly power and non-rival inputs, which protect the 

incentive to invest in leaming, and provide the non-convexities associated with 

growth, respectively. 

1.4.1 Romer 1990 

Romer (1990) addresses two issues arising from the accumulation process described 

in earlier models. One of these issues is the incompatibility of costly investment in 

leaming, and the appropriation of benefits of that leaming with the competitive 
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framework. That is the repUcation issues discussed in section 1.3.2. The other, is 

the distinction between extemalities arising from physical capital and those arising 

from the actual spread of knowledge, per se. These issues are closely related and 

their solutions rely on the distinction between rival and excludable inputs. In 

addressing these issues, Romer (1990) discusses three premises that are based on 

empirical observation. These are that: 

• Technological change lies at the heart of economic growth. Technological 

change is defined as 'improved instmctions for mixing together raw materials' 

(1990: S72). 

• Technological change is largely due to intentional and costly actions in response 

to market incentives. 

• Instmctions for working with raw materials are inherently different to other 

economic goods, in that knowledge is a non-rival input that can be reproduced at 

zero marginal cost. 

Romer (1990) addresses the replication issues by infroducing limited monopoly 

power to accommodate costly research and the appropriation of its benefits in an 

otherwise competitive framework. According to Romer (1990), monopolistic 

competition is intimately related to the concepts of non-rivalness and partial 

excludability in the generation of unbounded growth.^ Knowledge is said to have 

two elements: rival human capital that is counted by the number of years of 

education and non-rival knowledge that is counted by the number of designs. Non-

rival knowledge creates a non-convexity in the cost fimction and so overcomes the 

problem of decreasing retums. 

The potential for non-rival inputs to lead to growth is demonstrated by Romer 

(1990) in a correction of the (1986) argument presented above (equation 16). 

Output is shown to increase proportionally if only the rival inputs are increased. An 

Excludability is a fimction of both the legal system and the technological aspects of the good. It is 
excludability that creates monopoly power. Non-rivalness is a purely technical attribute that implies 
zero marginal costs of reproduction and enables acciunulation without boimd on a per capita basis. 
The use of a non-rival input does not reduce the ability of another to use that input. It is non-rivabiess 
that introduces non-convexities in the cost function. While these non-convexities are essential for 
growth, it is monopoly power, due to excludability, that provides the incentives to invest. 
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increase in the number of non-rival designs in conjunction with an increase in the 

rival inputs results in a greater than proportional increase in output. The argument 

is presented as: 

(26) F{A,VC) = '^{A,X)<F{XA,XX) 

Where: A are non-rival inputs 

X are rival inputs 

This explanation is not without problems that are linked to the second issue arising 

from the accumulation process of earlier neoclassical models, discussed in section 

1.3.1. That is, the degree to which leaming can be treated as similar to the 

accumulation of physical capital. If A were physical capital, equation (26) would 

imply increasing retums to scale. This production function would imply 

proportionally more of the same output from an increase in both inputs. However, 

A is not physical capital, it is designs, more of which implies product innovation 

and a change in the goods produced. Innovation thus infroduces an ambiguity that 

hampers comparison. The production fimction no longer displays increasing retums 

to scale in the directly comparable sense of disproportionally more of the same 

good. This reinforces Romer's statement that instmctions are different to other 

economic goods. 

Romer's (1990) model has three sectors, two of which, the research and final goods 

sectors, are competitive. The third, the capital goods sector, is subject to 

symmetrical monopolistic competition due to the patenting of designs used in the 

production of capital goods. Symmetry implies that the capital goods are neither 

complements nor substitutes in the production of final goods. Therefore the impact 

The key features of Dixit and Stiglitz's (1977) symmetrical monopolistic competition are that 
• goods are differentiated 
• each good is produced by a separate firm 
• the goods are neither complements nor substitutes 
• goods compete for market share, but not directly 
• the number of goods is large and so entry and exit do not affect prices 
• adjustment to competition is via quality and so there is typically excess capacity. 
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of innovations on existing goods is non-trivial but non-sfrategic in that while they 

increase competition for market share, they do not create direct competition. 

It is assumed that rival knowledge as human capital (H) and labour are both fixed. 

The rate of growth of the number of new designs (A) is a function of the leaming 

parameter (8) and the stock of those designs. Grov^h in the number of designs 

increases the productivity of the human capital in the research sector where there is 

free access by all researchers to the entire stock of knowledge. Therefore, there is 

an extemal effect from the infroduction of new designs on the production of 

subsequent design: 

(27) A = m^A 

Where: H^ is the human capital devoted to research. 

The production function for new designs is assumed to be a linear function of both 

H^ and A when the other is held constant. The assumption that the marginal 

product of human capital in the research sector grows proportionally with the 

number of designs is said to be for analytical simplicity, the stated intention of 

which is to focus attention on Romer's main question of how other variables in the 

model affect the rate of growth of A. However, this linear relationship is cmcial to 

the model because it ensures that labour does not leave research as the number of 

designs grows. 'Linearity in A is what makes unbounded grov^h possible, and in 

this sense, unbounded growth is more like an assumption than a result of the model' 

(Romer, 1990: S84). Each design is patented and sold to a single capital goods 

producer. Free entry to research ensures marginal cost pricing of designs while the 

uniqueness of designs means that the marginal cost is the fixed cost of research. 

The designs are then used to produce capital goods, the accumulation of which is 

equivalent to forgone consumption [K=Y{t)-C{t)]. The rate at which output is 

converted into capital goods is a constant {r\). At any time the number of capital 

goods is a fimction of this conversion rate, the number of designs and the common 
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quantity of each capital good that is produced {x), that is, K^y\Ax. The capital 

goods are then sold at a mark-up price in accordance with the elasticity of their 

demand curves: 

(28) ^ = "1 

l - a - p 

Where: r is the rate of interest 

Quantities of capital goods are set so as to maximise profits given these prices. This 

mark-up provides the rent for the research costs. In equilibrium the price of designs 

is constant and so the excess of profit over the marginal cost must just cover the 

interest on the initial investment in the design. Therefore, it is the introduction of a 

non-rival, partially excludable input in a monopolistic stmcture that overcomes the 

problem of the incompatibility of costly R&D and the appropriation of benefits from 

that leaming, with the competitive regime by partially abandoning the rigours of 

that regime. In so doing, Romer also gives a role to the rate of interest in the growth 

process. 

Final goods are produced in perfect competition using labour, human capital and 

additively-separable capital goods that reflect symmetrical monopolistic 

competition. The production fimction for the final goods is: 

(29) H{Y^,L,x) = {HyA)''{LAf{K)'-''-^y\'''-^-' 

Where: Hy is the human capital devoted to final output 

r\ is the fixed rate at which consumer goods are converted to capital goods 

If it were not symmetrical, then the capital goods would either be complements or substitutes. If 
tiiey were substitutes, new capital goods would render old capital goods obsolete. There would thus 
be incentive to prevent the spillover of knowledge in the design sector. The assumption of additive 
separability simplifies and ensures that rent seeking in this model does not extend to preventing 
technological change. 
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A is the design of capital goods; it appears in the production function 

although it is not used directly in final goods production, because of its 

impact on the formation of capital 

This production function exhibits diminishing retums to capital accumulation. 

However, the impact of increasing retums to knowledge in its dual role of producing 

new ideas and increasing the productivity of human capital in subsequent research 

means that there are increasing retums to scale even though there is no non-rival 

knowledge used directly in final good production. 

A balanced growth path with A, K and Y growing at constant exponential rates is 

said to exist if A grows at a constant exponential rate, as in the Solow-Swan model. 

That happens if A is linear in A (equation 27) and the human capital devoted to 

research stays constant. In balanced growth, the human capital to physical capital 

ratio is constant, as is the non-inflationary demand for designs. The wage in the 

final goods sector grows in proportion to A as does the productivity of labour in the 

research sector. Given that the price of new designs doesn't change, there will be no 

shift of labour between sectors. The steady state growth rate is: 

c Y K A ^^ 
(30) g=:- = — = — = — = bH4 

^ ^ c Y K A ^ 

Romer (1990) therefore develops a model of sustained endogenous growth driven 

by the dual roles of leaming that together imply increasing retums. The model 

relies on knowledge spillovers for the non-convexity in the cost function associated 

with growth, and monopolistic competition to provide the rent to invest in the 

accumulation of that knowledge. 'Both spillovers and price setting seem essential to 

capturing the features of knowledge in a model of growth' (1990: S89). While it is 

the spillover from leaming that is the non-rival input that drives the growth, that 

leaming is freated as though it were a non-rival benefit from the accumulation of 

physical capital. Romer regrets this. 'My greatest regret is the shift I made while 
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working on these extemal effects models, a shift that took me away from the 

emphasis on research and knowledge that characterized my 1986 paper and toward 

the emphasis on physical capital Looking back, I suspect that I made this shift 

toward capital and away from knowledge partly in an attempt to conform to the 

norms of what constituted convincing empirical work in macroeconomics' (Romer, 

1994: 20). 

Several authors have followed Romer's lead of introducing monopolistic 

competition and non-rival inputs to produce sustained growth. The contributions 

reviewed here are two models by Grossman and Helpman (1991a) and one by 

Young (1994). Grossman and Helpman's first model follows Romer (1990) by 

introducing symmetrical monopolistic competition, this time in the final goods 

sector. Their second, introduces oligopolistic competition in the consumer goods 

sector. Young (1994) presents a life-cycle model in which innovation in the 

intermediate goods sector are both substitutes and complements for older 

technology. 

1.4.2 Grossman and Helpman 1991 

Grossman and Helpman (1991a) present two models in which technological change 

in conditions of limited monopoly power lead to a sustained proportional increase in 

real per capita income. In both models industrial innovation is the outcome of the 

intentional commitment of costly resources in response to non-competitive profit 

opportunities. Both models have no physical capital in order to emphasis the move 

away from capital accumulation towards innovation. 

In Chapter 3 of their (1991a) book, Grossman and Helpman present a model of 

increasing variety, in which sustained endogenous growth is driven by increasing 

retums to non-rival knowledge. In the two sector model, two types of knowledge 

are produced under perfect competition in the research sector. The first type, in the 

form of designs (n), has appropriable benefits that are protected by patents or by the 

costs of imitation. The second type, in the form of methods and ideas, is the general 
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knowledge stock (K^) which has non-appropriable benefits. Therefore, the output of 

the research sector (knowledge) is both non-rival and partially excludable. The 

designs are used in the production of final output under conditions of monopolistic 

competition. The general knowledge stock is used in the production of further 

ideas. The production fimction for the designs is: 

(31) „ = hJh. 

Where: n is the number of designs in existence 

Lj, is the labour devoted to R&D 

Kn is the general knowledge stock 

a is the exogenously given amount of labour required to produce a design 

The impact of the extemal benefit from the general knowledge stock is to make 

subsequent leaming cheaper by increasing the number of designs produced with a 

given supply of labour. If there was no spillover of knowledge, K^ would not appear 

the equation in (31) and the rate of innovation would decline. 

Constant retums to the general stock of knowledge from each design ensure that the 

production of K^ is proportional to the number of designs (n). This proportionality 

means that the production fimction for innovation is also the production fimction for 

the general stock of knowledge if the appropriate measurement units for the 

proportionality set Kn=n. Constant retums in conjunction with the extemal benefit 

from research means that there are increasing social returns to research. 

The decision to enter production in the monopolistically competitive goods market 

is a function of the expected rate of retum. The retums from production are 

monopolistic profit and capital gains from the value of the firm. If the rate of retum 

is inadequate then there will be no market for new designs and thus no increasing 

Constant retums are not strictly necessary. It is sufficient that the retums are bounded fi-om above 
K — 
—^ > k > aap / (1 - a ) as n grows large. 
n 
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retums to drive growth. These retums are a function of the number of varieties (n) 

and the consumers' utility fimction that reflects the households' taste for variety 

rather than for intertemporal smoothing: 

(32) U, = j^e-''^'-'HogD{x)dt 

Where: D is an index of consumption at time T. 

The goods enter the utility function symmetrically so that the same amount of any 

good offered will be consumed. As the number of goods offered increases and total 

expenditure remains unchanged, there is a decline in the quantity of each good 

consumed, but there is no obsolescence. While this reduces the expected retum on 

subsequent designs, the cost of producing the design (wa/K^ ) is a decreasing 

fimction of the number of designs and the general knowledge stock, where a is the 

labour in each design, w is the wage rate and K^ is the stock of general knowledge. 

The decision to enter the production of another variety depends on whether the costs 

of design are greater than its (discounted) impact on retums: 

1 —a 
(33) v = p v - - ^ — ^ 

n 

Where: v is the value of the design to the firm 

a is the preference for variety 

p is the rate of discount 

The evolution of the number of designs is a bifurcated function of the labour 

devoted to research, the preference for variety, the value of the designs, the number 

of designs existing and the effectiveness of labour in research. If there are too many 

designs, the value of the designs will be less than their cost and so there will be no 

innovation: 
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(34) h = • 

— - — for u > u , 
a u 

0 for u < u 

Assuming that there are not too many varieties to atfract new investment in designs, 

the rate of growth in the GDP (G) is proportional to the rate of innovation. Here, 

GDP is defined as the sum of value added in manufacturing and R&D: 

(35) G = poD + vn 

So growth is dependent on innovation. The steady state rate of innovation is: 

n L 
(36) - = (l-a)--ap 

n a 

'Sustained irmovation is possible in this case because the cost of product 

development falls with the accumulation of knowledge capital, even as the retum to 

the marginal innovation declines. The nonappropriable benefits from R&D keep the 

state of knowledge moving forward, and so the private incentives for further 

research are maintained' (1991: 61-62). 

In the absence of spillovers growth must grind to a halt because the rate of retum 

will approach the discount rate. The essence is that without knowledge spillovers, 

the impact of the introduction of new varieties has one extemal effect: that of a 

decrease in the quantity sold of all goods. With spillovers there are two extemal 

effects: the decrease in quantity sold and a decrease in costs. With a balance 

between the appropriated benefits and the spillover benefits, Grossman and 

Helpman's first model shows the incentive to invest in designs can be maintained. 

That non-appropriable benefits can sustain growth, which fully appropriable 

benefits cannot, is an interesting paradox 
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Furthermore, Grossman and Helpman show that if the diffusion of knowledge is not 

instantaneous, the rate of growth will be reduced. This is even though all the 

knowledge is eventually diffused. The introduction of a distributed lag function 

retards the accumulation of general knowledge, and so the rate of evolution of 

innovation is reduced. Equation (34) becomes: 

(37) ^ = 
n 

kL--OL fo ru>«^ 
a un knL' 

f o r u < : i ^ knL 

Where: k is the ratio of the stock of knowledge to the cumulative R&D experience, 

which depends not only on the cumulative R&D experience, but also on the 

time lagged since that experience. 

Grossman and Helpman's second model, as presented in Chapter 4 of their (1991a) 

book, demonsfrates that sustained endogenous growth can be generated by the 

technological change associated with improved quality. There are many goods each 

of which is a quality level of a particular industry line. Goods in different industries 

enter the utility function symmetrically. Innovative activity is focussed on 

producing the next quality in a particular line. Each new good is a perfect substitute 

for a good afready in the consumption basket, and as such is a direct competitor. 

Utility-maximising consumers spread consumption across industries by purchasing 

only the good that offers the lowest quality-adjusted price. Total consumer 

expenditure is constant and the share of each product line in that expenditure also 

remains unchanged. 

The assumption of consumers' taste for quality ensures that only the best-value 

brand of each good will be consumed. The assumption of price competition ensures 

that the best quality good is also the best value. Therefore, oligopolistic competition 

exists between potential goods in each product line. Monopoly power is restricted 

because if the limit price is exceeded, lower quality goods will also be consumed. 
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This will reduce the profit eamed by the holder of the state of the art patent. This 

imposes a significant negative extemality on the usurped producers. Although this 

effect is anticipated, no rent seeking action is taken to prevent the spread of 

information. In fact, designs are freely accessed within the research sector. 

All goods are produced with constant retums to scale and with constant marginal 

costs equal to the wage (w). Each good is priced at X,w, where A, is the quality 

increment, and the quantity sold is ll(kw). The profit (7t) on each good is a fimction 

of the quality increment, which is therefore an index of monopoly power: 

(38) 71=1-8 

Where: 8 is the inverse of the quality increment X. 

The production fimction for innovations is couched in probability to reflect the risks 

associated with R&D. Committing (ai) units of labour for a period of time has a 

probability of (idt) of producing the next generation, and (1-idt) probability of 

failure. The assumption of constant retums to scale in the production of the 

probability of success implies constant marginal product of labour in research (a). 

This specification implies that current production does not influence the probability 

of developing the next generation. New comers to R&D in an industry do not have 

to refrace the steps taken earlier, they can leapfrog to the state of the art by 

inspection. Although innovators are aware that this implies their own eventual 

demise, they do not establish institutions to prevent the spillover of knowledge to 

those who will develop the subsequent generation. 

Equity holders demand that research is undertaken at a level that will maximise their 

expected retums - that is, will maximise the difference between the expected gains 

from research (vidt) and its expected costs (waidt). If costs are too great there will 

be no research, but if costs are less than retums there will be unbounded retums. 

Averaged over the economy, equity holders expect capital gains of vdt with a 
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probability of (1-idt). On the other hand they expect capital losses of the entire 

value of the firm (v) with a probabihty of (idt). In equilibrium, the expected yield 

on ownership shares must therefore equal the retum on the same investment in risk-

free bonds. 

The rate of innovation is a function of the intensity of research: 

(39) I = 

• ^ - ^ f o r u > # - , 
a V L 

0 f o r u < ^ ^ 
L 

The similarity between equation (39) and (34) suggests that the finding that growth 

is a function of the intensity of research is analogous to the earlier model's finding 

that growth is a fimction on the innovation rate. The intensity of research is 

maintained by the incentive to capture the quasi rents appropriated by the state of 

the art good, and to avoid the outcome of zero retums when innovations usurp the 

good in which shares are held. 

1.4.3 Young 1994 

Young (1994) presents a model of endogenous innovation, rather than growth. It is 

included here because of its direct relevance to the progression of neoclassical 

growth theory. Young posits that innovators' expectations about the net impact of 

innovation by others may be the most important determinant of the growth rate. 

Therefore, 'if models of endogenous growth are to be built around extemal effects, 

it is an issue that they must surely sooner or later, confront.' (1994: 805). The 

model is based on the historical observation that innovations have various impacts 

on older technologies. While some destroy the market for older technology by 

substituting for it in production, others provide opportunities for broader application 

in new markets and so are complements. These non-monotonic extemal effects are 

anticipated by iimovators and built into their expectations of retums. 
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In Young's model, research into a new input also produces knowledge about a new 

final good that uses that input. The knowledge about the input is patented while the 

knowledge about the final good is non-appropriable and spills over to the perfectiy 

competitive final goods industry. When an innovative input and its associated final 

good are developed they have three impacts on older technology. Ffrstly, the input 

is a substitute for older inputs in the production of final goods. Secondly, the new 

final good expands the market for the older inputs that it uses. Thfrdly, the new 

final good could be either a substitute or a complement for older final goods. The 

expected weighting of these depends on the life cycle of the input innovation. In the 

initial stage of the life cycle, the input is used in new final goods, and so subsequent 

innovations create a market for that input although the associated new input 

innovation is a substitute for it. As the input's technology matures, it is used in 

fewer new final goods and so the substitution effect dominates. For simplicity, it is 

assumed that final goods enter symmetrically in the utility function due to an 

extreme preference for variety. While Romer (1990) and Grossman and Helpman 

(1991a, increasing variety model) use a similar assumption, they focus on extemal 

disbenefits arising from substitution in the expenditure function. In Young's 

specification with both substitution and market creating effects, if an equilibrium 

with only substitution effects exists, that equilibrium is unstable. The divergent 

paths from that equilibrium converge on a stable equilibrium dominated by 

complementary extemalities that arise due to market creating effects. 

The stmcture of the model has a fixed labour supply as the only factor of 

production. Labour is used for production and for invention of the intermediate 

goods. At any time, the economy knows how to produce a finite subset of inputs 

[0,N] using NT units of labour. The accumulation of the number of inputs is a linear 

function of the labour devoted to research: 

(40) N = N^ 

Where: N is number of inputs 
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LR is the labour in research 

a^is the labour intensity of innovation 

Final goods are produced in perfect competition with a CES production fimction 

that is similar to that employed by Romer, but with heterogeneous inputs. Input 

heterogeneity introduces the tension between complementarity and substitution: 

(41) Q{s) = I x{v,s)''dv 0>1, 1>B>0 

Where: s is a particular input or final good 

0 is the most advanced input used in the production of s, subsequent 

inventions after 0 are too advanced to be included in production of s 

V is an index of final goods 

B is the oldest input used in production of s, if B=0 then all inputs existing at 

the time of innovation of s are used in the production of s. 

The exfreme preference for variety in the additively-separable utility function 

ensures symmetry in the final goods market. Consumer expenditure is thus spread 

evenly over all final goods. This implies a dissipation in profit due to additional 

variety: 

(42) E M - m 

where: E(s,t) is the expenditure on good (or input) s at time t. 

If the interest rate does not change, then the dissipation effect is exactly offset by the 

postponement of consumption in order to enjoy the greater variety of goods to be 

introduced. This leaves the expectation of consumer expenditure on each good 

unchanged by a change in the innovation rate. The shift of expenditure to the future 

due to an increase in innovation rate is shown by: 
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(43) E{t) = R{t) - p + N{t) 

Where: R is the rate of interest 

While firms find that an increase in the rate of innovation leads to a more rapid 

decrease in the expenditure per product, this is exactly offset by a decrease in the 

rate at which these associated profits are discounted. If the interest rate is flexible, 

an increase in the rate of innovation results in a decrease in the interest rate. So 

while future profit decreases when the irmovation rate increases, that is offset by the 

rate at which it is discounted. 

Demand for input v in production of final good s has a CES form: 

(44) ."(v.) = - g P ^ .= ' 
p{vy-^dv l - a 

Where: p(v) is the mark-up price of inputs p(v)=[aN]" . 

Therefore, the number of inputs is an index of the monopoly pricing power. 

The partial (equilibrium) derivative of the resultant profit fimction gives: 

(45) S7t(v)^ 7t(v) ( l - a ) £ ( 0 - l ) ^ ( l - a ) £ 
8A^ N @N^ N^ 

71 (v) 
Where: is the loss of profit due to dissipation of consumption expenditure, 

( l - a ) £ ( © - l ) 
z is the loss of profit due to substitution of new inputs. 
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{l-a)E .^ +-̂ ^——^— is the positive effect of a new demand for v in the new final 

good. 

Therefore, © is an index of the maturity of the market that determines the size of the 

market faced by an input irmovation. If 0 is small, the market is immature and will 

be grown by subsequent final good irmovations. If 0 is large the market is mature 

and the substitution effect of subsequent innovations will dominate. If it is expected 

that subsequent innovation behaviour will have a substitution effect stronger than 

the market creating effect, there will be no irmovation. 

1.5 Conclusion 

More than three decades passed between when Solow (1956) recognised that 

technological change is the driver of growth and modelled per-capita growth driven 

by exogenous technological change, and when the new growth theorists succeeded 

in modelling sustained per capita growth driven by endogenous technological 

change. Although nobody really thought technological change was exogenous 

(Romer, 1994), it took several advances in theoretical and modelling tools to 

endogenise it as the driver sustained growth. The essential advances were the 

recognition that growth is an intertemporal optimisation problem, and the 

development of tools to model those dynamics (Cass, 1965; Koopmans, 1965); the 

recognition of the link between leaming and technological change, and the 

introduction of extemal increasing retums associated with that leaming (Arrow, 

1962a); the recognition that leaming is the deliberate outcome of costly investment 

(Romer, 1986); and the recognition that both non-rival and partially excludable 

inputs are necessary to create the non-convexities and to maintain the incentive, 

respectively, which are essential to sustained growth, and the development of tools 

to model those nonconvexities under conditions of limited monopoly power (Romer, 

1990). 
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2.1 Introduction 

There is a large body of literature on the nature and process of leaming. This has 

been mainly developed, both theoretically and empirically, in psychology, 

sociology and education. Economists have an applied interest in leaming and have 

tended to focus on the outcomes of leaming rather than on its nature and process. 

The new growth theorists, as discussed in Chapter 1, link irmovation, as the 

outcome of leaming in industry, to growth. The importance of leaming in industry 

warrants an understanding of the nature and process of leaming that is applicable to 

industry. 

Therefore, this chapter draws on literature from psychology and sociology to 

present a theoretical investigation of the nature and process of leaming. The aim is 

to develop an understanding of the nature and process of leaming that is relevant to 

innovation, and is applicable to the industrial context. The investigation begins 
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with a clarification of important terms in section 2.2. An analysis of the insights 

into leaming in industry from the contributions to the new growth theories that were 

reviewed in Chapter 1 is presented in section 2.3. Section 2.3 concludes with a 

preliminary set of research questions. A selection of theories of leaming are then 

considered in section 2.4 in order to develop an explanation of leaming that suits 

innovation in industry. A summary of the key features of the accepted explanation 

of leaming in industry is provided in section 2.5, A conclusion is provided in 

section 2.6. 

2.2 Clarification of important terms. 

The study of leaming in industry encompasses many concepts including 

technology, technological change, innovation, leaming, knowledge, the 

accumulation of knowledge, the spillover and diffusion of knowledge, which are 

also important to the new growth theories. The broad parameters of the usage of 

these terms in this thesis are provided here in the interests of clarity and of 

relevance to the study of leaming industry. The interpretations are not intended as 

definitions, nor is it implied that they are the only interpretations of the concepts. 

The concept of knowledge, for instance, is the subject of broad discussions in 

philosophy, psychology and education. Altemative interpretations are not explored 

here. 

Learning as used here relates to a broad range of processes leading to new 

knowledge, to new combinations of old knowledge, and to putting old knowledge 

into new heads (Johnson, 1992). Leaming therefore includes the generation, 

discovery and development of knowledge, and its diffusion. Leaming is often 

referted to in this thesis as the learning process to emphasise that leaming is the 

outcome of a process involving decisions and choices rather than a simple event in 

time. The broad range of activities covered by the concept of leaming is reflected 

in the breadth of the phenomena covered by the concept of knowledge. 
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Knowledge, as indicated above, is the topic of entfre disciplines of study, and 

evades precise definition. Here a broad interpretation is requfred in order to relate 

to the range of phenomena included as leaming, above. Glaser and Sfrauss's broad 

usage is followed here, according to whom knowledge includes: 

'(1) facts, tmths, or principles, often associated with (but not limited to) an applied 

subject or branch of leaming or professional practice; (2) information or 

imderstanding based on validated, broadly convergent experience; (3) reliable 

identifiable practice, including unusual know-how; (4) an item of information that a 

person certifies as valid by applying one or more criteria, or tests, and (5) the findings 

of validated research. The knowledge may take the form of an idea, a product, a 

process or procedure, or a program of action' (1983: 2) 

Accumulation of knowledge is another term for leaming that reflects the early 

focus of neoclassical economists on the accumulation of capital, including the 

accumulation of human capital. However, the analogy of the accumulation of 

knowledge is, in general, limited because the nature of knowledge is fundamentally 

different to that of physical capital, and the way that they are accumulated is also 

distinct. 

Technology as used here is knowledge used in the production process (Johnson, 

1992). It relates to how production is done and organised as well as to the products. 

Technological change is 'improved instmctions for mixing together raw materials' 

(Romer, 1990: S72). It relates to instmctions for new process and for new products. 

Innovation is a novelty of economic value (Edquist, 1995b). It is the application of 

the outcome of leaming. Innovation can be either new to an economy or new to a 

user. Irmovation can be technical (new processes or new products), organisational 

(new organisations or changes to existing organisations), institutional (new 
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institutions or new impacts of existing institutions) or social (new relationships or 

old relationships with new partners). Innovation is broader than technological 

change as it includes institutional and organisational change as well as process and 

product innovation. 

Diffusion of knowledge implies the spread of knowledge beyond its origin. It is 

therefore consistent with 'putting old knowledge into new heads'. That old 

knowledge, once in the new heads, may be valued and applied differently. 

Therefore, diffusion does not imply that knowledge is unchanged by the diffusion 

process. 

Spillovers and extemalities imply that the benefit or cost of an activity spreads 

beyond those who contribute to that activity. Leaming poses three types of spillover 

benefits. One type of spillover is when the non-contributing party actually learns 

the knowledge that is developed. This is called the 'spillover of knowledge' in this 

thesis, and is a form of diffusion. The second type of extemality arises when 

leaming leads to irmovation that impacts on the market for existing goods. This 

happens under conditions of monopoly power and imposes extemal benefits or 

costs depending on whether the irmovation is a complement that expands the market 

for the existing or a substitute that decreases the market for the existing goods. The 

third type, pecuniary extemalities, arises when parties that do not contribute to the 

cost of leaming receive a financial benefit or disbenefit without actually leaming 

the knowledge. This may be in the form of a decrease or increase in costs, and is 

not restricted to conditions of market power. This third type is the same as 

extemalities ensuing from investment in physical capital. 

Two points relevant to the extent, role and nature of knowledge spillovers, that is 

the first type of extemality, warrant consideration. Firstly, some knowledge may 

not spill over easily due to its tacit nature (Nelson and Winter, 1982; Cohendet, 
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Heraud and Zuscovitch, 1993; Hall, 1994), or may require extensive prerequisite 

knowledge (Cohen and Levinthal, 1990). 

The second argument is the degree to which the spillover of knowledge is extemal. 

That is, is not intemalised within an organisation. Two issues relevant to the 

extemal nature of the spillover are that the firm may not be the appropriate unit of 

analysis, and that the short term may be too short to capture the strategic outcome 

of the spillover of benefits. The first of these issues is raised by Weder and Gmbel 

(1993) who provide examples of how two types of private arrangements that 

operate in Switzerland and Japan to intemalise the benefits arising from the 

spillover of knowledge. Those spillover benefits are then extemal to the firm but 

intemal to the institutional arrangement. These arrangements are the cluster and the 

industry association. While Weder and Gmbel do not dispute the importance of 

leaming for growth, or the role of spillovers in that growth, they do dispute the 

assumption that such spillovers are not intemalised - that is, that private 

arrangements are not made to capture them. They conclude: 'We believe that these 

activities of industry associations are capable of capturing for its members exactly 

the kinds of extemalities emphasized by the NGT' (1993: 494). Two contributions 

associated with the new growth theories support the argument that such 

arrangements could intemalise extemalities. Prescott and Boyd (1987) and Romer 

(1993a) argue, respectively, that coalitions of colleagues and self-organising 

industry investment boards have the potential to 'encourage discovery and the free 

flow of ideas' (1993a: 356) in such a way as to intemalise the spilled benefits and 

sustain growth (Prescott and Boyd, 1987). This is apparently at odds with Grossman 

and Helpman's (1991a, increasing variety model) finding that without extemalities, 

growth caimot be sustained. However, Grossman and Helpman's finding is rehant 

on the institutional context in which a spillover from the firm is equivalent to an 

extemality. Once it is acknowledge that institutional artangements can intemalise 

the spillover benefit, Grossman and Helpman's argument becomes that spillovers 
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(whether extemal or intemaUsed) are essential to growth. This is not contradicted 

by Prescott and Boyd's finding that if intemalised, spillovers can still drive growth. 

The second issue relating to the extemal nature of the spillover is raised by Langlois 

and Robertson (1996) who argue that spillovers may appear to be extemalities if a 

short term perspective is adopted, but that a more sfrategic analysis would indicate 

that the firm recoups much of those benefits. This happens when the customer 

develops a demand partem to capture that benefit and this demand pattem is to the 

advantage of the provider of that benefit. In network industries where 'one 

customer's demand is a function of how many other people have already purchased 

the good' (Langlois and Robertson, 1996: 19) a knowledge spillover can shift the 

demand curve for the industry to the benefit of the original generator of the 

knowledge as well as for the recipients of the spillover. Active diffusion of costly 

and valuable knowledge may be the ideal strategy in order to develop relationships 

and institutions that will lock the market into that technology (Boisot, 1995). The 

benefits from the slipover of knowledge are thus largely intemaUsed over time. 

2.3 Learning in the new growth theories. 

The contributions to the new growth theory that are reviewed in Chapter 1 are 

models of growth, rather than of leaming in industry. As such, they focus on the 

impact of leaming on growth rather than focussing on the leaming process. 

Therefore, leaming is specified in the models in ways that will generate growth 

without violating the neoclassical foundations of the models. As discussed in 

Chapter 1, that specification is often quite specific in order to avoid growth 

exploding or petering out, and supported by selective empirical evidence. An 

example is Lucas's specification of exactly constant retums to human capital (^=1), 

which is confrary to the empirical evidence that human capital is accumulated 

rapidly by young people, but not when they are older. This pattem could be 

explained in terms of decreasing retums to human capital, which would decrease 
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the incentive to keep accumulating human capital. However, these apparently 

decreasing retums can be explained by the finite human life span, which means that 

there is less time to reap the rewards of later accumulated human capital even 

though those rewards are actually subject to constant retums. The assumption of 

infinitely-lived individuals enables the assumption of constant retums to be made in 

a way that does not contradict the empirical evidence. Although the new growth 

theories do not focus on the leaming process, the cenfrality of leaming to their 

growth mechanisms suggests that the new growth theorists may have a contribution 

to make to the understanding of leaming in industry. This section discusses the 

treatment of leaming in the selected contributions to the new growth theories in 

terms of: how leaming is done, why leaming is done, what is leamed, and the sector 

in which leaming occurs. While each of those contributions deals with each of the 

learning-related issues, their treatments tend to be superficial and suggestive. In 

order to exemplify the schematic and suggestive nature of the freatment of leaming 

by the new growth theorists, the leaming in Arrow's model, which is freated by the 

literature as seminal, and is the most detailed and the most referred to by the others, 

is outlined first. Then follows a discussion of the treatment of leaming in the other 

contributions to the new growth theories. 

Leaming in Arrow's model results from experience in designing new machines with 

higher serial numbers. The reason to undertake that design is to take advantage of 

the labour saving properties associated with machines of higher serial numbers. 

This incentive is reinforced by the expected exponential increase in the wage rate 

over time. Leaming is the unintended outcome of the design experience. That 

knowledge spills over completely so that others are able to use that knowledge in 

subsequent designs of new machines. There is no leaming by using those 

machines. There is no leaming in the design process but that process creates a new 

envirormient that stimulates leaming. Arrow does not deal with the leaming 

process more explicitly than this, nor does he explain how the knowledge is 

diffused. Arrow's work does not explain the process and nature of leaming, and it 
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does not bear close analysis and investigation of how the new design leads to 

leaming and how that knowledge spreads to lead to more new designs. The other 

new growth theories discussed here are similarly schematic in their treatments of 

leaming. The following summary of their treatments of leaming is necessarily also 

schematic and superficial. 

2.3.1 The learning method 

Leaming in the selected contributions to the new growth theories is restricted to 

leaming by doing, research and formal education (for the accumulation of human 

capital). Leaming by doing is a side effect that is stimulated by experience in 

designing better machines (Arrow, 1962a) and experience in production (Stokey, 

1988). Romer (1986 & 1990), Grossman and Helpman (1991a both models) and 

Young (1994) have R&D as the leaming method. R&D involves costly investment 

in a formal research process and requires monopoly pricing in order to fund its 

fixed costs, as discussed in Chapter 1. Lucas focuses on human capital 

accumulation rather than leaming, and this he attributes to processes that absent the 

worker from production. Formal education is the cited example. 

In both Arrow and Stokey, technological change stimulates leaming, rather than 

leaming stimulating technological change. Arrow infroduces the nexus as 

technological change leading to leaming to emphasis that leaming stimulated by 

experience of a new environment. This was in contrast to earlier work by Lundberg 

(1961) on the role of repetition in increasing productivity. In Arrow, the leaming-

technological change-learning cycle is completed because the knowledge is 

embodied in new machines that provide the new environment that stimulates 

subsequent leaming. Stokey has the causality from technological change to leaming 

because technological change, in that model, is exogenously given. Once 

introduced, the technological change leads to cost reduction that makes the next 

innovation viable, and so the cycle is complete. In the models with R&D, leaming 
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leads to technological change. In Romer (1990), Grossman and Helpman (both 

models) and Young this reduces the cost of subsequent leaming. In Romer (1986) 

it increases the cost of subsequent leaming, but the globally increasing retums to 

leaming in production drive the next round of leaming. 

That Arrow links leaming to investment in better machines, and others link leaming 

to investment in R&D, are remnants of earlier growth models in which learning was 

driven by investment in physical capital. Leaming is thus treated as the 

accumulation of knowledge, which is analogous to the accumulation of capital. The 

automatic link between leaming and investment is modified by Grossman and 

Helpman's introduction of a probability distribution for success in R&D in their 

increasing quality model. As discussed in Chapter 1, treating leaming as analogous 

to capital accumulation is problematic because knowledge is fimdamentally 

different to physical capital in the way that it is accumulated and the nature of the 

spillover benefit. Stokey avoids these issues by linking leaming to the introduction 

of exogenously developed technology in a model that has no capital. Lucas, by 

focusing on human capital and treating it as analogous to physical capital has a 

consistency that is not found in the other models. However, not acknowledging that 

human capital accumulation through formal education is leaming is perhaps an 

evasion of the issues. Human capital also appears in Romer's (1990) model where 

it is counted as the number of years of formal education, but is not accumulated. 

The diffusion of knowledge in all of the models in which knowledge spills over (all 

except Lucas) is unintended by the originators of the knowledge and is neither 

encouraged nor discouraged by them. The method by which diffusion happens is 

not generally discussed although Arrow attributes it to the lack of absolute secrecy 

and Grossman and Helpman (increasing quality model) attribute it to inspection of 

the state of the art product. This lack of attention to the process of diffusion was 

acknowledged by Arrow in the infroduction to the 1985 reprint of his 1962 paper: 

'the work should be redone with more explicit attention to the way the information 
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generated by experience is disseminated' (1985: 157). The lack of attention to the 

diffusion process is a serious omission from the models with limited monopoly 

power, because diffusion reduces market share (Romer, 1990; Grossman and 

Helpman, increasing variety model), desfroys markets (Grossman and Helpman, 

improved quality model; Young) or creates markets (Young) for existing goods or 

inputs. 

2.3.2 Why learning is undertaken 

The reasons to leam are similarly restricted in the new growth theories. Each model 

presents an incentive stmcture to explain the leaming behaviour. The leaming by 

doing models (Arrow; Stokey) require no reason to leam because leaming is the 

serendipitous side-effect of other economic activities that are undertaken in 

response to cost-saving incentives. While that activity is endogenous, the resulting 

leaming cannot be said to be directly either endogenous or intentional. In Stokey 

the technological change that stimulates leaming is also exogenous. In Romer 

(1986) R&D is deliberately undertaken directly in response to the profit motive. 

Leaming in Romer (1986) is thus endogenous and intentional. Leaming in the 

other R&D models is driven by monopolistic profit and retums on investment that 

accme not to the leamer in the R&D sector, but to the intermediate goods sector. 

This is the case for Grossman and Helpman's increasing quality model, except that 

in that case oligopolistic companies fight for survival as well as for profit. In 

models with monopoly power, knowledge, in the form of blueprints, is sold by the 

researcher at marginal cost (which equals the fixed cost for unique goods). 

Therefore, the incentive that drives the leaming in these models relates to the 

investment in capital goods rather than directly to leaming. Nevertheless, leaming 

is endogenous to the models, and is intentional. The reason to leam in Young's 

model is sfrategic because of the role played by expectations about the impact of 

subsequent leaming and innovation on profit. The accumulation of human capital 

in Lucas' model is driven by the incentive of higher wages linked to higher personal 
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human capital. Therefore, the incentive is dfrected at the individual who 

accumulates the human capital. The decision to accumulate human capital is both 

endogenous and intentional. 

In Arrow's model, the design of better machines leads to leaming. That leaming 

enables the development of new labour saving machines. The knowledge is 

embodied in those machines and spills over to create leaming opportunities extemal 

to the investing firm. Therefore, the leaming benefit does not accme to the 

investing firm. In Stokey's model the leaming provides cost savings that benefit the 

original leamer as well as the recipients of the spillover. In the models with 

appropriated benefits, and spillovers (Romer, both models; Grossman and Helpman, 

both models), leaming leads to new technology in the investing firm. While the 

spillover of knowledge benefits others, the investing firm benefits from the 

appropriated knowledge as well as from the contribution to public knowledge. The 

spillover of that knowledge reduces costs of leaming for all firms. This provides 

the inducement for the next round of leaming. 

2.3.3 What is learned 

The issue of what is leamed in the new growth theories is restricted to matters 

conceming product technology except for Stokey's model, in which product 

technology is exogenous, and leaming leads to process technology change that 

saves costs, and Lucas's model in which the nature of the human capital that is 

accumulated is not specified but it appears to be process rather than product-related. 

The product technology outcomes of leaming are better machines (Arrow), new 

capital goods (Romer, 1986), designs for capital goods (Romer, 1990), new variety 

of final goods (Grossman and Helpman), better quality final goods (Grossman and 

Helpman) and a paired new final good and input (Young). In the models with 

monopoly power, the focus is on innovation because of the impact of monopolistic 

and ohgopolistic competition, which encourage product differentiation. Not only 

does leaming in Young's model lead to a new input and final good pair, but also to 
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the creation of a new market dynamic that influences expectations about subsequent 

innovations. This strategic element in Young's model invites fiirther development 

of sfrategy in new growth theories. 

No attention is paid to the choice of what particular product or process results from 

the leaming. The leaming process appears destined to produce a given type of 

outcome (either process or product) the details of which are not relevant. This 

simplification is explained by symmetrical preferences in the perfectly competitive 

models, Romer (both models) and Grossman and Helpman's increasing variety 

model. Even Grossman and Helpman's increasing quality model, which has 

obsolescence, freats all goods that are the state of the art in that product range as 

symmetrical. In Young's model the loss of such symmetry calls for a more 

strategic argument about how particular irmovations are chosen. 

2.3.4 The sector in which learning takes place 

Leaming in the new growth theories is restricted to specific sectors. Leaming is 

restricted to the capital goods sector (Arrow; Romer, 1986), the final goods sector 

(Stokey), the labour sector (Lucas), and the research sector (Romer, 1990; 

Grossman and Helpman, both models; Young). 

In all but Lucas's model, knowledge spills over. The recipients of the spillover of 

knowledge are typically restricted to the sector in which the leaming originated. 

The exception is Romer (1986), in which the knowledge spills from the research 

sector to the capital goods sector because disembodied knowledge was infroduced 

without monopolistic appropriation institutions. In Romer (1990) and Grossman 

and Helpman (both models) knowledge in the form of designs is sold to a single 

company in the capital goods sector which leams in the sense of using the design to 

produce new goods, but not in the sense of developing subsequent designs. In 

Young, the idea for the new input is sold to a producer, while the idea for the new 
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final goods sector spills to the final goods sector. In the models with monopoly 

power, patents prevent the wider use of ideas in the capital goods sector. This does 

not prevent those companies from leaming, but because of the assumed exclusive 

specialties of the sectors, they do not develop subsequent products. The lack of 

knowledge spillovers in Lucas's model is due to its focus on human capital which is 

not subject to reproduction at zero marginal costs. Nevertheless, there are 

pecuniary extemalities in Lucas's model, and they extend to the production sector 

by increasing the productivity of the representative worker. 

2.3.5 Conclusions from learning in the new growth theories 

The contributions to the new growth theories that are analysed here can be seen to 

have used diverse but restricted freatments of leaming and the accumulation of 

human capital in their models. While each has introduces a scenario that covers the 

practical issues of how leaming is done, why leaming is done, what is leaned and in 

what sector leaming takes place, those scenarios are schematic and aimed at 

introducing leaming in a way that is compatible with the neoclassical modelling 

enterprise rather than at capturing the complexities of leaming in industry. The 

schematic nature of their treatments is generally acknowledged by the authors who 

are focussed on modelling a specific argument rather than attempting to do so in a 

scenario that reflects the complexity of leaming in industry. Nevertheless, together 

those scenarios suggest the following conclusions about the practical issues of 

leaming (including human capital accumulation) in industry. 

• Various methods of leaming are relevant to industry. The new growth theories 

analysed here have restricted their freatment to one of leaming by doing, 

research, or education, diffusion by inspection or lack of secrecy. While the 

authors typically argue that their selected method of leaming is practically 

important to industry, none argues that there is not a range of other important 

methods, or that methods are not used in combination. 
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• Various reasons to leam are relevant to industry. Although some leaming is the 

unintended outcome of leaming in industry, other leaming is the intended 

outcome of responses to market signals included in the model, and is therefore 

endogenous. The reasons to leam in the models are to seek monopoly profit, 

survival from the threat of obsolescence, to take advantage of sfrategic 

opportunities created by other's leaming, and, indirectly, to save costs. Once 

again the diversity of these reasons suggests that the new growth theorists 

acknowledge the existence of a range of reasons to leam, but have selectively 

focused on reasons that suit their model. The lack of endogeniety in Arrow's 

model reflects the model's purpose of demonstrating leaming stimulated by 

innovation. Therefore, it is concluded that the new growth theories indicate that 

leaming is endogenous and undertaken for a variety of reasons that are both 

short term and sfrategic. 

• Leaming results in innovations of new processes, new products of greater 

variety and better quality, new markets and new dynamics of existing markets. 

The selective focus of the models on typically one innovation is consistent with 

their simple scenarios rather than implying that the author identifies particular 

innovations as uniquely worth modelling. 

• Parties in various sectors leam, and that knowledge spills over more broadly. 

The selective focus of leaming in a particular sector represents a choice to 

describe a particular scenario and to introduce limited monopoly power rather 

than to suggest that leaming does not take place in the other sectors. Therefore, 

the reviewed contributions to the new growth theories indicate that leaming and 

diffusion happen in any sector. 

These findings are summarised Table 2.1. 

However, as the new growth theories are theories of growth, not of leaming in 

industry, these conclusions are only indications that give rise to the following 
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interim research questions. While the focus of the new growth theories has been on 

the sector in which leaming happens, the relevant research question is: Who 

leams?, which is more general and consistent with the other three research 

questions. 

• How is leaming done in industry? 

• Why is leaming done in industry? 

• What is leamed in industry? 

• Who leams in industry? 

These questions require theoretical and empirical answers that are beyond the scope 

of the above analysis of selected contributions to the new growth theories. In 

search of an understanding suited to innovation in an industrial context, the next 

section of this chapter investigates theories of leaming. 
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2.4 Theoretical models of learning 

This section presents a selective review of the psychology and sociology literature 

on leaming. The review is undertaken in search of an account that is applicable to 

endogenous leaming and irmovation in industry. It is not intended as a 

comprehensive survey or review of the literature. 

2.4.1 The instructional learning model 

Thomas and Harri-Augustein (1985) provide a simple definition of leaming. 'The 

acquisition of appropriate knowledge, skills and attributes to be measured according 

to publicly acknowledged standards' (1985: 1). This definition is associated with a 

model of leaming that explains how an instmctor can achieve a measurable change 

in the behaviour of the leamer. Such behavioural theories are better described by 

Thomas and Harri-Augustein as theories of instmction. 

In relation to the first of the preliminary research questions listed above, that is, 

how leaming is done, leaming in the instmctional leaming model is by instmction 

only. However, as the new growth theories have suggested, several methods of 

leaming may be relevant to industry. This is supported by Malerba (1993) who 

presents a taxonomy that distinguishes six methods of leaming in industry. 

Malerba's taxonomy is as follows: 

• Leaming by doing relates to production activity. 

• Leaming by using relates to the use of products, machinery and inputs. 

• Leaming fi-om advances in science and technology relates to the absorption of 

new developments in science and technology. 

• Leaming firom intra-industry spillovers is due to activities of competitors and 

other firms in the industry. This presumably would include the 'inspection' and 

'lack of absolute secrecy' that are the methods of diffusion in Grossman and 

Helpman (improving quality model) and Arrow, respectively. 
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• Leaming by interaction relates either to the interaction with upstream or 

downstream sources of knowledge such as suppliers or users, or to cooperation 

with other firms in the industry. The name of this method is perhaps 

unfortunate because it could suggest that no interaction is involved in the other 

methods of leaming, which is not implied. 

• Leaming by searching relates to formalised activities (such as R&D) aimed at 

generating new knowledge. 

Malerba's taxonomy does not include: 

• Leaming by intemal interaction. The diffusion of knowledge within a firm may 

be similar in many respects to spillovers from an extemal source. This is 

particularly in the case of large firms with separate sections and departments. 

• Leaming by instmction. 

Malerba's taxonomy of leaming methods identifies what people are doing when 

they leam (leaming by doing, using, interacting and searching) and the sources of 

knowledge (spillover and advances in science and technology). It does not explain 

how leaming is done. Attributing leaming to 'advances in science and technology', 

for example, does not indicate how the firm leams about such advances that are 

extemal to the firm. 

Another contribution to the literature on leaming methods is provided by von 

Hippel and Tyre (1995) who concentrate on leaming by doing, which includes 

leaming by using in Malerba's taxonomy. In a work studying the way in which 

leaming by doing is done and how this reduces costs, von Hippel and Tyre argue 

that leaming by doing (and using) is a method of iterative problem solving. Product 

and process development through leaming by doing is 'more precisely, trial, failure, 

leaming, revision and re-trial' (1995: 2). Use of machinery precipitates problem 

identification and stimulates reflection that suggests cost savings and stimulates 
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leaming. Leaming changes the environment and imposes a degree of instabiUty 

that may result in continuous problems arising. This 'never getting it right', as von 

Hippel and Tyre refer to it, suggests strongly that innovation as the result of 

leaming by doing may be a continuous process. Von Hippel and Tyre emphasise 

the link between production experience and leaming outcomes. They then assume 

the application of that knowledge in the production process. However, in industry it 

may be that the user of the machine has no incentive to solve an identified problem, 

or has no authority to do so and has no appropriate interaction with those with that 

authority. Moreover, the perceived incentive stmcture may lead the machine user to 

identify a slow machine as an opportunity rather than as a problem. Such 

institutional impacts on leaming suggests that how leaming is done is integrated 

with issues of what is leamed and why it is leamed. This complexity is not 

addressed by the instructional leaming model or by von Hippel and Tyre. 

In addressing the second question of why leaming is done, the instructional leaming 

model is driven by the instmctor, who also sets both the content and the method. 

The leaming is not necessarily intended by the leamer and is not endogenous to the 

leamer's context. 

In addressing question of what is leamed, the instmctional leaming model is limited 

to that which is taught. Knowledge is unchanged through the leaming process. In 

fact, a modification of the knowledge by the leamer indicates that the process has 

failed. There is no mechanism by which new knowledge and innovation is 

generated. Silverberg (1990) describes such models as linear because they assume 

a linear progres.sion between three distinct stages: invention, iimovation and 

imitation/diffusion. The technology is not changed in this progression once it is 

invented. 

In addressing the question of who leams, the instmctional leaming model identifies 

the leamer rather than the instmctor. That is to say, it is predetermined who will 
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teach and who will leam. Although several authors (eg Rogers, 1982; Trianidis, 

1971) offer considerable insight into the importance of the relationship between the 

leamer and the instmctor for the success of the instmction, the fundamental nature 

of the relationship is fixed by the dichotomy of roles between the leamer and 

instructor. 

The instmctional leaming model thus addresses all four of the practical issues 

raised by the freatment of leaming in the new growth theories that formed the basis 

of the interim research questions. However, it does so in ways that are inadequate 

to explain leaming and irmovation in industry for four reasons. Firstly, only 

leaming by instmction is included. Secondly, the leaming is imposed by the 

instmctor rather than being the deliberate and endogenous response to incentives. 

Thirdly, there is no irmovation in the model. Fourthly, the leamer is simply the 

person who is taught. 

2.4.2 Creative learning 

The essence of the inadequacy of the instmctional leaming model to explain 

intentional leaming and endogenous iimovation in industry is that the leamer is the 

passive recipient of knowledge that is unchanged in the leaming. Two models that 

give a much more active role to the leamer, and focus on the innovative nature of 

leaming are Thomas and Harri-Augustein's (1985) model of conversational 

leaming, and Bandurra's (1977) model of observational leaming. Leamers in these 

models consciously organise their own experiences, define their leaming purposes 

in relationship to available resources, and act in order to achieve changes that they 

value. Thomas and Harri-Augustein offer an altemative definition of leaming: 'the 

constmction, reconstmction, negotiation and exchange of personally significant, 

relevant and viable meaning' (1985: xxiv). The creation of a new mental constmct 

by coimecting two known but previously unconnected mental constmcts to form a 

single new constmct, that is bisociation, is an important aspect of creative leaming 
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(Koestler, 1964). These models are termed 'creative' in this thesis to emphasise the 

fact that the knowledge may be modified, recreated or reinvented in the leaming 

and diffiision process. Bandurra's and Thomas and Harri-Augustein's works are 

considered in combination here as the creative leaming model. This model focuses 

on the cognitive leaming process and so emphasises issues relevant to how leaming 

is done, and to a lesser extent, why that leaming is done. 

In addressing the question of how leaming is done, the creative leaming argues that 

the cognitive leaming processes are conversational and observational. In Thomas 

and Harri-Augustein's model the leaming is conversational. Conversation uses the 

synergy from the contribution of knowledge from all parties to create knowledge 

that the parties individually value. Conversation has a dual nature. 'We reflect to 

ourselves as well as exchange with others, so that two conversations, one intemal 

and one extemal, seem always to be taking place' (1985: xix). The conversational 

nature of leaming is an important component in all of the methods of leaming in 

industry identified above. Leaming by doing and using, as explained by von Hippel 

and Tyre, are iterative processes based on reflection. Leaming from advances in 

science and technology relies on verbal conversation and symbolic conversation as 

reading. Leaming from infra-industry spillovers could be through conversation or 

through inspection. Leaming through interaction and instmction are 

conversational. Leaming by R&D is largely conversational, which is both 

reflection and extemal conversation. While conversational leaming is important to 

all these methods of leaming, they are not entirely conversational. The element of 

these leaming methods that is not due to conversation is due to inspection or 

observation. Bandurra (1977) argued that leaming is due to observation and 

modeling. Observation leads to leaming because it suggests altematives that may 

be of value to the observer. Leaming by observation ranges from leaming from a 

glance that suggests altematives, and leaming by imitating and modifying the 

complex behaviours of another person or mentor. A novice surgeon, for example, 

observes many surgical procedures before being allowed to practice. Observation 
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also teaches about the consequences of the modelled behaviour. Modeling is 

creative when imitation leads to iimovative applications or, when an individual 

integrates elements observed from several models into an innovation. Together, it 

is argued here, the conversational and observational models of leaming explain all 

the leaming methods. 

In addressing the question of why leaming is done, leaming in the creative leaming 

model is driven by the leamer in response to perceived values. The leamer 

determines what to leam by firstly using intemal referents to assess the validity and 

viability of new knowledge. This assessment is the basis of the selection of 

knowledge. Then, the individual monitors, constmcts and reconstmcts personal 

meaning over time in response to their changing knowledge. This then influences 

how they assess subsequent knowledge. 

The creative leaming model does not directly address the question of what is 

leamed. While leaming is deliberate and endogenous to the perceived values, the 

subject of that leaming is not a focus of this model. However, it does acknowledge 

the complication that what is leamed is not only influenced by the perceived value, 

but also by the accumulated knowledge of the leamer. Therefore, the leaming 

outcome from an apparently connimon experience will differ between leamers 

because the process of 'constmction, reconstmction and negotiation' will not be 

same. Thomas and Harri-Augustein offer the example of a public lecture. The 

infinite array of possible interpretations means that individuals take different 

knowledge and experience away, and in the fliture will have different histories and 

values that determine their search for the next learning-experience. 

The creative leaming model addresses the question of who leams by emphasising 

the social nature of leaming. Relationships are essential to enable the leamer to 

access potential knowledge and to assess its value in order to make a leaming 

decision. The leamer selects to leam from particular sources that it values. That 
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value is based either on previous experience with that journal or from comments 

from others with whom the individual has a learning-related relationship. The 

creative leaming model is relevant to the leaming group or organisation. The 

leaming group can be seen in two complementary ways. It can be a locus of 

leaming individuals, or it can be that the group itself leams in the sense that 'its 

behaviour changes in valued ways (and) its capacity to attribute meaning to people, 

things or events changes in valued ways' (Thomas and Harri-Augustein 1985: 283). 

The individual member's leaming is influenced by the group, and influences the 

group in tum. The important issues for the organisation are whether members 

understand one another, whether those with common interests and complementary 

knowledge can find each other, and whether the total mind pool of members' 

knowledge can be harnessed to develop a valuable shared knowledge. 

Thus, the creative leaming model explains intentional leaming in a social context 

that highlights the importance of social relationships for valuing and accessing 

knowledge. Moreover, that leaming is driven by the leamer who modifies 

knowledge in the leaming process in order to achieve desired values. Leaming is, 

therefore, essentially social and irmovative. However, the creative leaming model 

does not consider limitations on the interaction between parties and the impact that 

this would have on leaming. Nor does it explain what determines the value of 

knowledge. It therefore does not adequately explain the determinants of what is 

leamed. According to Latour (1987), these issues require an understanding of the 

dynamic and sfrategic nature of leaming in industry as well as its social and creative 

nature. 

2.4.3 The translational learning model 

The sfrategic determinants of the selection of knowledge are emphasised in the 

translation leaming model of Callon, Law and Rip (1986) and Latour (1987). The 

franslational leaming model focuses on long term sfrategic reasons to leam rather 
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than on the cognition of the leaming process, and so complements the creative 

leaming model. The basic argument is that leaming and innovation are change, and 

that to understand that change it is necessary to understand the forces for and 

against change. Those forces develop because statements of knowledge are either 

complements or competitors for one another . Some knowledge is competitive in 

that two statements cannot be accepted at the same time. The choice to leam or 

accept one statement is a choice not to leam its competitor. If analog technology 

and digital technology are competitors, for example, the choice to develop digital 

technology may be a choice not to develop analog. Other knowledge is 

complementary in that one statement increases the value of the other. An example 

would be that the value of knowing how to make analog components is increased if 

someone has the complementary knowledge to use analog technology. The value of 

a statement is determined in combination with other statements in the social context 

in which it occurs. That social context is comprised of relationships between 

parties who seek to build the value of the knowledge that they accept, and 

institutions that limit the ways in which parties interact and the leaming that they 

undertake. These institutions have historical roots as well as current influences from 

the market and the technology. 

Those who accept competing statements become associated with power bases that 

compete for confrol of future leaming and irmovation. Acceptance of a statement 

has an extemal effect because as it becomes more widely accepted, the statement 

gains more value and power to influence which statements are subsequently 

accepted. As the statement moves closer to being generally accepted and the 

associated technology to being the standard, competing technologies fail and are 

forgotten. The firm's sfrategic choice of whether to diffiise its knowledge or to 

create institutions to prevent that diffusion can be understood in the light of that 

extemal effect (Boisot, 1995). In industries that are subject to technological path 

A feature of the language of the translational leaming model is that a piece of knowledge is referred to 
as a statement. Accepting a statement implies leaming. 
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dependencies, behaviour in one period is dependent on activity in the previous 

period. Thus, having a statement accepted earUer increases its prospect of 

becoming generally accepted. More exfreme are industries in which technological 

'lock in' arises when a set of conditions makes it difficult to move from one period 

to another in more than a narrow range of ways (Hall, 1994). The firm will commit 

resources to promote its technology and to develop relationships and institutions to 

confrol them so that the value of its knowledge is enhanced and maintained over 

time. The firm must identify the key players, how they can be interested in the 

firm's technology, and if possible how to have them develop complementary 

technology that will reinforce the value of the firm's knowledge. This means 

understanding the key players' sfrategic goals, their perception of their context 

including the institutions that determine their behaviour, and the relationships that 

give value to their knowledge. 

The focus on the relationships and institutional context that determines the sfrategic 

aspects of leaming is the great sfrength of this model for application to industry. 

Whereas the creative leaming model assumes that a problem or opportunity exists 

and that leaming is undertaken consequently, the franslational model argues that the 

identification of a problem or opportunity can only be understood within the context 

of the other knowledge held and the relationship between those who hold that 

knowledge. Moreover, the availability of knowledge is limited by the leamer's 

relationships, which are partly determined by the value of their knowledge. 

Applying the franslational model to industry allows an appreciation that a frajectory 

is created by the interdependence of the market, the technology, the history and the 

institutional context. Therefore, consideration of what to leam cannot be separated 

from consideration of why leaming is done. 

The franslational leaming model does not directly address the question of the 

method by which leaming is done, other than to emphasise the importance of 

interaction. 
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The franslational leaming model argues that questions of what is leamed and why it 

is leamed are integrated and can only be understood together. The issues of what is 

leamed and why it is leamed are embedded in the social context of the relationships 

and institutions that not only enable knowledge to be accessed and assessed, but 

also imbue that knowledge with value. The selection of knowledge is a dynamic 

longitudinal issue that not only impacts on the learner's position in the industry, but 

also influences the path for subsequent leaming. 

In addressing the question of who leams, the franslational leaming model 

emphasises the cenfrality of the social context to the leaming process. It does more 

than facilitate leaming; it provides the reason to leam and determines what is 

leamed, Leaming and innovation are not only creative in the technological sense, 

but also in the social sense. By altering the value of knowledge held, knowledge 

changes the relationships and creates new ones. This changes the dynamics of the 

industrial process and influences the path of subsequent innovation. 

This focus on the social context of leaming suggests a departure from the freatment 

of leaming in new growth theories, which, consistent with neoclassical theory 

generally, lack an institutional content. As the social context has been argued 

theoretically to be central to leaming, it appears that the fourth research question 

should be changed to focus the investigation on that context. Therefore, the fourth 

preliminary research question becomes: What relationships and institutions impact 

on leaming in industry? 

Combining the creative leaming model with the franslational leaming model 

marries the creative leaming model's focus on how leaming is done with the 

franslational leaming model's focus on the integrated issues of the selection of 

knowledge and the reason to leam within a dynamic and sfrategic framework. 
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2.5 Conclusion 

The analysis of the treatment of leaming in the new growth theories indicated that 

though their treatments were diverse and schematic, they suggested four practical 

issues of leaming in industry that required theoretical and empirical explanation. 

The investigation of selected leaming theories yielded an explanation of leaming 

that suits the innovative, strategic and social nature of leaming in industry. The 

following summary of the key features of that explanation relates to the preliminary 

research questions. However, while each of these is referred to separately here, it is 

important to appreciate their interconnectedness, which implies that none can be 

fully understood in isolation from the overall context that is leaming in industry. 

How is learning done? 

The leaming process involves conversation and observation, both of which are 

social activities. The eight identified methods of leaming (leaming by doing, using, 

intemal interaction, extemal interaction, searching and instmction and leaming 

from science and spillovers) involve conversation and observation in various 

situations and in conjunction with various activities. The conversation and 

observation not only transmit existing knowledge, but also stimulate new 

knowledge. Therefore, diffusion is part of the process by which knowledge is 

generated. Relationships are important for all methods of leaming because they 

enable knowledge to be accessed. 

Why is learning done? 

Learning is driven by the leamer in order to capture short term and strategic values. 

It is therefore both deliberate and endogenous. Those values are determined by 

relationships and the institutional stmcture. Leaming is undertaken in part to 

enhance relationships that will increase the value of existing knowledge. 
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What is learned? 

The choice of what to leam depends on the value of knowledge, which is 

determined by the social context in which it is applied. The choice of what to leam 

can only be understood in the social and institutional context that provides the 

reason to leam. Leaming is creative and the outcome is innovation. That 

innovation can be process, product, social or organisation. 

What relationships and institutions influence learning in industry? 

Leaming is essentially social and relies on relationships between parties that not 

only give access to knowledge but also imbue it with value. Parties are not free to 

interact with any other party nor are they free to choose what to leam. Rather, their 

leaming is restrained by institutions within society, the market, and the accumulated 

technology. Together relationship and institutions comprise the social context of 

learning. However, what relationships and institutions are important to industry is 

not indicated by the theories. 

Without an understanding of the relationships and institutions that are important to 

industry it is not possible to understand the strategic interrelatedness of the practical 

issues of the how, the why and the what of leaming. Therefore, the relationships 

and institutions that are important to industry are investigated in Chapter 3. 
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3.1 Introduction 

The investigation of the nature and process of leaming, which is presented in 

Chapter 2, concluded that in order to understand the practical issues of leaming in 

industry it is necessary to understand the context in which that leaming is 

undertaken. Relationships and institutions, which are cenfral to that context, are the 

subject of a body of literature in economics. That literature comes largely from the 

evolutionary or institutional approach to economics which argues that individual 

behaviour is conditioned by the context in which it occurs. Therefore, an 

understanding of that context enhances an understanding of that behaviour. 

This chapter investigates the institutions and relationships that comprise the social 

context of industry in order to understand leaming and innovation behaviour. 

Firstly, institutions are infroduced and discussed in section 3.2. Then, relationships 
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are introduced and discussed in section 3.3. Specific learning-related relationships 

and the institutions that regulate them are discussed in section 3.4. The national 

system of innovation approach, which argues that these relationships and 

institutions form part of a broader system that determines the rate and dfrection of 

leaming and innovation, is infroduced in section 3.5. A conclusion that sets out the 

final research questions is provided in section 3.6. 

3.2 Institutions 

Institutions take a variety of forms in the literature ranging from Williamson's 

(1975) concenfration on the legal system to Sjosfrand's (1993) emphasis on society's 

shared norms. According to Edquist and Johnson (1995) institutions may be 

described in terms of the following continuum: 

• Formal (such as Government policy and codes of conduct) or informal (such as 

work norms and norms of cooperation). 

• Basic (such as property laws) or supportive (such as norms of exchange and 

accreditation) 

• Hard (a protocol that can never be broken) or soft (a normally adhered to 

guideline). 

• Macro (such as a national professional protocol on knowledge sharing) or micro 

(such as an agreement between colleagues). 

The definition of institutions that will be used in this thesis is in accord with this 

range and rehes on the work of North (1991) and Sjosfrand (1993). Institutions are 

humanly devised regulators of behaviour that limit the set of choices available to 

individuals and groups . That institutions regulate behaviour does not imply that 

they are simply consfraints on choices and behaviour. While institutions may 

present barriers to some relationships and activities, they provide opportunities and 

incentives for others. An example is that learning-related interaction between 

colleagues may be encouraged and facilitated by seminars and joumal publications. 

Institutions are distinct from organisations, which are stmctures with explicit pinpose such as firms, 
universities and professional associations (Edquist, 1995). North (1991) draws the analogy that the 
organisation is the team and the institution is the mles of the game. 
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while learning-related interaction between competitive firms may be banned by anti-

tmst laws. Not only do institutions regulate relationships and behaviour, but also 

the relationships and behaviour that they regulate shape the instimtions (North, 

1991; Giddens, 1984; and Sjosfrand, 1993). This mutual determinism also applies to 

institutions and economic activity, 'current institutions influence the nature of 

current economic activity which in tum influences subsequent institutional forms' 

(Sjosfrand, 1993: 760). Once this complexity is recognised, and it is acknowledged 

that, as discussed in Chapter 2, the social context creates knowledge and gives it 

value, institutions can be interpreted as channelling the development of knowledge, 

rather than as restricting it. 

Nevertheless, there is considerable debate as to whether institutionalised behaviour 

is rational when breaking with the institution would result in a preferred situation. 

According to Sako, 'economists are prone to regard norms which are not consistent 

with one's self-interest as consfraints. But norms are also capable of being the base 

for committed action' (1992: 17). Olson (1965) asked how commitment to 

institutions can be achieved when they are manifestly confrary to rational choice. 

His answer was that such commitment cannot be achieved if actors are self 

interested and rational unless there are selective incentives to prevent free riding. 

Myhrman (1994) disputes this by pointing out that Olson discounts the regulatory 

power of institutions because he ignores relationships and deals only with one shot 

interaction. When games are repeated, actions are remembered and so tmst and 

reputation are important. That is, institutions regulate behaviour when repeated 

interaction has developed into a relationship. 

3.2.1 The functions of institutions 

According to North (1991) institutions provide information about how parties may 

be expected to behave. This provides a stable stmcture for interaction by allowing 

mles of behaviour to be established, enforced and predicted. Economics, as the 

study of the behaviour of economic agents, either individually or in aggregate, 

assumes the predictability of that behaviour. The importance of predictability in 
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economic theory was discussed at length by Marshall (1920). He wrote that 

economists 'deal with man as he is: but being concerned chiefly with those aspects 

of life in which the action of motive is so regular that it can be predicted and the 

estimate of the motor-forces can be verified by results, they have established their 

work on a scientific basis' (1920: 27). The more predictable the behaviour, the 

greater the predictive and explanatory power of the theory. Although neoclassical 

economics concenttates on the regularity of behaviour in response to price and 

quantity signals, there are other regular responses that Marshall called 'normal 

behaviour' and that others have called 'institutions'. One value of this regularity of 

behaviour is that it is a source of information. As Schotter says: 

'Economies contain an information network far richer than that described by a price system. 

This network is made up of a whole complex of institutions, mles of thumb, customs and 

beliefs that help to transfer a great deal of information about anticipated actions of agents in 

the economy'(1981: 118). 

The information in these institutional mles reduces problems of uncertainty and so 

enhances leaming and knowledge exchange (North, 1991). The reduction in 

uncertainty enables problems to be solved. According to Ullman-Margalit (1978), 

there are three types of problems that may be solved by institutions: problems of 

coordination, problems of the prisoner dilemma type, and problems of inequality 

preservation. To these three, Schotter adds problems of a cooperative game type, 

each of which can be solved by relying on the information contained in the 

institutions. This information allows novices in each problem situation to act and 

predict the behaviour of others as though experienced (North, 1991). 

Edquist and Johnson (1995) argue that institutions may promote (or retard) 

innovation by enhancing (or blocking) communication and interaction. The 

argument is that innovation results from interactive leaming and that institutions, by 

regulating communication and interaction, affect both the rate and content of 

innovation. Institutions affect communication and interaction between parties to 

industry in three ways. Firstly, as conduits for behaviour-related information they 
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reduce risks of exchange and the information burden on economic agents. Secondly, 

institutions are valuable in the confrol and regulation of conflicts that arise from the 

change associated with innovation. Edquist and Johnson argue that 'an institutional 

set-up which effectively redistributes the costs of change and compensates the 

victims also supports fast rates of innovation' (1995: 23). Thirdly, institutions 

promote innovation by determining the rewards and punishments of economic life 

that provide incentives for interaction and communication. Included here are 

pecuniary institutions such as wage schemes, taxes, mles of inheritance and property 

rights to knowledge that affect the appropriation from innovation and interaction. 

Incentives that encourage opportunistic behaviour may affect the level of tmst and 

so alter the level of cooperation and the flow of knowledge. Institutions thus 

simultaneously provide information, influence the generation of knowledge, give 

value to that knowledge and provide a social stmcture in which that knowledge can 

be used. 

While some institutions may be intended in their context (for example, by a 

conservative authority) to retard innovation by blocking information, magnifying 

conflict over change, and punishing innovators (Edquist and Johnson, 1995), such 

impacts may also be the unintended outcomes of institutions with other purposes. 

This may occur for as least three reasons. Firstly, the unintended outcome may be 

the side effect of curtailing interaction for some other purpose. Examples of this are 

company norms that prevent line workers accessing senior management in order to 

prevent intermption, and anti-tmst laws, both of which have costs in terms of 

interaction forgone. Secondly, the institution may be outdated, but still adhered to. 

An example would be the reluctance of a manager to type even in the age of 

computers. Thirdly, it may be that providing a privilege to one group consfrains 

another. An example would be a practice of sharing information with domestic 

companies but not with foreign companies. 
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3.2.2 The regulatory role of trust in industry 

The importance of tmst in relationships is a recurring theme in the hterature. While 

at one level, tmst is an affect with emotional connotations, at another level it can be 

conceptualised as an institution because it regulates behaviour. Although the 

literature does not necessarily explicitly discuss tmst as an institution, it is included 

as such here. The lack of anonymity between parties and the sfrategic nature of 

relationships make tmst important to industrial activity. 'A reputation of 

tmstworthiness is not just tangential to a good economic system: it is a commodity 

intentionally sought by - and a constant concem of - any one who aims at such' 

(Gambetta, 1988: 233). Sako (1992) finds that three kinds of tmst are important to 

achieving commitment to exchange relationships. These are: 

• confractual tmst that both parties will keep promises. 

• competence tmst that both parties will perform their roles competently. 

• goodwill tmst that both parties will respond to opportunities to improve 

performance in the absence of expHcit promises (confractual tmst) or 

professional standards (competence tmst) - that is, a commitment to take 

initiatives to benefit both parties and so enhance the relationship. 

Tmst can be a self-serving, and reciprocity building phenomenon that enables 

parties to develop expectations with confidence. Tmst increases one's vulnerability 

to another's behaviour, which is not under one's confrol, and which may produce 

regrettable outcomes if that tmst is abused (Lorenz, 1988). Tmst only applies in 

situations in which it is possible to avoid that risk by choosing not to engage in the 

associated activity or interaction. 

Gustafsson (1990) argues that asset-specific investment, which is innovative 

because it implies the investment in an asset that is unique to a specific fransaction, 

is protected by tmst and credible commitment: 

'Whereas credible threats are designed to deter rivalry, those who make credible 

commitments are attempting to support exchange. Different investments will be made, 

better prices will obtain, and transactions will proceed more smoothly if cost-effective 
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credible commitments are made in support of asset-specific exchange' (Gustafsson, 1990: 

15). 

This is in confrast to the works of Wilhamson (1985) and Dasgupta (1988), who 

concenfrate on the need to rely on confracts that create credible threats to protect 

asset-specific investment from opportunism. Without such credible threats, the 

investment in innovative assets that are specific to a particular fransaction would be 

subjected to unacceptable risks. This is because there is no trust in exchange 

relationships, 'instead of commitment and tmst there is malfeasance: a fiill set of ex 

ante and ex post efforts to he, cheat, steal, mislead, disguise, obfuscate, feign, distort 

and confuse' (Wilhamson, 1985: 251). According to Alter and Hage (1993), 

Williamson's transactional cost approach is relevant to low-tech firms. Asset-

specific investment in high-tech firms is argued by Lorenz (1988) to require a 

mechanism by which firms tmst one another in order to develop technology over 

time rather than relying on threats specific to a single fransaction. Hosmer (1994) 

argues that the increasing technological complexity and the pace of technological 

change mean that firms need to expand their tmst relationships beyond the firm to 

extemal parties with complementary knowledge. 

3.3 Learning-related relationships 

Relationships are links between parties that enable those parties to specify roles and 

to capture and manage the sfrengths associated with those roles. These links are not 

instantaneous and anonymous, rather they continue over time to form stabilised 

interaction between selected and known parties. Maximising behaviour by a party 

to a relationship implies acting so as to improve their own status in the relationship, 

and also to improve the status of the relationship vis a vis third parties. Whether 

personal status or the status of the relationship is emphasised depends on 

institutionalised social norms (Sako, 1992). Relationships are important to 

innovation because innovation is not undertaken by companies or individuals in 

isolation, but rather: 
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'its initiation, formulation and diffusion depends on complex interactions between 

individuals and groups of people in the science-base and research organizations, firms acting 

as vendors, customers, partners and competitors, and the changing demands of governments 

and individuals as customers and regulators' (Dodgson, 1993: ix). 

The literature identifies various reasons to form learning-related relationships. Two 

reasons are that, as discussed in Chapter 2, knowledge that does not spillover easily 

can be accessed within such relationships, and that the extemalities associated with 

leaming can be intemalised by such relationships. Other reasons identified in the 

literature are to share costs of R&D (Dodgson, 1993), to exploit 'cognitive 

economies of scope' generated by the convergence of previously distinct 

technologies (Nooteboom, 1996), to share risks and uncertainty of R&D (Casson, 

1995), to increase speed to market (Dodgson, 1993), and to create technological 

standards (Dodgson, 1993; David, 1993). 

Leaming-related relationships also have significant costs, which suggest that if the 

knowledge and the associated industrial power were available elsewhere at a 

reasonable cost, leaming-related relationship would be avoided. The costs of being 

in relationships include resources committed to that relationship and opportunities 

foregone in order to establish a tmstworthy relationship (Gambetta, 1988). The BIE 

(1995a) found that more than 50% of the surveyed high-tech firms operating in 

Ausfralia gave the cost of maintaining leaming-related relationships as a problem, 

and that 32% of such high-tech firms cited such costs as the reason for failure of 

leaming-related cooperation agreements. 

Relationships may be bilateral or may extend to a network of parties each involved 

in several relationships. The interconnection of relationships means that parties may 

be related directly or indirectly through intervening relationships. The complexity 

of the interconnectedness of relationships in industry makes the study of those 

relationships difficult. However, as Carzo and Yanouzas (1967) argue, the problem 

of complexity due to interconnectedness should not discourage investigation. A 
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great deal can be leamed by parsimoniously focusing on a limited number of 

relationships and investigating thefr links and regulators. 

3.4 Specific learning-related relationships and institutions 

This section discusses leaming-related relationships and the institutions that regulate 

them and the associated leaming as identified in the literature. These relationships 

are within the firm and between the firm and extemal parties. 

3.4.1 Intrafirm learning 

The two most important institutions for determining the degree of generation, 

introduction and exploitation of technology within a firm have been argued to be the 

culture of the firm and its emphasis on leaming, and the stmcture of the firm and its 

appropriateness for leaming (Stoneman, 1995). These institutions are 

interdependent if the overall attitude to leaming affects and is affected by both the 

culture and the stmcture of the firm. The company culture not only influences the 

conditions under which workers interact with one another, but also creates a 

common knowledge and protocol that eases communication, clarifies incentives and 

generally economises on bounded rationality (Creme, 1990). The sfronger the 

infroverted focus on establishing the common knowledge of the culture, and on 

developing the distinctive nature of that culture, the less encouragement there is to 

focus outside the firm, and the more difficult it is to communicate and leam from 

outside the firm. The importance of absorbing knowledge from outside is stressed 

by Cohen and Levinthal: 

'The cumulativeness of absorptive capacity and its effect on expectation formation suggests 

an extreme case of path dependence in which once a firm ceases investing in its absorptive 

capacity in a quickly moving field, it may never assimilate and exploit new information in 

that field, regardless of the value of that information' (1990: 136). 

The impact of the stmcture of the firm on its ability to leam and to exploit 

knowledge is investigated by Solvell and Zander (1995) and by Weder and Gmbel 
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(1993), respectively. Weder and Gmbel concenfrate on the advantages of 

multinational corporations and conglomerate stmctures in exploiting the zero 

marginal cost of reusing non-rival knowledge. Solvell and Zander argue that while 

ideally a multinational company can stmcture its operations in order to locate each 

activity in an environment that will enhance the leaming specific to that activity, 

such a company runs the risk of not being an 'insider' in each location. The 'insider' 

firm has good connections, common institutions and long term experience with key 

economic agents, and is better able to innovate because it can hamess the 

advantages of social norms through continuity and long-term relationships, well-

established local networks, movement of employees across firms, quasi-family ties 

between firms, interlocking directorates, institutions for linking people and ideas, 

common language and symbols, and tmst. 

Aoki (1985 and 1990b), in a study of relationships intemal to Japanese firms, found 

that innovation is served by relationships that foster participation and by intimate 

horizontal communication between divisions. Repetition, on the other hand, is 

better served by relationships and institutions that foster bureaucratic 

compartmentalisation of fixed fimctions such as in hierarchical firms with vertical 

communication of problems (up) and instmctions (down). These innovation-

enhancing relationships are said to be the same as those of the leaming company. 

The leaming company is one that organises operations so as to encourage leaming 

by workers and captures that leaming to facilitate subsequent leaming. The costs of 

becoming a leaming company include the fact that a large proportion of workers' 

time is devoted to communicating and processing information, and that leaming is 

directed to improving communication skills and leaming skills rather than to 

developing expert speciahst skills (Aoki, 1985 and 1990b). Eliasson (1994a) argues 

that with appropriate institutions, workers' knowledge and competence can be 

hamessed, and the firm become a leaming firm. 'What is more important than 

research, therefore, is the problem of writing effective labour market confracts that 

provide the right incentives for labour to perform and to reveal their competences, 

and promote flexibihty' (1994a: 9). 
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3.4.2 Interfirm learning 

The literature on relationships between firms identifies, among others, exchange 

relationships between supplier and customer, relationships between competitors, and 

other relationships, such as clusters, that exist between firms regardless of whether 

or not they are connected through the market. 

3.4.2.1 Exchange relationships 

Exchange relationships with exacting customers or innovative suppliers can be the 

most important stimulus to innovation. 'Sophisticated, demanding buyers provide a 

window into advanced customer needs; they pressure companies to meet high 

standards; they prod them to improve, to innovate, and to upgrade into more 

advanced segments' (Porter 1990b: 79). Although Ehasson (1994a) argues that 

simple (non-sfrategic) exchange relationships can lead to technological change, 

others argue that long-term, stable relationships promote innovation. Hallen, 

Johansson and Nazeem (1987) found in a study of innovation and relationships 

between companies in Scandinavia, that the degree to which a firm innovates in 

order to adapt to another firm's interests is explained by the degree to which it 

depends on that other firm. 

The work of the Uppsala group (including Sharma, 1993; Snehota, 1990; and Gadde 

and Hakansson, 1994) refocuses the argument by positing that leaming is the reason 

to engage in exchange, rather than the side effect of exchange. Exchange activity is 

undertaken to leam and to enhance status in a relationship more than for profit in the 

conventional sense. When knowledge is the key resource, and that knowledge is 

changing rapidly along with technological change, then the desired exchange 

relationship is that which offers greatest flexibility and heterogeneity of knowledge 

(Sharma, 1993). A network of stable exchange relationships between autonomous 

actors who are deliberately positioned and committed to exchange with only 

selected others, is said by Sharma, to provide the maximum flexibility and 

heterogeneity. The act of exchange, or even the preparation for exchange, provides 

leaming opportunities that make the parties more attractive to fiirther relationships 
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(Snehota, 1990). Parties to a network devote resources, not only to the current 

fransaction, but also to gaining a comprehension of the network stmcture in order to 

identify that knowledge which will promote their status in the network, and the 

status of the network (Hakansson and Johansson, 1993a; and Snehota, 1990). A 

higher status in the network increases the value of the firm's knowledge. An 

innovation by a low status firm may be rejected by network members regardless of 

its superiority (Hakansson and Eriksson, 1993). The path of technological change is 

therefore dependent on the network position of parties. In order to maximise their 

status, firms must innovate and develop knowledge that is of value to other network 

members, they must be seen to do this, and they must be tmsted to continue (Hage 

and Alter, 1991). Hakansson and Eriksson in a study of 123 small to medium 

Swedish firms concluded that: 'a company's achievements in technical development; 

in getting incentives and ideas to innovation; in pursuing development in a resource-

efficient way as well as in getting innovations accepted, will ultimately depend on 

the network and the opportunities and obstacles it provides' (1993: 31). 

3.4.2.2 Relationships between competitors 

Leaming-related relationships between competitors are confrary to the usual 

understanding of competition. An important question is: Why share knowledge 

with competitors when the costs and risks include the loss of autonomy, loss of 

technological superiority, loss of exclusive monopoly advantage from appropriable 

knowledge, political attention due to government interest in sfrategic aUiances, and 

uncertainty over long term interests and intentions of the other parties? The answer, 

as provided by Alter and Hage (1993), is to develop technology common to the 

industry, to share the costs of that development and to fend off fiirther competitors. 

This confirms the discussion of Romer 1993 a, Prescott and Boyd, and Weder and 

Gmbel's work on intemahsing knowledge spillover extemalities (section 2.2). 

Baumol (1990) suggests technology-sharing cartels as another form of relationship 

to intemalise the extemal benefits associated with the incomplete appropriation of 

knowledge and to exploit the zero marginal cost of non-rival knowledge. Such 

relationships are said to be both more stable and more in the public interest than 
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price fixing cartels because the benefits to their members accme from long term 

cooperation, and because they encourage innovation respectively. 

3.4.2.3 Other relationships between firms 

The above leaming-related relationships between suppliers and customers, and 

between competitors, are specific to firms thus connected through the market. Other 

relationships between firms are not restricted to firms connected in either of those 

ways. At least three types of such relationships are discussed in the literature: the 

cluster, the sfrategic alliance and the common directorate. The material on 

relationships based on common directorates indicates that this is an opportunity for 

directors to leam and to coordinate operations at a high level (Weder and Gmbel; 

Aoki, 1985; and Sako, 1992). 

The 'cluster' is a grouping of companies around a resource, a problem or an 

opportunity in order to capture an extemal benefit. Traditionally a cluster imphed 

physical proximity to either a resource (often infrastmcture) or a major customer. 

Technological change and the increase in role of knowledge in production mean that 

the extemal benefit is no longer restricted to a location. Although, physical 

proximity is less emphasised, the literature on clusters indicates that proximity 

remains important. Proximity enhances innovation by facilitating interaction 

upstream, downsfream and horizontally. Such interaction is more important in high-

tech industries than are the transport and communication costs of the conventional 

cluster (Porter, 1990a; Braunerhjelm and Svensson 1994; Williamson, 1975; and 

Kmgman, 1991). 

Dahmenian competence blocks are clusters of firms based on knowledge spillovers 

peculiar to an industry. These 'blocks of advanced firms operate as technical 

universities and research institutes, unintentionally providing free educational and 

research services, often in areas where such services are not supplied by existing 

educational institutions or where the nature of competence makes fraditional 

educational institutions incapable of supplying them' (Eliasson, 1996: 125). The 
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catch is that to develop an innovative and internationally-competitive mdustrial 

cluster, a nation must have a producer that is an intemational leader in technology 

(Eliasson, 1994a). 

Technical standard bodies may be interpreted as clusters of firms around the 

problem of developing standards (Dodgson, 1993; David, 1986). Standardisation is 

important to innovation because it provides stmcture and confidence (Reddy, 1990). 

According to the BIE, standardisation also provides a reason to diffuse knowledge: 

'The diffusion of new private knowledge and know-how amongst competitors in an industry 

is often a very open process. For example, where a new and radically different technology 

has been developed, the innovating firm may permit the use of this technology by its 

competitors for the purposes of gaining an industry standard. For these firms, it may be 

better to forego some competitive advantage in the market for the increased chance that its 

technology is adopted as the industry standard' (1994a: 20). 

The second type of relationship between firms not necessarily linked by the market 

is strategic aUiances for the joint creation of knowledge. While in the case of joint 

ventures the relationship is cemented by equity involvement, a sfrategic alUance can 

be based on tmst with no formal contractual basis. Ciborra argues that 'alliances are 

the institutional arrangement that allows firms to implement sfrategies for 

organizational leaming and innovation more effectively' (1991: 51). Sfrategic 

alliances focus on the dynamics of innovation and competition rather than on short 

term response to price signals and may involve market creation or product 

innovation (BIE, 1995a; Mytelka, 1991a). The recent frend for more sfrategic 

alliances reflects a sfrategic response to the increasing demands on knowledge due 

to changing competitive and technological conditions that increase uncertainty and 

the need to access broad expertise (Hagedoom, 1995; Mytelka, 1991c; Ciborra, 

1991; and BIE, 1995a). This increasing technological interdependence requires and 

leads to more R&D from both parties because an own R&D effort is necessary to 

develop the competence to leam from other's R&D (Beije, 1996; Cohen and 

Levinthal, 1990). 
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Alliance partners must be tmstworthy and carefully selected for relevance, novelty, 

and meaning of information in order to enhance leaming and iimovation: 

'Relevance means that they either demand or supply input technology. That is, they have 

complementary competence in technology. Novelty provides awareness, information, 

interpretation, evaluation that would be lacking without a relationship with that party. 

Meaning requires that the competence from the partner can be absorbed. These are 

associated with cognitive proximity, which is necessarily distinct from sameness. Sameness 

destroys leaming, proximity enhances it. Interaction has a strategic aspect due to learning. 

Interaction may yield economies of cognitive scope. Together firms can leam that which 

they could not leam alone. If both parties cooperate in this leaming, then mere imitation can 

be surpassed with leaming that is accurate and low cost' (Nooteboom, 1996: 331). 

3.4.2.4 The SKF case sttidy 

The strategic complexity of relationships between firms and within firms is 

exemplified by Lundgren's (1990) case study of the Swedish producer of precision 

steel, SKF. Details of that case study are provided here because it demonsfrates that 

relationships within the firm can affect leaming relationships between firms, and 

that institutions that favour one leaming opportunity can deter another. 

Early this century, SKF leamed by using steel that their product could be improved if they 

could get cleaner steel. In particular, cleaner steel was essential for the development of the 

ballbearing. SKF stood to gain from these improvements but was unable to persuade the 

Swedish steel mills to pursue them. So, SKF bought the Horfors mill in order to capture their 

metallurgy and market knowledge, and then taught them about the desired improvements in 

steel production. Bringing the relationship in-house was also advantageous from the 

perspective of intellectual property rights because some of the processes for developing 

cleaner steel would be classified as 'obvious to a person skilled in the art' and so would not 

be patentable in Sweden. Moreover, the Swedish system offers no protection for process 

technology because while patenting publicises that process the cost of prosecuting for 

encroachment is prohibitive. The vertical integration option provided greater security 

because Swedish corporate law is well suited to protecting intellectual property from 

employees divulging secrets opportunistically. Thus, bringing an exchange relationship in-

house was seen as a solution to both problems of intellectual property rights and resistance 
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to innovation. The effectiveness of one institution (company law) above another (patent 

law) radically influenced the relationship. 

However, it was recognised as early as 1930 that the close relationship with SKF was 

preventing the Horfors mill from leaming from their customers, who were also SKF's 

competitors. So, when the ability to make high quality bearing steel was no longer unique, 

50% of the mill was sold to a Finnish steel producer. This remaining strong link with SKF is 

said to be responsible for the poor on-going development because it bars Horfors from 

access to user's opinions and knowledge. 

In order to exploit the value of its knowledge of ballbearings, SKF initially imdertook to 

educate the car industry in their use. In so doing, SKF leamed about the car industry, and in 

1935 SKF established Volvo as a subsidiary. It thus became one of its own major 

customers. This relationship was so damaging to SKF's relationships with Volvo's 

competitors that the company feared technological stagnation. Volvo was sold, and is now 

the only European car that does not use SKF's products. 

3.4.3 Relationships with experts 

The literature on leaming-related relationships between firms and experts extemal to 

the firm relates to consultants and universities. Consultants have become more 

important as industry has become more technologically advanced and more 

knowledge based. There has been a 'shift from machine-embedded to organization-

embedded knowledge. There is also evidence of a fiirther step, from organization-

embedded to individual-embedded knowledge' (Ekstedt, 1989: 11). Consultants 

provide a flexible source of knowledge that can overcome the rigid path dependence 

of organisation embedded knowledge. Therefore, firms that seek a flexible source 

of knowledge in order to innovate and respond quickly to market signals develop 

relationships with consultants who are committed to developing knowledge in 

support of the firm (Ekstedt, 1989). 

In their research role, universities generate knowledge that may be absorbed by the 

firm. However, that absorption often takes more R&D effort than does absorption 

of spillovers from suppliers (Levin, Klevorick, Nelson and Winters, 1987). This is 

apparently because the academic norms and standards are not commercially 
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oriented. While the general tendency is that universities undertake the basic 

research that stimulates apphed research in industry, Dasgupta and David (1992) 

and Rosenberg and Nelson (1993) argue that in some mstances applied research 

stimulates basic research. Therefore, there is increasing potential for universities and 

firms to form strategic alhances for the joint development of knowledge of benefit 

to both. There appears to be very little relevant literature on leaming-related 

relationships between firms and universities as education facilities. 

3.4.4 The government and learning in industry 

The government is in a unique position to influence leaming in industry through its 

various roles as customer, legislator, and researcher. Firstly, the government can 

form relationships with firms in which it acts as a competent customer that demands 

innovative and quality goods. Such competent procurement practices have the 

capacity to drive technological change (Porter, 1990a and 1990b; Edquist, 1996a). 

The capacity for competent purchasing is reduced by long term 'overly close' 

relationships with industry in which personnel and programs are so intertwined that 

they stagnate. Recent moves towards privatisation and intemational tendering also 

reduce the Government's capacity to boost innovation through technical 

procurement (Edquist, 1996a). The government has great potential to encourage 

innovation through its impact on private demand (Dosi, 1988; Cohen, 1995). 

Demand pattems may be influenced by regulations that consfrain legally admissible 

options, and by fiscal measures, including broadly based and targeted taxes and 

subsidies. The government may also be able to influence private demand through 

propaganda or programmes that award tax exemption points for buying national, 

'green' or high-tech products (Dosi, 1988). 

The government also impacts on leaming and innovation through its sundry roles in 

the society that create the environment in which firms operate. Firstly, by creating 

the regime that determines the mles of allocation and association the government 

influences the nature and extent of interaction between firms (Pelikan, 1988). 

Secondly, the government influences the law, order and general harmony of the 
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economy, and in particular, it deals with the conflict arising from the change 

associated with innovation (Edquist and Johnson, 1995; Dosi, 1988). Thfrdly, the 

government influences the balance between appropriation of retums as the incentive 

to develop knowledge, and the public benefit from the diffusion of that knowledge 

(Nelson, 1988). Patent laws are important intellectual property right laws. The 

patent system has two objectives: to reward iimovators with limited monopoly, and 

to avoid R&D duplication by providing public access to their results (BIE, 1994a). 

Spence (1984) argues that while R&D intensity will rise with appropriability, 

innovation output may decrease due to a lack of spillover effects. Fourthly, the 

government can reduce the cost of innovation as well as influencing the direction of 

research by its own research, by subsidising and sponsoring private sector research, 

and by disseminating or subsidising the dissemination of knowledge developed in 

its ovm laboratories and elsewhere (Cohen, 1995). Fifthly, the government may be 

able to influence the level of competition, and this may boost the rate of innovation. 

While Porter (1990a and 1990b) finds the level of competition to be a cmcial factor 

in innovation, this is not universally agreed. Nooteboom (1996) and BIE (1994a) 

argue that although increased competition heightens the need to share knowledge in 

order to maintain a competitive advantage through technological advancement, it 

also reduces the willingness of innovative parties to share that knowledge. An 

increased level of competition may increase innovation if it breeds cooperative 

relationships between those who are aligned in competition with a third party. 

3.4.5 At the individual level 

While the above discussion of leaming-related relationships focuses on relationships 

at the firm level, relationships at the individual level between individuals within the 

same firm and in different firms are perhaps the most important for learning and 

innovation (von Hippel, 1988). According to von Hippel, 'informal know-how 

frading is essentially a pattem of informal co-operative R&D. It involves routine 

and informal frading of proprietary information between engineers working at 

different firms - sometimes direct rivals' (1988: 6). According to Cohen (1995) the 
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area of intrafirm relationships, especially at the individual level, has been 

inadequately researched. 

In conclusion, 

'The socio-institutional framework always influences and may sometimes facilitate and 

sometimes retard processes of technical and stmctural change, coordination and dynamic 

adjustment. Such acceleration and retardation effects relate not simply to market 

'imperfections', but to the nature of the markets themselves, and to the behaviour of agents 

(that is, institutions are an inseparable part of the way the markets work)' (Freeman, 1988: 2). 

3.5 The system of innovation approach 

While the above investigation of relationships and institutions in the literature 

indicates how each impacts on leaming and innovation, it does not indicate how 

those relationships and institutions together impact on leaming in industry. Several 

of the referred to works (eg Pelikan, 1988; Sako, 1992; Edquist, various) come from 

a school of thought that argues that relationships and institutions are interrelated in a 

systemic way, and that to understand their combined impact on iimovation it is 

necessary to understand that system. 

The system approach to innovation follows von Bertalanffy's (1968) work on the 

systems approach to organisations. That approach argues that the elements of an 

organisation are interdependent and behave in an orderly and predictable way. This 

'steady state' behaviour results from the system's ability to influence, if not confrol, 

its members through the power stmctures that develop within and between the 

elements in the system. The balance in the power stmcture is due to mutual 

interdependence, the lack of certainty of the relevant power of each element and 

mutual awareness that each element is part of a coalition, the sfrength of which may 

not be assessed by outsiders. Understanding that suprastmcture, of which the 

individual is part, makes sense of the operations of the individual in a way that may 

not be clear from the analysis of the part (Carzo and Yanouzas, 1967). 
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There are three general approaches to systems of innovation (Edquist, 1995b). 

Firstly, there is the technological systems approach of Rosenberg (1982) and Dosi 

(1988), which focuses on technological innovations wathin the social context of 

science and technology. Secondly, there is the industrial cluster approach of Porter 

(1990a and 1990b) and Dahmen (1989), which explains economic performance in 

terms of the interaction of groups of technologically advanced firms. Thirdly, there 

is the system of innovation approach proper, as Edquist calls it, which focuses on 

the environment in which the firm operates as a system that determines the rate and 

direction of innovation. As Smith argues: 

'Systems approaches vary in emphasis and level, but they share a common core idea: the 

overall innovation performance of an economy depends not so much on how specific formal 

institutions (firms, research institutes, universities, etc.) perform, but on how they interact 

with each other as elements of a collective system of knowledge creation and use, and on 

their interplay with social institutions (such as values, norms, legal frameworks, and so on)' 

Cited in Hofer and Polt (1996). 

While these three approaches to the system of innovation are often treated separately 

in the literature, their similarities are sufficient to warrant addressing them under the 

general banner of the national system of innovation approach (Limdvall, 1992a; 

McKelvey, 1991). The national system of innovation is defined by Lundvall as 'all 

parts and aspects of the economic stmcture and the institutional set-up affecting 

leaming as well as searching and exploring' (1992a: 12). There are two major 

interdependent parts of the national system of iimovation: the social context and the 

production context (Lundvall, 1992; Edquist, 1995a). The production context is 

what is produced and sold within the economy and the characteristics of the firms, 

and funding arrangements. The leaming-related relationships and institutions 

discussed above comprise the social context in which industry operates and 

innovates. Therefore, the national system of innovation approach argues that the 

impact of the relationships and institutions on leaming and innovation can be 

understood within a broader system of innovation. 
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There are no natural boundaries to delineate what to include within a study of the 

national system of innovation (Lundvall, 1992a). Contributions to the literature on 

the national system of innovation have included the followmg elements: Pelikan 

(1988) examines the political regime, Lundvall (1988) considers firm behaviour, 

Edquist (1993) concenfrates on social norms, and Sako (1992) considers the degree 

of dependence between firms in exchange relationships. 

While the national system approach is inclusive and can accommodate each of these 

disparate elements in explaining innovative behaviour, it does not seek to make a 

coherent interpretation of that behaviour. Rather, it allows for the coexistence of 

confradictory and apparently incompatible elements. Such coexistence may be an 

essential characteristic of cultural complexity. As Ramseyer (1987: 40) argues: 

'Cultural orders seldom constitute coherent logical systems and the Japanese order is no 

exception. Tme, the Japanese intellectual tradition has long emphasised harmony, loyalty, 

and consensus. That same tradition, however, has also long celebrated the misanthropic 

swordsman who slashes for art, the wily merchant who cheats his way to riches, and the 

amorous prince who hops from bed to bed. Like any other cultural order, the Japanese 

tradition is an unstable set of conflicting and manipulable norms.' Cited in Gerlach (1992: 

26) 

Moreover, it is not normally possible to investigate all these disparate elements of 

the national system of innovation. Lundvall (1992a) argues that flexibility should 

prevail in deciding what subsections and processes should be studied. The guiding 

objective should be the purpose of the study. In this thesis the emphasis is on the 

relationships and institutions that were argued in the creative leaming model and the 

franslational learning model (Chapter 2) to be cenfral to leaming in industry. 

3.5.1 The national system of innovation and economic performance 

Not only does the national system of innovation approach adopt a systemic 

approach to the understanding of the rate and direction of innovation, but it also 

posits that that innovation is cenfral to economic performance, including growth 
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(Lundvall, 1992a, Edquist, 1995a). Centring the analysis of economic performance 

on leaming and innovation is said to be essential if two assumptions are accepted. 

The first is that knowledge is the key to economic performance, and accordingly, 

that leaming is the most important activity. The second is that leaming is 

interactive and socially embedded in the institutional context in which it takes place 

(Lundvall, 1992a). 

Authors have explained economic performance in terms of various elements of the 

national system of iimovation. These works have not modelled growth in a formal 

way, nor have they comprehensively investigated all salient features and their 

connections. Rather, they have focused on selected qualitative elements of the 

national system of innovation, which they argue to be cenfral to innovation, and 

have explained how those elements separately and together influence economic 

performance. These explanations are specific to a particular national system 

because they rely on contextual material that is peculiar to each nation. 

Two works that have focused on different elements of the national system of 

innovation to explain economic performance can be discussed as examples of this 

body of work. The first work. Porter (1990a and 1990b), focuses on the rivafrous 

and cooperative behaviour of large businesses in determining the nation's economic 

performance. Porter's work is not couched in the language of the systems of 

innovation approach. Rather, it deals with the 'four attributes of a nation .... that 

individually and as a system constitute the diamond of national advantage, the 

playing field that each nation establishes and operates for its industries' (1990b: 77). 

The diamond, which determines the barriers, incentives and capacity of industry to 

'innovate and update', is entirely consistent with the national system of innovation 

approach (Limdvall, 1992a; McKelvey, 1991). The four points on Porter's diamond 

are: factor conditions; demand conditions; related and supporting industries; and 

firm sfrategy, stmcture and rivalry. Of these, rivalry is the most important for 

creating 'the pressures on companies to invest and innovate' (1990b: 77). Rivahy 

encourages firms to form cooperative relationships that will facilitate innovation and 

enhance the ability to compete with rivals. These cooperative relationships are with 
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third parties not directly involved in the rivalry, typically with suppliers and 

customers. This innovation enhances the competitive advantage of the company, 

and in aggregate the nation. The government has a role to play in enhancing the 

degree to which local competitors press each other on costs, quaUty and variety to 

create a dynamic and innovative inter-relatedness. That role is to enhance 

competition by removing barriers to rivalry, and by providing incentives to 

cooperate among customers and suppliers. 

In the second work, Sako (1992) investigates the differences between British and 

Japanese business relationships for exchange, and their impact on industrial 

development. Sako's overall argument is that historical factors have led to radically 

different norms and relationships predominating in the two nations that are peculiar 

to each national system and cannot be fiilly understood in isolation from that 

system. In particular, the level of tmst and the degree of desired dependence 

between firms are said to be cmcial differences in determining the economic 

performance of each nation. According to Sako, both parties to exchange in the 

British system seek low dependence and rely on confractual tmst based on the legal 

system's 'fiction' that both parties have equal bargaining power. Overall, 

relationships between British firms are based on the assumption of opportunism 

mediated by confract and independence to exit from unsatisfactory relationships. 

Contracts that detail every aspect of the exchange relationship mediate against 

product innovation during the terms of the agreement, but encourage price cutting 

innovation to annex the rent. In the Japanese system both parties seek a high level 

of dependence because they rely on good will tmst that the other party will not 

behave opportunistically even given unequal bargaining power. Although Japanese 

confractual law imbues confractual tmst, parties prefer to rely on goodwill tmst, 

which is also fostered by the legal system. Overall, relationships within and 

between Japanese businesses are regulated by institutions that favour mutual 

dependence by fostering long term commitment and risk sharing that encourage 

transaction specific investment and innovation. Commitment establishes 

expectations that the individual and the company will continue to improve their 

performance, will be flexible and will diversify to keep up with technology in 
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pursuit of common goal (Aoki, 1985). This flexibihty and credible commitment to 

exchange are said to enhance business development and growth more than the 

British system based on credible threats. Sako attributes Japan's relatively greater 

success in innovation and growth to these norms and relationships. 

3.5.2 National system of innovation and the new growth theories 

The above discussion of the national system of innovation approach and its 

contribution to the understanding of the link between leaming, innovation and 

growth is vastly different to that in Chapter 1 of the contribution of the new growth 

theories to the same topic. Superficially, the difference is due to style and the 

comprehensiveness of the variables included. Stylistically, the new growth theories 

are mathematically rigorous in modelling the link between leaming and growth in a 

generalised and stylised situation. In so doing, they take an exclusive approach that 

limits the domain of their models to factors that are cenfral to the modelling 

exercise, and limits the circumstances to those that are compatible with the general 

thrust of the neoclassical enterprise. Stylistically, the national system of innovation 

approach explains the link between leaming, innovation and growth through 

descriptive exemplification. The national system of innovation takes an inclusive 

approach that argues that historic and current factors constitute a system of 

institutionalised social stmctures that affect the leaming and innovation that are 

associated with growth. The entire system needs to be understood in order to 

understand either innovation or growth. However, perhaps the greatest apparent 

difference, from the perspective of this thesis, is the degree of attention paid to the 

nature and process of leaming. The national system of innovation approach views 

leaming and innovation as issues to be explained as an integral part of the 

explanation of growth. The new growth theories freat leaming and innovation as an 

element in their grow1;h models. If that leaming is explained by other elements in 

that model, it is said to be endogenous. 

The differences are radical in that they go to the root of the theoretical paradigms to 

which the two approaches belong (Hofer and Polt, 1996). The new growth theories 
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belong to the neoclassical school that explains economic outcomes in terms of the 

behaviour of maximising firms and individuals responding to market signals. 

Rationality is assumed to reflect self interested action undertaken in conditions of 

perfect knowledge and with parties not consfrained from acting in their own interest. 

Choices result in instantaneous outcomes that are not subject to path dependence. 

The national system of iimovation approach, on the other hand, is couched in the 

evolutionary and institutional schools of thought that argue that individual 

behaviour can be explained in terms of historically and collectively determined 

stmctures that limit behavioural choices. Choices are fiirther consfrained by the 

path created by previous choices. Those choices and that path modify the 

constraints, and so behaviour is evolved by collective influences. Even within the 

culturally and path-bound options, calculated personal maximisation is largely 

irrelevant because outcomes of choices accme over the long term and are subject to 

uncertainty due to the impact of choices made by others (Dowrick, 1995 a). While 

firms and individuals may still act so as to maximise their interests, those interests 

and those actions are both consfrained and shaped by the social context to such an 

extent as to render the neoclassical model of unconsfrained maximising behaviour 

with perfect knowledge irrelevant. Overall, the national system of innovation 

approach seeks to describe leaming, innovation and growth through exemplification 

of a real situation in a real period, while the new growth theories model growth 

within a highly stylised and regulated theoretical context. Therefore, the behaviour 

modelled by the new growth theories and described by the national system of 

innovation approach is different in nature as well as content. 

While these approaches are different and often freated as rivafrous (Tisdell, 1995a), 

there are at least two other ways to freat them. That is, to attempt to combine them, 

or to freat them as distinct but complementary approaches. The option of combining 

them would imply that either the new growth theories incorporate institutional and 

evolutionary arguments in their models, or that the national system of innovation 

approach formalise its arguments into mathematised models. There is evidence that 

the new growth theorists acknowledge that their models would be more powerfiil if 

they included variables that captured what the national system of innovation 
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approach perceives as salient institutional factors. Moreover, it appears that in a 

limited way such factors have been included in models. For example, in Grossman 

and Helpman's (1991a) increasing variety model, it was found that non-

instantaneous difftision reduces the rate of growth even though all the knowledge is 

eventually diffused. If the question were asked: What determines the rate of 

diffusion?, the answer would seem to necessarily include institutional factors. 

Therefore, it appears that some unspecified institutional effects have been modelled. 

However, to exfrapolate and attempt to model institutional factors fiilly would 

involve the inclusion of variables that represent each of the key institutional factors 

of the system and how they interact and evolve over time. The peculiarity of each 

national context would require that these models be tailored to each nation and to 

each period if they were to capture the realism of the system of innovation 

approach. Moreover, those who subscribe to the national system of iimovation 

approach would undoubtedly argue that their findings cannot be annexed in this 

way because models caimot capture the evolutionary nature of the system, even if 

they could succeed in piece-meal adding variables to represent the institutional 

context. The two approaches cannot be reconciled by adding more variables to the 

new growth models, nor by infroducing mathematical solutions to the national 

system of innovation approach, because they are based on fundamentally different 

conceptualisations of behaviour. Therefore, the limitations on reconciliation are 

paradigmatic rather than practical and are unlikely to be solved by further advances 

to modelling techniques, including simulation. 

The third option, that of freating the two approaches as complementary sources of 

insights into growth and the leaming and innovation that they agree drives growth, 

remains. The new growth theories in modelling the links between leaming and 

innovation and growth have raised the profile of leaming in industry. The national 

system of iimovation approach by explaining the links between social stmctures and 

leaming have provided insight to both innovation and the growth process. If the 

enterprise at hand is to develop neoclassical growth theory, then the contributions of 

the national system of iimovation approach may be limited. If the enterprise is to 
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understand leaming, innovation and growth, then both approaches have a valuable 

contribution to make, but the objectives and limitations of each programme must be 

kept firmly in mind. 

3.6 Conclusion 

This chapter has investigated the leaming-related relationships and institutions that 

comprise the social context of industry. Those relationships were argued in Chapter 

2 to be central to the rate and direction of leaming in the dynamic sfrategic context 

of industry. Many relationships and institutions were identified in the literature and 

each was shown to impact on leaming and innovation in industry. However, it was 

argued that to understand how they jointly impact on leaming and innovation it is 

necessary to understand how they interact within the broader context of the system 

of innovation. While the national system of innovation approach argues that each 

industrial context provides a unique environment that determines how firms interact 

and innovate, it does not identify how, at the company level, relationships and 

institutions separately and jointly determine leaming behaviour in industry. 

Therefore, an empirical study was undertaken into leaming in industry in order to 

understand leaming at the company level. The research sought to understand that 

leaming within the social context of the relationships and institutions that were 

argued in Chapter 2 to impact on the practical issues of how learning is done in 

industry, why leaming is done and what is leamed. Moreover, it sought to place 

that leaming within the broader context of its industrial and national environment to 

understand how relationships and institutions jointly and separately determine the 

leaming that is undertaken within industry. The research consisted of two 

interrelated parts: an investigation of the relationships and institutions that create the 

social context in which industry operates and innovates, and an investigation of the 

practical issues of leaming in that context. The research, which is presented in the 

empirical component of this thesis, addresses the following research questions. 

• What is the nature of the relationships that influence learning in industry? 

• What is the nature of the institutions that influence leaming in industry? 
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• How is leaming done in industry? 

• Why is leaming undertaken in industry? 

• What is leamed in industry? 

The empirical component of this thesis was designed to address these questions in 

the context of a company leaming in the face of a major change to its regulatory 

environment. 
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4.1 Introduction 

This is the first of five chapters that report on an empirical investigation of the 

social and institutional context of leaming in industry. This chapter explains the 

choice of the case study method and provides background information to that case 

study. The background material is provided in order to set out the context in which 

the selected case study (Ericsson) operates. Therefore, the background material 

covers: the telecommunications industry in which Ericsson operates, and relates to 

both telecommunications service provision and equipment supply; the history and 

operation of the case study company; elements of the Swedish and the Ausfralian 

national systems of innovation that are particularly relevant to the case study; and 

the telecommunications industry in Sweden and Ausfralia with a particular focus on 

Ericsson's activities. This information is drawn from available sources and provides 

an overview relevant to the case study rather than an analysis of any of the elements 

covered by the background. 
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The plan of the chapter is that the choice of the case study method is explained in 

section 4.2. The selection of the particular case study is explained in section 4.3. 

The background to the case study is presented in section 4.4. Conclusions are 

provided in section 4.5. 

4.2 Choice of case study method for this investigation 

The selection of the case study method was based on its suitability both to the 

purpose of the investigation and to the nature of the data to be collected and 

analysed. Firstly, the purpose of the investigation was to produce a rich description 

that would cover the variety of issues arising from the theoretical component of this 

thesis, and so enhance the understanding of leaming in industry. Specifically, the 

purpose was to gain an intimate understanding of the breadth of leaming in a 

particular setting by investigating the practical issues, the relevant relationships and 

institutions, and the broader influences that determine that leaming. The case study 

approach 'examines a single social phenomenon or single unit of analysis' 

(Singleton, Sfraits and Sfraits, 1993: 317) in order to give meaning based on both 

the tacit and the explicit knowledge of those who experience that phenomenon 

(Bailey, 1996). Three types of case studies can be distinguished: descriptive, 

explanatory and exploratory. The descriptive case study approach produces a rich 

description of a phenomenon in its context. The exploratory case study builds 

theory, and therefore suits situations where there is inadequate theoretical basis. 

This was not the case in this investigation because the material in Chapters 1, 2 and 

3 was accepted as providing an acceptable theoretical basis for an understanding of 

leaming in the industrial context. An explanatory case study approach is suited to 

situations where cause-effect explanations are sought. This investigation aimed to 

use empirical evidence to describe leaming in industry through exemplification, 

rather than to explain the causes and effects of that leaming. Therefore, the 

descriptive case study was ideally suited to the purpose. 

Secondly, the nature of the data indicates a case study approach because the social 

and institutional context in which leaming takes place is cenfral to the investigation. 
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Yin (1993) states that the case study method is appropriate when the data is integral 

to the context in which it occurs, and where the contextual data infroduce too many 

variables to be handled by other methods such as a survey. Therefore the 

descriptive case study method was chosen as appropriate to the purpose and nature 

of the investigation, and as superior to altemative methods. 

4.3 The selection of the particular case study. 

The selection of the particular company as the subject of the case study involved the 

selection of the industry and then the selection of a company in that industry. The 

emphasis of the new growth theories on technological change indicated that the 

company should be in an innovative industry. The potential importance of 

relationships for creative and sfrategic leaming suggests that the case study 

company should be in an industry that is stable enough to have developed leaming-

related relationships, if they are relevant. The telecommunications equipment 

industry, which is both innovative and comprised of parties that are well known to 

each other, was selected because, as is discussed below, it is important and warrants 

investigation. The company was chosen as the unit of analysis for the research as 

consistent with the unit of industrial decision making in economics, and because the 

investigation in Chapter 3 indicated a need for an investigation of leaming at the 

company level, in the industrial context. It was therefore decided to study leaming 

in a telecommimications company. It was determined for practical reasons to study 

a company operating in Ausfralia with a presence in Melboume. Furthermore, in 

order to capture the intemational nature of the leaming process in the 

telecommunications industry, it was desirable to investigate linkages between a 

subsidiary and its parent company. As there are no Ausfralian-based multinational 

telecommunications companies, it was decided to investigate leaming in an 

intemational telecommunications equipment company with a subsidiary in 

Melboume. Ericsson was identified as a possible case study because of its range of 

activities in Ausfralia, which include a large R&D facility in Melboume. Initial 

approaches to both Ericsson Ausfralia and the parent company (LM Ericsson) in 

Sweden indicated that they would be supportive of, and make their staff accessible 
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for this project. Another atfractive feature, which would facihtate data collection, 

was that although the Ericsson parent company is based in Sweden, English is the 

company's official language. Therefore, it was decided that the case study would be 

of leaming in Ericsson in Ausfraha and Sweden. 

4.4 Background to the case study 

This section presents material on the range of topics hsted in the infroduction to this 

chapter as being important to the understanding of the operations of Ericsson in 

Sweden and Ausfralia 

4.4.1 The telecommunications industry 

Two elements of the telecommunications industry are of interest here: the provision 

of services to the public, and the manufacture and supply of telecommunication 

equipment. These two functions are undertaken by two separate groups: the service 

providers (including Telia in Sweden, and Telsfra and Optus in Ausfralia), and the 

telecommunications equipment companies (including Ericsson). Historically there 

has been some overlap with service providers undertaking R&D and manufacture of 

selected items, typically in conjunction with favoured equipment suppliers, but this 

has been limited. While the case study is of Ericsson, a telecommunications 

equipment company, this section provides information on both the service provision 

aspects and the equipment aspects of the industry because both are important to an 

understanding of Ericsson's operations. 

The supply of telecommunications services and the associated infrastmcture are 

cenfral to economic, commercial and social development of both developed and 

underdeveloped nations (Melody, 1996 and 1997). A well developed 

telecommunications industry promotes economic performance by promoting 

innovation and the use of innovations, enhancing communication, creating 

spillovers of knowledge, and reducing the frade deficit (BIE, 1994a). The strategic 

importance of telecommunications service provision was recognised early and led to 

the historic regulation and nationalisation of the industry (Joseph, 1996). While 
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formal regulation was historically at the national level through legislation, 

fimctional regulation has been common at both the national and intemational level 

through standardisation (Hawkins, 1997). At the national level, formal legislation 

of the licensing of the provision of telecommunications services was undertaken on 

the grounds of national security, public service provision responsibility, and the 

belief that the economies of scale in infrastmcture establishment led to a natural 

monopoly (Melody, 1997; Hawkins, 1997; Karlsson, 1995), The outcome was 

generally state-owned or confrolled monopoly service providers that were required 

to meet social objectives of quality and universal service through cross subsidisation 

of domestic, residential and rural services by commercial and intemational services 

(Karlsson, 1995). Several factors combined in the 1980s to render the model of 

government-established and government-protected telecommunication service 

monopolies less acceptable. These factors included a surge in the popularity of 

user-pays arguments, and in the belief that competition generally enhances 

efficiency and lower prices, the increasing intemationalisation of commerce and 

consequent dissatisfaction with cross-subsidisation and different regularity 

arrangements between nations, and the convergence of telecommunications with 

previously unregulated distinct technologies (Karlsson, 1995). 

The consequent change to the national regulation of telecommunication service 

provision allowed for the granting of new licenses to competitors. However, the 

increase in competition in local service provision has not generally been significant, 

apparently because the previous monopoly service providers retain sufficient 

monopoly power to exclude entrants (Melody, 1997). The General Agreement of 

Tariff and Trade's (GATT), General Agreement on Trade in Services (GATS), and 

the Negotiation Group on Basic Telecommunications (NGBT) have called for this 

monopoly power to be reduced by allowing new enfrants interconnect to the 

infrastmcture. Although only eleven countries were signatories to that agreement as 

at April 1996 (Hudson, 1997) similar requirements have been included in national 

regulations (including both Sweden and Ausfraha). However, according to Mansell 

(1997) the former monopolists power is maintained only partly by closed systems 

that preclude connection to the infrastmcture (which is addressed by the NGBT and 
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national legislation). That power also rests m the former monopohst's ability to 

exclude access to customers by establishing closed systems in the provision of new 

electronic services. Rather than excluding at the point of access to the infrastmcture, 

the converging technologies allow for exclusion at the interface where the customer, 

multimedia provider and telecommunications provider meet. Further, networks of 

established firms from the converging technologies share information on customers 

and their demands. This at once increases the prospect that investment in 

innovation by those established companies will succeed in the market place, and 

reduces the chance of successflil entry by new comers (Mansell, 1997). The value 

of this exclusion to the company supplying equipment is enhanced because 

telecommunications technology is a technical system in which the demand for any 

component depends on previous demand for that component and for complementary 

components, and the capacity to supply a component depends on the 

complementarily of that component with previously supplied components. A 

decision to buy a component locks the customer into the closed system of that 

component (Antonelh, 1993). This modifies their future choice options. This lock-

in applies to end-users locked into service providers, and to service providers locked 

into equipment companies. This exclusion of new entrants reduces the impact of 

changes to national regulation to allow competition in the provision of 

telecommunication services. 

Functional, rather than formal regulation of telecommunications equipment is 

provided by technical standards (Hawkins, 1997), which ensure the interconnection 

and interoperability of different national systems intemationally, and different 

proprietary systems nationally. Under the old monopoly regime these standards 

were voluntary, and effectively the procurement specification for the national carrier 

(Hawkins, 1997). The main intemational telecommunications standard setting 

body, the Intemational Telecommunications Union (ITU) argues 'there should be no 

intemational regulations enforceable on individual countries' intemal 

communications regimes and that intemational standards would be recommended 

and should be applied wherever possible, but that individual countries could form 

'special arrangement' in interconnecting their networks' (Hudson, 1997: 418). 

However, the ITU does impose binding regulations on the intemational sharing of 
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the radio spectrum, and on harmonising public telephone services, on signatory 

countries (Hawkins, 1997). Moreover, national standards are typically mandatory 

on issues of network security and quality, areas of particular pohcy interest and 

national security. This includes the use of the radio spectrum, elecfromagnetic 

capability and protection, terminal equipment approval and power supply 

specification (Hawkins, 1997). Otherwise, standards indicate the technical solutions 

that should be adopted. In practice, the distinction between standards and 

regulations is becoming less clear with the European Union, for example, 

commissioning the European Telecommunications Standards Institute (ETSI) to 

develop technical standards as the basis for mandatory regulation (Hawkins, 1997). 

The monopoly service providers were active in standardisation, and in the R&D to 

develop that technology (often in conjunction with preferred equipment company). 

The infroduction of competition means that the service provider no longer invests in 

that R&D and takes less interest in the standardisation process, preferring to focus 

on immediate commercial interests. Therefore, the influence on the standardisation 

process has moved upsfream to the equipment companies who focus on issues of 

strategic market positioning rather than on cost minimisation through variety 

reduction, which was the main function of the technical standards. This reduction in 

the level of involvement of the service providers reduces the ability of the national 

telecommunications regulator to influence those standards because they have less 

control over the multinational telecommunications equipment companies than over 

service providers operating domestically (Hawkins, 1997). 

The regulatory framework is further complicated by convergence of technologies 

that are subject to different regulatory regimes. The convergence of voice, data and 

media technologies renders the distinction between telecommunications, 

information processing and broadcasting industries increasingly irrelevant (Hudson, 

1997). According to Hudson, in Singapore, for example, video on demand is 

regulated by Singapore Telecom, while cable television is regulated by the 

Telecommunications Authority of Singapore. To the consumer they do not 

represent different industries. Rather, they are simply two ways to deliver multiple 
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channels of video to the home. As such it may be anomalous to subject them to 

different regulatory regimes. 

Although a single network can now carry telecommunications, data and cable 

television, Mansell (1997) argues that the infroduction of these networks is delayed 

by the uncertainty in consumer demand for the new products, and uncertainty 

among telecommunications service providers about the best stmcture to adopt. That 

is, whether to adopt a vertically integrated approach to serve all technologies within 

a single company, or to adopt a federated approach with small flexible companies 

under the umbrella of a parent company. In the mean time, they are continuing to 

rely on a web of alliances in order to meet customer requfrements (Mansell, 1997). 

These alliances may effectively capture the market by locking the customers into the 

interface jointly created for those technologies. 

Therefore, recent changes to provide a greater role to the market in the operation of 

the telecommunications industry, especially the infroduction of licenses for 

competitive service providers, have led to an industry in which continued regulation 

is considered to be important, but is becoming more difficult due to increasing 

intemationalisation and convergence. Moreover, it is an industry in which 

technological change is increasingly important and increasingly uncertain, and in 

which relationships between equipment suppliers and service providers and 

companies with converging technologies are in a state of flux that makes locking the 

other parties in to a particular technology an increasingly atfractive option. 

4.4.2 Ericsson 

Ericsson has a one hundred year history as an innovator with an increasingly-global 

focus (Ericsson, 1996a). Ericsson's best known innovations are the desk telephone 

(1892), the AXE computer controlled exchange system developed in conjunction 

with Ellemtel (1975), and the GSM standard for digital mobile telephony, in 

conjunction with Nokia (1988) (Karlsson, 1995). The prosperity of the company is 

generally attiibuted to the flexibility of the AXE that has been modified by software 

updates to accommodate mobile, digital and Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) 
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technologies. Net sales in 1993 were approximately $10' bilhon and in 1994 $13 

billion. This increase of 31% is attributed to mobile sales (73% increase) and 

associated increase in demand for AXE (Ericsson, 1993a and 1994a). More than 

60% of the 1994 sales were for products and services that did not exist in 1991. In 

1993, Ericsson's global work force was 70,000 of which 14,000 were in R&D. In 

1993, Ericsson global R&D expenditure was $1.6 bilhon, or 17% of their net sales. 

Total development costs, including tailoring products for specific markets were $2.1 

bilhon, or 21% of net sales (Ericsson, 1994a). 

Ericsson is vertically integrated for the production of cables, switches, exchanges 

and handsets, together with their installation and maintenance. It has divested itself 

of some of its horizontal activities including TV and radio for entertainment while 

retaining radio for telecommunications (Ericsson, 1996a). Ericsson also retains 

some diversity, for example it continues to work in areas of advanced RADAR 

technology. This is in response to an historic defence obligation with the Swedish 

Government and because it stimulates advances in radio for telecommunications 

(Ericsson, 1993 a). 

In 1993, the company's share of sales between the business units was Radio 

Communications 41%, Public Telecommunications 30%, Business Communications 

20%, Components 6% and Defense (Microwave) Systems Business Unit 3%. In 

1993, sales by the Radio Business Unit exceeded those for Public 

Telecommunications for the first time. Radio is expected to continued to increase 

its share of the company's sales due to the rapid growth in demand for mobile radio 

technology (Ericsson, 1995a). The success of the Radio Business Unit is, to some 

extent, due to good staff rather than good management in the view of some analysts. 

According to Ehasson (1996), Ericsson's mobile telephony was developed 

clandestinely confrary to the intentions of top management, and was almost closed 

down. 

' Conversion from the Swedish kronor to Australian dollars is approximate only and has been at the 

rateof$l=6kronor. 
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Ericsson's intemational operations are undertaken through local companies 

established in over 100 countries. Of these, nine are major local companies with 

responsibility for identifying and meeting the needs of its local market, with 

Ericsson Ausfralia being one such major local company. The geographical 

distribution of sales in 1993 was Europe 56% and declining (of which Sweden 10% 

points), Asia 13%) and increasing, North America 12%, Latin America 11%, 

Oceania 5% (of which Ausfraha 4% points), Middle East 2% and Afiica 1% 

(Ericsson, 1993a). 

According to Ericsson (1996c) the key to Ericsson's future success ties in the 

development of competences that will enable it to be sensitive to its customers' 

requirements and to respond quickly to new business developments. Competence 

management is being infroduced as a core management fimction in support of the 

Ericsson Strategic Plan. It is the individual's responsibility to safeguard their 

employability by developing their competence in accordance with the needs of the 

company, and the company's responsibility to provide enough information for the 

individual to make the right leaming choices. Competence management therefore 

involves the cooperation of individuals and managers to identify required 

competences, to assess current competences, to recognise the gap, to plan to fill the 

gap and to act accordingly. The infroduction of competence management was 

facilitated by the development of a company-wide competence model in which 

'competence is to acquire, use, develop and share knowledge, skills and experience 

(Ericsson, 1996b: 4). The model highlights the responsibility of the individual and 

the role of the company in the development of competence through leaming and the 

sharing of that knowledge to the maximum benefit of the company. The Ericsson 

competence model is depicted as a triangle (see Figure 4.1) that gives equal 

importance to: 

• Technical'professional competences that are specific to certain operations, 

occupations or tasks and include technical design, product knowledge and 

finance. 
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• Human competences that are requfred for appropriate interaction both outside 

and inside Ericsson. They include teamwork skills, communication skills and 

cultural awareness. 

• Business competences that are 'related to the understanding of the Ericsson 

business and objectives in the context of its market, customers and competitors, 

as well as in the political and social environment' (1996b: 7). 

• Individual capacities that are not normally subject to development within the 

company and include self-esteem and intellectual abilities. They influence the 

ability to develop competences, and accordingly they are considered during 

recmitment and promotion (Ericsson, 1996b). 

Figure 4.1. The Ericsson Competence Model 

BUSINESS COMPETENCE 

The purpose of developing competence is to succeed through better service to the 

customer in the competitive marketplace. Ericsson beHeves that 'the winners in the 

battle for the telecommunications market will be companies that have the best 

relationships with large operators' (1994a: 16). Therefore, competence 

development is focused on the market. The purpose of technical/professional and 

human competence is to support the knowledge gained from business competence. 
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The development of understanding of these challenges is recognised to be of great 

importance to Ericsson (Ericsson, 1994a). Operators seek close cooperation and 

secure relationships in order to cope with the pressures of technological change. 

Those who anticipated that deregulation would mean a discounting of relationships 

are said to be wrong. Operators do not seek the cheapest solution. Rather they seek 

cooperation in order to develop the right technology in terms of market sensitivity 

and long term development sfrategies. Ericsson limits its relationship with major 

customers by refiising to become a carrier in order that it will not be seen to be in 

competition with other operators (Ericsson, 1994a). 

4.4.3 The Swedish national system of innovation 

This subsection considers elements of the Swedish national system of mnovation 

that are relevant to leaming in Ericsson. Following Edquist and Lundvall (1993) 

elements that lack direct relevance to leaming in industry, the financial system for 

example, are not discussed. The elements of the Swedish national system of 

innovation discussed here are: 

• Swedish social conditions 

• research and development activity. 

4.4.3.1 Swedish social conditions 

According to Carlsson and Jacobsson (1993), social conditions in Sweden were 

historically atfractive for the development of high-tech industries and automation. 

These conditions include persistent labour shortages and high wages, a highly 

educated labour force and a trade union movement with a positive attitude to 

technology. The 'Swedish model' was characterised by an interplay of three equal 

parties: efficient and concenfrated capital focused on engineering and paper 

products; sfrong, cenfralised frade unions, and the Social Democratic government 

that practiced consensus politics. The push for technological advancement was 

equally strong from all three parties. Companies saw it as a chance to overcome 

labour shortages. The union movement saw it as an opportunity to annex the 
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increased productivity in higher wages. The State saw indigenous military 

technology as the basis of armed neufrality, and the opportunity for enormous 

infrastmcture projects to fiilfil its social obligations in energy, fransport and 

communications. State technical procurement was used as a tool to dfrect firms to 

develop engineering technology. The recent and on-gomg intemationalisation of 

capital has changed the balance in Swedish society by reducing commitment to 

indigenous innovation by companies that now access technology through their 

overseas arms. This has reduced the unions and government's power to push for 

technological advancement. Sweden has been unable to move away from its now-

outdated mechanical engineering frajectory and along an elecfronics frajectory even 

though it is one of the highest density users of 'mechatronics'. Such technological 

impactedness is said to be partly responsible for the stagnant growth rate and the 

high and rising unemployment with a society that is locked into non-competitive, 

high wages. Thus, Edquist and Lundvall (1993) argue that the social institutions 

that served Swedish innovation well in the industrialisation era are less appropriate 

to the present era. The stubbornness of these institutions is reflected in the on-going 

social and technological path that now hampers economic development and 

innovation. 

Another aspect of the Swedish social conditions for business is Sweden's low and 

historically homogenous population with common schooling and religious roots. 

Swede's, as individuals, are committed to social issues and belong to many 

associations. Through these associations they meet each other repeatedly and in 

varied ways. This provides opportunities to build the reputation that is the basis of 

small business dealings (Stenberg, personal communication). Limdgren, (personal 

communication) confirms this, and adds that universal national service for men 

leads to contacts that are developed in their initial fraining period and renewed 

during subsequent refresher stints. These contacts form the basis of networks for 

the sharing of knowledge. 
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4.4.3.1 Swedish research and development activity 

According to Edquist (1995b) there is inadequate data on innovation because of the 

OECD's historic focus on the R&D system rather than the system of innovation. 

This focus measured inputs to R&D in terms of manhours and money rather than 

innovation outcomes. It also ignores innovation outside R&D, including leaming 

by using and leaming by doing. While the national system of innovation is much 

more than the R&D system, R&D data is often the only data available. Moreover, 

the data on the R&D inputs do not reliably reflect the innovative status of a national 

Sweden, for example, spends a lot on R&D but has a low level of innovation. 

Furthermore, research in Sweden and of Sweden has been largely focussed on the 

Swedish social and political model, rather than on technology. Sweden's recent 

contribution to the global pool of knowledge might be 'socio-organizational rather 

than technical' (Edquist and Lundvall, 1993: 285). This accounts for Sweden's poor 

performance in product innovation, and good performance on process innovation 

(Edquist, 1995b) 

Government expenditure on R&D at 3.02% of GDP in 1996 was the highest 

proportion in the world (OECD, 1997b) Nevertheless, there is concem about the 

distribution and focus of this R&D. Eighty five per cent of the R&D in the business 

sector was development undertaken by manufacturing firms rather than research, 

per se. Excluding the research-intensive pharmaceutical industry, only 8% of the 

R&D undertaken by industry is research, the rest is development (NUTEK, 1996a). 

About half of the R&D undertaken by public authorities (including universities) is 

research, and half development (Edquist and Limdvall, 1993). The cautious 

conclusion is that Swedish industry invests less in research than the industry of its 

major rivals (NUTEK, 1996a). This section looks at the R&D activities of business. 

Government and universities in Sweden and the role the National Board for Industry 

and Technological Development (NUTEK) in addressing the inadequacies of the 

system. 

R&D undertaken by businesses 
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Historical engineering activity in Sweden led to the growth of a few large successful 

companies including Alfa-Laval, SAAB, Volvo, Elecfrolux, Ericsson and ABB 

(ASEA). Swedish engineering has been very concenfrated with the top five firms 

producing one fifth of the value added in manufacture in 1982 (Edquist and 

Lundvall, 1993). These companies form an mnovation block that demands highly 

trained engineers from the universities, and technological advancement from their 

suppliers. In robotics, for example, the Swedish customers are considered to be the 

most sophisticated in the world and to be pushing the domestic robotics producers to 

become world leaders (Carlsson and Jacobsson, 1993). Transport equipment 

(mainly motor vehicles and aircraft) and telecommunications industries account for 

half of the R&D person-years of the Swedish manufacturing industry. A further 

quarter is accounted for by pharmaceutical and machinery industries. R&D 

intensity, the ratio of R&D to value added, is the greatest in telecommunications and 

pharmaceutical industries. R&D is dominated by 25 corporations that spend more 

than $15 milhon per year. One third of these spend more than $150 milhon per 

year. The firms with the largest R&D expenditure include Ericsson, Volvo, Asfra, 

Celsius, Scania, SAAB Aircraft, SAAB Automobile, Telia and Sandvik. Foreign 

based ABB and Pharmacia&Upjohn are also large spenders on R&D in Sweden. 

The 20 largest Swedish firms perform 34% of their R&D abroad, mainly in the USA 

(Edquist and Lundvall, 1993). 

A survey of Swedish firms with more than 500 employees investigated the contacts 

outside the firm that were considered very or extremely important sources of 

knowledge for innovation. The findings were that more firms reported such 

relationships with suppliers and competitors in the rest of Europe than in Sweden, 

and almost as many firms reported such relationships with customers in the rest of 

Europe as in Sweden (NUTEK, 1996a). This is said to provide firms with leaming 

opportunities that lead to indigenous innovation. 

University R&D 

More than 85% of the public funding of non-military R&D goes to universities, 

which are state-ovmed in Sweden. This reflects the policy decision to avoid splitting 
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the research resources. This support creates an obligation for the universities to 

provide the results to aid Sweden generally. Making good use of universities is in 

important sfrategy for Swedish industry that implies a need for collaborative 

research between industry and universities (NUTEK, 1996a). The relevance of this 

sfrategy is heightened because Swedish firms tend to form relationships with 

Swedish universities rather than intemationally. While 60% of the large firms had 

exfremely important relationships with Swedish universities and research 

institutions, only 25%» had them in the rest of Europe, 29% in North America and 

5% in Japan (NUTEK, 1996a). 

Government role in R&D 

The Swedish Government support of private R&D has largely been a side effect for 

the national defense program. Some 80% of Government direct funding of R&D in 

the business sector has been focused on defense issues (Statistics Sweden, 1996). 

Sweden devotes a smaller share of pubhc R&D fimding to non-university 

Government R&D instittitions than any other OECD countiy (OECD, 1997b). 

Moreover, this is largely for non-technical R&D. Funds for technical research have 

been provided with Sweden's entry to the EU and participation in the EU research 

programmes (NUTEK, 1996a) 

Furthermore, the Swedish Government's long standing poUcy of being a competent 

and demanding customer has been an important factor in the ongoing development 

of technology in Sweden. This policy has been made powerfiil by the large 

proportion of the GDP spent by the Government. However, the recent escalation in 

the level of technology in many industries, including telecommunications, renders 

the Government unable to continue in its role of competent customer because it no 

longer has the expertise necessary to push technological advancement among its 

suppliers (Limdgren, personal communication). Moreover, the Swedish Government 

is committed to adhering to the GATT and EU regulations that limit the 

Government's ability to use procurement policy to support domestic industry 

(Stenberg, personal communication; Karlsson, 1995). 
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A major contribution from the Swedish Government to R&D has been the 

establishment of 'bridgmg institutions' (Carlsson and Jacobsson, 1993) that coimect 

large firms with academic institutions. Government agencies and small firms. Two 

major bridging institution are Swedish National Board for Industrial and Technical 

Development (NUTEK), which is Sweden's cenfral public authority for matters 

conceming the growth and renewal of industry, and the Swedish Institute of 

Production Engineering Research (IVF), which is a private research organisation 

operated jointly by NUTEK and the Swedish engineering industry. NUTEK (1996a) 

aims to address three obstacles to industrial renewal and growth: 

• the proportion of R&D undertaken in industry is small, 

• the level of collaboration between industry and university researchers is 

inadequate, 

• the infrastmcture for research in small and medium sized businesses is poor. 

The approach to overcoming these obstacles is to bring together leaders of industry, 

academics and smaller companies in research and knowledge sharing projects. 

NUTEK therefore has a large role in developing, maintaining and improving 

relationships between actors in industry in order to ensure that diffusion brings the 

full benefit of the knowledge to Sweden. NUTEK supports long term technical 

research that is sfrategic to the advancement of Swedish industry, and that would not 

otherwise have been undertaken or exploited fiilly (NUTEK, 1996a and 1996b, 

Stenberg personal communication). There are three major elements to their 

approach. Firstly, they identify common interests of academics and business, and 

bring the parties together as a group. Secondly, they help fund research. Thirdly, 

they publicise findings in order to stimulate ongoing leaming as well as to benefit 

all Swedish industry. These activities are planned in close cooperation with 

approximately 1000 people from industry, academic institutions, industrial research 

institutions and public agencies. These experts from industry and academics have 

the responsibility to cooperate in determining the extent and direction of research 

undertaken in the interest of industry. 
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NUTEK's activities that most dfrectly affect Ericsson are its competence cenfres, 

industrial research institutes and industrial research consortia. NUTEK has 

established thirty competence centers to encourage collaboration in R&D between 

universities and industry that are of sfrategic importance to the development of 

Swedish industry. The cenfres bring together users, producers and designers to 

contribute complementary expertise to get the best result in terms of its contribution 

to the companies involved and to Swedish industry in general (NUTEK, 1996a and 

1996b). The aim of the cross disciplinary research consortia is to build up 

knowledge that will benefit industry as well as science through domestic and 

intemational cooperation. 

Ericsson is in a position to gain from much of NUTEK's encouragement of 

industry-relevant research. Ericsson is especially interested in telecommunications 

technology and information technology applications that together received 34% of 

NUTEK's research disbursement. Ericsson is also involved in some of the materials 

research and materials consortia that together received a fiirther 17%. Ericsson is 

involved in competence centers that receive funding of $10 million. NUTEK fimds 

industrial research institutions in areas of interest to Ericsson to $12 million 

(NUTEK, 1996b). An analysis of the NUTEK R&D programme expenditure for 

1995 indicates that $29 million is directly relevant to Ericsson's interests. This is 

not to indicate that Ericsson is the only company whose interests are met by those 

expenditures by NUTEK, just that the national system to support industry and 

technology is well matched to Ericsson's needs. Moreover, Ericsson is in a position 

to benefit from NUTEK's role of bringing parties together for exchange and 

generation of knowledge. 

4.4.4 Ericsson and the Swedish telecommunications industry 

The telecommunications industry in Sweden has been dominated by a single 

equipment supplier (Ericsson) and a single service provider (Telia). Although 

Telia's effective monopoly dates back to 1918, it was never enshrined in law 

(Kaijser, 1995). National support for the bilateral monopoly in the interest of 
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enhancing a sfrong neufral defense and the social goal of universal service led to 

massive investment in a national telecommunications infrasystem (Kaijser, 1995). 

The scale economies involved in the relatively simple technology of the massive 

network establishment favoured the natural monopoly argument for continued state 

ownership (Karlsson, 1995). Telia (and its predecessors Telegrafverket and 

Televerket) remained a largely unregulated monopoly. The government used 

suasion rather than regulation to have Telia operate in a way consistent with the 

pursuit of national goals. The effect was to encourage technological advancement 

and expansion. Just as the Swedish telecommunications industry was seen as a 

policy arm of Government rather than as a business (Karlsson, 1995), the nurturing 

of intemationally competitive companies (such as Ericsson) was part of the policy 

approach of the Social Democratic Government during much of the post war period 

(Edquist and Lundvall, 1993). 

Thus supported, relationships between Ericsson and Telia were very close and 

focused on technological advancement rather than commercial concems and market 

satisfaction. Long-standing, informal arrangements for joint product development 

were formalised in the early 1970s when Televerket joined Ericsson in a cooperative 

development company, Ellemtel (Karlsson, 1995). Ellemtel, Teha and Ericsson 

jointly developed the AXE automatic telephone switching system that 

revolutionised switching technology (Swedish Institute, 1996). Telia established 

facilities to manufacture AXE for its own network. In 1993, when Telia rationalised 

to focus on service provision Ericsson agreed to take over Telia's production facility 

(Teli) and to supply AXE equipment to Telia (Ericsson, 1993a). 

The erosion of the unregulated bilateral monopoly telecommunications regime 

began in the early 1980s with the infroduction of competition in modems that unite 

data and voice technology. The OECD (1992) found Sweden's telecommunications 

market to be the most liberal in the world, the OECD (1995a) found that only New 

Zealand and Sweden had competition across both telecommunications services and 

equipment. Deregulation of telecommunications in Sweden has not only involved 

exposing Telia to competition, it has also involved separating service provision 
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from the regulating authority (1989), and the formation of a company stmcture for 

Telia (1993) (Karlsson, 1995). The logical next step, according to Karlsson, is 

privatisation, which has been delayed for ideological reasons by the Social 

Democratic Government. Freese (1995) argues that the Swedish 

telecommunication's market has not been deregulated; it has gone from an 

unregulated monopoly to a regulated free market. 

Ericsson (1993) lists 38 Ericsson companies based in Sweden. These include the 

parent company Telefonaktiebolaget Ericsson (LME), Ellemtel (the joint venture to 

research with Telia), Ericsson Hewlett Packard Telecommunications AB and 

miscellaneous arms of Ericsson such as finance and freasury along with the local 

Swedish business units. Interviews for this research were undertaken in LME, 

Ellemtel and Ericsson Hewlett Packard Telecommunications AB and in two 

business units. One of the business units was Ericsson Telecom AB, which as the 

developer and producer of public telephone equipment, represents the fraditional 

heart of the company. The other, Ericsson Radio Systems AB, represents the 

current driving force in global telecommunications sales and technological 

development. One other interview was undertaken in the Components Business Unit 

to capture the experiences of the only Ericsson employee who is at the same time a 

full time consultant to the company. Interviews were also conducted with parties 

extemal to Ericsson as detailed in Chapter 5. 

4.4.5 The Australian national system of innovation 

Research on the Ausfralian National Innovation system is generally less advanced 

than that in Sweden. The work that has been undertaken historically focussed on 

the research and development activity in accordance with the OECD's focus on the 

R&D system (Edquist, 1995b). However, recent works by the Ausfrahan Bureau of 

Statistics (1994) and OSES and SIRF (1996) have identified and analysed 

innovation in Ausfralia. 
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This section once again follows the lead of Edquist and Lundvall (1993) and focuses 

on those aspects that are directly relevant to the telecommunications mdustry. This 

section discusses: 

• Ausfralian social conditions 

• Ausfralian research and development activity. 

• innovation in Ausfralian manufacturing 

4.4.5.1 Australian social conditions 

Th atfractiveness of Ausfraha to multinational corporations in the information 

technology and telecommunication industry is due to factor conditions, demand 

conditions and other factors (BIE, 1994b). The factor conditions that Ausfraha 

offers include well educated and cheap engineers (BIE, 1994b), a quite well 

educated work force (OECD, 1997b), well-developed telecommunications and 

infrastmcture, and until recently a 150% tax concession for R&D expenditure. The 

annual cost of doing R&D in Ausfralia is low relative to the USA (70%), Smgapore 

(70%), and Japan (40%,) but high relative to Malaysia (115%) (OSES and SIRF, 

1996). The domestic demand conditions include the fact that Ausfralian consumers 

are considered demanding, and are early buyers of technology (Johnston, 1996; BIE, 

1994a). The other factors include: proximity and time zone similarity with Asia's 

growing market, and extension of global competition among firms. However, the 

unions are sfrong and are often opposed to technological change, which they 

consider to be job desfroying. 

Ausfralians are said to be the second most individualistic of the 39 peoples studied 

in the world (Hofstede, 1980 cited in Dodgson, 1996). The commitment to 

individualism suggests that Ausfralians have a culture of loosely knit people, who 

avoid cohesive networks and groups. There are, therefore, not many ways for 

people, often from different backgrounds, to develop close relationships. This may 

prevent them forming the reputations of tmstworthiness that are argued to be 

essential to inter-firm leaming-related relationships and iimovation. Dodgson 

confrasts this with the cohesive networks based on tiust that are said to be the basis 
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of business relationships in Asia. This lack of cohesion in the Ausfralian population 

may be associated with the segregation at school according to class and rehgion. 

4.4.5.2 Australian research and development activity. 

According to the OECD (1997b), Ausfralia spent 1.61% of GDP on R&D in 1994, 

which is below the OECD average 2.13% for that year. Of this, 48.3% (OECD 

average 34.5%i) was funded by Government and 45.7% was fimded by business 

(OECD average 58.8%). Government performed 26.8% (OECD average 12.4%), 

business performed 46.2%, (OECD average 66.9%,) and the higher education sector 

performed 25% of research in Ausfralia (OECD average 17.8%). Therefore, there is 

a rehance on the Government to fimd R&D, and to a lesser extent, to perform R&D. 

The business enterprise sector is poorly represented in the fimding of R&D, and to a 

lesser extent, in its performance. Ausfralia's inventiveness coefficient, that is the 

number of patents granted to residents per 10,000 population is 4.67 compared to an 

OECD average of 5.51 and Sweden's 4.58. 

An intemational comparison of manufacturing value added as a per cent of GDP 

shows that Ausfralia has relatively little value added through high, medium high and 

medium R&D intensive industries. According to Dodgson (1996), the Scandinavian 

example of Sweden progressing from wood and iron ore resource based technology, 

to designer fiimiture and robotics (Patel and Pavitt, 1995) indicates that Ausfraha 

could build on its sfrengths in relatively low-tech industries by linking them to 

higher-tech industries and to technologically dynamic neighbours in Asia. 

R&D undertaken by business 

Ausfralian business undertook 46.2% of R&D in Ausfralia in 1994. In so doing 

they spent 0.74% of GDP on R&D (OECD, 1997b). This is low by comparison 

with the OECD averages of 66.9% and 1.42% respectively, but has been growing 

rapidly in recent years. The proportion of business R&D that is performed in non-

manufacturing industiy is high in Ausfralia at 43% compared with 7.9% in Sweden 

(1993). The proportion of business R&D in electiical/elecfronic industries is low in 
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Austt-aha at 12.1% compared with 25.9% in Sweden (1993). Ericsson's 

Broadmeadows plant in suburban Melboume houses Ausfralia's largest private 

R&D facihty (Ericsson, 1993d). 

According to CSES and SIRF (1996), foreign firms dominate manufacturing in 

Ausfralia, particularly in indusfries with high and medium high R&D intensity. 

Foreign firms have a higher propensity to have undertaken R&D in the past three 

years, but do so at a lower level. In high R&D intensity industries, Ausfralian firms 

have a higher propensity to undertake R&D and do so at a higher level. However, 

even in high R&D intensive industries a small number of foreign firms confrol a 

high proportion of sales. Ausfralian firms are presented as small scale but 

performing well in R&D, especially in high technology industries. 

4.4.5.3 Innovation in Ausfralian Manufacturing. 

A recent publication by the Ausfralian Bureau of Statistics (1994) investigates 

innovation in Ausfralian manufacturing. The data contained therein has been 

analysed and interpreted by CSES and SIRF (1996). CSES and SIRF report on the 

strategic and operational objectives of innovation by Ausfralian manufacturers. The 

findings included that the main sfrategic objective was to increase market share, and 

that this was pursued through the operational objectives of increasing quality and 

extending the product range within the existing product field. Creating new markets 

intemationally was not a major sfrategic objective, nor was extending the product 

range outside the main product field a major operational objective. Reducing 

energy consumption and environmental damage were unimportant. 

'Innovation in Australian manufacturing seems to be primarily directed neither at new 

goods and new markets nor at processes or other efficiencies in production, but at 

improving product quality and evolving new products within the existing product set so as 

to maintain or increase the firm's share of existing markets, both in Australia and overseas' 

(1996: 19). 
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Interestingly, in industries with high R&D intensity, the importance of the objective 

to lower production lead times was low and less than the industry average, and the 

importance of the objective of improving product flexibihty was only equal to the 

average of all industries. The objective of meeting government standards was an 

important reason for high R&D intensive industries to innovate, but not for the 

others. The composite ratings (with zero for not important and 5 for cmcial) for the 

main deterrents to iimovation by Ausfralian manufacturers on average (with figures 

for high R&D intensive firms in brackets) were: lack of finance 3.0 (2.7), high costs 

2.8 (2.5), high risk 2.3 (2.7), lack of skilled personnel 2.4 (2.3), regulation etc 2.5 

(2.6). The following were not important deterrents: lack of information, lack of 

cooperative partners, resistance to change, lack of technical opportunities, lack of 

customer acceptance. So the view that Ausfralian industry and society deters 

iimovation through conservatism and lack of opportunities does not seem to be 

correct. 

CSES and SIRF also report on the sources of ideas for innovation in Ausfralian 

manufacturing firms. Sources intemal to the firm were not as important as some 

commercial sources extemal to the firm. The composite index for the important 

sources of irmovative ideas for manufacturing on average (with figures for high 

R&D intensive firms in brackets) were: intemal R&D 2.9 (3.7), intemal other 2.4 

(2.6), within industry 2.9 (3.4), supphers of material 2.5 (2.7), suppliers of 

equipment 2.4 (2.1), clients or customers 3.3 (3.6). Government laboratories, 

universities, professional joumals, consultants and patent disclosures were all 

unimportant for manufacturing in general as well as for high R&D intensive 

industries. Overall, customers drive innovation ideas, but in high R&D intensive 

industries intemal R&D is a slightly more important source. The lack of importance 

of pure research as a source of ideas suggests that R&D in Ausfralian industry is 

dominated by development rather than research. 
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4.4.5.4 Government role in R&D and innovation 

According to CSES and SIRF (1996), the diversity of Ausfraha's science base is a 

national asset that needs to be applied to industry to drive growth. Ausfralia 

therefore must have pohcies to pursue the difficult task of forging a closer fit 

between Ausfralian science and the nation's business enterprises. There appear to 

be three aspects to the poor fit between Ausfralian science and Ausfralian business: 

Australian science tends not to be applied, it is often undertaken in topics in which 

Australian industry is not sfrong, and there are poor links between those research 

institutions and industry. To some extent, this problem is different to that in Sweden 

where the universities have a sfrong applied focus in support of the development of 

industry, but where the links between business and universities are deemed to be 

inadequate. 

The practice of Government is also important for innovation in particular its own 

R&D efforts and its purchasing practices. Sheehan, Pappas, Tikhomirova and 

Sinclair (1995) comments that the Ausfralian Governments' operations provide little 

incentive for innovation in their relationships with industry. However, the 

Partnership for Development scheme links Government procurement to 

commitment from multinational companies to increase innovation and development 

of the Australian information technology and telecommunications industry. 

The Australian Government is active in R&D with world class research being 

undertaken in the public sector science and technology institutions. As a percentage 

of GDP, R&D expenditure on those institutions is fourth in the world. The output of 

publications from Ausfralia's science and technology institutions in three key areas 

of direct relevance to advanced industry (engineering, computer science and 

material science) reveals slow growth relative to Asian neighbours. Although 

business sector R&D in computer software has shown particular sfrong growth since 

the mid 1980s and exports have risen dramatically, the Ausfralian share of the 

world's output of computer science research has not grown. This suggests 

inadequate linkages between Ausfralian universities and the business activity (DIST, 

1996b). 
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The links between Ausfralia's public research activity and innovation in industry are 

generally poor, and there is said to be potential for greater exploitation of public 

research findings. To address this, the Government established Ausindustry as a 

single agency to administer support for busuiess research. This support uicludes: 

tax concessions for R&D, facilitation of R&D cooperation, and funding of R&D. 

This common adminisfration is said to provide an holistic approach that is 

consistent with the national system of innovation concept (DIST, 1996a and 1996b). 

In an attempt to bring together industry and Ausfralia's sfrengths in basic research, 

Ausindustry has several programs for cooperative research, including the 

Cooperative Research Cenfres and Cenfres of Advanced Engineering. The 

Cooperative Research Cenfres aim to increase the competitiveness of Ausfralian 

industry through cooperation in research between business and universities in order 

to enhance the commercial application of research. The DIST website^ lists eight 

Cooperative Research Cenfres that are relevant to computing, voice or data 

communication and manufacturing. Although the budget for these Cooperative 

Research Cenfres is in excess of $300 million, and other voice, data and computer 

companies such as Fujitsu, Telsfra, NEC, Siemans and Sun Microsystems 

participate, Ericsson is not involved in any. That is, Ericsson does not seem to take 

advantage of these opportunities offered by the Ausfralian Government. 

The Commonwealth Government is the main source of R&D funding in Ausfralia. 

The Commonwealth support for major science and innovation programs in 1996-97 

was predicted to be $3.75 billion (0.84% of the GDP) and state Governments 

provide another $0.63 billion (0.14%). Of the Commonwealth's fimds $1.25 billion 

is for commonwealth agency research, $1.79 bilhon (0.42%) was for R&D 

undertaken through universities, $0.71 bilHon (0.16%) is for business enterprise 

(DIST, 1996b). 

http://www.dist.gov.au (September, 1997). 
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Tax concessions for R&D are intended to encourage Ausfralian industry to invest in 

R&D in order to become more innovative and intemationally competitive. In the 

1996-97 Budget the Ausfralian Government made a number of decisions to reduce 

spending in the area of support for innovation. The tax concession was reduced 

from 150% to 125%, and targeted to R&D with commercial relevance. It was 

replaced with a system of targeted loans and grants (DIST, 1996a). In addition, the 

telecommunications industry was generally dissatisfied with the Government's 

decision in 1996 to abolish schemes such as the tariff concession scheme (TCS), the 

development import financial facility (DIFF) and the computer bounty. These are 

estimated to involve a cost disability of 8% for the industry from loss of TCS, and 

an estimated reduction of sales of 10% due to DIFF being abolished. The 

combination of the TCS loss and the loss of the computer bounty is anticipated to 

close many small producers and eliminate 1600 jobs in the industry (Connolly, 

1996). 

4.4.6 Ericsson and the Australian telecommunications industry 

The Australian market is important to the telecommunications industry, and the 

telecommunications industry is important to Ausfralia. The Australian 

telecommunications market is the eighth largest in the world and accounts for 2% of 

the global telecommunications equipment budget (ATIA, 1995; BTCE, 1995). The 

rate of penefration of mobile communication was 12% of subscribers in 1994, which 

was second only to the Nordic countries that had mobile many years before 

Ausfralia (Ericsson, 1995d). Ausfralian exports of telecommunications equipment 

exceed $1 billion a year, or 40% of the exports of information industry, partly due to 

our proximity to booming Asia (Connolly, 1996). 

Historically, the Ausfralian telecommunications industry was comprised of a single 

service carrier and several telecommunications equipment companies all of which 

have been foreign owoied multinational companies since the collapse of the 

Australian equipment company AWA. The monopoly carrier, now called Telsfra, is 

Government owned and became a corporation in 1975 when it was separated from 
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the postal service. Its operations have involved a mixture of profit seeking, 

fulfilling service obligations such as universal service and cross subsidisation of 

mral communication and a commitment to technological advancement (Joseph, 

1996). Ideological commitment to the privatisation of Telsfra has waxed and waned 

over the last two decades. The current conservative Government is proceeding to 

sell one third of Telecom in 1998. Competition for Telsfra was infroduced in 1991 

when Optus was granted second carrier licence. In 1992 a thfrd mobile licence was 

granted to Arena GSM (Vodafone). In July 1997 licensing was opened to broad 

competition. 

Applications for carrier licences are assessed by the Government on how the 

proposal would impact on the development of the telecommimications industry in 

Ausfralia. Each carrier must have and implement an industry development plan. 

Telsfra's plan, for example, included commitment: 

• to enter into long-term agreements whenever there is a continuing predictable 

and significant demand for a product; 

• to cooperate with the Government to assist Telsfra's major suppliers to comply 

with the Government's industry development policies; 

• not to purchase from overseas firms without first considering Ausfralian firms 

that it knows to be suitably qualified; 

• to invest more than 1.5 per cent of its sales revenue in R&D; and, 

• to assist its suppliers to meet world's best practice (BTCE, 1995: 69). 

In these plans, the carriers offered local content targets by registering a preference 

for the procurement of capital equipment, products and services from specific 

Ausfralian-based companies. Telsfra and Optus agreed to reach a target of 70% on 

capital equipment. Vodaphone has agreed to use partnership companies to sub

contract and these are identified in their licence agreement. These partner 

companies are required to have a 60% local content (BIE, 1994b). 

To enhance the competitiveness of Ausfralian information technology and 

telecommunications industry equipment suppliers, the Government infroduced the 
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Information Industry Sfrategy of 1987 to improve skills formations and education, 

the operational environment of local firms, the intemational integration of local 

firms and product development. Industry Development Agreements were 

infroduced in 1988. Under the agreements, suppliers eamed points for R&D, local 

manufacturing and exports. If a supplier falls below a minimum number of points, 

they are not permitted to supply equipment the following year. Exemptions have 

been infroduced for companies that either jom the Partnership for Development 

Program (for companies with sales greater than $40 million) or the Fixed Term 

Arrangements (for smaller companies). In June 1994, of the 36 telecommunication 

equipment companies 18 were exempted because they had entered one or other of 

these agreements (BTCE, 1995). Ericsson has joined the Partnership for 

Development scheme that commits them to achieve within seven years: 

• exports equal to at least 50% of imports, 

• local value added content in their exports of at least 70% on average, 

• expenditure on R&D equal to at least 5%, of annual tum-over. 

Partnerships for Development encourage intemational companies in information 

technology and telecommunications to commit to sfrategic business activities in 

Australia. They encourage firms to work closely with local companies that are said 

to benefit from access to technology, equipment, management expertise and global 

distribution channels (BTCE, 1995). In retum, the Commonwealth Government 

undertakes to notify procuring agencies at the national and state or territory level of 

the Partnership for Development and Fixed Term Agreement status of companies. 

The objective is to obtain value for money in procuring the most suitable goods and 

services at the right price and time using an open and effective competitive process. 

Given this, the objective is to maximise opportunities for New Zealand and 

Ausfralian suppliers to compete for Government business. Partnerships for 

Development and Fixed Term Arrangements mean that muUinational companies are 

treated the same as Ausfralian and New Zealand firms because of their local 

industry development activities. The BIE (1994b) estimate that the Partnership for 

Development program has been successflil in encouraging the development of 

activities of multinational information technology and telecommunications 
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companies in Ausfralia, stimulating exports and import replacement and developing 

relationships between the multinational companies and local suppliers and research 

institutions. 

Ericsson has three companies operating in Ausfralia: Ericsson Ausfralia (EPA), 

Ericsson Data, and Ericsson Defense Systems. Ericsson Ausfralia, as the largest and 

the one directly involved in telecommunications, was chosen for this case study. 

Ericsson Ausfralia's organisational stmcture was modified in 1995 to include five 

business units that focus on marketing, installing and maintaining equipment and 

services to specific markets (public, business, intemational, mobile and Vodafone), 

and two functional units that support the business units: system design and 

engineering, and supply (Ericsson, 1995d). While Ericsson Ausfralia is said to be 

autonomous and responsible for the Ausfralian market, the business units are 

directed by their respective branch in Sweden. Ericsson Ausfralia is important to 

Ericsson globally because of the dynamics of the Ausfralian market and Ausfralia's 

sfrengthening role in the Asia and Pacific regions (Sorme, 1995). Interviews for this 

research were conducted in the areas of public telephony, business telephony and 

mobile telephony, as well as with parties outside Ericsson. Details of the 

interviewees are provided in Chapter 5. 

Ericsson Australia employs over 2,200 people, almost one third of whom are 

directly employed in product design and development. Ericsson Ausfralia dedicated 

10% of turnover to R&D in 1994, which was double its Partnership for 

Development commitment (Ericsson, 1995d). 

Ericsson Ausfralia is one of four multinational companies that dominate pubhc 

telephony equipment sales in Ausfralia. Together with Alcatel, they account for 

34% of total domestic telecommunications market and with Nortel they account for 

the entire public network switching market (BIE, 1994b). The other major public 

telephony equipment supplier is Siemans, which mainly supplies transmission 

equipment, and so is not directly a competitor to Ericsson in public telephony. Most 
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of the global telecommunication equipment suppliers are active in the Australian 

mobile telephony and private exchange markets. 

Deregulation has led operators to seek closer relationships with suppliers in order to 

develop the best solutions for the competitive market (Ericsson, 1994d). In 1993 

Telsfra embarked on the Future Mode of Operation (FMO) program, which has two 

chief aspects. Firstly, to invest fimds and resources to develop an ulframodem 

network that will provide Ausfralia with a high quality telecommunication 

infrastmcture in support of business. Secondly, to help develop the Ausfralian 

industry through local sourcing. Ericsson was selected for a sfrategic alliance that 

involves a joint marketing agreement that includes risk and reward sharing 

(Ericsson, 1996d). The relationship with Telsfra commits Ericsson to develop and 

share process as well as product technology. An example is the 1993 agreement to 

help Telsfra achieve world's best practice in network performance. The 

infroduction of Ericsson processes and standards of practice enabled Telsfra to 

reduce down time from 40 minutes per exchange per year to a new world's best 

practice of 5.4 minutes down time in 1994 (Ericsson, 1994d). Ericsson also has a 

sfrategic alliance with Vodafone. A separate business unit was established in 

Sydney in 1993 to deal with Vodafone. Vodafone's GSM network is supplied by 

Ericsson. A close relationship with Vodafone is said to have been achieved quickly 

and now includes joint fimding of university research (Ericsson, 1996d and 1995d). 

4.5 Conclusion 

The selected case study, Ericsson, is thus a telecommunications equipment company 

operating in an industry that has recentiy been the subject of rapid and ongoing 

technological and regulatory change. The focus of national regulation in both 

Australia and Sweden is to ensure the success of the telecommunications industry in 

accordance with objectives of encouraging innovation and price reduction, while 

maintaining a commitment to service and quality. However, the convergence of 

technologies makes those formal regulations, and the fimctional regulations imposed 

intemationally by technical standards, more complicated and subject to anomalies. 
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Moreover, relationships within the industry between suppliers and customers 

develop methods to reduce the impact of regulations and so maintain the monopoly 

power of the established firms. 

The objective of the empirical investigation is to understand Ericsson's leaming and 

innovation within the general environmental context described in this background 

material. The specific research question to be addressed by the case study is: How 

can the leaming undertaken by the multinational telecommunications company 

Ericsson in the face of liberalisation of the service market be understood? 
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5.1 Introduction 

This is the second of the five chapters that report on the empirical investigation of 

leaming in Ericsson in Sweden and Ausfralia. The investigation was infroduced in 

Chapter 4, where it was explained that the chosen method was a descriptive case 

study. 

The purpose of this chapter is to describe the method of the investigation including 

data collection and analysis. The plan of this chapter is that qualitative research is 

discussed in section 5.2. The research design, including the design of the 

investigation, data collection and analysis, is described in section 5.3. A conclusion 

is provided in section 5.4. 

5.2 Qualitative research 

This research is concerned with absfract concepts of leaming, knowledge, 

relationships and the institutions that regulate leaming-related behaviour. These 

concepts are not suited to quantification because measurement and enumeration are 
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not critical to their worth. Rather, their worth is determined by the context in which 

they occur and how they are perceived. The worth of knowledge, for instance, does 

not lie in the number of things known, but rather in how that knowledge is valued in 

the context of the industrial setting in which it occurs. To reduce knowledge to a 

numerical value would be a cmde reduction in the potential richness and value of 

the findings. The qualitative nature of the concepts required that the research 

method, including data collection and analysis, be designed to capture the 

contextual information that gives meaning and value to those concepts rather than to 

enumerate them. Qualitative research has the capacity to do so, and so was chosen 

in preference to quantitative research for this investigation. 

While the value of qualitative research has been recognised in other social sciences, 

its use in economics has not had the popularity of quantitative data in recent years. 

The reluctance to use qualitative research in economics stems partly from the 

domination of the neoclassical model in which rigour is often equated with 

mathematisation. The dominance of quantitative data to the exclusion of qualitative 

data has been recognised by Romer (1994) as restricting the understanding of 

leaming. 

'Looking back, I suspect that I made this shift toward capital and away from knowledge 

partly in an attempt to conform to the norms of what constituted convincing empirical work 

in macroeconomics. No intemational agency publishes data series on the local production of 

knowledge and inward flows of knowledge. If you want to run regressions, investment in 

physical capital is a variable that you can use, so use it I did' (1994: 20). 

Moreover, qualitative research has been criticised as 'vague, impressionistic, records 

disconnected or skimpy, not rigorously sampled or collected, small scale, of dubious 

origin, partial, and perhaps most significantly, not objective and distorted by 

researcher's perception Qualitative researchers have done little to confront the 

accusation, tending to confirm it with reports couched in vague terms and presented 

as pilot studies' (Richards, 1992:1-2). 
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Therefore, rigour was a cenfral concem in the design of this research. Rigour was 

sought through systematic and detailed attention to principles of data collection and 

analysis. These principles are drawn from a variety of references (Yin, 1993; Miles 

and Huberman, 1984; Lmcohi and Guba, 1985 and 1986; and Touhnin Rieke and 

Janik, 1979) and provide a 'quasi-judicial case study method [that apphes] rigorous 

reasoning in the interpretation of empirical evidence systematically collected' 

(Touhnin et al, 1979: 9). The aim was to produce tmstworthy conclusions that are 

unbiased and compelling (Robson, 1993), in that they are credible, transferable, 

dependable and confirmable (Lincohi and Guba, 1985). 

'Credibility' means that the research should be tmstworthy in the sense that the 

reader may be confident that the findings are tme to the context in which the study 

was undertaken. Credibility is analogous to intemal validity in quantitative 

research. Credibility in this study was enhanced by two methods. Firstly, multiple 

sources were used to confirm reports. Comments were checked with other 

interviewees who were in a similar or corresponding situation and therefore would 

be in a position to know. They were also checked with interviewees outside the area 

in order to assess their generality. Care was taken in this process because the 

contextual basis of the comments by the first party may not be relevant to the second 

party and so distort their understanding. Secondly, the data, findings and 

interpretation were checked by a review panel. The purpose of this check was to 

check for factual accuracy and interpretational logic, in order to assess in order to 

enhance the credibility of the research. The panel comprised of two well-

experienced engineers in the telecommunications industry, one of whom is an 

employee of Ericsson, neither of whom took part in the research. Statements of 

credibility from both panel members appear in the appendix. 

'Transferability' imphes that the findings from one research context can be applied 

to another context. It is analogous to extemal validity in quantitative research. 

Whereas extemal validity is determined by the quantitative researcher through 

confidence levels, fransferability cannot be determined by the researcher. The 

quahtative researcher provides the thick description or database that will enable a 
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reader, who is interested in applying the findings to another context, to decide 

whether such application is reasonable. The investigation reported here aimed to 

facilitate decisions about the fransferability of the findings by collecting, analysing 

and interpreting a broad range of data in order to provide as much relevant 

information as possible. 

'Dependability' implies that if the study was repeated in the same context it would 

yield the same findings. It is analogous to reliability in quantitative research. 

Dependability is ensured by the same process as ensured credibiHty because, as 

Lincoln and Guba (1985) argue, findings cannot be credible if they are not 

dependable. As discussed above, dependability was enhanced at the data collection 

stage of this investigation by multiple sourcing. An audit of the processes was 

performed to ensure dependability at the analysis stage. The audit was undertaken 

throughout the analysis and involved double coding of data to ensure accuracy, and 

checking findings for bias and comprehensiveness. Moreover, the interview tapes 

were checked to ensure that the interview style produced quality outcomes in the 

sense of fiill and unbiased responses. The audit report appears in the appendix. 

'Confirmability' is the degree to which the findings can be attributed to the subjects 

rather than the biases of the researcher. It is analogous to objectivity in quantitative 

research. Confirmability was ensured in this study by the establishment of an audit 

frail and by member checking. Member checking involves the interviewees in 

reading the findings to confirm that their responses have been appropriately 

reported. This was undertaken in this research by the findings being sent 

elecfronically to each interviewee. A covering note indicated that if they were 

satisfied with the findings, that is that they confirmed that their comments had been 

appropriately reported, they need not reply. There were no replies arguing that the 

work could not be confirmed, or that the findings in any way misrepresented any 

comments. The cover note for that process appears in the appendix. The audit frail 

includes the raw data and franscripts, notes on reducing that data to a summary 

format, the summary output, notes on the analysis, the analysis output and notes on 

interpretation. This material is available for inspection. 
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5.3 Research design. 

There are four elements of the research design of the investigation reported here: the 

selection of the method, the design of the investigation, the data collection process 

and data analysis techniques. A description of the last three of these follows, the 

first having been discussed in Chapter 4. 

5.3.1 Design of the investigation 

The essential elements of the investigation design are the choice of data collection 

strategy, the choice of the unit of analysis and the selection of the particular case for 

investigation. Firstly, a one-time data collection sfrategy was selected, rather than 

the longitudinal altemative, because the type of data to be collected was suited to a 

single interview with each source. The object is to gain an understanding of 

leaming in industry as experienced by the interviewees. While changes in that 

leaming over time are of interest, it was believed that the experience of changes 

over time could be relayed by the interviewees in a single meeting. Therefore, a 

longitudinal study was not necessary to capture the interviewee's experience of 

change in leaming. Secondly, the company was chosen as the unit of analysis 

because it is at the company level that innovation and technological change happen. 

While learning is personified and occurs at the individual level, in industry the 

individual is embedded in the company and leaming is largely undertaken in the 

interest of the firm. Thirdly, the selection of Ericsson as the particular case study 

was explained in Chapter 4. 

5.3.2 Data collection process 

The evolving nature of qualitative research means that sampling, data collection and 

analysis are part of a single iterative process. In this investigation, the data collected 

from the subjects interviewed early in the research was based on points drawn from 

the theory. The prehminary analysis of that data suggested further aspects of data to 

be collected from subsequent subjects. Similarly, the data collected early in each 
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interview was based on points drawn from the theory, or suggested by the data 

collected from previous subjects. These early responses by the subjects suggested 

other aspects that were of interest to the thesis, and to which they had the capacity to 

contribute. At each stage of data collection the data was analysed for meaning in 

order to determine subsequent data collection. This iterative process was 

undertaken to ensure that the final data collected provides as much information as 

possible. Therefore, in describing the data collection process it is essential to 

introduce some elements of the analysis. 

Six important elements of the data collection process of this research are described 

in this section: the selection of interviewees, the sample, the in-depth interview 

style, the preparation for interviews, the interview content and confidentiality issues. 

5.3.2.1 The selection of interviewees 

The purpose of the sampling was to include respondents who could contribute 

information on the breadth and richness of leaming in Ericsson. Therefore a sample 

that would maximise the variation between the subjects was chosen. A non-

probability sampling technique that involved dimensional and snowball sampling 

was used. Non-probability sampling involves the purposefiil selection of each 

respondent using a criterion other than probability. In this investigation the criterion 

was to include subjects who could contribute information on particular dimensions 

of leaming in Ericsson. 

Dimensional sampling has some features in common with the quantitative technique 

of cluster sampling. Cluster sampling is used in quantitative research to increase the 

precision of inferences about populations where the population is divided into 

reasonably homogenous groups. Sfratification is an attempt to include contextual 

data in the sampling technique. The more precisely the sfratification can be made, 

the better the inference (Lincohi and Guba, 1985). In dimensional sampling, the 

context of each subject in the sample is considered individually rather than clustered 

around a common context. Dimensional sampling marries well with the qualitative 
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nature of this research because it enables the social and institutional context in 

which leaming is undertaken to be investigated. To 'cluster' to a particular level of 

precision would lose the information available through full contextual consideration. 

The first step in the dimensional sampling was to identify dimensions of the 

populations that were likely to contribute valuable information. The initial 

dimensions were suggested by the company stmcture and through general 

knowledge of the industry. These dimensions included design engineers and 

fraining professionals. At the outset of the data collection many of the relevant 

dimensions were unknown to the researcher. Some became known through the 

preliminary analysis of the initial data collection. Some suggestions of possible 

dimensions were initiated by interviewees, for example, individuals with a personal 

mission to bring about change in the organisation. Others were suggested by 

interviewees in response to direct questions as to what other factors they considered 

important to leaming in Ericsson. These included profession representatives to the 

standards bodies. The process was simplified because the interviewee who 

suggested a particular dimension was often in a position to recommend a suitable 

interviewee. In cases where no subject for a dimension had been recommended, the 

researcher contacted the relevant company or section by telephone, discussed the 

issue and sought a recommendation. 

Thus, snowball sampling was used in support of the dimensional sampling. In 

snowball sampling initial subjects are asked to suggest subsequent subjects who 

would be in a position to contribute particular information. Snowball sampling 

therefore rehes on the 'insider' knowledge of subjects (Minichiello, Aroni, 

Timewell and Alexander, 1995). Discriminating snowball sampling enabled the 

interviewer to identify and access subjects who were considered by their peers to be 

in a situation to contribute on a particular dimension. Requests for suggestions of 

subjects sought those who did not support the position held by the interviewee as 

well as those who held more detailed information. The researcher guarded against 

allowing the process to become chaotic and led by the subject without critical 
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direction from the researcher, or to rely on the convenience of subjects. In this way 

the sample is believed to be both representative and broad. 

The sample size was determined by redundancy. That is, that the sampling and data 

collection continued until all the dimensions that were identified had been sampled 

and the data collected became repetitive, indicating that all the relevant data had 

been collected. Further sampling and data collection was deemed unlikely to 

provide additional insights. 

5.3.2.2 The sample 

A total of 73 interviews were undertaken. Of these, 28 were of Ericsson employees 

in Sweden and 21 in Ausfralia. Of the 28 in Sweden, 12 were in engineering 

positions and 16 were in non-engineering positions. Of those in non-engineering 

positions, 10 were quahfied engineers. Of the 21 in Ausfralia, 9 were in engineering 

positions, and 12 were in non-engineering positions, of which 6 were engineers. 

The other 24 interviewees were not employed by Ericsson. Of these: two were 

consultants, both in Sweden; five were with universities or academic research 

institutions, three of whom were Ausfralian; three were from companies with 

compatible technology, the one from Sweden was on secondment to a joint venture 

between Ericsson and Hewlett-Packard; eight were from customers of whom two 

were in Australia, one of the Swedes was in a joint venture between Ericsson and 

Telia; two were from industry associations or groups, one in each country: three 

were from Government agencies, the two Swedes were from NUTEK, the 

Ausfralian was from the Telecommunications Industry Development Authority 

(TIDA), and one was from a competitor in Ausfralia. 

The response rate was high at just over seventy five per cent. Of the fourteen people 

who were contacted, but were not interviewed, only one (a Swedish manager with 

Ericsson's parent company, LM Ericsson) refiised to participate. The other thirteen 

were not interviewed for a variety of reasons, including fravel commitments and a 
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behef, shared by them and the interviewer, that they were not suitable, usually due 

to short duration in the position of relevance. In all thirteen cases these were able to 

recommend someone else with more time or more information to contribute. 

5.3.2.3 The in-depth interview technique 

Case studies typically rely on interviews or written text because the rich, contextual 

data cannot normally be collected in other ways such as surveys and questionnaires. 

The primary data for this investigation were collected through in-depth interviews 

that used conversational techniques to draw out the interviewee's contribution. The 

recursive nature of the conversational in-depth interview provided the opportunity to 

explore responses in order to assess their importance, their generality and their 

meaning. In-depth interviews were chosen in order to explore the contextual 

richness of the respondents' insights that would have been missed if a survey 

method were employed or if an interview protocol had been followed. 

A semi-stmctured interview format was chosen over unstmctured interviews 

because a set of question topics had been developed from the theoretical material 

presented in Chapters 1, 2 and 3. These topics are discussed below. The need for 

flexibility to explore responses or to leave out topics irrelevant to the progress of the 

interview or to the dimensions of the particular interviewee's context, led to the 

choice of the semi-stmctured format over a fiilly stmctured format. The objective 

was for the interviewer to retain control and direct the interview by infroducing 

topics to which the interviewees responded. This was preferted to the altemative 

where the interviewee is freated as an informant who directs the conversation, in 

order to direct the conversation to the pre-identified discussion topics. However, in 

line with the flexibility of the unstmctured interview, the interviewee had 

opportunities to inform on topics not directly raised by the interviewer. Where these 

appeared fruitless, confrol remained with the interviewer to redirect the 

conversation. Strict adherence to ex-ante determined questions would have limited 

the domains covered. This would have implied an unacceptable restriction on the 

data. 
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The interview style aimed at fiill and frank responses. Full response were achieved 

by ensuring that questions were simple and clear, and by allowing sufficient time for 

the response. The language of the questions was simple and devoid of jargon. This 

was considered to be just as important with the Ausfralian respondents as with the 

Swedish respondents. The first questions in each line of investigation were general 

and led to more specific questions and perhaps to more global questions. An 

example would be a string of: 

• 'What do you mean when you say you are an inventor?' 

• 'How did you leam to do that?' 

• 'When you say that you leamed to do it here in the group, what does that mean?' 

• 'I'm trying to understand what your experience tells me about leaming in 

Ericsson.' 

In this way the respondent had the opportunity to embellish their story in order to 

provide explanatory or confradictory details. They had the opportunity to talk about 

themselves and their own leaming in the context of the company. 

Frank responses were achieved by framing questions in a neufral and unthreatening 

way. This implies not only that the questions were not leading, but also that the 

questions were not biased. Furthermore, frank responses required that the 

interviewer maintained a neufral stance when listening. That is, that all comments 

were welcomed with interest. An appearance of displeasure or boredom with 

responses, for instance, could have led respondents to adopt a less frank approach 

that was perceived to be more acceptable to the interviewer. Neufrality was achieved 

by the interviewer becoming aware of her prejudices, viewpoints and assumptions 

regarding the phenomena under investigation and guarding against them influencing 

the interviewee's responses (Katz, 1987). Carefiil hstening and mindfiihiess of the 

interviewer's ovm paradigm enabled the interviewer to understand the speaker's 

perspective and to avoid overlaying it with her own perspective. While neufrality 

was accepted as an aim, the exfremely neufral stance of a detached interviewer was 
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rejected in favour of one in which the interviewer welcomed all responses positively 

but without collusive encouragement. 

The interviews were undertaken in person wherever possible. The exceptions were 

four cases in which the individuals were too far away to visit in person, and were 

interviewed by telephone. These were Ausfrahans located in Canberra who were 

employed by the Government or industry association. One Ausfralian engineer 

employed by Ericsson was also interviewed by telephone because he was flying to 

Sweden later on the day he was contacted. The interviews were undertaken in the 

office of the interviewee except for an employee of a data company who was 

interviewed in a restaurant because his office was being renovated. An air of 

informality was achieved by preliminary chat irrelevant to the topic. The purpose 

and content of the study was then reiterated, and the interviewee was invited to ask 

questions to clarify concems. The desfre to estabhsh a warm and relaxed 

atmosphere in which to have a conversation about leaming was balanced by the 

researcher's appreciation of the time commitments of the interviewees. Moreover, 

the non-confronting nature of the topics covered were deemed to require less 

confidence between the parties than would more sensitive issues. 

The early interviews were recorded by hand because it was believed that this had 

two advantages over elecfronically recorded interviews. Firstly, sensitive material 

may not be forthcoming if the interviewee knows that there is 'hard' evidence of 

their responses. Secondly, the researcher likes to 'flick back' over the interview to 

draw points for later discussion. This was considered to be particularly important to 

take advantage of the recursive element in the in-depth interview style. However, it 

was subsequently decided that these advantages were at the expense of details not 

recorded during rapid discussion. Attempts to slow the discussion were either 

unsuccessfiil or else dismpted the conversation. Therefore, the great majority (68 of 

the 73 interviews) were recorded on a small unobtmsive cassette recorder, with the 

consent of the interviewee. Hand annotation was made in support of these 

recordings. The cassette was tumed off at the interviewee's request when the 

material was considered by them to be unduly sensitive. Reluctance to contribute 
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sensitive information was overcome by reassuring the interviewee of confidentiality 

and their right to preview the findmgs. An advantage of the conversational style 

and semi-stmctured format was that if the interviewee avoided issues early on, they 

could be re-addressed later when the interviewee had 'warmed'. 

Documentary material used in this investigated was of two types. Firstly, the 

material used in preparing the background to the case study presented in Chapter 4 

was typically contained in formal documents intended for an audience either intemal 

to the source organisation or more public. This included annual reports and 

newsletters as well as books and joumal articles. The material gathered in support 

of the interviews was typically intended for intemal use within the organisation. 

This included workshop notes, overhead slides, and copies of questionnaires used 

intemally. Some of this material was provided by interviewees because it presented 

arguments not easily conveyed in an interview, either because they were 

diagrammatic or because they were too lengthy and detailed to cover in a single 

interview. They were accepted on the proviso that they could be discussed in a 

subsequent interview if necessary. 

5.3.2.4 Preparation for interviews 

Both the interviewer and the interviewee were prepared for the interviews. The 

interviewer prepared by improving her interview skills to facilitate the collection of 

quality data. The quality of the data collected through interview relies on the 

experience and skill of the interviewer. The interviewer was experienced in 

conducting both stmctured and semi-stmctured interviews. Nevertheless, the 

researcher sought to enhance interview skills by undertaking intense fraining in in-

depth interviewing. This fraining was conducted by a professional interviewer with 

extensive counselling experience who also lectures in research methods. The 

fraining emphasised techniques to confrol and direct the interview, and 

conversational sfrategies to achieve flill and frank responses. Before each interview 

the researcher prepared a set of question topics that were compatible with the 

dimensions on which it was anticipated that the interviewee would be able to 
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contribute information. Through infrospection, the interviewer identified her ovm 

perceptions on these topics in order to avoid imposing them on the interview. 

Preparation of the interviewees began with an initial telephone contact in which the 

purpose and style of the research was explained. Preliminary discussion of their 

knowledge of that area indicated thefr relevance to the particular dimension. If they 

were relevant to that dimension they were invited to be interviewed. An interview 

appointment was then made. The early discussion on the telephone gave the 

respondents the opportunity to reflect on thefr leaming experiences and behaviour. 

This was followed by a common letter explaining the study and outlining the areas 

of particular interest, which appears in the appendix. The letter did not indicate any 

theoretical position in order to avoid establishing a mind frame for responses. The 

decision to inform subjects of the content and purpose of the interviews was made in 

the interest of increasing their ability to provide considered response in a single 

interview. 

5.3.2.5 Interview Content 

As discussed above, the interviews followed a framework of question topics rather 

than a protocol in order to enable the personal insights of the interviewees to be 

investigated. Separate frameworks were developed for each interviewee. However, 

there were two basic types. One was for Ericsson employees, while the other was 

for interviewees with parties that were believed to have had a leaming-related 

relationship with Ericsson. 

The Ericsson Interview Framework. There were two basic aspects of the framework 

for interviewing Ericsson staff. One was to gather data on the interviewee's own 

leaming in Ericsson, and the other was to gather data on the company's professional 

development programmes and policy from those with a responsibility for 

professional development. Therefore, staff with a primary role in professional 

development were to respond to both aspects, while other staff were to respond to 

the aspect on their own leaming only. 
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Those with a professional development responsibility were asked to report on 

several general areas relevant to their role. The emphasis on each area varied 

between respondents depending on the material that they were able to contribute. 

Interviewees were asked to report on: 

• their role in the company 

• Ericsson's approach to professional development including formal fraining 

• the selection of content, method and students or members for professional 

development programmes 

• staff (student) attitudes to leaming 

• relevant intemal and extemal relationships 

• the limits to their teaching role. 

In relation to their own leaming, respondents were asked to report on themselves as 

leamers in their own right. The interviewees were asked to report on the following: 

• how they go about leaming 

• Ericsson's approach to their leaming 

• personal attitude to leaming 

• selection of content and method for learning 

• intemal and extemal relationships important to their leaming 

• the limits to their leaming behaviour 

The conversation was repeatedly drawn to practical issues regarding the how, the 

why and the what of leaming. These outlines facilitated a free ranging discussion 

that would encourage conversation to cover all the relevant issues, without asking 

questions out of context. A framework that focused more directly on the research 

questions would not have succeeded in generating conversation that is rich in 

contextual matter. 

It was initially envisaged that the second aspect of the framework would form the 

framework for interviews with Ericsson staff who did not have a primary 

responsibility for professional development. However, it became apparent that such 

a distinction was not always relevant because many staff take on a role of teacher 
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irrespective of thefr formal responsibility. Therefore, it was decided to allow all 

interviewees the opportunity to discuss themselves as teachers as well as leamers. 

The semi-stmctured interview allowed the emphasis to vary in accordance with the 

responses. 

Other company framework There were two aspects to the interview framework to 

collect data from parties with whom Ericsson has a learning related relationship. 

One aspect related to their interaction with Ericsson and covered the following 

topics: 

• the nature of the relationship 

• their policy about exchanging knowledge 

• their policy about generating knowledge j ointly 

• the limits to the relationship 

The other aspect related to their own leaming and covered the areas listed above for 

leaming in Ericsson. Once again, interviewees tended to discuss their professional 

development role within their own organisation. The interviewer directed the 

conversation away from this area, because it was only indirectly relevant to leaming 

in Ericsson. 

5.3.2.6 Confidentiality issues 

Confidentiality was a concem because some respondents disclosed material that 

they considered to be sensitive. It was therefore essential to protect the identification 

of the respondents, particularly in cases where it would be possible to identify the 

respondent by their comments, as is often the case with dimensional sampling. 

Frank disclosures were encouraged by the promise that any relevant written material 

would be available for review before publication. The power of veto on these issues 

remained with the interviewee. In other cases, interviewees offered responses on the 

understanding that they would not be published nor used in the thesis. They were 

offered in order to provide an insight to the intemal politics of the company. These 

arrangements have been kept and the material presented in this thesis is approved. 
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5.5.5 Data analysis 

The objective of the data analysis was to show how the collected data added to the 

imderstanding of leaming in industry and, specifically, to address the research 

questions. The challenge of the qualitative data analysis was to 'make sense of 

massive amounts of data, reduce the volume of information, identify significant 

pattems, and constmct a framework for communicating the essence of what the data 

reveal' (Patton, 1990: 371-372). The data were read interactively in order to 

understand them within a paradigm of substantive issues that were dravm from the 

theory and that related to the research questions (Dey, 1993). The objective was to 

find meaning within the bounds of the theory. In this way the theory not only 

produced the research questions and directed data collection, it also guided the 

analysis. 

The analysis technique involved three steps: preparing the data for analysis, 

classifying the data, and finding links and pattems in the data. The preparation of 

the data involved franscribing the interviews in full, and reading the franscripts 

several times in order to become intimately familiar with the material. Intimate 

familiarity with the data is necessary for the next step of classification. 

Classification of the data involved the separation of items of data provided by 

individuals and organising them into common categories. Several attempts were 

made to develop an appropriate coding scheme. The criteria for 'appropriate' were 

that the coding scheme should fit the data and aid in understanding leaming in 

industry. The final classification system, see Figure 5.1, was generally drawn from 

the theory presented in Chapters 1, 2 and 3. In cases where these suggestions were 

at a high level only, more specific sub categories were obtained from the data itself. 

One high level category, for example, is 'how leaming is done'. The subcategories 

for this category were drawn from the literature and included searching, experience 

and instmction. The category 'what was learned' was also drawm from the 

theoretically derived research questions. Some of its subcategories were drawn 
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from the general thmst of the literature, such as leaming about technology (both 

process and product). Other subcategories were not identified as central by the 

literature, and so were not originally included on the coding scheme, however, they 

were indicated by the data to be cenfral, and so were added to the coding scheme. 

An example of this was that although the theory suggested that institutions and 

relationships play an important role in influencing leaming in industry, the literature 

did not indicate that leaming about those relationships and institutions would be an 

important component of what was leamed. 

There are three sections to the coding scheme. The first relates to the collection of 

demographic data about the interviewees. The second relates to data about the 

leaming undertaken. This section classifies data on the practical issues of what is 

leamed, how leaming is done and why. The third section covers the moderators of 

that leaming, that is, relationships and institutions. The final coding scheme is 

shown in Figure 5.1. 

The coding scheme was entered on NUD*IST a software package that enhances the 

understanding of qualitative data by facilitating the classification of the data and by 

enabling links between those classifications to be investigated. It also facilitates the 

search for pattems in the data. The transcripts from the interviews were coded onto 

NUD*IST. This means that each unit of text in the franscripts was classified and 

recorded at the relevant nodes in the coding scheme. This process involved 

interactive reading and rereading of the franscripts to identify the meaning of each 

text unit and to determine how that meaning related to the coding scheme. Each text 

unit was coded to all relevant nodes. Some units were coded to up to fifteen nodes. 

The complexity of this classification reflects the tendency of the respondents to link 

concepts in a way that indicates their interdependence. 
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The hnkages and pattems were either indicated by the theory (such as between 

institutions and leaming) or by the data (such as the link between the profession and 

leaming behaviour). The links and pattems emanating from the data were identified 

by repeatedly reading the franscripts and the output from the classification. The 

search for pattems, themes and categories required judgement about what was 

significant and what was not. When a relationship between concepts had been 

tentatively inferred, the data in the original franscripts were reconsidered to 

imderstand the context and so accept the plausibility of the inference, or reject it. 

There are no statistical tests for significance m qualitative work, rather, the decision 

must rely on the intelligence, experience and judgement of the researcher to avoid 

the equivalence of type one and type two errors (Patton, 1990). The experience of 

the researcher in designing the investigation, collecting the data, interactively 

reading and undertaking ongoing analysis led to considerable familiarity with the 

data. This made it possible to read for meaning and connections within the context 

of broader issues. The great sfrength of NUD'''IST is that it facilitates the 

investigation of linkages suggested by reading. The decision to use such a program 

for the analysis was based on the quantity of data collected, which made it 

impossible to store sufficient detail mentally to make linkages and find pattems. A 

disadvantage with using NUD*IST is that it produces vast amounts of output that 

then must be reduced. The reduction of the output was undertaken with great care 

to prevent the infroduction of bias and to emphasise the major themes and important 

arguments. 

5.4 Conclusion 

This chapter has detailed the method that was chosen for the investigation of 

leaming in Ericsson, which was infroduced in Chapter 4. The qualitative descriptive 

case study method was chosen as the most suited to the nature of the issues to be 

investigated, and to purpose of the study. There are three key elements of the 

selected method, it is qualitative, it is descriptive, and it is a case study. These 
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elements were chosen because the issues to be investigated were by nature 

qualitative and contextually important. No other method would have produced the 

desired rich description of the nature and process of leaming in industry. The 

techniques for data collection and analysis were chosen in order to capture the 

maximum amount and variety of relevant data, and to analyse it rigorously to 

produce tmstworthy and compelling findings that would add to the understanding of 

leaming in industry. These findings are summarised in the next three chapters. 
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6.1 Introduction 

Learning-related relationships, as described in Chapter 3, are stable interactions that 

influence the process and outcome of leaming. This chapter summarises the data on 

those relationships and addresses the contextualised research question: What is the 

nature of the relationships that influence leaming in Ericsson consequent to the 

liberalisation of the telecommunications service market. 

The plan of this chapter is that a summary of the data on relationships with parties 

extemal to Ericsson is presented in section 6.2. A summary of the data on 

relationships intemal to Ericsson is presented in section 6.3. A conclusion is 

presented in section 6.4 where the research question is addressed. 
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6.2 Data on the relationships with parties external to Ericsson 

The data on relationships with parties extemal to Ericsson related to customers, 

companies with compatible technology, competitors and miscellaneous parties. The 

data on these relationships are summarised here. 

6.2.1 Relationships with customers 

This summary of the data on relationship with customers focuses on public 

telephony customers: Telia in Sweden, and Telsfra and Vodaphone in Ausfralia. 

Ericsson's other customers, for instance in private telephony, are companies that 

each represents only a small part of the market. The data indicate that relationships 

with those customers tend to be simple exchange relationships with after sales 

service. Although modification of the product in line with confract specifications is 

routine, the associated leaming is not cenfral to the relationship. Therefore, they are 

not included here. 

Ericsson had close relationships with the national telecommunication service 

providers during the monopoly regime in both Ausfralia (Telsfra) and Sweden 

(Telia), as described in Chapter 4. The data indicate that the infroduction of 

competition among service providers has altered the relationship between Ericsson 

and the service providers. Due to the importance of those relationships, Ericsson's 

operations are being overhauled. In particular, there is a new focus on developing 

the products that the market demands rather than advancing the technology, per se. 

Technology was previously determined by negotiations that were typically engineer 

to engineer discussions about technical possibilities in isolation from the end-user 

market. An interviewee from Telia said: 

'I say that it was a Telia-Ericsson culture and it was a protected world and that it was 

profitable. That is to say, that pure technology was supplied to the market. Now we have to 

be more business like and listen to the market. It is not enough these days to say that this is 

a fun technology so implement it. It is not a good argument. It used to be a good argument 

but not so any more.' 
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Now, Ericsson is committed to developing the technology that will enable its major 

customers to meet their market demands. Ericsson has sfrategic alhances with Telia, 

Telstra and Vodafone that commit it to be proactive m developing technology and 

infroducing products that will benefit them. These relationships provide the 

opportunity for the frank, intense and ongoing discussions necessary for each party 

to leam how to benefit the other in both the short and long run. An Ericsson 

marketing professional commented: 

'The basis of it is, really really the whole relationship is so that we can introduce products 

into Telstra and we can help them grow their business. Our product is designed to help them 

grow their business and make their business more profitable Under the strategic alliance 

they're currently looking at investing, some research is being undertaken into.... the make-up 

or buying pattems, the socio-economics of customers, etcetera, etcetera. That would be 

something that is done under the banner of the strategic alliance so money is then dedicated 

to that.' 

Whereas the monopoly service providers freated the market as a mass market with 

no choice other than to adopt the products that the service provider made available, 

there is now a focus on the end-user as Ericsson's market, rather than that market 

being just Telia and Telsfra Consequently, the service providers now demand 

products targeted to niche markets. In partnership* with their major customers 

Ericsson is involved in a race with their competitors and their major customers' 

competitors to leam about the fragmented end-user market and to develop methods 

for targeted product design. A Swedish engineer commented: 

'We have designed for Ericsson, the consumer lab. They are building up the knowledge 

aroimd consumers. How to structure customers, how to measure consimier behaviour, how 

to... let us say it is a very difficult task. We have a profile, we have to profile the population 

that is one thing, this is a structure thing. And then to connect tiie resources of time and 

money to this profile. Our old research was, more or less, almost pure technical research, 

but now it is focused on consumer behaviour.' 

A major characteristic of Ericsson's customers' demand is speed to market in order 

to capture the first mover advantage with end users. The new commercial 
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imperative makes it necessary that Ericsson leams to get targeted products to market 

quickly and cheaply. 

The monopoly national service providers were supported by thefr governments to 

provide the infrastmcture for universal services. This meant that fimding issues 

were not given a high priority in negotiations between Ericsson and Telia and 

Telsfra. Now, the need for commercial fimding imposes a focus on the financial 

aspects of the relationships. A Teha engineer said: 

'When I started in Telia we just lifted the phone and said we need some new exchange in 

Stockholm. OK and Ericsson went in and put it up and afterward we start to discuss should 

we pay something for this. It was that kind of relationship.' 

In Ausfralia, the joint marketing relationship between Ericsson and Telsfra includes 

a reward and risk sharing arrangement. This is said to imply a closer and broader-

based relationship than the previous relationship that focus only on technology. 

This new relationship directly links Ericsson Ausfralia's success to that of Telsfra. 

The erstwhile monopoly national carriers, Telia and Telsfra, have rationalised their 

operations to focus on their core fimctions. In Sweden, Telia has disentangled itself 

from activities that grew out of the old relationship with Ericsson but are 

incompatible with their competitive commercial interests. Telia has, for example, 

stopped manufacturing the telecommunications equipment that was designed by 

their joint venture with Ericsson (Ellemtel), and has sold the factories to Ericsson. 

The outcome is said to be a 'more normal relationship similar to that shared by 

Telsfra and Ericsson in Australia.' 

Since Telsfra and Telia have redefined their roles, Ericsson has reacted to 

complement those roles. In Ausfralia, for instance, Ericsson has now provides 

fraining to Telsfra staff. Training is said to cement the relationship in three ways. 

Firstly, fraining that is compatible with the Ericsson system helps 'lock' the 

customer into Ericsson technology. Secondly, fraining leads to the optimal use of 
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Ericsson products and services. This increases tiiefr perceived ability to meet 

market demand. Thirdly, the additional contact with the customer during fraining 

enhances the relationship. An Ausfralian fraining professional said: 

'There is not much difference between the equipment companies. Ericsson has good 

technology and so do the others. So, we have to see other ways to compete. There is 

nothing left now in the price. Competition has really cut that to the bone. I see this in terms 

of training.' 

Competition among service providers is said to have increased security 

considerations in the relationships. Ericsson has had a single direct competitor in 

Ausfralia since 1992 when Telsfra entered sfrategic alliances with both Alcatel and 

Ericsson for the provision of switching equipment. This is reinforced by Telsfra's 

Partnership for Development agreements with both companies (see Chapter 4). 

Ericsson faces no major competition in public telephony equipment in Sweden. 

However, both Telsfra and Telia face competition in their respective markets. 

Ericsson commits resources to ensure that all of its public telephony customers in 

Sweden and Ausfralia, that is Telia and Telsfra and their competitors, have 

confidence that Ericsson will not breach confidence. An engineer in Sweden 

commented: 

'Yes, with Telia, Telia and Ericsson can't be so open with each other. I can remember not 

more than 5 years ago we used to go to joint meetings and more or less treat each other as 

though we belonged to the same company. That doesn't happen so much any longer because 

you know some of our customers with whom we are dealing, especially the new opportunity 

customers, they are all new operators who intend to set up operations in Sweden. I 

mentioned one before in another connection, XXX, they are trying to put an exchange in 

Stockholm and capture some of the corporate telephone business so we can't tell Telia what 

they are planning to do and we can't tell them what Telia is planning to do. Although in 

reality we are probably going to sell fairly much the same equipment.' 

In summary, Ericsson has fraditionally had close relationships with major 

customers. Those relationships have impacted on Ericsson's operations, including 

technology development. Extemal factors (deregulation and the infroduction of 
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competition) have impacted on those major customers and changed their operations. 

This has changed the relationship with Ericsson and thus changed Ericsson's 

operations. The cmx of the relationships with thefr major customer appears to be 

based on the mutual recognition that thefr survival is jointly dependent on their 

ability to imderstand the market and get viable, targeted products to the market 

quickly. 

6.2.2 Relationships with companies with compatible knowledge 

Ericsson's commitment to provide technology in support of its major customers is 

increasingly difficult to meet due to the rate of technological change and the 

convergence of technologies. It was said that the telecommunications equipment 

companies are no longer able to develop all the technology quickly enough to meet 

market demands. When Ericsson cannot develop a technology of the standard 

demanded by the market quickly enough, they enter into relationships with a 

company that has compatible technology. Combining the technologies enables the 

companies to approach the major customers from a sfrong position. An Ericsson 

business sfrategist commented: 

'The strength comes from being able to go to a customer and say that we can guarantee that 

these two pieces work powerfully together. So we will take responsibility that these two 

pieces work powerfully together.' 

Nevertheless, Ericsson considers partnerships to be a second best option that 

weaken their independence and confiises the relationship with the customer. When 

the technology is wanted long term by Ericsson, they prefer to buy the company 

rather than to continue with partnerships. When the company can not be bought, 

formal sfrategic alliances or joint ventures are formed. Both partners are then keen 

to be seen by the customer to be the cenfral supplier. An Ausfralian engineer 

commented: 

'We want a long-term relationship with the customer. We want to be seen to be a key 

supplier. They do too. We want Telstra to think of this as Ericsson with some support. We 
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want our components to be in there. We want to work on developing those components 

because that will develop our business. It is not just the profit on this project, it is the long 

run business of the company.' 

These partnerships are sfrategic because they commit both parties to develop 

technology in support of the alliances. They also commit both parties not to 

develop technology in direct competition with the partner for the life of the 

agreement. They therefore push the company to leam that which will support the 

partner, and bar them from leaming that which will compete with the partner. 

However, they do not oblige the parties to develop the next generation of the 

technology, nor do they bar either party from doing so. The business analyst 

commented: 

'And that would have certain constraints and certain obligations for both parties. Like, they 

would have obligations to continue their development as the market changes. But, not 

necessarily any obligations to make any major transitions in technology. We would have 

obligations not to simply use anything that we have leamed about their technologies to 

develop our own technologies. So we could probably leam that we could do the next 

technology transition, but we couldn't start rushing out and making a 'me too' product and 

then tell them that we don't need them any more. Certainly not within the multi-year life of 

the agreement. 

[Does a strategic alliance cover things like that they have to develop technology that is 

compatible with yours?] 

The strategic alliance would say that both parties will work together to maximise the 

integration of technology. So yes, both parties have an active responsibility, they can't stop 

and say that they have done their bit and that they don't feel like doing it any more. They 

would have obligations and so would we.' 

The data on specific relationships with companies with compatible technology 

related mainly to two examples, each of which is based on leaming about both 

technical and soft technology, and arises because of the merger of voice technology 

with data, media and computing technology. One of these relationships is a sfrategic 

alliance between the data router company Cisco and Ericsson Ausfralia, in which 
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data and voice technologies are integrated and the benefits of market knowledge 

shared. The other is a joint venture with Hewlett Packard m Sweden m which 

computing solutions for telecommunications are developed and Ericsson leams 

about the computer industry's open system. 

In the sfrategic alliance with Cisco, each partner gains advantage from the other's 

knowledge without leaming it per se. The basis of this alhance is that Cisco wanted 

access to Ericsson's market knowledge and relationships with private network 

customers, and Ericsson wanted to integrate thefr voice technology with data 

technology in end-user units. While Ericsson is a bigger company and is better 

connected in Ausfralia, the power base of the relationship is balanced by the 

shortage of data skills in Ausfralia. Ericsson cannot afford the time to develop data 

knowledge in-house because the market is demanding access to data communication 

now. Confidence that neither party will behave opportunistically is boosted by the 

global alliance between Ericsson and Cisco for the development of cordless 

computing networks. Furthermore, each company recognises the importance of 

reputation in the industry and the need to maintain an honourable reputation in order 

to atfract other parties for subsequent alliances. However, Ericsson's relationships 

with other data router companies, and Ericsson's efforts to develop its own data 

router technology, are said to dampen the relationship by increasing the likelihood 

that the alliance will not continue beyond its current term. 

The global joint venture between Ericsson and Hewlett Packard, EHPTC, was 

entered into because of the increasing use of computers in telecommunications 

equipment. Both companies sought to integrate the other's knowledge in the 

development of solutions for the market. EHPTC combines the technology of both 

parent companies through actually leaming that technology, not just using it. 

Ericsson is also said to have been interested in leaming about the marketing 

implications of the computer industry's 'open system' that enables components 

from different companies to be mixed and matched in one system. This is 

fimdamentally different to the closed system in telecommunications in which entire 

systems are proprietary and their connection relies on standardised interfaces. 
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instittitional issues associated with the closed system institution are discussed in 

Chapter 7. 

The actual leaming of each other's technology requires that the relationship between 

Ericsson and Hewlett Packard is completely open, so that all required knowledge is 

made available. However, a Hewlett Packard respondent reported that Hewlett 

Packard has not leamed as much about Ericsson's technology as Ericsson has about 

their technology. The perceived imbalance is said to be due to Ericsson's previous 

experience in joint ventures based on the exchange of knowledge, which were new 

to Hewlett Packard. The experience with the relationship with Ericsson is said to 

have provided experience that has enabled Hewlett Packard to leam more from 

subsequent relationships. 

The joint venture with Hewlett Packard provided Ericsson Ausfralia with the 

confidence to enter a sfrategic alliance with Hewlett Packard in Ausfralia because 

the global relationship would preclude Hewlett Packard from behaving 

opportunistically in Ausfralia. That sfrategic alliance has stimulated leaming in 

Ericsson Australia that enables it to meet Telsfra's demands. An Ausfralian 

engineer said: 

'Telstra encourages that. They encourage suppliers to work closely together to get synergy 

from sharing knowledge resources and technology. They want synergy to get the best 

outcome rather than competition. The fact is that with technology today no single supplier 

can supply everything. It has to be a multi supplier solution. This is especially when you 

consider how the technology is growing and the variety demanded. Rapid technological 

change makes relationships such as with HP cmcial. There will be the need for more of 

these with other suppliers in the fiature.' 

In summary, the data on learning-relationships with companies with compatible 

technology indicates that they are entered into in response to market demand for 

technology that Ericsson cannot develop quickly enough to meet market demand. 

While these relationships are essential for the provision of technology in the short 

run and so reinforce Ericsson position as a reliable supplier, they present sfrategic 
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risks. These risks are due to the fact that another company has been brought into the 

relationship with Ericsson's major customers. While the technologies remain 

distinct, those companies are not competing with Ericsson for the relationship with 

the major customers. However, convergence could render them dfrect competitors, 

and so relationships with companies with compatible knowledge are a second best 

altemative to meeting the demand with technology that is entirely Ericsson's. Risks 

of opportunistic behaviour within relationships are reduced by mutual recognition of 

each other's power in the industry and the need to maintain a reputation as an 

honourable company. 

6.2.3 Relationships with experts 

The data indicates that Ericsson has extensive leaming-related relationships with 

expert consultants and universities. The data on these relationships are summarised 

here. 

6.2.3.1 Relationships with Consultants 

The data indicate that Ericsson has had leaming-related relationships with 

consultants for many years. There appears to have been a frend increase in their use, 

and a tendency to use them in different ways over the last few years. The evidence 

suggests that previously Ericsson mainly had relationships with technical 

consultants who became enfrenched, fiill-time consultants dealing exclusively with 

the advancement of Ericsson's technology. Although their role was 

indistinguishable from Ericsson employees, they appear to have had expertise that 

Ericsson valued highly enough to pay the consultant a premium above the wage. 

More recently, consultants have been used increasingly in softer areas, such as 

human resources and fraining, that is, they have been used to help Ericsson improve 

its processes and overall operations including technical advancement. Now, the 

frend is for consultants to support Ericsson to leam methods for fast, targeted 

product development and to develop better relationships with customers. In one 

reported example, Telsfra was believed to have used a consultant with different 

human resource technology to that used by Ericsson. According to an Ausfralian 
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engmeer, that consultant was subsequently engaged by Ericsson in a bid to improve 

the relationship with Telsfra: 

'The more HR side. I think that Telstra was using them and I think that that had something 

to do with it. Because our last big culture change was actually driven by Telstra and I think 

possibly, that was a few years back, it is possible that Ericsson panicked and went to them as 

well. And went 'Oh Telstra is using these guys and we should use them too because we 

want to be like them'. That is tiie goal, we want to look like, we want to be like Telstra 

which will make them happy.' 

The data suggests that there are two types of relationships with consultants: generic 

and Ericsson specific. In generic relationships with consultants, Ericsson buys 

generic services that do not require the consultant to have particular knowledge of 

Ericsson. These tend to be in niche areas where skills evolve outside Ericsson that 

can be acquired by irregular injection from consultants, such as in human resources 

and training. The provision of Microsoft Word word-processing skills to Ericsson 

Ausfralia is an example where a relationship has developed over time with the 

consultant buying the right to deliver courses of particular interest to Ericsson. 

Relationships for the provision of generic consultancy services tend to be in the 

softer technologies rather than technical areas, because Ericsson's technical matters 

tend to be integrated into the closed system that requires intensive understanding of 

the Ericsson proprietary products and services. As such, they are less subject to 

generic outsourcing. 

The second type of consultancy relationship, those that are specific to Ericsson, 

requires the consultant to develop an in-depth knowledge of Ericsson. Such 

consultants are selected because they are visionary and can act as a catalyst. They 

are given access to all the knowledge that they require and to people at all levels in 

the company. Moreover, because they are expected to make recommendations, there 

is a forum in which they can speak. Broad experience of the systems of various 

companies enables the consultant to stimulate leaming that prevents Ericsson from 

becoming unduly locked into a technological path for both product and process 

technology. Ericsson personnel are less able to act as catalysts because they are said 
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to become 'enculturated' to Ericsson's processes and attitudes. An Ericsson human 

resources professional said: 

'So they bring part of their influence in other organisations to us as well and they challenge 

us all the time and so that, it means that you are never still, you have to keep on modifying. 

But I think that they are a good injection for us. We could do a lot more of that. We get 

locked into, we have just had a planning meeting last week, we get very much locked into 

delivering programs versus offering development opportunities. So we need to do a lot more 

of that. And we know that, so I guess they help us.' 

While consultants were acknowledged as a valuable source of knowledge, the data 

indicates two problems. The first, is that it implies that the in-depth knowledge is 

held outside the company. The consultant is said to provide the solution or program 

requested but not to provide the imderstanding that leads to that solution. This may 

become a more serious problem as Ericsson sticks to its core fimctions and confracts 

out for other knowledge. A technician with a data company said: 

'Contracting reduces costs but it doesn't enhance the overall organisation. Your knowledge 

is held outside the firm. Hive of knowledge of how things work. The core business is fine 

but what is it, and how can it function without support knowledge?' 

The second problem relates to Ericsson's use of the consultant's recommendations. 

Two consultants claim that Ericsson frequently has research undertaken in both 

human resources and engineering and then does not follow the recommendations 

unless they match their previously held intentions. This is said to weaken 

Ericsson's capacity to take advantage of the stimulation provided by the 

consultant's altemative perspectives. 

6.2.3.2 Relationships with universities. 

Ericsson has extensive relationships with universities in both their teaching and 

research capacities. These relationships, which have been established through many 

years of interaction, are now said to be changing as a result of the mcreasing focus 

on the market. 
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Ericsson has a long history of involvement in curriculum design in engineering 

courses at Swedish universities. In this way, they have ensured that not only do the 

graduates have knowledge that Ericsson requires, but also Ericsson knows what it is 

that the graduates have been taught. While Ericsson has been successflil in having 

courses relevant to telecommunications taught in Swedish universities, there is no 

guarantee that the universities will comply with their requests. The Royal Technical 

University (KTH) has not complied with Ericsson's request to reinfroduce fraining 

in analog technology. Although Ericsson is said to have argued that the fiiture of 

telecommunications is in analog due to the convergence of voice with data and 

media technology, the professors at KTH disagree and are not interested in 

developing courses to frain students in technology that they believe is outdated and 

soon to be replaced. This conflict is said by Ericsson staff to reflect the academics' 

lack of awareness of commercial applications, and their excessive focus on technical 

advancement that was better suited to the monopoly regime than to present 

conditions. 

Interviewees at Ericsson expressed interest in other possible modifications to 

Swedish engineering courses that suit the new focus on speed and market demand. 

The suggestions are that engineering students be taught pedagogy so that they will 

know how to leam fast and to teach others, that they be taught to communicate at a 

non-technical level about marketing issues, and that they be taught about patenting. 

It is not known if the universities will accommodate these requests. 

Similar relationships exist between Ericsson and some universities in Ausfralia, but 

Ausfralian universities are said to jealously guard their independence. An Ericsson 

human resources professional said: 

'I am on the RMIT Advisory Committee for Commimication and Electronic Engineering. 

We meet every three months to talk about the first semester next year's xmdergraduate 

courses. We discuss new degree and subject proposals. We tell them what is relevant and 

what is not. What tiiey teach is up to them, but we give pointers.' 
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Ericsson provides the Royal Melboume Institute for Technology (RMIT) with 

valuable switching equipment for use in practical sessions. Ericsson staff lecture at 

universities and run seminars for post-graduate students. These seminars are said to 

be essential because the university staff are no longer able to keep up with the 

diversity and complexity of the technology. Therefore, the graduates have exposure 

to the Ericsson system in a practical as well as a theoretical way. 

Ericsson's historic focus on technology was reflected in its relationships with 

engineering courses rather than courses in other disciplines. While a human resource 

professional indicated that though he personally wasn't involved, he was confident 

that Ericsson was mcreasingly involved m non-engineering courses. The data from 

other interviewees did not corroborate this. Recent recmits with marketing and 

business qualifications said that they had no knowledge of such involvement. At the 

post-graduate level, Ericsson supports staff to undertake studies in non-engineering 

disciplines. Support for an MBA in the management of technology run by an 

Australian university in association with the engineer's association, APESMA, was a 

reported example. Further, the Ericsson Management Institute, in Sweden, has a 

sfrategic alliance with a university in Fontainbleu, France. Staff with executive 

potential are sent to courses at the Ericsson Management Institute and at 

Fontainbleu in order to develop relationships with the elite in the company and in 

Europe more broadly. 

Ericsson also has extensive relationships with universities and other academic 

research institutions through research fimding and participation in projects. An 

interviewee from Telia stated that these are the most important relationships for the 

fiiture of telecommunications companies. Not only does Ericsson undertake joint 

research projects, and joint ventures with universities, but also individual academics 

act as research consultants on projects inside Ericsson and take sabbatical leave at 

Ericsson. As relationships with individual academics appear to be the same as with 

consultants, this section focuses on research relationships with universities rather 

than individual academics. The data reported on a joint venture between Ericsson 
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Ausfralia and Melboume University, the Advanced Services Apphcations Cenfre 

(ASAC). ASAC undertakes applied research into issues of interest to Ericsson. The 

data reports uncertainty as to why Ericsson has this relationship, which is apparently 

costly, when the work performed is the same as is done elsewhere in Ericsson 

(globally) and could be done in-house by Ericsson Ausfralia. The interviewees 

believe that it is related to the issue of the distribution of research projects within 

Ericsson. Ericsson Ausfralia was not selected to participate in an intelligence 

network (IN) research project even though Telsfra was demanding that technology, 

and Ericsson Ausfralia had the necessary research capacity. However, Ericsson 

Ausfralia has the autonomy to undertake an R&D project in conjunction with a 

university, but it does not have the autonomy to do such a project on its own. The 

relationship with Melboume University has thus enabled Ericsson Ausfralia to 

strengthen its relationship with Telsfra by demonsfrating the capacity and will to 

develop IN technology. 

In Sweden, Ericsson has research relationships directly with universities and via the 

consortia organised under the auspices of NUTEK, as discussed in Chapter 4. The 

data on the relationship with the Swedish Institute for Computer Science (SICS) is 

summarised here, although technically SICS is not a university. SICS is jointly 

owned by Ericsson, Telia, Swedish Railway, IBM and Sun Microsystems to do 

applied research into advanced software topics. The projects are initiated by SICS 

senior personnel rather than by the fimding companies, but are subject to approval 

by a board of those companies. The projects are said to be a compromise between 

the university model of pure research and the industry model of development and 

application. Ericsson is said to have little interaction with SICS other than through 

ftinding and board membership. That is said to limit the leaming value of the 

relationship for Ericsson. A scientist from SICS stated: 

'That is the only way to really communicate. If you are talking about knowledge that is the 

only way for a company to get any lasting value out of the collaboration. That is through 

personal contacts, through really interacting. Just to commission research and to say OK go 

away and do something, that doesn't work for new knowledge. It might work for a research 

to be evaluated for a product that is akeady known, but not for new knowledge.' 
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The lack of intimate contact between SICS and Ericsson is said to lead to Ericsson 

being unable to appreciate recommendations that do not follow Ericsson's cmrent 

technological path. Academics attribute Ericsson's lack of acceptance of 

altematives to its narrow exposure and lack of time for the reflection requfred for 

creative thought. While Ericsson personnel agree with much of this, they also 

attribute it to the academic's focus on the optimal configuration irrespective of the 

existing system. 

The relationships between Ericsson and the universities are becoming more 

commercial and legalistic as they both face competitive market conditions in which 

intellectual property rights must be determined. There is a new focus on patents and 

confractual arrangements for the appropriation of the benefits from leaming. While 

the associated increase in commercial awareness among academics may be reducing 

the degree of mismatch of culture between them and industry, the contest for 

commercial and patent rights sought by both parties is said to create other problems. 

In Sweden, where relationships with universities have previously not considered 

intellectual property rights, problems in addressing the commercial outcomes of 

research has meant that some relationships have broken down and some proposed 

research projects have not been undertaken. A patent manager said: 

'And it has happened a few times and I don't know how many because I have not been in 

this position very long, that we have failed to reach an agreement and we have had, been 

forced to not enter into a project because of this.' 

In summary, the leaming-related relationships with experts enable Ericsson to 

benefit from a variety of knowledge inputs that is broadened by the expert's links 

with other companies. These relationships tend to be focused on leaming in support 

of Ericsson's overall and long term operations rather than directly focused on 

rapidly satisfying the market is current demand. They have thus been less affected 

by the infroduction of competition among service providers than were relationships 

with companies with compatible knowledge. The extemal changes have not altered 
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Ericsson's need for stimulation, and so have not markedly changed relationships 

with experts. However, the nature of those relationships has been changed by the 

new confractual base for the appropriation of benefits for leaming. Ericsson appears 

to need to leam to use its relationships with experts better in order to exploit the 

potential stimulation to be obtained from them. 

6.2.4 Relationship with competitors 

The data on leaming-related relationships with competitors indicates that the 

relationships are weak, and dampened by six issues. Firstly, Ericsson wants to be 

seen by the customer to be cenfral to the provision of telecommunications 

equipment, as discussed above. However, their commitment to providing what the 

customer wants sometimes involves them in cooperative relationships with 

competitors. This includes their major competitor for Telsfra's business in 

Ausfralia, Alcatel. The need to cooperate with a competitor on a confract with a 

customer was seen as both a failure to have the right technology at the right time, 

and a failure to have locked the customer into Ericsson technology exclusively. 

There is said to be no sharing of knowledge beyond that necessary to complete the 

conttact. An Ausfralian engineer said: 

'We are forced to work together with Alcatel to supply Telstra (or the customer) with a 

solution. This is not working closely, it is not more closely. It is just interfacing to get 

compatibility of product to sell. That is not a relationship.' 

Secondly, the industry is said to be very competitive. Although it was widely 

recognised by the interviewees that there are common industry problems and issues 

that could be addressed jointly, the industry is said to be too competitive for such 

interaction. An Ausfralian business analyst said: 

'People know each other, but I wouldn't call it in any way a close community. I think 

because people are too competitive again. I think that they are busy creating opportunity for 

their own company. So I well, you have to think what is the purpose of meeting with them? 

People are very precious of their time.' 
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The third reason that leaming-related relationships with competitors are weak is that 

peculiarities in the technical system of each company make competitor's technical 

knowledge largely irrelevant. Head hunting of personnel m order to obtain technical 

secrets, for instance, is not a common practice mainly because system-specific 

knowledge is irrelevant outside the proprietary system of each company. Head 

hunting is said to be more successfiil between customer and supplier, where it is 

frowned upon in the interest of maintaining relationships. 

Fourthly, human resource professionals in Ericsson expressed the belief that 

Ericsson's human resource knowledge is as good as any, therefore Ericsson would 

not stand to gain as much as it gave in a knowledge sharing relationship with 

competitors. A Swedish human resources professional stated: 

'Why, it is more fear of sharing best practice. It shouldn't be, but there is considerable 

resistance. Often you need to prove the outcome before you can get the opportunity to do 

that. It is always a fear, it is probably more a fear that if you go to someone and ask for 

information you must be prepared to give in order to get something back. It is probably 

more a fear of what you are going to give versus what you get back.' 

The fifth reason for weak leaming-related relationships with competitors is that the 

competitors' processes are beheved to be no better than Ericsson's. All 

telecommunications equipment companies have developed their processes in an 

environment protected from competition. Therefore, there is no reason to expect 

that the other telecommunications equipment companies have better methods that 

would be worth leaming. According to a senior design engineer in Sweden, 

comparison of Ericsson's and its competitors' processes would be a 'race among 

pigs'. Both companies would do better to leam from companies with highly 

regarded process technology, such as Microsoft. 

Sixthly, the lack of competitors in Sweden was a dampener for interaction for many 

Swedes. They tended to use Ericsson employees located in countries where 
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competitors operate in order to leam about tiie competitors. Ericsson people in 

Finland, for example, were used as sources of knowledge about Nokia. 

Other opportunities to interact with competitors are presented by the standards 

forums, where experienced representatives claim that they can discem knowledge 

about competitors from the position taken by their representatives and the arguments 

that they make. Relationships between competitors at the standards meetings are 

said to be generally distant because the setting of the standard is cmcial to fiiture 

operations. They therefore, are not forthcoming with knowledge about their 

operations. However, there can be cooperation at the standards meetings between 

competitors in circumstances when they have more in common with each other than 

with their customers. The data indicate that the information fed back from the 

representatives at the forums is highly valued within Ericsson. 

In the absence of close relationships, Ericsson leams about competitors' activities 

through its Competitor Intelligence Group that compiles and analyses publicly 

available data on competitors' activities. A respondent from this group commented 

that this resource is under-utilised by decision-makers, partly because they do not 

know how to value data that is linked to the market rather than to their own 

technology. 

The data suggest that the convergence of technology means that Ericsson does not 

know who its competitors will be in the fiiture. This uncertainty is a potential 

dampener on leaming-related relationships with firms that are not currently 

competitors. In a recent example, Ericsson's competitor Nortel bought a company 

that supplies components to Ericsson. This happened six months into a relationship 

that required considerable knowledge sharing. The company still provides the 

component to Ericsson. Ericsson's concems are that there is no labelling to indicate 

Nortel's involvement to the end customer and that there is no evidence of abuse of 

the knowledge gained from Ericsson. According to a marketing professional, 

Ericsson is 'keeping an eye on the exit clause.' 
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In summary, the weakness of the leamfrig-related relationships between competitors 

is due to an industry culture of independence and the limited value of the 

competitor's knowledge to Ericsson. Ericsson knows well how to leam from the 

standards forums but appears to lack methods for using that knowledge and the 

knowledge from its own Competitor Intelligence Group. 

6.2.5 Miscellaneous learning-related relationships. 

This sub section summarises data on relationships with the government, industry 

association, professional association and cluster relationships. 

6.2.5.1 Relationships with government 

Governments interact with Ericsson in a variety of ways that impact on leaming in 

Ericsson. Both Telia and Telsfra are government enterprises, and Swedish and 

Ausfralian universities are generally state owned. Moreover, governments create the 

regulatory and policy environment in which Ericsson operates. In fact, the shift 

from the infroduction of competition in service provision in both Sweden and 

Australia was due to a change in government policy. That policy change was 

responsible for many of the changes in relationships and leaming discussed above. 

The Ausfralian Government, as a regulator, does not have a direct leaming-related 

relationship with Ericsson. The interaction of the two is limited to Ericsson 

lobbying through the telecommunications industry association (ATIA), and advising 

the Government on issues such as broadband management. The Government as 

regulator does influence leaming behaviour in Ericsson through the Partnerships for 

Development and Industry Development Plan schemes (see Chapter 4), that are 

intended to maintain R&D and manufacturing activity in Ausfralia so that benefits 

will spill over to smaller Ausfralian companies. The data indicate that the 

interviewees fear that the abolishment of these instruments could desfroy the 

research and manufacturing base of the industry, as was said to have happened in 

New Zealand and the UK. This would drastically reduce leaming in Ericsson and 

the spillover to other industries. The data indicate that other than the role of the 

government in R&D, as discussed in Chapter 4, the Swedish Government does not 

have a relationship with Ericsson that is important to the leaming undertaken. 
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6.2.5.2 Cluster relationships 

The data relate to clusters both in the sense of being physically located in a cluster 

and of being part of a group seeking a common solution. While these two are 

interrelated, they are quite distinct in the data. In the physical sense, Ericsson 

Ausfralia's main location for R&D and manufacturing is not part of a cluster. No 

competitors, customers or suppliers are located nearby. However, the public 

telephony marketing section is located adjacent to Telsfra in the Melboume cenfral 

business district. The site was chosen in order to develop the relationship through 

face to face contact that is said to enable both parties to leam undefined, tacit things 

and to develop rapport. A physical cluster of information technology and 

telecommunication research exists in the area between Melboume University and 

Royal Melboume Institute of Technology (walking distance). Proximity to one 

another enables researchers at the universities and at the joint venture between 

Ericsson and Melboume University (ASAC) to attend seminars and meet for 

discussions. There is said to be no physical cluster of other telecommunications 

companies in Melboume. The industry is said to be too competitive for competitors 

to want to be near one another. Moreover, the emphasis on software in the 

telecommunications industry was said by an Ausfralian engineer to distinguish it 

from mechanical industries in which observation of operations, for example test 

driving cars, provides valuable knowledge. 

Many Swedish high-tech companies are located in Kista, an outer suburb of 

Stockholm. Kista appears to be a cluster in both the physical and group seeking a 

common solution senses. Therefore, it has the potential to provide leaming-related 

benefits to the member companies of that cluster. Some interviewees attributed the 

physical clustering of high-tech companies to a vintage effect in that the area is new 

with available office space; the companies are new and seeking office space. 

Ericsson's Radio Business Unit dominates Kista in terms of employment and area 

occupied. While Ericsson is not a new company, the importance of radio due to the 

growth of mobile telephony is new. In fact, the data indicate that the Radio 

Business Unit was located at Kista in order to insulate it from the old practices of 

the other business units, especially Pubhc Telephony. Others attiibute the clustering 
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of high-tech firms fri Kista to companies seeking the highly frained work force 

located there. Neither of these constitutes a leaming relationship as the basis for the 

cluster. The presence of the Royal Technical University (KTH) Masters in 

Engineering course in Kista was said by an academic to be a draw card with 

seminars and chats in corridors providing opportunities to exchange knowledge 

relevant to the various companies. However, the data suggests that Ericsson staff do 

not frequent these seminars and do not chat in KTH corridors. Another argument 

was that companies cluster in Kista because Ericsson radio is there, is growing 

rapidly, and requires input from other companies. While this interaction could form 

the basis of a leaming relationship between the members of the cluster, as Ericsson 

Radio grows it takes over the leases of other companies and forces them out. So 

although there may be a leaming-related cluster relationship around Ericsson Radio 

because of its position in a growth industry, that growth is desfroying the cluster. 

The data indicates the existence of several clusters in the sense of companies 

seeking a common solution. The standards bodies, as discussed above, bring 

industry representatives together to determine the standard technology that, if 

adopted, will ensure coimectability. NUTEK's consortia (as discussed in Chapter 4) 

and SICS are examples of Swedish clusters aroimd the search for basic solutions. 

The Ausfralian industry association, ATIA, provides a service that connects small 

Australian companies so that they can jointly bid for large contracts with 

multinational companies such as Ericsson. Ericsson deals with these clusters as one 

company through the auspices of ATIA. Otherwise, the data indicates that the 

independent nature of the companies in the telecommunications industry drives each 

to seek its own solutions. This is particularly so with less basic, market-focussed 

solutions. The obvious exceptions are the sfrategic alliances with companies with 

compatible technology that are discussed above. 

6.2.5.3 Professional associations 

At the individual level, the data fridicated that professional associations are a 

valuable source of knowledge which is general to the profession but not specific to 

Ericsson or to the telecommunications indusfry. Many respondents in both Sweden 
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and Ausfraha in engineering, fraining and human resources belong to thefr relevant 

professional association because of its knowledge sharing and professional-standard 

setting roles. Most commented that they are not active members in the sense of 

attending meetings and conferences due to work commitments, but that they read 

their newsletters to keep up with frends in the profession. Many also commented 

that they read their association's joumal. The selection of the association's joumal 

from the many journal's published in each discipline was based largely on 

convenience. This was particularly the case in Sweden, where the professional 

associations' joumals are published in the Swedish language. Therefore, not only 

do they provide a source of knowledge without the need to seek out specific joumals 

and articles, but they also are easy to read. However, some interviewees have a more 

active involvement and see themselves as important contributors to the knowledge 

promulgated by their association. One Swedish fraining professional, for example, 

belongs to the Graduate Association for Technical Education and to the 

Intemational Consortia on Business Education and finds their knowledge sharing to 

be valuable. He is committed to these groups and works to promote their leaming 

outcomes by speaking at intemational conferences, contributing to newsletters and 

working with universities and government agencies to raise the profile of the 

associations. 

6.2.5.4 Industry association. 

The Australia Telecommunications Industry Association (ATIA) is focused on 

representing the interests of the industry to the Government rather than providing a 

forum for knowledge exchange and development. The lack of such a forum was 

attributed to the highly competitive nature of the industry. 

In Sweden, there is no telecommunications industry association per se because 

previously Telia and Ericsson were the industry. Ericsson is an important member of 

the Association of Swedish Industry. Large Swedish companies use this as an 

opportunity to discuss issues of interest to industry at large. These tend to be related 

to political and current affairs rather than being product and process oriented. 
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However, Ericsson also is represented on other industry forums that provide 

opportunities for leaming by investigating particular issues. 

In summary, the data demonsfrates that leaming-related relationships with parties 

extemal to Ericsson are of cenfral importance to Ericsson's operations, including 

innovation. Relationships with major customers are cenfral to Ericsson's operations 

and enable Ericsson to leam about the end-user market and its demand for targeted 

products that are both cheap and timely. Relationships with other extemal parties 

are largely in support of Ericsson satisfying its major customers' demands, either 

directly (companies with compatible technology), indirectly (consultants) or with a 

long term view (universities). Leaming-related relationships with competitors are 

weak, partly because the competitive nature of the industry precludes cooperation, 

and partly because each company's technical knowledge is not highly valued by 

their competitors. While leaming-related relationships with the Government are not 

important, the Government is recognised as an important influence on the leaming 

outcomes for Ericsson. Clusters are not generally important, except that 

representation at standards forums is said to provide highly valued knowledge. At 

the individual level, the various industry associations are said to be a valuable 

source of easily accessible knowledge. 

6.3 Learning-related relationships internal to Ericsson 

The data identified formal and informal relationships intemal to Ericsson that are 

important for leaming. The three types of formal relationships for the exchange and 

generation of knowledge within Ericsson are: 

• hierarchical relationships between the corporate level and the local companies, 

and between management or supervisor and subordinate 

• collegial relationships between team members, within professional groups and 

between local companies globally 

• relationships with fimctional units within Ericsson 
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6.3.1 Hierarchical relationships internal to Ericsson 

Ericsson's company stmcture is said to comprise fairly autonomous business units 

and local companies directed and united by the parent company, LM Ericsson, in 

line with the Ericsson Sfrategic Plan. The Ericsson Sfrategic Plan is developed by 

LM Ericsson in consultation with the corporate level of the business units. The 

company was described by a human resource expert as 'autonomous teams, 

coordinated and supported from Sweden.' Others describe the relationships as more 

hierarchical. 

The data indicate that previously the corporate level was the source of knowledge, 

and that knowledge was primarily technical. Now, that there has been a 

decenfralisation of responsibility for leaming and product development to focus on 

the local market. The direction and nature of the flow of knowledge are 

consequently changing. Knowledge about the market and its demands now flows 

from the local company to the corporate level to determine fiiture products and 

services. This change is said to be slow for four reasons. Firstly, there is a lack of 

acceptance at the corporate level of the changes caused by competitive markets. 

This was attributed by Ausfralian and Swedish engineers who had worked in local 

companies in other countries to the lack of competitors in Sweden and to the 

company stmcture that protects Swedish operations from budget consfraints. The 

lack of acceptance was said not to be due to a lack of knowledge, but rather to an 

attitude, that discounted that knowledge. Secondly, the historic dominance of LM 

Ericsson and the corporate level led to the development of a culture of not 

respecting the opinions and findings from the local companies. This is aggravated 

by an apparent Swedish frait of believing in the superiority of Swedish knowledge. 

This is reinforced by small but powerful images, for example, the continued 

dominance of Swedish articles in the company's flagship technical publication. The 

Review. Thirdly, those in positions of power are said to favour the old approach that 

gave them their careers. This holding on to power and avoiding change is said to 

restrict the flow of sfrategic information down to the local company level. Fourthly, 

while money continues to be made on the old technology the impetus for change is 

lessened. 
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The data indicate that hierarchical relationships continue to influence learning by 

local companies through the allocation of research projects and that this in tum 

influences the collegial relationship between local design centers. It is 

acknowledged that exposure to a broad range of projects creates the opportunity to 

leam the broad knowledge required for the flexibility and innovation demanded by 

the market. However, there is said to be a frade-off between broad exposure and 

'efficient' management of R&D projects through specialisation. In this frade-off, 

the allocation of research projects by the corporate level of the Public Telephony 

business unit favours efficiency. Given that the corporate level plans to reduce the 

number of local design cenfres, there is competitive pressure among those cenfres to 

out-perform each other. While the corporate level described this as efficiency-

enhancing competition, at the local level it was described as rivafry that results in 

less horizontal sharing of knowledge and a longer time being taken to reach the 

quality of solution required. An Ausfralian engineer commented: 

'It is expected that everyone who has a reason to know something will be told. It doesn't 

matter what level, what country, what team, what project. That is the culture. But in fact 

when competition for survival comes in between the development centres, it is possible that 

some of these mles are bent.' 

An example of the effect that hierarchical relationships have on the leaming-related 

behaviour of local design cenfres is provided by the situation mentioned earlier in 

which Ericsson Ausfralia was not chosen to participate in an intelligent network 

research project, even though it was recognised at the corporate level to have good 

market knowledge, the appropriate design skills and a local customer (Telsfra) 

demanding intelligent networks. Non-selection for the project was on the grounds 

of the efficiency benefit of specialisation and Ericsson Ausfralia's poor reputation 

for cooperation on projects. A Swedish engineer in a management role said: 

'Ericsson Australia, that is a tough question. They are fairly good at knowing their local 

customer, and that is important. But, their ability to fulfil the needs of the local customer 

depends on their ability to cooperate globally with major development projects. They are 
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getting better at cooperating on product development now, they were a bit isolated in the 

past. That is how they operated.' 

This independence is not denied by the Ausfralian designers who are proud of what 

they interpret as their creativity being a 'thom in the side' of other design cenfres. 

'Cooperation' is taken by the Ausfralian designers to imply less market-focussed 

iimovation and a retum to technology-focused design confrolled by the corporate 

level. One outcome of the expensive joint venture with Melboume University 

(ASAC), undertaken in order to meet Telsfra's demands for intelligent networks, is 

that Ericsson Ausfralia, via ASAC, has a new collegial relationship with Ericsson's 

high profile Technical Services Application Cenfre (TSAC), located in Sweden. 

This effectively foils the hierarchical power of the corporate level at the expense of 

the establishment of ASAC. This example illusfrates the ambiguity of change. On 

the one hand the lack of decentralised power suggests a continuance of the old ways, 

on the other hand the need for managerial efficiency suggests an attempt to reduce 

the costs of design in accordance with the new focus on financial matters. 

While some of the data indicate that the hierarchical relationships unnecessarily 

restrict leaming, it was also suggested that this reflects their different 

responsibilities. With reference to the corporate level it was said: 

'They are not easy to convince. Especially if the concept is nottheir idea of a good concept 

for market goods. They look at it in a strategic way. A new concept development needs a 

lot of thinking at different levels of the company. We think more about the market, design 

engineers think more about the technical opportunity and higher up think more strategy. 

They think about the whole company. There is some mismatch there'(emphasis by 

interviewee). 

The data on hierarchical relationships between managers or supervisors and 

subordinates suggest that they are important for knowledge that is specific to the 

company. Rapid technological change does not appear to have weakened the 

relationships based on the link between seniority and knowledge. This seems to be 

partly because technological change is incremental and linked to the existing 
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system, and partly because the majority of information sought is not held per se by 

the manager, rather it is held by mdividuals all over the firm. The manager typically 

is better connected and so is able to assist m accessing knowledge. The focus on the 

market is associated with the replacement of hierarchical relationships with collegial 

team relationships, as described below. 

In summary, the move to the new market focus involves decenfralisation of leaming 

and responsibility. However, that loss of power to the hierarchical company 

stmcture is resisted by the fraditional source of power and knowledge. This 

resistance is supported by the confradiction created by the new focus on both 

financial responsibility and market focussed leaming. Rivafry between locations 

boosts management efficiency rather than innovation. Within units, the value of 

well-connected managers for accessing knowledge has not been diminished by the 

rate of technological change. This is because their knowledge is about the 

individuals who have the solutions rather than about the solutions. 

6.3.2 Collegial relationships 

The new focus on the market and the associated need for speed, flexibility and 

decenfralisation of leaming and product development has led to self-directed teams 

replacing line responsibility, particularly in Ausfralia. The loss of the position of 

line manager is compensated for by members taking responsibility to leam and to 

inform each other. The data indicate that collegial relationships between team 

members improve productivity by reinforcing the responsibility of each to leam, to 

innovate and to support the team members. An Ausfralian competence manager 

stated: 

'A team really is a group of people that are united in working towards and accepting 

common objectives. They are empowered, and empowerment is the key word, they are 

empowered to look after their own business arrangements - how they run their self contained 

business in that team for any project that they work on. Whereas with a line management 

organisation you are literally told what to do. There is no self-administration, no innovation. 

Or very little. Whereas with the team you are self-sufficient. ' 
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However, the self-rehant nature of teams restricts the amount of knowledge that 

flows into them and between them. 

The benefits of teamwork are said to apply in situations that retain line 

responsibility if a team 'feeling' is engendered. One example of such team building 

relates to the new emphasis on patents. A patents officer in Sweden reported trying 

to have the inventors see themselves as a team with him as a member, and to have 

them perceive patenting as their responsibility as much as inventing. This was 

particularly important, but difficult, because while engineers are portrayed as 

generally slow to accept team relationships, inventors are said to be especially used 

to working in isolation. 

Collegial relationships among members of a professional group are reported to be 

fostered by Ericsson. Managers of design, fraining, and human resources from 

around the globe are brought together (separately) in small groups for professional 

renewal, concept development and to get to know each other. The on-going value 

of these gatherings is said to be the sense of a professional network for knowledge 

sharing. A human resource professional said: 

'I think that one of the things that happens, you know when you get these groups, once they 

establish a network of 35 people or so, if they find that they are not getting all they need in 

their local company then they have a network of their own to tap into. So I think that it 

makes them more empowered to work with certain issues. It also gives them an opportunity 

to leam from what is happening in other (local) companies.' 

While there is a sfrong occupational group among human resource professionals at 

lower levels in the company, this does not seem to be the case among lower level 

engineers. Relationships between engineers are based on having worked together 

rather than a sense of being in the same profession. Close collegial relationships are 

said to have developed between those who have been appointed to the new role of 

competence manager. The basis is said to be each other's acknowledged ignorance 

and search for understanding and methods of application. 
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Collegial relationships between the local companies globally are maintained by the 

links between the managers and top professionals. Furthermore, teams on the same 

design projects in different locations appear to have excellent relationships for 

exchanging knowledge. The generally poor relationships at other levels and between 

design cenfres not on the same project were attributed to the historic focus on 

engineering and technology based on cenfralised knowledge sharing from Sweden. 

The data suggest that this is exacerbated by the threat of design center closure and 

the resulting jealousy and reluctance to share knowledge. 

6.3.3 Functional relationships 

The data on relationships with fimctional units relate to information officers, and the 

training and marketing sections. Firstly, information officers located in Sweden 

respond to requests from staff in local companies for help with sources of 

knowledge both inside and outside Ericsson. They are considered to be increasingly 

important as the changes to the market and technology make it necessary to relate to 

new parties inside and outside Ericsson. These are said to be an excellent source of 

knowledge. Secondly, the fraining section has been seen historically as providing 

technical fraining in existing technology, particularly the technology of new product 

releases. Sweden provided both the equipment and the fraining modules that aimed 

to reproduce that technology. The relationship is now moving towards one of 

facilitating market related leaming required by the local company, business unit or 

individual, as described in the competence model in Chapter 4. The responsibility 

for identifying the leaming required to meet the market's need is the responsibility 

of the local company. The responsibility to undertake that leaming is vested in the 

individual, with support from the team or line management, and fimctional support 

from the fraining section. Thirdly, the data indicate that fimctional relationships with 

the marketing section have begun to permeate the organisation. The marketing 

section has the knowledge about the market on which the designers need to focus 

and on which all are to base their competence plans. Engineers in the local 

companies have direct and regular contact with people in the marketing section. 
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The knowledge shared in these relationships is limited due to the engineers' 

inexperience in discussing concepts at a non-technical level and the marketing 

professionals' inexperience in discussing technical issues. Furthermore, there is 

reported resistance by some engineers to accept the need for marketing and its 

influence on design. The data suggest that LM Ericsson and corporate level staff 

have less direct relationships with marketing. 

A factor which is said to reduce the ability of those employed in these fimctional 

roles to help others leam and to bring about change, is that these sections are 

typically headed by engineers. This placing of engineers in key non-engineering 

roles supports the supremacy of technology and generally delays the change to the 

new focus. 

6.3.4 Informal relationships 

The data on informal intemal relationships relate to what the respondents refer to as 

networks. Networks are universally considered to be the most important source of 

knowledge for the success of the individual in Ericsson and for Ericsson's ability to 

share and use knowledge. The cenfrality of informal relationships does not imply 

that the formal networks are redundant. The formal relationships provide 

opportunities to meet those who will become part of the informal network, as well 

as providing knowledge, per se. Connection to a network enables individuals to 

know where knowledge is held, and provides them with the status to have others 

cooperate with their request. An Ausfralian engineer commented: 

'When you become one of the key people in your area then the key people in other areas will 

be happy enough for you to bug them because they know that at the same time that they can 

bug you and you have things that they need in terms of information. If you are a little fish 

who isn't known, it is very hard to get a response from the big fish who know every one. So 

establishing the network of friends and the people all through the network across the whole 

area is vital. I am naturally that sort of person any way. I came in here imder a corporate 

graduate scheme where they moved me around all of the units. So I have worked m all of 

the divisions, you begm to know a lot of people and that is just perfect because when 

something comes up and you are not sure where to go or how to work, you're sure to know 
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someone who can probably give you advice and you jump on tiie phone. So it is critical, it is 

vital.' 

It was widely reported that recmits find it very difficult to operate until they 

establish a network. With graduate recmits, a program of orientation including the 

provision of a mentor is aimed at facilitating the estabhshment of a network as well 

as infroducing them to Ericsson's process and product technology. Although it is 

the responsibility of higher level recmits to make such contacts, recent recmits to 

senior positions commented that Ericsson staff are forthcoming with helpful 

information and acceptance in their network. The experience of a recently-recmited 

Swedish fraining professional, who is attempting to estabhsh a network in the Public 

Telephony business unit to support the use of scientific methods of learning and 

teaching in technical fraining, has been less successful. To establish a network it is 

said to be necessary to have a critical mass of pedagogues who operate at a high 

standard. To operate at a high standard it is necessary to have the role accepted by a 

network. Establishing that network takes longer than pedagogues stay in the job 

because there are no promotion prospects. He commented: 

'You need three or four years to get to be well connected and to be competent in the area of 

knowing people and that is a large part of the competence for doing my job. So we need to 

have a career here. We have to get people with a network or keep them long enough to build 

that network. We can't keep teachers here. They leave after three years and take their 

competence, we lose it all. We lose the competence and we lose the network.' 

6.4 Conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter was to summarise the data on leaming-related 

relationships in order to answer the research question: What is the nature of the 

relationships that influence leaming in industry? 

The data indicate that a range of relationships is important to leaming in Ericsson. 

Those relationships were grouped above as either intemal to Ericsson, or with a 

party extemal to Ericsson, Briefly, the data show that the important leaming-related 
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relationships with extemal parties are those with customers, companies with 

compatible knowledge, experts (fricluding universities and consultants) and at the 

personal level, professional associations. The data showed that leaming-related 

relationships with competitors are not important to leaming in Ericsson because of 

the competitive nature of the telecommunications industry, and the peculiar nature 

of its proprietary systems. Relationships with the Government (as regulator) and the 

industry association were not generally important for leaming in Ericsson. Clusters, 

in both the physical sense and in the sense of seeking a common solution, were 

generally not important other than with parties classified elsewhere as having 

important relationships (eg customers and universities). An exception was the 

standardisation forums, which were a valuable source of information. While all the 

intemal leaming-related relationships were found to be important for leaming in 

Ericsson, informal networks were said to be the most important relationships for 

leaming about matters intemal to Ericsson. 

Another dimension is that some relationships are important for dfrecting Ericsson's 

operations while others support Ericsson in those operations. Relationships with 

customers were shov^oi to be the most important for directing Ericsson's operations, 

particularly innovation. With the infroduction of competition the focus has changed 

from developing technology to suit the immediate customers' interests, to 

developing innovation that will provide goods demanded by the end-use customers. 

The other relationships, both intemal and extemal, were found to be in support of 

meeting those customers' needs. The most important relationships for facilitating 

Ericsson's operations were shown to be informal networks. Formal relationships 

provided opportunities to form networks and are auxiliary sources of knowledge. 

Hierarchical intemal relationships, that once directed operations including 

innovation, are now seen to support those in direct contact with the market to satisfy 

that market. 

It is concluded that the most important relationships that influence leaming in 

Ericsson are those with customers, companies with compatible knowledge, experts. 
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and informal intemal networks. There are some similar elements in these 

relationships. 

• They are with known, specific parties. That is, they are not anonymous, and 

they rely on reputations. 

• They are long term. While some, such as sfrategic alliances with companies 

with compatible knowledge are legally limited to the duration of an agreement, 

they are entered into with long term prospects and with long term connections 

between the companies intemationally. 

• They are very close and based on open disclosure. 

• They are largely informal even though they are supported by formal legal 

frameworks. 

• They are based on tmst, that is goodwill, competence and confract tmst, and are 

exclusive of those that they don't tmst. 

• They are largely personal, with individuals relating personally to other 

individuals rather than to a position. 

• They are strategic as each party attempts to position themselves better to exploit 

the relationship, but also to promote the success of the relationships. 

• They are sufficiently flexible to incorporate ongoing changes. 

• They have been subject to recent changes that have infroduced uncertainty to the 

relationships. There is a paradox that the need is for closer, more sfrategic and 

long term relationships, but that uncertainty about fiiture changes makes such 

relationships more risky. 

• They are intentionally established and maintained by the individuals and 

company. 

The nature of the relationship with the customer is distinctive because of the mutual 

recognition that each relies on the success of the other. The development of risk and 

reward sharing agreements, in Ausfralia, tie them together as virtually permanent 

partnership striving to imderstand the end-user market and jointly competing for that 

market. This tie is sfronger than the relationships with the others but is reflected in 

relationships with experts and companies with compatible knowledge. Both of 
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these rely on relationships with Ericsson for success in parts of their business, but 

not necessarily for survival. 

Another theme of the findings in this chapter is that the changes to the environment 

in which Ericsson operates impact on Ericsson's operations and leaming-related 

relationships in a variety of ways. The outcome is that several of the salient features 

of Ericsson's operations are different to those that prevailed ten or fifteen years ago. 

These features are: 

• there is a new focus on developing the products that the market demands rather 

than advancing the technology/^er se 

• there is a new focus on the end-user as Ericsson's market rather than Telia and 

Telstra 

• there is mutual recognition that the survival of both Ericsson and its major 

customers depends on how well they jointly compete for the end-user market 

• there is a new focus on the financial aspects of the relationships 

• there is a new focus on complementing the activities of their major customers 

• there is an increase in security considerations in the relationships 

• there is increasing need to form sfrategic alliances for knowledge development 

as voice technology converges with data media and computing technology 

• there is a new focus on patents and confractual arrangements for the 

appropriation of the benefits from learning 

• there has been a decenfralisation of leaming and product development to focus 

on the local market 

Together, these changes impact on Ericsson's learning, iimovation and leaming-

related relationships to such an extent as to constitute a shift from an old model of 

leaming under the monopoly regime to a new model under the competitive regime. 

The old model is a characterisation of the situation that existed previously. The new 

model is an end point towards which the data indicate that Ericsson is moving, but 

may not reach. These models are not intended as cohesive analytical units, but rather 

they are an attempt to capture the impact that changes to Ericsson's extemal 
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environment have had on Ericsson's leaming. Key attributions of the old and new 

models, and their implications for leaming in Ericsson are set out in Table 6.1. 

Therefore, it is concluded that the importance of specific leaming-related 

relationships to leaming in industry depends on the environment in which that 

leaming is done. Most importantly, the infroduction of competitive conditions has 

been found to impact on both the rate and direction of technological change. 
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7.1 Introduction 

This is the second of three chapters on the findings of the investigation of leaming 

in Ericsson. This chapter summarises the data on the institutions that regulate 

leaming in Ericsson and addresses the contextualised research question: What is the 

nature of the institutions that influence leaming in Ericsson consequent to the 

liberalisation of the telecommunications service market. 

Institutions, as defined in Chapter 3, are humanly devised regulators of behaviour 

that limit the set of choices available to individuals and groups. The institutions that 

are of relevance to this thesis are those that regulate leaming and leaming-related 

relationships. Because creative leaming includes teaching and the generation and 

diffusion of knowledge, the institutions that regulate any of these are of interest 

here. 

The plan of this chapter is that the data on the institutions that regulate Ericsson's 

acquisition of the right knowledge are summarised in section 7.2. Those relevant to 

the exploitation of knowledge are summarised in section 7.3. Section 7.4 
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summarises the data on mstitutions for the security of Ericsson's knowledge. 

Section 7.5 presents a conclusion that addresses the research question. 

7.2 Institutions for acquiring the right knowledge 

While Ericsson was generally said to have had a long tradition of leaming and of 

being technologically advanced, the data indicate that it is undergoing a change 

from a focus on leaming more in order to advance the technology to a focus on 

leaming the right knowledge to serve the market. Several respondents commented 

that there had been a change from 'learning to do things better, to leaming to do 

better things'. Whereas 'better' was previously defined in terms of technological 

advancement, it is now defined in terms of the market demand. These changes 

represent a change in emphasis because satisfying the market demand for products 

still implies the need for the development of technology. A Swedish engineer 

commented: 

'We must have very attractive products but our ability to do what the customer wants and 

uses is limited by our need for having and using leading edge technology.' 

This section summarises the material on the institutions that regulate the acquisition 

of the right knowledge by firstly considering the institutions for the acquisition of 

knowledge and then the institutions that determine what knowledge is considered to 

be the right knowledge. 

7.2.1 Institutions for acquiring knowledge 

'I'd like to add that Ericsson is an individual culture. Tremendous priority to people 

networking and tremendous priority to resources into deeply developing personal 

intellectual property. All of this can not be overstated' (said by a business analyst). 

Overall, the data indicate that Ericsson has a sfrong leaming culture that workers 

should leam and should share their knowledge. The description of Ericsson as an 

'old Swedish company' is apt in the sense that it adheres to selective Swedish 
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culttu-al norms. Staff from local companies are brought to Sweden to be sociahsed 

in that Swedish way of doing things, as well as to develop a network and to leam 

about Ericsson's process and product technology. The select cultural norms 

relevant to leaming relate to: 

• individual responsibility for joint output, 

• the free flow of knowledge, and 

• reliance on networks. 

Firstly, the company leaming culture is supported by the reported Swedish 

traditional norm of cenfralised power and decenfralised responsibility that manifests 

as individuals taking responsibility for outcomes irrespective of their position in the 

hierarchy or process. A Swedish academic commented: 

'Yes it is in the culture, that is their training. They are very proud of their skills and they do 

their best and they try to figure out how their part of the machine can be used, what part of 

quality can be added to it so that it will be a good machine. They improve it. If the engineer 

makes a lousy drawing, the machine will usually be better than the drawing.' 

This is said to be due to the historic egalitarian society in which each was 

responsible for their contribution and was recognised as such. While the 

responsibility was individual, the outcome was communal. Modem Swedish 

industry is based on informal interaction within companies and between companies, 

with each party taking responsibility for the outcome as well as for their 

contribution. There are thus norms of both goodwill tmst and competence tmst 

within Swedish industry. 

The individual perception of their responsibility is said to make it unacceptable in 

Sweden to judge another's performance. Performance assessment in Ausfralia, on 

the other hand, is considered to be a valuable tool for understanding the potential 

for improvement. A Swedish systems manager said: 

'It is very different. We are just talking about one example, planning and development 

discussions. I have been stmggling ever since I can remember to include performance 
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appraisal in these. Whereas in Australia you wouldn't even call them planning and 

development discussions, you would call them performance appraisals. When you do your 

performance appraisal you also talk about development aspects but it is very different focus, 

it must be something cultural.' 

Not being judged is said to be associated with the Swedish norm of reaching a 

consensus, which is said to bar altemative ideas. An engineer in Sweden 

commented: 

'People don't want altemative ideas because they don't want to change. They work hard on 

their ideas and they want them to prevail. Another idea means that they were wrong - that 

is not possible in Sweden. This explains why Swedish companies find it so hard to change.' 

The changes associated with the Ericsson's new market focus were spoken of as 

problems in Sweden that were causing discomfort because such changes question 

the status quo and destroy consensus. In Ausfralia, on the other hand, the changes 

were seen as creating opportunities and problems to be confronted. Swedes are said 

not to be used to confronting differences of opinion. 

The focus on independent responsibility for leaming starts with the recmitment of 

staff who are interested in leaming, and then encourages them to maintain that 

interest. Respondents typically spoke of their professional development in terms of 

their life interest rather than as a job. The dynamism of the company and the 

opportunities to keep leaming are recognised as incentives to stay with Ericsson. A 

Swedish fraining professional said: 

'Well actually this is my interest. These tools are my interest and I know a lot. In a way 

that is a happy and lucky match of my job and my interest. But that is why it is my job.' 

Hence, Ericsson's new competence model (see chapter 4) is an extension of the old 

Swedish culture. The fradition of personal responsibility, that was previously 

applied to the advancement of technology that was dfrected from head office, is 

now applied to leaming about the market and to supporting the company to meet 
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market demand. However, the associated need for consensus retards the 

introduction of new ideas associated with the shift to that new focus. 

The second leaming norm is that there is said to be a Swedish fradition of a free 

flow of knowledge. This is associated with the practice of Government fimding 

research at universities, which then have the obligation to make that information 

freely available. Professionals in different companies in different industries meet at 

various forums for knowledge sharing and routinely form committees to investigate 

common issues. Ericsson meets regularly with other large Swedish companies for 

benchmarking and other knowledge sharing. A Swedish human resource 

professional commented: 

'In Sweden we tend to compare with other big companies rather than with companies in our 

situation with similar customers or with similar problems and possibilities, which is a great 

weakness. So we are still, for all practical things almost, we still perceive ourselves as a 

major Swedish industrial company. So we would compare with Volvo, SKF and those.' 

The fradition of sharing with other companies in Sweden is said to have led to 

Ericsson's practice of having close leaming-related relationships with customers in 

both Ausfralia and Sweden. This is said to be an advantage to Ericsson in the new 

competitive regime in which survival of companies is said to depend on the sfrength 

and quality of their relationships. 

Within Ericsson, the culture of sharing knowledge is supported by an obligation to 

provide information freely to colleagues. This obligation was attributed to the large 

systems with which Ericsson works. No individual knows those systems totally, 

and so everyone has to seek knowledge from others. Without a network to identify 

those whose competence can be tmsted, working with Ericsson's big systems would 

be impossible. An Ausfralian engineer commented: 

'The culture is that all information has to be shared in the company. If anyone is foimd to 

be not sharing information, to be hiding it for their own purposes that is, they are shot down 

in flames. It is expected that everyone who has a reason to know something will be told.' 
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The thfrd leaming norm is that the free flow of mformation is facilitated within 

Swedish society, within Swedish industry and within Ericsson by the practice of 

networking. The importance of mformal network relationships for leaming in 

Ericsson was discussed in Chapter 6. While networks are relationships, reliance on 

them and the expectations of behaviour established by that reliance are institutions 

that regulate who leams and what is leamed, as well as how leaming is done. An 

engineering consultant who had worked fiill-time in Ericsson and Ellemtel for 

several years said in reference to his own practice when recmiting staff to work in 

Ericsson: 

'First need is university background. At the post graduate but no PhD. Never a PhD. They 

become loners and self starters - not team spirit. This is more important in Ericsson. I can't 

emphasise enough their ability to establish a network.' 

While the free flow of information within networks was said to be the greatest 

source of knowledge by all interviewees, the data indicates that networks exclude 

individuals on the basis of language, status of local company and altemative ideas. 

Therefore, the reliance on networks restricts leaming in terms of what is leamed 

and who leams it. A public relations professional stated: 

'I think that it is also part of the Swedish culture as well that things happen by consensus 

and so if this person is not going to be part of the consensus then we should no longer make 

him part of the group. I have seen that happen.' 

Non-Swedish speakers reported sfrong barriers to leaming from Swedes in informal 

networking situations. Some reported that Swedes switch from the company's 

official language (English) to Swedish in a deliberate ploy to exclude non-Swedes 

from a network. Others attributed the lack of forthcoming communication to a 

more formal persona adopted when speaking English. Swedes are portrayed as 

having a norm of not socialising, which is said to reduce the effectiveness of 

networks. The lack of social interaction between colleagues is said to mean that 

there is no forum in which 'wildly' altemative ideas can be discussed creatively and 
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imaginatively. The sociability of Australians, on the other hand was suggested to be 

a better source of knowledge than that available under the obligation to tell if asked. 

Therefore, the data provides evidence that relying on networks in a Swedish 

institutional context restricts, to some extent, who leams, what is leamed and 

retards leaming and reduces innovation. These restrictions are less evident in the 

Australian modified institutional context. 

While the data indicate that networks are used to exclude altemative ideas, there is 

also evidence that they can enable individuals to value altemative ideas by 

providing links to the opinion of parties tmsted in terms of goodwill and 

competence. Some individuals are said to use their network to assess the value of 

altemative ideas in a conservative way, to weed out ideas that are not compatible 

with the status quo. Others, who are more open to change, are said to use them 

more creatively to identify those altemative ideas that will be of most value. 

Without a network to help assess the many altemative ideas, innovation may be 

retarded. Therefore, the impact of networks on innovation depends on the 

individual's attitude to change. 

Moreover, the commitment to freedom to network in Ericsson was said to provide 

opportunities for those who hold altemative views to discover others with similar 

views and to establish a dialogue. This freedom is valued by Ericsson and 

supported by internal seminars and other communication links including electronic 

bulletin boards. All those who had adopted responsibility to bring about change said 

that it is necessary to develop a network with a 'critical mass' in order to have new 

ideas listened to. Therefore, networks are institutions for both maintaining the status 

quo and for challenging it. A Swedish inventor who sees himself as an agent of 

change commented: 

'I have avoided to disturb the organisation around me, but I have discussions. If they are 

not interested I find another. If you use conflict then I think it is not very good. But if you 

keep a dialogue, and move around and find where you can make it work then in this 

organisation you can go out to a good time and find the way to do it. But it takes a lot of 

energy.' 
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hi summary, Ericsson's use of the traditional Swedish norms of individual 

responsibility for joint outcomes, free flow of mformation and reliance on networks 

results in a culture that at once restricts the acquisition of knowledge while 

providing an environment in which to explore and to value new ideas. Thus 

paradoxically, the reliance on networks is both the tool for maintakiing the status 

quo and the tool for challenging it. Further, the norm of individual responsibility 

empowers local compMiies to leam about local markets, and encourages others to 

respect that knowledge. However, decentralised responsibility for leaming without 

either consensus or hierarchical direction means local companies lack a well-

connected network to have that knowledge valued. Evidence suggests that that 

norm of free flow of information has been an ideal that has not been fiilly home out 

in practice. These paradoxes reflect the complexity of the institutions that regulate 

leaming in Ericsson rather than confusion in the data. 

7.2.2 Institutions for determining the right knowledge 

While Ericsson's fradition has been to leam, there has been a change in what is 

considered to be the right knowledge to acquire. The recent changes in Ericsson's 

focus have brought a change in the institutions that determine what is 'right' to 

leam. The data on the institutions that determine what is the right knowledge to 

acquire relate to three issues: the focus on the market, the technological path, and 

the company stmcture. 

Firstly, although market-based knowledge is widely recognised as essential to 

Ericsson's fiiture, Ericsson is said to have been caught without methods to value 

that knowledge and without a culture to respect it. While local companies in 

Ausfralia and Sweden are said to have excellent leaming-related relationships with 

customers, and to use those relationships to develop products for particular 

customers, there are no institutions to collate that knowledge to develop common 

products. This is attributed to the disdain of people in the corporate level for 

knowledge from the local companies. A Swedish engineer commented: 
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'There is a problem with the short term views of the central organisation. Local ideas are 

knocked on the head and suffer firom a general lack of commitment. This is a problem with 

a strong central organisation. There is a lot of wasted effort in local companies if Ericsson 

sees them as solutions to problems that they didn't know they had.' 

There is also a disdain of marketing knowledge among engineers. A group of 

inventors was said to have been established and directly attached to the parent 

company to avoid this disdain and the associated inertia of the corporate level of the 

business unit. The staffs commitment to designing for the market extends to 

developing institutionalised practices to include and value non-engineering 

knowledge. A manager of that group said: 

'In the beginning yes, partly because the engineers were not used to listening, they were 

used to extending the technology. But now that they know that it is important and they have 

had some practice - that is everybody - it is easier. The behavioural scientists talk to the 

engineers and the result is a concept specification, they discuss it a lot, not the details but 

the functionality. The result is a design outlined. This is then discussed by technicians to 

see if it can be realised.' 

The current push for competence management is seen as establishing institutions 

that encourage leaming about local markets, sharing of knowledge and valuing non-

engineering knowledge. 

The second issue in determining what knowledge is right, relates to the 

technological path established by the large systems and the incremental nature of 

technological change. Telecommunications technology, particularly in fixed public 

telephony, is dominated by large systems. The data indicate that the development of 

large systems was associated with the old bilateral monopoly regime and coincided 

with a political push to establish infrastmcture. In the new competitive regime, 

customers demand small flexible systems that can be provided at short notice. This 

speed and flexibility is incompatible with the large system approach. However, the 

evidence suggests that Ericsson continues to focus on large systems. Two quite 
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different examples of big systems that are still pursued are AXE, which is a 

proprietary technological system, and ISO 9000, which is a quality confrol standard 

that is used by companies around the world. AXE was said to have been a logical 

outcome of the infrastmcture-building era, and to have been developed at the end of 

that era. AXE is said to establish a product technology path, which due to AXE's 

flexibility, is suited to the fransition to the new market focus. On the other hand, 

ISO 9000 accreditation is said to establish a process technological path that is slow 

and inflexible. Although ISO 9000 is said to signal to the market that Ericsson's 

quality is guaranteed at all levels, it is criticised as monolithic and out of step with 

the new market focus. An engineer with Telia commented: 

'Ericsson has officially said that they should be dealt with in a very industrial manner. Big 

processes, ISO 9000 and so on for quality. But it means that everything must be done in line 

with ISO approval. But that is not an industrial process at all. If you are writing a 

programme and you just have to accept that it is kind of like writing a book. And books 

have success if they are what people want and people can get it. Ericsson doesn't realise 

that, they want every programme to be a magnum opus. They just don't get it. They don't 

realise that they are not rewriting the bible that will last for thousands of years. Yes, it is 

something for the next train trip. That is precise, they should be very responsive and they 

should be small. Like history it can be just what you want. 

[Do you feel that Ericsson is aware of this, is that what you are saying?] 

They are more aware than we are, but they have some kind of momentum for working in 

technology.' 

The focus on the system means that individuals must be designed in accordance 

with the system rather than independently. This limits the range of the products 

that can be developed and limits the power of the individual to contribute their 

knowledge and to innovate. A senior Ausfralian manager commented: 

'It is not an operation where people sit in a room dreaming up product. If there is any 

iimovation, it comes from a project that has been designated. And if an engineer is 

tinkering at it then that is the opportunity but not an opportunity to spend all day dreaming. 
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They are allocated a task, the project is so big and expensive that tiiey do those particular 

tasks.' 

The data indicate that there is usually a choice of technical solutions to any 

problem. The choice of a particular solution commits Ericsson to a technological 

path that restricts which solutions will be applicable subsequently. A Swedish 

engineer commented: 

'If you had started now, with the technology that we have now, then perhaps you should 

have done this quite another way. But you don't because you built it up as an evolution, that 

is they have introduced new technology a little at a time. Then you apply new technology to 

the switch, to the computer. But you don't change the whole thing.' 

The technology of the path not chosen withers and the associated knowledge is 

forgotten. This was said to be the case when analog voice technology was replaced 

by the superior digital voice technology. It was reported that in the old regulated 

environment of most developed nations' telecommunications service providers 

were not permitted to own television licenses. They were thereby uninterested in 

cable television technology which is analog, and so made the choice of digital 

technology in that institutional context. The removal of the regulation changed the 

institutional context, made telecommunication providers interested in analog 

technology, and Ericsson decided to restore its analog knowledge. Ericsson is 

restoring this forgotten branch by buying companies and entering strategic alliances. 

Thus the interplay of the technical system, commercial commitments, investment 

strategies and regulations influence what is leamed, what is ignored and what is 

forgotten. 

The incremental nature of technological change poses a contradiction for 

management. It was argued that to some extent it is necessary to be working in a 

specific area in order to appreciate new ideas. However, it was also argued that the 

basic technology does not change a lot, and therefore, basic knowledge in the 

general area is enough to enable leaming about new ideas. Those who accept the 

first argument cite the importance of relationships with experts and involvement on 
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design projects to increase learmng and prepare for future technologies. The joint 

venture with the University of Melboume, ASAC, for example, is said to have been 

established to provide Ericsson Ausfralia with the opportunity to develop intelhgent 

network competence (see sections 6.2). The counter argument that general 

knowledge is enough to launch into new technologies was also popular among 

interviewees. Recmitment of civil engineers with general qualifications, 

representation at standards forums by technical generalists and the widespread use 

of scanning to make sense of new technology were all presented in support of the 

second argument. The second argument gives credence to the 'efficient' allocation 

of projects to local design centres, as discussed in section 6.3. A Swedish engineer 

commented: 

'Technical training and experience is over-rated. There is plenty of time and opportunity to 

update in the face of technological changes that are incremental. If you have a good process 

and the intelligence, etc, you can pick up the technology. We have a lot of technologies, and 

I emphasise plural, and they have been aroimd for a very long time in one form. Consider 

AXE from the 1970s; still used. Yes, it is very different but basically the same. It really 

isn't the case that if you miss one project you absolutely miss the technology. If you are 

good, your group can get the technology.' 

In other cases, the company stmcture, which was said to have been designed around 

the company's products, is an important institution in determining which 

knowledge is right, and is said to have blocked innovation that does not fit into 

existing business units. Mobile telephony, for example, was initially officially 

ignored by Ericsson not only because it considered it to be a toy, but also because it 

was considered to be a competitor for AXE. Its production would therefore be 

against the philosophy that all parts of the company should support each other. The 

decision to ignore mobile telephony was reversed when Nokia showed interest. 

Ericsson's technology was subsequently modified to accommodate mobile 

telephony. 
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7.3 Institutions for exploiting knowledge 

The second of the high level issues to which the institutions relate is the 

exploitation of knowledge. The data on the company's behaviour to exploit 

knowledge indicate that it is regulated by the follov^ng institutions: 

• technological standards, 

• closed systems, 

• institutions to protect intellectual property, and 

• methods for applying the knowledge within Ericsson. 

7.3.1 Technical standards 

Ericsson has a long-standing commitment to support and participate in the 

intemational technical standards bodies. Representatives on the standards bodies are 

supposed to cooperate to have the best technical solution accepted as the standard 

irrespective of company interests. These standards, though voluntary, effectively 

create the technological path for the industry because they are demanded by the 

market. Companies with proprietary solutions, which caimot be modified to the 

standard, lose the market to those with standard solutions. If a proprietary solution 

is chosen as the standard, the owner of that patent gains by licensing its use to other 

telecommunications equipment companies. Therefore, Ericsson's success depends 

on the outcome of the standards process. In practice the best solution is considered 

in light of the company's technology. A Ericsson representative to the Intemational 

Telecommunications Union (ITU) said: 

'What we are trying to do is influence the standards so that we can make it, but not only that 

but also in the direction that we think is the most profitable for our customers.' 

While Ericsson participates in the standard forums to have the standards suit its 

products, it also uses information from the standards forum in the development of 

its products. Ericsson's representatives to the technical standards forums work in 

close cooperation with design engineers to ensure that not only do Ericsson's 

arguments at the forums integrate with their product development, but also that the 
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knowledge from the forums is used in the products the company develops. A 

representative to various standards forums said: 

'As we said, by being active in each of the technologies the opportunity is to develop the 

skills and competence in your organisation prior to the actual execution of the project. That 

gives you the edge, you have the skills, the competence, people in your organisation have 

been exposed to the concepts which may be greater than your competition. Now lead time 

can be reduced by having those skills, competence and exposiu"e prior to the product 

development.' 

The evidence suggests that while some respondents believe that the standards 

process is under threat because it is too slow, too expensive and too oriented to the 

mass market to suit the new competitive conditions, Ericsson remains committed to 

the institution and contributes disproportionally highly to its functioning. This was 

said by interviewees from inside and outside Ericsson to be due to Ericsson's 

altmistic commitment to the institution of connectablihty. In line with their 

ongoing commitment, Ericsson has developed methods to marry the needs of the 

market with the standardisation process in order to exploit that knowledge. Not 

only must the development process be quick, but the patent application must be 

lodged before the technology becomes public knowledge through discussion at the 

standard fomm. Ericsson has adopted a fast-frack approach whereby there is 

overlap in the time for discussions with customers, concept development, patenting 

and standards. The object is to develop the product demanded as quickly as 

possible while protecting it by patent and ensuring that it either becomes the 

standard or is at least close enough to minimise the rework. 

Uncertainty about the outcome of the standardisation process leads Ericsson to 

undertake parallel projects in the early stages. When the direction of the standard 

becomes clearer, some projects are disbanded. In this way, the standards determine 

what is the right knowledge to acquire. A senior engineer commented: 

'How we play the game is that we say that there are no closed doors. All technological and 

company doors can be open. The only question is 'is is worth it'? Should we step into this 
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field? We run several projects at once. It is expensive and calls for a lot of investment. We 

do not know which standard will take off so we are prepared. We have as many options as 

we can open, even then we consider going for altemative standards.' 

7.3.2 Closed system 

The second institution that regulates the exploitation of knowledge is the 'closed 

system'. Telecommunications systems are closed in the sense that they use different 

operating platforms which make it impossible to mix and match 

telecommunications components, as is possible with computer components. 

Technical standards ensure that systems are coimectable. Technical pecuharities in 

Ericsson's systems and products effectively lock customers into continuing with 

Ericsson equipment because equipment from another telecommunications company 

cannot be used without replacing the entire system. The tactic is to identify those 

products that will capture customers and lock them in. Those identified products 

are developed with system peculiarities while other products are standardised for 

the open market. A public relations professional said: 

'What Ericsson wants is power, but a special type of power. The power to be thought of as 

important in the industry. We have always had that power, but now things are changing. 

The strategy is that over the next ten years we should develop the technology and create 

strategic alliances with flie customers. We want the relationships so that the customers have 

to come to us to get what they want. So we must develop some certain technology that is 

essentially ours. The rest of it will go through standardisation. That will be more efficient, 

just some specific technology will be to tie the customers to us.' 

The corollary of targeting innovation to achieve customer lock-in is that Ericsson 

avoids using components from other sources. This 'not invented here syndrome' is 

said to be a form of tax on the company's ability to infroduce innovation. It 

effectively locks the company into a technology path chosen partly for its 

peculiarity rather than its superiority. The data suggest that these paths were freated 

in the past as practically irreversible. Now, though still rare, they are said to be 

increasing subject to reversal as Ericsson focuses on its core fimctions and 

rationalising its operations. In the case of a computer language used in the Radio 
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Business Unit, for example, a reversal was achieved. When the cost of continuing 

with Ericsson's own language could no longer be justified, a sfrategic alliance was 

formed to develop a commercial language that can be sold to offset the costs. The 

use of strategic alliances is less subject to complicated implications for relationships 

with customers when Ericsson decides to discontinue with a fimction (language in 

this case), than when it is considering entering it (data technology in the case 

discussed in Section 6.2) 

7.3.3 Intellectual property protection 

The third set of institutions for the exploitation of knowledge are those that protect 

Ericsson's intellectual property from use by other parties. The data reported on 

patents and contract law both of which are legal institutions that regulate the use of 

intellectual property. The data indicate that such institutions have come into greater 

prominence with the change to a competitive market regime. These laws were said 

to be less relevant under conditions of bilateral monopoly when 'gentlemen's' 

agreements sufficed. As discussed in Chapter 6, there is now a sfronger commercial 

and litigious focus. Patents and confractual agreements are said to allow the 

leaming-related behaviour established under bilateral monopoly to continue in the 

competitive regime. That is, these institutions do not limit leaming, rather, they 

facilitate leaming that might not happen under conditions of unprotected 

competition. 

Patents are said to provide a 'time window' for the development and commercial 

exploitation of a product by removing the threat of competitors outpacing Ericsson 

in the race to get products to market. Ericsson seeks to develop patents for both its 

own use and for exchange and license. The use of patents is thus partly a tactic to 

block rivals' product development or to exploit their need for particular knowledge, 

and partly to protect Ericsson's own product development. A Swedish inventor 

said: 

'There is almost an hysterical chase for patents. Every one is doing it and this is a change 

for Ericsson. Motorola is famous for having a huge portfolio to protect their technology. 
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When we want a technology that someone else has we have to buy it, or if we have a 

valuable patent in our portfolio we can trade. So that is a large part of Ericsson's strategy -

to develop a portfolio.' 

The Swedish fradition of freely available knowledge is reflected in the historic lack 

of a 'patent culture'. This is said to atfract academics from the USA who want to 

research without applying for patents and dealing with patent attomeys. 

Conversely, Swedish researchers who want to patent and have commercial success 

are said to move to the USA. The data suggests that the current increase in attention 

to property rights issues has led to the adoption of practices from the USA that are 

incompatible with the Swedish national culture. As described in Section 6.2, the 

lack of Swedish experience in patenting and confracting for the protection of 

intellectual property has resulted in some research projects with universities being 

abandoned because the agreement could not be concluded. 

Previously, relationships with customers were said to be based on the institutions of 

tmst, that is, contractual as well as good will and competence tmst. Relationships 

with new companies, which are portrayed as aggressive and litigious, are based on 

the legal threat of confract law. A Swedish patent officer commented on the need 

for flexible institutional arrangements: 

'Please understand that I think that the relationships will be more diversified. There will 

still be the gentlemen's agreement between some of them, but you must be prepared for 

other relationships when you must develop a way of dealing with others that is more suited 

to coping with the individual relations. I think so that you can talk to some aggressive 

companies in aggressive terms and with less aggressive companies in less aggressive 

terms.' 

At the personal level, patenting requires that engineers focus on the appropriation 

aspects of the knowledge that they are developing. Such an interest in commercial 

aspects is said to be at odds with the typical inventor who is portrayed as wanting to 

develop elegant and brilliant technology rather than to serve the market. 
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7.3.4 Application methods 

The fourth set of institutions for the exploitation of knowledge were related to the 

methods for the application of existing knowledge. While respondents claim that 

Ericsson is as good as any in the world for intemal distribution of knowledge 

through intranet, bulletin boards, etc., it appears that institutions for the application 

of that knowledge to timely targeted products for the market are not yet in place. In 

some cases, that flow of knowledge is faulty due to the historic dominance of the 

Swedish operation and the rivalry between local design centres. In other cases the 

continuation of the old focus on technological advancement restricts the 

development of institutions for the broader application of technology. 

Ericsson continues to focus on technology, but with a new focus on market-driven 

technology. This focus on the technology is said by some to be misplaced because 

Ericsson has enough technology. What Ericsson apparently needs are institutions to 

apply knowledge so that more products can be produced from a single technology. 

The reuse of technology and knowledge was said to be a rationalisation of the 

design process in accordance with the new commercial focus. There is a paradox 

that the focus on the market means that Ericsson will design whatever the customer 

wants, but customising is incompatible with the need for cheaper design to meet 

end-user demand. The solution is said to be to develop new products on the old 

already standardised technology. The reuse of old technology is said to be cheaper 

and quicker but less appealing to engineers who prefer independent development of 

solutions. The lack of norms for the reuse of knowledge was a major concem to 

several of the respondents. Nevertheless, inventors are beginning to focus on 

extending the application of existing knowledge. An inventor said: 

'Well it certainly is different to the old way. We used to concentrate on how we can 

develop new technology, now we ask is there any existing technology that can be put 

together in new combinations in order to meet this need?' 
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7.4 Institutions for securing knowledge 

The third of the high level issues to which institutions relate is that of securing 

knowledge from being leamed by others. The data on the way that security issues 

regulate leaming in Ericsson mainly relate to security with extemal parties. Intemal 

security was said not to be a major regulator of leaming because parties in Ericsson 

are ahnost universally tmsted. However, sensitive material, particularly regarding 

price, was typically given to few people to reduce the risk of inadvertent disclosure. 

The data on institutions for securing knowledge from extemal parties indicated that 

there is no protection against security loss due to careless conversation. However, 

small breaches of security are not considered to be a problem, because the systems 

are so large that isolated snippets mean nothing. Further, the pace of technological 

change means that any damage due to a security breach would be localised and 

temporary. Therefore, Ericsson relies largely on the integrity of its staff to 

determine what knowledge to share with whom, rather than imposing institutional 

consfraints on that sharing. 

The data on securing knowledge from particular extemal parties related to 

competitors, suppliers of knowledge (experts and companies with compatible 

technology) and customers, as follows. 

7.4.1 Security with competitors 

The importance of security issues with competitors is said to be reduced by various 

institutions including the industry's norms of honourable behaviour, industry-wide 

commitment to reputation for honesty and goodwill trust, and technical reasons 

such as the system's peculiarities that software is not normally subject to reverse 

engineering. Together these regulate how Ericsson leams and how it protects its 

knowledge from its competitors. 

Ericsson is said to value its position in Swedish society, which is said to rely on 

their world-wide reputation for moral behaviour. Ericsson's commitment to moral 

behaviour and being appreciated for that by others was repeatedly mentioned as 
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limiting its leaming behaviour. However, this was said not to restrict leaming 

outcomes because ethical conduits exist for the knowledge that Ericsson seeks. 

Moreover, an honourable reputation enables Ericsson to develop leaming-related 

relationships that enhance leaming. 

New parties in the industry, including new service providers, are said to operate 

under different institutions for the collection and exploitation of knowledge. This is 

said, for example, to have led to Ericsson's practice of not publicising their 

successful patent applications, which is said to be common practice among their 

competitors. The reason given is that Ericsson fears that its successful inventors 

will be head-hunted. Head-hunting has not been an industry norm among 

established companies. While the practices of the new service provider companies 

are said to include head-hunting, they are also said not to include R&D. Therefore, 

the risk of inventors being head-hunted by either new competitors or old is said to 

be small. However, there is said to be some companies that operate by establishing 

large patent portfolios developed especially for sale to the telecommunications 

equipment companies. There may be some risk of them head-hunting successful 

inventors. This situation did not arise in the monopolistic era because there was not 

a focus on patents and no such operators. 

Personal institutions, including norms and habits as well as the requirements of 

particular jobs, determine how much contact individuals have with competitors. 

While some jobs require a lot of contact through standards fomms or on certain 

projects, others do not. Those who have contact with competitors use their personal 

norms to determine how much information they disclose. Experienced 

representatives to the standards bodies indicated that they use their personal 

discretion in 'cat and mouse games' of intelligence and counter intelligence to leam 

what they can while revealing what they have to. 

Some of those whose jobs do not require interaction with competitors choose to 

interact and to develop their own institutions for security. These interactions are 

typically at the concept level and involve open communication. This is said not to 
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breach security because security is not an issue at the concept level. Those who use 

these interactions for ideas insisted that they don't steal ideas, rather they have their 

own ideas stimulated by exposure to new ideas. A Swedish inventor commented: 

'Of course you make use of ideas that appeal to you when you discuss with people. I don't 

know if I would say steal an idea as it is formulated by another person but of course it adds 

a new piece to the picture. I have some kind of model myself so I can fit it into the model 

and find out perhaps another way of using the idea. Or to transfer it to another application'. 

Others believe that security requires that no contact be made with the competitors. 

In the exfreme, old fiiends who went to work for competitors were completely 

dropped. A Swedish engineer commented: 

'Well I think that it is a bit dangerous having contacts with other companies like that. 

Maybe I am not correct there, but I wouldn't have thought that it would be encoxiraged to 

have contact on the weekend with someone working in Siemans. It depends, if you are 

working on a standard in ITU with a Siemans guy then you would have contact'. 

Such extreme institutions for security were not mentioned by Ausfralian 

respondents, who have had more experience in dealing with competitors than have 

the Swedes. 

7.4.2 Security with suppliers of knowledge 

Leaming-related relationships with extemal parties that supply knowledge 

(universities, consultants and companies with compatible knowledge) were 

explained in Chapter 6 to be increasingly important and increasingly common. 

While, the use of the associated knowledge is protected by patents and confracts, it 

is not generally secured because in close relationships, tmst and a free flow of 

information rather than security are necessary. A norm of commitment to long-

term, mutually-dependent and supportive relationships, a reputation for such 

relationships, and extensive relationships with Ericsson around the world are said to 

be the best forms of protection against opportunism. Those who have close contact 

with the market including consultants and sfrategic partners report no cases of 
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breaches and no cases of in advertent disclosure of information to the detriment of 

Ericsson. An Ausfralian engineer commented: 

'I know that there are opportunities but that is how it is. Also it is a basic understanding 

that a company of the size of HP or Ericsson Australia, a breach would mean a black mark. 

And this would be known by everyone in the industry globally. It is in their interest not to 

do that as well. That is why it is preferable to deal with large companies like HP and not 

some small consultants although they also say that they realise the importance of it.' 

7.4.3 Security with customers 

The data indicates that while competition makes relationships with customers more 

important, it reduces the level of confidence in those relationships and raises 

security issues. The mutual recognition of their shared fate is said to be security 

enough to regulate the behaviour of both Ericsson and its major customers. A 

senior manager for Telsfra said: 

'There has to be, and this is something that we are all having to leam in this new 

environment, the openness that has been traditional in the industry has to be moderated by 

the need to respect the commercial interests, and you will find many people who are 

engineers will spend far too much time being open and honest and it is hard for people to 

actually draw back and not give information.' 

Not only does Ericsson ensure that its partners won't divulge valuable information, 

it commits resources to ensure that the market has confidence that Ericsson will not 

breach confidence. These institutions manifest in the physical isolation of those 

working with Vodaphone from those working with Telsfra in Ausfralia. The 

establishment of 'Chinese walls' between the two is said to be a display of 

Ericsson's commitment to each customer as much as a method to prevent leaks. 

Moreover, it was argued that an ethical reputation with third parties, including 

competitors and suppliers of knowledge, enhances relationships with customers that 

seek to estabhsh a relationship with an honourable company that they can tmst in 

terms of confract tmst and goodwill tmst as well as competence tmst. 
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7.5 Conclusion 

The purpose of this chapter was to summarise the data on the institutions that 

regulate leaming in Ericsson, in order to answer the research question: What is the 

nature of the institutions that influence learning in mdustry? 

The data identified a wide range of institutions that regulate learning in Ericsson. 

These can be grouped according to whether they operate at the national level, the 

industry level, the company level, the personal level or the professional level. 

Another group of institutions relates to the influence of the technological path on 

leaming. The institutions in each of these groups are: 

• At the national level are laws and regulations, and cultural norms including 

individual responsibility, consensus, sociability and the free flow of knowledge. 

• At the industry level were technical standards and behavioural norms of 

competitiveness and the protection of honourable reputation. 

• At the company level were institutions related to the following issues: 

* Policies and practices for acquiring knowledge, referring not only to 

Ericsson's acquisition of knowledge, but also to ensuring that it is the 

right knowledge. 

* Policies and practices for the exploitation of knowledge, including its 

appropriation and application. 

* Policies and practices to secure Ericsson's knowledge from being leamed 

by others. 

• At the professional level were norms and professional standards for engineers, 

human resource experts and frainers. 

• At the personal level were norms of tmst, personal integrity, personal 

development and commitment to Ericsson. 

• Technological paths, both process and product, also regulate the leaming in 

Ericsson through the institutions of closed systems and big systems, and 

because knowledge is cumulative. 
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The data fiirther indicate that these levels are interdependent. While institutions at 

all levels regulate leaming dfrectly, they also generally impact on the company 

level institutions that then regulate leaming. Furthermore, professional level 

institutions and national level institutions impact on personal level institutions, and 

the technological path institutions also impact on industry level institutions. The 

interdependence of these levels of institutions are indicated in Figure 7.1. 
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Figure 7.1 Schema of the levels of institution, showing interdependence 

It is therefore concluded that institutions that operate at various levels impact on 

Ericsson's operations and separately and together influence Ericsson's leaming. 

Another finding is that institutions can be described according to several 

dimensions. Institutions may be: 

• formal, in that they are officially recognised and overtly stated (eg 

telecommunications laws) or informal, in that they are not officially recognised, 

and may not be overtly stated (eg individual agreements between colleagues); 

• hard, in that they create a protocol that must not be broken and it will be known 

if they are broken (eg the obligation to share knowledge, in principal) or soft, in 

that they are flexibly adhered to (eg commitment to diffuse knowledge through 

network); 

• macro, in that they apply to a wide context (eg national culture) or micro, in that 

they apply to the individual or local level (eg practices within teams); 

• currently relevant, in that they regulate behaviour in a way that leads to learning 

that is appropriate today (eg decenfralise responsibility) or outdated, in that they 
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are counter productive for the leaming that is requfred today (eg engineering 

norm of discounting non-engineering knowledge); 

• for display, m that they exhibit a commitment to a regulation of behaviour even 

though that regulation may not be due to that institution (eg practice of 

separating staff working on Vodaphone and Telsfra projects) or practical, in that 

they cause the perceived regulation of behaviour (eg design practices); 

Despite the fact that each of these institutions was found to regulate leaming in 

Ericsson, their influence on individual and business unit behaviour is variable 

because they are subject to interpretation and personalisation. For example, 

individuals differ in how actively they seek to inform others of their knowledge. 

Furthermore, institutions interact on one another. Some institutions are compatible 

in that they can be adhered to simultaneously, for example professional integrity 

and personal integrity. Other institutions are incompatible and a choice must be 

made as to which to adhere to, for example, the policy to target niche markets and 

the policy to reduce product tailoring. Institutions are also subject to perception 

and interpretation. As such individual behaviour differs in response to the 

perceived regulatory implications of a common message. Therefore, the institutions 

are not a cohesive set of regulators leading to a uniform and unambiguous set of 

behaviours. 

In terms of the changes to Ericsson's operations and leaming that were found in 

Chapter 6 to constitute a change in model, the data indicate that the institutions 

regulated leaming under the old model have different impacts under the new model. 

Some of the institutions that under the old model enhanced leaming, for instance, 

were found to retard leaming under the new model. Other institutions that led to 

the right leaming under the old model, led to the wrong knowledge under the new 

model. This suggests that as Ericsson moves from the old to the new model, 

institutions need to be flexible and modified, or abandoned and replaced with more 

appropriate ones. The impact on leaming of the institutions under the old model 

and under the new model is summarised in Table 7.1. 
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Institution and level Effect on learning 
Old model 

Change to institution Effect on learning 
New model 

National level 
Law and regulations 

Patents 

TV licence 
restriction 
Carrier licence 

Culture 
Consensiis 
Sharing 
knowledge 
Decentralised 
responsibility 

Networks 

Industrv level 
Behaviour norms 

Conqjetitive 

Reputation 

Technological standards 

Company level 

Acquiring knowledge 

Right knowledge 

Exploiting knowledge 

Securing knowledge 

Professional level 
Competence managers 

Developing 
profession 

Engineers 
Advancing 
technology 

HR managers 
Developing 
profession 

Training 
Developing 
profession 

Personal level 
Goodwill trust 
Integrity 

Loyalty to company 

Technological path 
Closed system 

Not relevant 

Digital replaced analog 

Focus on advancing 
technology for monopolist 

Promote united vision 
Promote diffusion 

Sweden directed and 
supplied knowledge to local 
companies 
Diffusion of knowledge 

Independent solutions 

Restrict method but not 
content 
Central to product 
technology path 

No change 

Service providers now 
eligible for TV licence 
Conq>etition introduced 

Directed toward strategic time windows, some projects 
cancelled 
Analog reinstated 

Focus on developing products for end-user market, focus on 
cost and speed to market, focus on tying major customers to 
Ericsson. 

No change Stifles alternatives 
Unof&cially less sharing due Promote diffiision, now access to increasing amounts of 
to rivalry within Ericsson knowledge due to electronic media 
Decentralised responsibility Local conq)anies as source of market knowledge, but no 
for direction institution to have this respected at corporate level 

No change Diffiision, can exclude those with altemative opinions, but 
enables critical mass of altemative opinions holders to amass 

New players are more Independent solutions but with some cooperation at behest of 
rivakous major customer, increase ia use of patents 
New players not yet clear if Restrict method but not content 
they have same institutions 
No change Central to product technology path, now demanded by 

customers 

Leaming is promoted within No change 
company 
Focus on advancing 
technology 
Not a focus of learning 

Not an issue for learning 

Not relevant 

Focus on advancing 
technology 

Learning focused on 
professional service 

Learning focused on 
reproducing knowledge 

New focus 

Institutions inadequately 
developed 
Increasingly important and 
increasingly Utigious 

New profession 

Under threat 

No change 

New focus 

Big system 

Cumulative nature of 
technologj' 

Leaming what others expect No change 
Leaming what and how self No change 
requires 
Learning so as to advance No change 
the company's interest 

Peculiarities developed due No change 
to independence 

Con:q>atibility with process Outdated 
and product system was 
central 
Single path followed No change 

Learning is promoted within company 

Focus on end-user requires leaming what is right for each 
niche in each period. 
New focus on leaming how to reuse knowledge, how to 
patent, how to market and how to lock customers in. 
Learmng to increase security without damajging 
communication in relationships 

Leaming about new role, content and relationships 

Leaming new role in the conq>any that now recognises the 
value of non-engineering knowledge. 

Learning focused on professional service in times of change 

Increasing commitment to pedagogic principles and provision 
of targeted knowledge, increasing commitment to soft issues 

Leaming what others require 
Learning what and how self requires 

Interest of con^any no longer clear due to lack of unified 
vision, some are committed to old way of company and some 
to change 

Peculiarities maintained to locks customers in, but the 'not 
invented here' complex is too coistly, so it is selectively 
appUed 
Retards leaming and leads to ioappropriate focus on system 
not service. 

Multiple paths needed in order to prepare for convergence or 
other radical technological change. 

Figure 7.1 Institutwns and learning under the new and old models 
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8.1 Introduction 

This is the third of the three chapters that present the findings of the investigation of 

learning in Ericsson. This chapter summarises the data on the leaming that is 

undertaken in Ericsson and addresses three contextualised research questions: 

• How is learning done in Ericsson in the face of liberalisation? 

• Why is leaming undertaken in Ericsson in the face of liberalisation? 

• What is learned in Ericsson in the face of liberalisation? 
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As in the previous chapter, 'leaming' is treated broadly here as a creative and social 

process that covers teaching, the generation and diffusion of knowledge and the 

acquisition of knowledge. A wide range of activities are included as leaming, some 

of which are immediately identifiable as leaming, while others are less easily 

recognised. For example, the respondents reported their activity in terms of 

developing a method or implementing a policy rather than as leaming per se, but 

those activities have leaming embedded in them. 

When the respondents explained what they leamed they also tended to explain how 

and why they leamed it. In the interest of economy, the following summary of the 

data is stmctured around what was leamed. The data on how and why leaming was 

undertaken are presented in that context. The plan of this chapter is that the data on 

leaming about relationships, institutions and the market are summarised in sections 

8.2, 8.3 and 8.4, respectively. The data on leaming about the nature and process of 

change are summarised in section 8.5. The data on leaming about knowledge and 

about the pedagogic methods of teaching and leaming are summarised in section 

8.6. The data on leaming about technology are summarised in section 8.7. A 

conclusion is provided in section 8.8. 

8.2. Learning about relationships 

The importance of relationships for leaming in Ericsson was found in Chapter 6 not 

to be a new phenomenon. Under the old model, relationships with the monopoly 

service providers were fundamental to Ericsson's prosperity and advancement of 

technology. Further, intemal network relationships were cmcial to Ericsson's 

operations. What is new is the recognition of the importance of leaming about 

those relationships. The data suggests that there are three phases in leaming about 

relationships: leaming about the importance of relationships, leaming how to 

develop relationships, and leaming whom to include in a relationship. 
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8.2.1 Learning about the importance of relationships. 

While interviewees in Sweden reported having tried for up to fifteen years to have 

the importance of relationships recognised by Ericsson, they also report that 

recognition has only happened in the last five years and has yet to permeate the 

company. Relative to other parts of Ericsson, Ericsson Australia recognised the 

importance of relationships early when consultants, who were brought in to identify 

methods for boosting productivity, indicated the need to leam about relationships as 

the key to improved speed and quality of design. An Australian engineer said: 

'When we started we didn't realise that it was all about people, we thought that it was about, 

it was more ... emphasis placed on the process that people would use and how they, we 

would do it. When the real crux of the issue was how you got along with the person you 

were working with. How you got along with the other teams. That was the real issue, just 

being able to do that and get that synergy and to make those giant steps forward. They were 

all about people sharing their knowledge instead of individuals sitting down in the corner 

and coding their little bit of software.' 

This leaming related to developing relationships intemal to the group and between 

the group and its extemal customer (Telstra). Closer relationships with Telstra 

enabled the development of an iterative design process that involved the customer at 

every stage and is said to result in better designs in terms of timeliness and 

satisfaction of customer needs. The success of this during a period of uncertainty 

due to rationalisation in Telstra led to Ericsson Australia delivering courses on the 

importance of relationships to all its staff. 

The importance of leaming-related relationships, both intemal and extemal, is now 

formally recognised as a topic for leaming by Ericsson globally. Information on the 

importance of relationships is provided through newsletters, bulletin boards, 

seminars and workshops. Australians are invited to teach about their experience 

throughout the company. Moreover, the company-wide competence model, which is 

a major tool for refocusing the company in line with the shift to the new model, 

exhorts the staff to develop the necessary competence for a market focus. A key 
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competence is said to be to establish a new set of relationships around leaming 

about the market. 

However, at the individual level there are different degrees of acceptance of the 

importance of relationships. Engineers are said to be especially in need of leaming 

about the importance of relationships. They have had no training or previous 

interest in relationships other than networks of fellow engineers in design. 

Respondents commented that although they can provide information to engineers 

about the necessity to improve relationships with non-engineers, there is reluctance 

to accept this and to change attitudes 

'I know what I want my managers to leam and what I want them to do with what they 

know. But, how to change their attitudes, that is the thing.' 

Various individuals and groups who are committed to improving relationships work 

throughout the company to inform others about the importance of relationships. 

Some of these are employed in that capacity, but as they have no line 

responsibilities they can only use the power of reason to try to change attitudes. 

Others, such as the Australian group, the 'groundbreakers', have adopted the 

mission of improving engineer's awareness of the value of relationships in addition 

to their normal responsibilities. Nevertheless, the evidence suggests that some staff 

have not yet received the message that the company encourages relationships. One 

Australian engineering recmit commented that she would like to organise a 

barbecue to help keep in touch with others in her intake of recmits, but said that 

although Ericsson has barbecue facilities, she didn't know how such an event would 

be accepted by the company. She also commented that she kept in touch with 

friends from university who were working in competitor companies, and was unsure 

if that would be accepted. An Australian marketing professional argued that there 

were no benefits to Ericsson from interacting with other companies at the annual 

Ausfralian Telecommunication User Group (ATUG) conference because no sales 

were made there. These comments were surprising given Ericsson Ausfralia's 

emphasis on relationships. 
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8.2.2 Learning how to develop relationships 

Ericsson commits resources to courses on how to develop relationships. Ericsson 

Ausfralia gave courses on relationship building to its entfre staff. These courses, 

which were run by the Human Resources Department, are reinforced by courses nm 

by technical and factory fraining sections. The inclusion of fraining on developing 

relationships in technical fraining courses infroduces a focus on communication, 

tmst and commitment that are new dimensions to engineers and factory workers. In 

the Melboume factory, relationship fraining was necessary in order to have the 

hands accept the change to team work with its greater responsibility for output. 

Training on developing relationships is said to help engineers identify the 

customer's needs. An Ausfralian engineer in PBX commented: 

'These soft coiu-ses are based on the adige, don't just fix the fault: fix the customer. We had 

none of this in our university or tech courses, but we need it now. If you get to know the 

customer, you can get to know what the problem really is. Then design a solution that deals 

with the real problem not just the problem identified by the customer.' 

In cases where fraining in relationship building is not provided, such as at the 

Ericsson Management Institute, the company provides practical situations that 

favour the development of relationship building skills. 

Knowing how to develop relationships is an atfractive quality in recmits. While in 

Sweden there does not appear to be an assessment of relationship building ability of 

applicants for jobs, in Ausfralia purpose-designed packages are used to assess 

relationship-building ability. The lack of attention paid to recmits' relationship 

skills in Sweden is an interesting omission given the historic and cenfral importance 

of networking to leaming in Ericsson. Until the recent 'discovery' of relationships 

in Ausfralia, that omission also applied to Ausfralia. 
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8.2.3 Learning whom to include in a relationship 

The data indicate the importance of leaming who possesses the sought-after 

knowledge, who is cooperative, who is tmstworthy and who has power. The 

decision to include someone in a relationship is said to be largely subconscious and 

based on experience of their work and character, and on the opinion of others 

already in a network of respected colleagues. A Swedish competence manager 

described leaming about people and networks as an iterative process of leaming by 

doing: 

'You meet people and you try them, they try you. Maybe you can help each other, maybe 

you can't. So you leam about each person by trial and error. That is what I mean by 

leaming by doing. Plus, you leam how to network by trial and error. You try to set up this 

sort of network and use it for something and you see it could be better. You see that you 

could add more value by doing something different. You work on it and you think about it. 

Not all the time, but it is there. You have to be in a company and in a situation for maybe 

ten years to know about networks and to have your own.' 

While leaming whom to include in a network has always been important to success 

in Ericsson, it has not previously drawn official attention and resources. However, 

they have fraditionally committed resources to connecting people, or facilitating 

them to connect. At the local level, recmits are socialised and mentored. At the 

global level, projects in foreign locations are routinely headed by well-connected 

Swedish persoimel who bring with them not only experience of projects, but also 

knowledge about contacts in Sweden. Ericsson staff fravel to meet colleagues, 

supervisors and subordinates in order to leam about contacts with whom to develop 

relationships. Business units support foreign operations through information 

officers who provide contacts as discussed in Section 6.3. Training courses provide 

opportunities for people to meet those with common interests. 

Now, Ericsson provides courses that teach how to identify people with power, those 

who are facilitators and those who are hindrances. Several respondents in various 

roles in the company commented that they saw their role as largely and increasingly 

about connecting people. This role is increasingly more important as change means 
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that new relationships have to be developed to suit the new conditions. A manager 

with Telia said: 

'When I changed from being a consultant and I started with Telecom Research, that was a 

major step for me, and I kept up contacts and I worked on that. Then we changed focus 

there, so I built up my network there. That is deliberate. I have planned to go out to meet 

people, to talk to them and really build up the network. Sometimes it is best to refi-esh the 

network. It is good to change focus raflier than keep on going. I don't see that losing the 

old network has been a problem. A network has always to be refreshed. The old network 

has changed context. It is easier now I am good at keeping on. I suppose that I don't keep 

up with too many of the old. It is my network for now and the future that I must attend to. 

You have to do that.' 

8.3 Learning about institutions 

The data on leaming about institutions focused primarily on the formal institutions 

of the technical standards process, patents and company policy, and the less formal 

institution of expected methods of performing. 

8.3.1 Learning about company policy 

Leaming about the company's policy and expected methods includes leaming about 

the current ones, and developing new ones. The company is said to be good at 

teaching about existing policy, methods and processes. However, this was said to 

be increasingly irrelevant because the decenfralisation of responsibility effectively 

devolves their development throughout the company. That is, individuals, teams 

and local companies have the responsibihty to develop methods and processes to 

regulate behaviour while offering flexibihty. The company-wide competence model 

is an example of the new approach, where the direction from the parent company 

(LM Ericsson) is that responsibility should be taken at the individual level to 

develop methods. The competence model requires that methods be developed to 

leam about the market, and that methods be developed to apply that knowledge in 

order to design appropriate solutions and to get products to market quickly. The 

development and implementation of such institutions is an important management 
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role, which given decenfralised responsibility, devolves to the mdividual and to the 

local company. 

Many respondents were concemed with the lack of knowledge about how to 

estabhsh the appropriate institutions to support the new foci of the company. The 

company apparently commits resources to teaching top level management, and 

others with executive potential, how to develop institutions to achieve desired 

behaviour. Given the devolution of responsibility, this appears to be more suited to 

the old model, than to the new. The data indicate that a lot of effort is placed on 

leaming about management broadly, including human resource management, 

competence management, and professional and personal development, at all levels 

in the company. The focus of this management fraining has been on relationship 

building in order to enhance individual leaming, rather than on the establishment of 

institutions that will regulate and support that behaviour. 

It was argued that the company needs to become a leaming company by developing 

policies and methods to put individual knowledge into the system. Several 

interviewees commented that they, at the lower-middle level of the company, need 

to leam how to communicate with the executive at the corporate level to teach them, 

while the executives need to leam how to value their input. Becoming a leaming 

company was also said to involve leaming from mistakes and confronting and 

resolving, rather than evading, problems. A Swedish senior engineer said: 

'I think that leaming by doing is enough if you use the results... A lot of people would say 

that we have been talking about the same problems for the last 15 years. That is pretty tme. 

So we don't seem to really fix the things and get rid of them. It is a cycle of sorts of 

recognising a problem trying to do something about it and then the initiative dying out and 

several years later the problem sort of coming up again.' 

8.3.2. Learning about the technical standards process 

The data on leaming about the technical standards process involved leaming about 

the sfrategies and relationships of the parties to standardisation, and the potential for 
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changes to the standardisation process to unpact on Ericsson. Under the old model, 

it was indicated that only the representatives needed to understand the process, 

others had to leam about the outcomes and use them m subsequent design. Now, 

the need for speed to market requires methods to integrate the standardisation 

process and the design process need in order to fast-frack product development, 

standardisation and patenting. Moreover, the change to the competitive environment 

has changed the way that parties to standardisation forums are aligned in 

negotiations. It is important for Ericsson to understand that alignment and how it 

impacts on the politics and the outcome. Also there are new members at the forum 

who's position and tactics have to be understood. A representative at various 

standardisation forums commented: 

'To do the standardisation role properly you need technical strengths but you also need a 

political awareness. It is a strategic thing you also need to know what is happening out in 

the market place. Sometimes I think that it is recognised in this company, and sometimes I 

think that it is not. Technical knowledge will never be enough. You have to know how to 

package it, when to stop, when to push. It is not really a formal process - just getting the 

mindset of the people.' 

Ericsson, it was said, must leam about the pressures on the standards process for 

change pressures and how they will impact on their operations, and how to 

minimise problems and exploit the opportunities. The pressures arise because of the 

need for faster standardisation, freeriding by private companies that will undermine 

the incentive to contribute to the expense of standardisation, and altemative 

(competing) standards that may proliferate thus reducing the power of each 

standard. 

8.3.3 Learning about patents 

Leaming about patents was said to be particularly important because the industry's 

and Swedish fraditions of not patenting were said to have left Ericsson poorly 

equipped to deal with the 'almost hysterical chase for patents'. The lack of 

experience in Sweden necessitates leaming from other Ericsson companies, 
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especially those based in the USA, as well as from patent lawyers. Moreover, it is 

necessary for engineers to leam new attitudes and develop institutions that integrate 

patenting with the design process. This means that engineers must leam to view 

their work as 'not obvious to anyone normally skilled in the art', which was 

indicated as a criterion for patenting in Sweden. It was also important to leam how 

to negotiate property rights to facilitate joint research agreements. 

8.4 Learning about the marlcet 

The data on leaming about the market relates to leaming about customers, 

competitors and companies with compatible technology. 

8.4.1 Learning about customers. 

Leaming about the customers is important to the market focus, and implies leaming 

who the customers are, what they want, what they will pay and other conditions of 

their demand. Historically, Ericsson's reason to leam was to satisfy the monopoly 

customer, and for the 'fim' of technology. Now, the reason to leam is to satisfy the 

fragmented end-user market, and so keep the major customer satisfied. Ericsson 

knew the monopoly service providers through years of working together on the 

development of technology. Now, that 'market demand' relates to the end user, 

Ericsson must leam about its customers' customers. Ericsson has several ways of 

leaming about the end users, including a joint marketing agreement with Telsfra. 

Together they undertake market research and analysis. Market analysis in Sweden 

is undertaken in clinical tests of targeted populations in Ericsson's Human 

Behaviour Laboratory. This is supported by market surveys and scenario analysis 

of consumer behaviour in hypothetical situations. 

Ericsson is also now leaming about the new service providers, which includes the 

new rationalised Telia and Telsfra as well as new enfrants to the industry. Ericsson 

leams about Telsfra through a variety of sources including three staff members who 

work half-time inside Telsfra. Moreover, the relationships between Ericsson and 
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Telsfra staff buih up over the years are said to be the best source of updates on 

Telsfra. Leaming about Telia is said to be problematic because it underwent 

complete rationalisation, which saw a complete restmcturing and replacement of 

many people. 

The data on leaming about new service providers related also to the conglomerates 

of service providers from various nations, for example Uniworld joms Telia with 

telephone companies from the Netherlands, Switzerland and Spain and with AT&T 

from the USA. Together, these represent Ericsson's largest market. A problem 

appears to have arisen because the overall company direction is said to be based on 

knowledge leamed through relationships at the highest level between Ericsson 

executives and those of its major public telephony customers. The parties have 

changed and their situation has changed. A senior engineer in Sweden said: 

'The other thing to remember about Alcatel, is that Alcatel is a merger of several 

companies. So while France Telecom has had a close relationship with the French part of 

that, they probably have less association with the Belgium or German part. The politics of 

the new situation are terribly complicated.' 

8.4.2 Learning about competitors. 

The data on leaming about competitors related to leaming who they are, their 

products and supply conditions such as time to market. Most respondents reported 

that they knew enough about the competitors not withstanding the weak leaming-

related relationships that are heavily regulated by individual and company level 

institutions. 

Ericsson's Competitor Intelligence Unit leams about Ericsson's competitors 

through intelhgence and surveillance. The intelligence unit is decenfralised 

globally. Local companies collect data on competitors' activities that are relevant to 

their market. This is collated and analysed in Sweden. Through bought 

information, local market data and rumour, the analysis team pulls together a picture 

of each company's financial position, project activity, technological path, sfrategic 
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relationships, personnel and market position. The most difficult thing to leam about 

is said to be pricing data. A major contributor to this intelligence comes from the 

standardisation process where experienced representatives are able to leam about a 

company's position from the stance it takes and the arguments it puts forward. The 

stability of the global telecommunications equipment industry with its dominance 

by a handfiil of global companies means that each company is well known to the 

others. When a major customer releases a list of contenders for a project, each party 

is knovm to the others. The only surprises are if a company has held back at the 

standardisation forum in an attempt to win an anticipated tender by offering a 

technological edge. 

8.4.3 Learning about companies with compatible technology 

Issues associated with companies with compatible technology were discussed in 

Chapter 6. The reason for interacting with them at all, and for leaming about them 

and their technology in particular, is that they have technology that is demanded by 

Ericsson's major customers, but which Ericsson does not have the time to develop 

itself. Such situations have arisen because of the convergence of previously distinct 

technologies. The data suggest that there are two possible scenarios related to the 

convergence of previously distinct technologies. In one scenario 'convergence' 

implies that a single technology is developed that will provide, for example, both 

data and voice communication. A 'single technology' implies convergence of three 

characteristics of the technology to form a common network, a common 

ftmctionality and a single product. If voice technology converges with other 

technologies to form a single technology, the companies with that technology will 

become Ericsson's direct competitors. To compete, Ericsson would need to develop 

a technology for both data and voice communication, as well as leam about the 

institutions of the new market, and its key players. At present, this convergence has 

not taken place and so Ericsson continues to scan broadly to leam about the key 

players that may become important and how they may behave if that scenario came 

about. This involves collating and analysing published data as well as scanning for 

material relevant to reputation. In the second scenario, which is said to be the case 
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now, convergence imphes that two distmct technologies mtegrate to form products 

that use the still-distuict technologies. That is, there is convergence in either one or 

two of the three elements, but not the third. If this scenario prevails Ericsson needs 

to continue to leam about the companies with which it enters sfrategic alliances to 

serve the market, and the institutions that regulate them. At present, these alliances 

are supported by institutions of tmst and long term commitment to partnering each 

other, which permit virtually full disclosure of knowledge. The evidence suggests 

that Ericsson is uncertain as to whether convergence of technologies imphes the 

first or the second scenario. Therefore, they are committing resources to research a 

single technology for both voice and data, for example, while developing 

relationships with companies with data technology to deal with the immediate 

market demand. 

8.5 Learning about change 

The data indicate that the stability of the telecommunications industry under 

bilateral monopoly conditions led to Ericsson being accustomed to operate and 

innovate under conditions of relative certainty. Now that change is said to be 

happening on all fronts - relationships, institutions, the market and technology -

Ericsson is said to be experiencing uncertainty. That uncertainty is relieved by 

learning about change. This includes leaming about what change is, what is 

changing, and the implications of change for Ericsson, and leaming to implement 

change in the company. 

Although some interviewees reported having tried for up to fifteen years to teach 

Ericsson that changes in the extemal environment made changes to the company's 

operations necessary, it appears that Ericsson leamed the need for change recently 

when brilliantly engineered products did not find a market. Now, knowledge about 

the need to change to a market focus, to reuse technology, and to accept non-

engineering knowledge was said to have permeated Ericsson through bulletin 

boards, workshops and newsletters. However, there is resistance to the next step of 

accepting that knowledge. That is, although there is now a lot of knowledge about 
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tile need to know, there has not been the associated change in attitudes. There 

appear to be three factors that reduce the capacity of the knowledge to bring about 

changes in attitude and behaviour. The first, is that it provides 'soft' information on 

the change process while engineers in particular are said to requfre concrete 

information about outcomes. Secondly, there are sfrong forces agamst accepting 

change. The infrastmcture, careers of successful decision makers, dominant 

networks of engineers that exclude those who propose altematives, and the 

company culture that continues to attribute sfrength to size, and status to 

technological advancement, all mediate in favour of conservatism. Together these 

forces contribute to a common vision of what the company was and, to some extent, 

still is. On the other hand, the uncertainty of the imphcations of those changes for 

Ericsson means that there is no common vision of what the company will be after 

the changes. Moreover, money is still being made on the old products while the new 

are fraught with risks. A Swedish competence manager commented: 

'There is a lot of hype. Everyone wants to, especially now that there is competition about 

our customers, they are very eager to find new ways of being competitive so they jump on 

things also and of course they want something that doesn't cost very much. But, we have to 

invest a lot in it to develop it. If they change their minds, which they can do the next day, 

we have wasted away a lot and this makes it difficult for us to react.' 

The third factor that reduces the capacity of knowledge to bring about change is that 

many of the prime-movers for change are Ericsson staff whose mission is made 

more difficult by two factors. The first is that their message is not as well received 

as that of consultants. This is partly because they do not have the freedom to 

investigate and a forum to present their ideas, which consultants have, and partly 

because they are less able to act as a catalyst because they become socialised in 

Ericsson. The second is that they lack cormection to senior management. Greater 

support from senior management, it was suggested, would help change the attitudes 

of those who currently resist change. While senior management is said to know 

about the need to change, some managers fail to support it. Some interviewees 

attributed this to their on-going confidence in the old model that gave them their 

success. Others attributed this to their generally conservative management 
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approach that avoids rather than addresses issues. Respondents reported not 

knowing how to teach senior management that the issues of the shift from the old to 

the new model were not going to disappear. A Swedish project engineer said: 

'What we are trying to push on now is that what we are doing is a long term initiative and 

that it is not going to go away. This is something that Ericsson has been very bad at before, 

there is a lot of initiative started up and after 6 months you never hear of it again. And a lot 

of the management, they have been trained or they have leamed the behaviour o f if you do 

nothing for six months it will probably go away anyway". We are trying now to show them 

that this is not going to go away. Pretty soon they are going to be left behind and we have 

tried to work on a sort of volimtary basis, but we try to keep a fair bit of tension and 

pressure on the management so that they feel that they have to react.' 

The rapid grov^h of the Radio Business Unit was said to be a force for change from 

within Ericsson. Radio's shorter history avoided the monopoly era with its lack of 

flexibility, length of time to market and lack of consumer awareness. Radio's focus 

is on the market, its flexibility and acceptance of change were said by some to 

reflect that its roots are in the new model. They added that as Radio continues to 

dominate Ericsson in terms of prestige, employment and profit, its institutions of 

seeking change would spread. Others doubted this and suggested that Ericsson's 

resistance to change was at the core of the company. Their perception was that 

Radio is nm by basically the same people as the rest of Ericsson and that once the 

rapid growth in Radio had petered out, they will be seen to be as conservative. 

8.6 Learning about know^Iedge 

The importance of leaming and knowledge for Ericsson's operations was reflected 

in the data about leaming about the knowledge held by others and the data on 

leaming about the pedagogic of leaming and teaching. 

8.6.1 Learning about the knowledge held by others 

The data on leaming about the knowledge held within Ericsson includes leaming 

about the knowledge held by individuals and that held by sections of the company. 
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Three reasons were given for needing to know the knowledge level of individuals in 

Ericsson. The first was to assess the gap between recmits' knowledge and that 

necessary to perform tasks. The basic knowledge level of engineering recmits is 

well known because of Ericsson's involvement on university boards. This is 

especially the case in Sweden where the universities and their courses are exfremely 

well known. Ericsson has less history of involvement in other disciplines, and less 

knowledge of those recmits knowledge level. New recmits are given blanket 

courses in all relevant material and broadly exposed to experience within the 

company by a system of rotation. It appears that they are selected for employment 

because of their perceived intelligence, interest in leaming, and other personality 

fraits rather than their specific knowledge. 

The second reason to need to know individuals' knowledge is for competence 

management. Leaming about the extent and level of individuals' knowledge level is 

an important component of competence management, and various attempts have 

been made to identify and measure it. It was reported that no attempt any where in 

the company nor outside the company was known to have succeeded in developing 

a framework that could record competence thoroughly. Competence mapping, for 

instance, records the individual's knowledge as manifested in task performance, but 

does not capture their knowledge that has not been targeted to those tasks. 

Moreover, attempts to identify tasks have become bogged-down in the details of 

historically-important major tasks, leaving many current important tasks 

unaddressed. One attempt that used self-assessment failed due to the workers' 

inability to assess themselves objectively. Other attempts have become bogged 

down in attempting to detail individual knowledge. More recent attempts have 

aimed for objectivity in the belief that it would better enable the company to assess 

the competence of people irrespective of personal shyness and cultural differences 

in tendency to brag. The concept of objectivity is also said to appeal to engineers 

who relate well to numbers. Although the importance of social competence is 

sfressed by Ericsson in accordance with the new model, the evidence suggests that 

competence managers of engineers have not yet attempted to map their social 
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competence. It was said that it is expected that this will be more difficult to reduce 

to numbers. 

Many methods are used to collect and store knowledge about individuals' 

knowledge. Ericsson compiles databases that detail individuals' work experience, 

and academic records provide information about the technologies to which they 

have been exposed. The databases do not record details of individuals' other 

interests, social knowledge and abilities. The databases, therefore, provide 

knowledge of what individuals have done rather than what they can do in the future. 

Supervisors generally know the workers, their history, sociability and interests 

outside work. This largely-tacit knowledge has been used in the past to identify 

workers who hold knowledge that was newly of interest to Ericsson. However, the 

loss of supervisors in team stmctures means that Ericsson has lost a source of such 

knowledge. This has been recognised as a potentially serious loss due to the 

uncertainty of the future direction of technology. Supervisors have therefore been 

replaced by competence managers who are trying to put together and record that 

knowledge that was previously largely tacit, and to make it the basis of competence 

management. 

The third reason to learn about individuals' knowledge level is to determine whom 

to include in a network. Informal leaming about others' knowledge is done through 

experience of working with them, through conversations with them, and indirectly 

through knowledge of their activity in projects and through discussions with those 

in a network. Because the level of professional knowledge among Ericsson staff 

was reported to be high, the emphasis of leaming about their knowledge is on what 

they know, who they know, the strategic value of that knowledge, and their 

preparedness to share it, rather than on how well they know it. Australian engineers 

reported using an intemational network of individuals who had worked in Australia 

to learn about the knowledge held and the social attributes of potential appointees. 
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Ericsson conducts an annual survey of staff opinions, Compass, that provides 

information that help managers at the local level to leam about thefr staff including 

their knowledge. The object is to provide a relative position of the local company 

in terms of the overall company in order to stimulate discussion that will lead to 

further leaming in accordance with Ericsson's commitment to ISO 9000 (quality 

confrol). 

Leaming about the knowledge level held in sections of the company is important to 

overall management because it helps in project assignment, and sourcmg staff to 

move in order to diffiise knowledge. However, it is said that the company finds it 

difficult to track the diffusion of knowledge. A Swedish engineer said: 

'Ericsson believes that knowledge leads to growth of the firm. We want to know about the 

diffusion of our knowledge but because of the hierarchical functional format of the company 

it is difficult to track the knowledge.' 

This hierarchical stmcture was said to have led to poor communication between 

some sections of Ericsson that makes it difficult to identify what knowledge is held 

by other parts of the company. This means that some leaming is repeated, and some 

'wheels reinvented'. The outcome is that Ericsson is prevented from becoming a 

leaming company in the sense that knowledge is taken from the individual or group 

and used for the benefit of the company overall. A consultant engaged to advise on 

becoming a leaming company suspects that the company does not intend to heed his 

advice. It was said that at present leaming leads to more leaming, while ideally it 

should lead to leaming how to leam more. 

8.6.2 Learning about learning 

The data suggest that Ericsson has had an interest in scientific methods of leaming 

and teaching for some tune and that this is increasing in line with the need to leam 

more and to leam faster. It is said that neither academics nor the professional 

associations, the Global Alliance for Transnational Higher Education (GATE) and 
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the Intemational Council for Business Education, have any knowledge on ways to 

improve methods for leaming and teaching in industry. Therefore, Ericsson has 

undertaken investigations into improving methods for teaching and leaming about 

technical material. This process involves developing modules of the essential 

knowledge component of technical material, which requfres intensive discussions 

with design engineers who possess the knowledge that is to be taught. The use of 

these modules is said to have reduced the duration of some fraining programmes by 

up to seventy five percent. This process is hampered by the engineers' typical 

inability to communicate about technology in lay terms that the pedagogic analyst 

can understand. One such analyst with teaching qualifications in science and a life-

interest in developing tools for teaching and leaming in science, reported that 

without this background his role would be impossible because he would not be 

accepted into the engineers' networks. 

More generally, technical fraining in Ericsson has been rationalised to make use of 

knowledge about better, quicker, cheaper and targeted leaming methods. The 

philosophy is to provide highly effective training in specific areas for specific 

purposes rather than to provide general technical fraining to all engineers. Training 

modules are now produced by professional trainers who also frain the frainers in the 

various local companies and business units. Courses are scheduled to coincide with 

work experience to reinforce the leaming. Courses increasingly recognise the value 

of previous leaming and experience in leaming incremental knowledge, and so 

target the gap between the held and the desired knowledge. 

8.7 Learning about technology 

Ericsson's product is technology, and the data indicate that leaming about product 

technology is important to the company's operations and to the individual's 

contribution. The interviewees referred to both 'soft' and 'hard' technology. Hard 

technology refers to product technology. Soft technology refers to the processes 

and styles of management including human resource management, competence 

management, and marketing. Formal fraining in Ericsson is said to be 70% hard and 
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30% soft technology. Informal 'action' leaming is said to combine technical and 

soft issues inseparably because professional behaviour is a meld of the two. Soft 

and hard technologies are integrated in project management. A project manager in 

Sweden commented: 

'To be a manager here is to manage competence more than to manage technology. If the 

workers have the right competence, then the technology follows.' 

The new competence model formally acknowledges this integration of competence 

management and technical management. 

8.7.1 Learning about Ericsson's current technology 

Engineering recmits are given intensive fraining in the technology of Ericsson's 

existing products and processes. While many recmits have been exposed to 

Ericsson product technology in their university courses, the intensive course 

concenfrates on the peculiarities of Ericsson's system and processes. Longer-serving 

staff members are given targeted fraining especially when a new version of a 

product or service is released, or when the staff member takes on new 

responsibilities. In either case, it is routine for either Ausfralian employees to fravel 

to an Ericsson company overseas, which is more advanced in the technology, or for 

experienced workers to visit Ausfralia to teach. In a current case, when Ausfralia 

joined a project, the project leader was recmited from the UK project team. The 

Ausfralian team of 10 was then sent to the UK for several weeks to leam the 

technology by working with their UK counterparts. The emphasis of that leaming 

is equally on process and product technology. A great advantage of fravelling to 

leam the technology is said to be that it provides the opportunity to establish 

networks for sharing knowledge. Movement of staff within Ericsson was said to be 

an important method to diffiise technical knowledge, partly because it enhanced 

networks and partly because it relays tacit knowledge about processes. 

Other steps taken by Ericsson to keep thefr staff up to date with Ericsson's 

technology include the Review, intemal publications, elecfronic bulletin boards and 
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a well developed intemal web. Moreover, Ericsson subscribes to joumals and 

reports from standards bodies. These are circulated and stored m libraries. 

Information officer have the responsibility to connect individuals and to identify 

where information is available. It was generally stated that any technical 

information wanted is available formal channels, however for more in-depth 

understanding it is necessary to access it through a personal network. 

Although it was generally recognised that Ericsson is very good at making 

technological knowledge available, the size of the company and the complexity of 

the technology was said to prevent individuals from leaming the technology, per se, 

rather they leam of the existence of the technology and its general functionality and 

application. It was argued that the common basic threads of the technology enable 

them to know enough without undertaking specific fraining. Moreover, fraining 

sessions are used as a means to leam who is interested in a technology and who has 

advanced knowledge in order to extend the network, as much as they are used to get 

the technical information. The company's aim for technological advancement 

through competence means that knowing about the market can't be separated from 

knowing the technology, nor can technology be separated from the relationships 

that make it important 

8.7.2 Learning about future product technology 

The change in emphasis from leaming in order to advance the technology, to 

leaming in order to develop products to satisfy market demands, means changes for 

leaming about fiiture technology. Although it was said to be 'definitely not science 

fiction', Ericsson has a history of innovation and working in new areas. By 

definition, there is a lack of written technical material directly related to the 

inventions that are underway. Inventors rely on networks inside Ericsson and in 

research institutions (both academic and industrial) to stimulate ideas. Personal 

contact was sfressed as the most important source of 'really new' knowledge. To 

stimulate concept development in Ericsson, senior engineers are brought together at 

residential workshops that lead to expert groups to report on specific topics. There 
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is argument that this practice prevents novel solutions, and that cross-disciplinary 

groups would be more innovative 

While the new focus on exploiting existing technology has reduced the emphasis on 

developing new technology, the prospect of the convergence of voice with 

previously distinct technologies of computing, data communication and media, and 

other radical technological change, means that Ericsson must leam about altemative 

technologies in order to work on solutions in anticipation of market demand. 

Although Ericsson usually focuses on the application of technology and 

development of products rather than on basic research, issues of convergence have 

led to an increasing emphasis on research projects both in-house and in conjunction 

with universities. Ericsson also monitors the developments of others in various 

fields, which involves networking, discussing concepts, and seeking broad 

stimulation of ideas because the area is new to all involved. Broad scanning and 

reflecting on possibilities are said to be essential because of the uncertainty as to 

where the right knowledge will come from, and the risk of being locked into an 

unsuccessfiil technology. 

While scanning was typically described as unsystematic and relying on easily 

accessible information, it was argued that by using many sources the most important 

things are heard about. Leaming was generally described as a life interest of the 

interviewees, however, most commented that the pressure of work and the need to 

be an expert in a specific area limited their ability to scan. This was supported by 

respondents from university and research institutes who commented that the 

Ericsson environment stifles leaming about altemative product technologies. 

8.7.3 Learning about future process technology 

Process technology including methods for performing tasks, and for managing that 

performance, become institutionalised when those processes become prescribed or 

expected methods. The data do not clearly distinguish between leaming about new 

processes that will be institutionahsed and those that will not. This is perhaps 
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presented in Section 8.3 on leaming about institutions is also applicable to leaming 

about processes that do not become institutionalised. 

8.8 Conclusion 

This chapter summarised the data on the leaming that is undertaken in order to 

address the research questions: 

• How is learning done in Ericsson in the face of liberalisation? 

• Why is leaming undertaken in Ericsson in the face of liberalisation? 

• What is learned in Ericsson in the face of liberalisation? 

The findings relevant to these questions were, briefly: 

• What was leamed? The data identified six topics about which Ericsson leams: 

relationships, institutions, the market, knowledge, technology and the nature of 

change. 

• How was it leamed? The data on how leaming was undertaken indicated eight 

methods of leaming: interaction, instmction, search, reflection, experience, 

recmitment, reading and observing. Of these, only recmitment does not imply 

that an individual leams. Rather, it implies that Ericsson acquires knowledge by 

bringing that knowledge in house, or moving staff within Ericsson so that their 

knowledge is acquired by another section. It also applies to the acquisition of 

companies with wanted skills. Moreover, leaming methods were found to be 

either direct or indirect. Direct methods are when leaming about an issue is 

achieved by approaching that issue directly rather than through an intermediary. 

An example of indirect leaming is that Ericsson leams about their competitors 

via the standards fomms. Leaming was also found to be either professional in 

that it is the outcome of a process for which the staff is qualified (professionally 

or otherwise), or is non-professional in that it is the outcome of a process for 

which the staff is not qualified. 

• Why was leaming done? The data on the identified six reasons for leaming. 

These were to reduce uncertainty about future technology, to reduce uncertainty 

about market conditions, to enhance relationships by satisfying market needs, to 
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or otherwise), or is non-professional in that it is the outcome of a process for 

which the staff is not qualified. 

• Why was leaming done? The data on the identified six reasons for leaming. 

These were to reduce uncertainty about future technology, to reduce uncertainty 

about market conditions, to enhance relationships by satisfying market needs, to 

establish or respond to a technological path, because it is company policy to 

leam, and because of personal interest in leaming. 

These three practical issues are interdependent in the sense that in telling what was 

leamed the interviewees tended also to explain how they leamed and why. The 

material is summarised in Table 8.1. 

In terms of the shift from the old to the new model, which was discussed in 

Chapters 6 and 7, it was found that a lot of leaming in Ericsson is about that shift or 

is a direct result of that shift. While some of the topics of leaming are not new, the 

focus of that leaming has changed. For example, the demands of the market have 

always been leamed about, but that previously meant the interests of the monopoly 

service providers. Now it means the demands of the fragmented end-user market. 

Other topics, for example relationships, concem issues that have been important to 

Ericsson, but have not previously been a focus of deliberate and formal leaming. 

Still other topics, such as the nature of change, are completely new to Ericsson's 

circumstances, while others, such as leaming about fiiture technology, have been 

demoted in emphasis. Issues relevant to why leaming is done and how leaming is 

done, have had similar changes with the model shift. These changes are 

summarised in Table 8.2. 
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What was leamed How it was leamed and taught Why it was learned 

Relationships - Importance Instmction firom consultants, Australians teaching Originally to boost productivity through cooperation between colleagues, but mostly to 
of relationships overseas, seminars and workshops, and understand the interests of the major customers, and to tie them to Ericsson through 

interaction with those who believe in their social dependence. The reasons it was necessary to leam about this was that engineers, 
importance in particular, had litde exposure and interest in soft issues. 

How to develop Training, experience, and the recruitment of those It was leamed because of the importance of relationships, see above, and the lack of 
relationships with relationship building skills experience in the deliberate establishment of those relationships. 

Whom to 
include 

Instittttioas - Company 

pohcy 

Technical 
standards 

Patents 

The market - Customers 

Iterative process of leaming by doing and Need to determine who can and will provide the knowledge required. This has always 
reflection, involving experience, interaction and been the case but now, the change in circimistances increasingly imphes the need to 
observation of individuals in order to shareassess leam systematically and quickly so as to establish the appropriate relationships. 
Iheir knowledge and propensity to share. 
Training now available.. 

Overall conqjany management, to regulate behaviour in line with new foci, to become a 
leaming company 

Leaming about existing company pohcy is by 
courses, network interaction, observation and 
through documentation. Not clear to 
interviewees how to establish company 
institutions for the new focus. 

From representative who leams from experience. New model requires speed to market, achieved by integrating 
and forum pubUcations patent/design/standardisation. Knowledge reduces uncertainty. 

Courses from patents office, patent attomeys, 
USA experience. 

Company policy to be successful in technology, new patents race, company pohcy to 
get 'time windows'. 

Experience over time, personal contact in local Knowing the major customers and the end-users is essential to Ericsson. Although the 
market involving interaction and leaming by major customers have generally been well-known for years, they have recentiy 
doing, and staff working inside Telstra. To leam undergone change and rationalisation and this is why they have to be leamed about, as 
about their end-use customers market analysis, weU as new market entrants. The end-users have to be leamed about ahnost from 
clinical analysis, scenarios, some of which are scratch because they have not previously been the focus of leaming of either Ericsson or 
undertaken with the major customers. its major customers 

Competitors Central collation of knowledge from local 
companies, standards forums, and bought 
information, as well as industry gossip. 

To reduce the uncertainty about the capacity of the competitors' to meet Ericsson's 
major customer's and the end users' demands, to anticipate their tenders for major 
contracts, and as an indication of the overall direction of the technology and industiy. 

Compatible 
technology 
companies 

Learmng about their competence and goodwill by Ericsson leams about tiiose companies in order ensure the best technology is combined 
experience m partnering on projects locally and - witii its own, with minimal risk to the relationship with majorcustomers, and minimum 

XL . . risk to its reputation. 

Change 

Knowledge • Held by 
others 

Pedagogy 

Technology - Current 

globally, and their reputation. 

Experience and interaction with those who have 
experience or seek to teach about change is the 
main way te leam about the nature of change. 
Also, electronic bulletin boards and workshops. 

Official databases on individual's work 
experience and qualifications, supervisors and 
colleagues leam by interaction overtime about 
tacit and non-work related knowledge. 
Competence managers seek to formalise that 
knowledge. Bulletin boards call for knowledge 
that is new to Ericsson.The knowledge held by 
sections is known to the company through their 
experience on projects and from the annual 
survey Compass. Leaming by sections about 
other sections not iavolved in projects is poor. 

Leamed by experience due to lack of academic 
knowledge, appUed through analysis of 
information from interaction and experience. 

Ericsson's current technology is mostiy leamed 
through training, experience and interaction. 
Other methods include reading newsletters and 
joumals, and generally scanning for issues. 

Estemally imposed change is new to the industry and to many who work in it This lack 
of experience makes it necessary to leam in order to understand the nature of change to 
decrease the uacertainty and to enable choices to be made of what to leam in Ught of the 
new conditions. 

Knowing about the knowledge held by staff is important for management including 
overall planning, training needs and sxiitability for jobs and projects. BCnowIedge held by 
staff, which they have not gained through work experience, is mcreasingly important 
because the change m foci of the company needs jitemative knowledge, both social and 
technical Similarly, individuals m new roles need access to knowledge on other 
mdividual's knowledgcKnowledge about the knowledge level in sections of the 
company is important for project management, it is also a requirement for the ISO9000 
quahty assurance accreditation, which is considered to be a marketing advantage. 
Sections need to know more about the knowledge held by other sections in order to 
avoid repetition. 

Better leaming in terms of speed, cost and market focus are recognised as essential to 
meeting the markets demands. The pedagogic analysts leam about methods and tools of 
leaming as their life interest 

Future 

The company's busmess is basically seUing product technology which rehes on process 
technology, and so they are leamed throughout the conq»any. Technology is therefore 
leamed because it is company pohcy. Individuals leam about technology because it is 
their Ufe mterest Leaming about the technology ofother companies is irq)ortant due to 

Strategic alliances provide the interaction to leam convergence, and the associated need to reduce tmcertainty. 
about technology of other firms. Those firms are 
bought, if possible, if technology is requhed long 
term. 

Leaming about futiire technology mvolves R&D The future of the conqjany depends on how well it can develop products for die market 
into new technology, and mto ways to apply old by developmg new technology and applying old technology to new products. Leammg 
technology to new goods. Both of these mvolve to develop new products from old technology is inqjortant because it is potentially faster 
interacting with others in various fields, scanning and cheaper to use already standardised technology. Leaming about futourc technology 
for concepts, and reflecting on a wide range of reduces the uncertainty in the conqjany. It also is a Ufe interest of those mvolved. 
stimulants, as well as undertaking laboratory and 
design worL 

Table 8.1 Summary of the practical issues of learning 
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Aspect o f Leaming Old Model N e w Model 

What was leamed 

Rektiooships 

Tnttifiifinns — Con^any 

policy 

Standards 

Pateats 

Maiket - Customeis 

Relatioiishqjs were important but not recognised, they 
were leamed about as a side effect of experience and 
interaction rather than through a fomial process. 

Developed centrally and professionally, as well as by 
custom and practice. It was diffused by training and 
documentation, as well as dsough observation. 

Representatives' leaming was deliberate and 
professional Otheis learned &om publications. 

lliere was no systenutic focus on patenting, although 
some products were patented. 

Conq>etitois 

Companies with 
compatible 
technology 

Change 

Instruction 

Search 

Experience 

Reciuitment 

Observing 

Reading 

Reflecting 

Relationships are fomially recognised as central to Ericsson's success, 
and are the new focus of the conqiany's deliberate learning activity. 

Policy development is partly decentralised but not yet subject to 
established institutions, and professional development DiSiision of the 
decentralised conqMnent is not well established. 

Development of standard, patent and product ate integrated dirough 
interaction between ei^gineeis in different sections, and widi 
marketing. Learning remains delibeiate and professional 

Patents are central to the inventor's role and responsibility for 
patenting is spreading to designers generally. T/iaming about patents is 
deliberate and professional 

Learning about the customer was a side-effect of Learning about the ffagmented end-user customers requires both a 
advancing technology together. It was neither deliberate professional and deliberate process of search and analysis, as well as 
nor professional leaming by experience. 

Learning about competitors was deliberate and indirect No change, except that there are new competitors to leam about 
through reputation and standards forums. Learning was 
by both professional groups as well as more generally 
throughout the conq)any. 

Leaming about companies with con^atible technology Leaming about companies with conq>atible technology has become 
was not very inqtortant because technological change was increasingly in^rtant due to convergence. Conq)anies are leamed 
slow enough for Ericsson to supply all the required about direcdy, and deliberately through partnership experience, and 
technology indirectly through reputation. 

Knowledge - Other 

individuals' 

Other sections' 

Pedagogy 

Technology - Current 

Future 

How learning was done 
Interaction 

Change was not seen as relevant as a focus of laming 
because die key players (Ericsson, Telia and Telstra) 
could control that limit it to technological advancement 

Leaming about others' knowledge was a side-effect of 
the line manager role 

Learning about other's knowledge was an issue for 
central management, and deliberately investigated 

Scientific methods of leaming and teaching were not an 
important issue 

Learning about current technology was centrally 
organised through deliberate, generalised and 
professional training, but networks were the main source 

Future technology was the major issue for the company, 
leaming about it was centrally organised, dehberate and 
professional. 

Learning about change is deliberate, but largely through indirect 
methods due to its nebulous nature. Leaming by experience of change 
and interaction with those with that experience is in^rtant 

Learning about others* knowledge is deliberate, and an element of 
coirq>etence manager role. It is part of the professional approach 

Leaming about other's knowledge is increasingly an issue for local 
companies 

Learning about better methods for learning and teaching is 
increasingly in:q>ortant It is professional and deliberate 

Leaming about current technology is centralised, and occurs through 
specialised training, that is professional and deliberate. Networks are 
still the most important source of leaming. 

Future technology is less inqwitant, and learning about it is partly 
decentralised, professional deliberate and strategic 

Formal interaction for knowledge fiom central authority. 
However informal interaction was the most important 
method of learning. Knowledge flow firom locals to 
central and between locals was poor. 

Instruction largely technical general internally sourced, 
and not pedagogic. 

R&D was highly respected as the method of searching 
for technological breakthroughs. 

The slow pace of change, and loyalty of customers suited 
leaming by experience. Narrow technical experience 
was enough. 

General engineering qualifications were sought, and 
engineen were promoted out of their profession to all 
high positions. The movement of staff was important for 
diffusion of knowledge, both technical and social 

Informal interaction is still most important, with interaction within 
teams increasingly important Formal interaction with knowledge 
going firom local to central and between central is increasingly 
common, but is not well established between locals conqtanies th t̂ are 
not connected by an informal networL 

Instruction is specific and pedagogic, soft as well as technical and 
externally as well as internally sourced 

There is less emphasis on t'^T^vK^^ R&D with a new focus on social 
and maricet research. R&D is inqxntant for converging technologies. 
Scanning is increasingly in:q>ortant for new professional knowledge, 
and for knowledge about the activities of odier parts of tire conqiany. 

There is now a need to capture and exploit what is leamed from 
e;q>erience, to become a'leaming comqjany*. Broad technical 
experience is needed, and social experience is valued gready. 

Social skills are leaming skills are sought in recruits. Engineers are 
still promoted outside their profession although diis is increasingly 
inappropriate. Movement of staff within the company is inq>ortant and 
increasingly so between customers and coirqianies with conq)atible 
tecL the altemative, which is to buy the conqiany, is another form of 
recruitment 

Observation was inq)ortant for tacit process technology No change 
and socialisation, but less so for product technology due 
to the non-mechanical nature of the technology. 

Reading was important for technical and professional 
material 

The process of reflection was not recognised as a 
leaming method 

No change, but now there is so much material that no one is able to 
keep up 

Reflection appears to be impoTtajxt for new technology concept 
development and for social issues, but it is not foimally recognised nor 
allowed for. 

W b v leaming wa.-; done 

Uocertainty about technobgy Not very inqx>rtant because the parties were well known Extremely inq>ortaiit due to the convergence of technology and the 
anddiemadcet and technology followed a predictable path. So, only increasing potential for technobgy to follow various paths with 

needed to know those parties and that path. altemative standards. Increasingly inq)ortant to lock customers into 
Ericsson's technology. 

S 

P.TiTiflrn̂ Tig relationships 

To establish or to respond to 
a technological path 

Conq>any policy 

Personal devebpment and 
interest 

Although iiiq>ortant for advancing the technology, it was Central to Ericsson's learning and operations in general Enhancement 
not recognised as such and was not deliberate. of the relationship with customers is behind everything diat Ericsson 

does and plans. 

Very important as Ericsson and its major customers* 
primary focus for leaming was to advance the 
technobgy. 

Central to Ericsson and behind standardisation efforts, system 
peculiarities, and R&D effort Convergence drives Ericsson to leam 
about altemative industries, dieir key players and institutions as well as 
their technology. 

Conqiany policy drove leaming and directed the content Coiiq)any policy is partly decentralised by still drives learning and 
directs die content 

Personal drive to leam was supported and stimulated by While Eiicsson continues to stimulate and encourage the personal 
learning intenegt, that intwMt may hr. mri>fppiitft<lf y i | ) i ^f p p y 

company focus. 

EricssorL 

Table &2 Practical issues of leaming under the old and new models. 
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9.1 Introduction 

This chapter presents the conclusions arising from both the theoretical and empirical 

components of this thesis. Firstly the conclusions from the theoretical component 

are presented in section 9.2. The conclusions from the empirical component are 

discussed in section 9.3. The theoretical implications of those conclusions are 

discussed in section 9.4. This is followed by conclusions to the thesis in section 

9.5. 

9.2 Conclusions arising from the theoretical component 

1. Neoclassical growth theory seeks to model endogenous steady state growth in 

conditions of rigorous competition. 

Economic interest in leaming in industry has been raised by the success of the new 

growth theorists in modelling sustained endogenous growth driven by the leaming 

associated with innovation. That success is the result of a long process of 

developing neoclassical growth theory to exploit the Solow-Swan finding that, in 

certain circumstances, technological change can drive per capita, steady state 

growth. Those circumstances were that rigorous competition prevailed with 

marginal cost pricing, constant or decreasing retums and perfect knowledge. The 

technological change that drove the growth in the Solow-Swan model was 
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exogenous. An exogenous engine was needed because decreasing retums to the 

accumulated factor (physical capital) reduced the incentive for accumulation, and so 

endogenous growth petered out. Dissatisfaction with models in which growth was 

driven by unexplained technological change inspired subsequent developments of 

the neoclassical growth theory, which explore ways to endogenise growth while 

maintaining the ftmdamental neoclassical assumptions that formed the basis of the 

Solow-Swan model. Thus the essence of the neoclassical growth modelling 

enterprise is to demonstrate sustained steady state growth within a rigorously 

competitive framework. Moreover, it aims to do so in a way that the engine of 

growth is explained within the model. A secondary consideration is that the 

scenario that the model represents should be reaUstic in terms of the details of actual 

economies. 

2. The development of neoclassical growth theory from the Solow-Swan model with 

growth driven by exogenous technology to models with sustained endogenous 

growth driven by learning in industry required six significant steps. 

One stream of the development of neoclassical growth theory explored ways to 

demonstrate sustained growth in models with both accumulated and non-

accumulated inputs in such a way as to maintaining constant retums to the 

accumulated input without introducing increasing (intemal) retums to scale, which 

are incompatible with the perfectly competitive regime. One arm of that stream 

sought to endogenise technological change through links to leaming and innovation 

in industry. That arm is referred to in this thesis as the new growth theories. The 

discussion of the new growth theories in this thesis is based on the eight models 

reviewed {vis Arrow, 1962a; Romer 1986 and 1990; Stokey, 1988; Lucas, 1988; 

Grossman and Helpman, 1991 two models; and Young, 1994). 

Recent contributions to the new growth theories have succeeded in modelling 

sustained endogenous growth driven by leaming in industry while essentially 

maintaining the rigorous neoclassical framework. There were six significant steps 

in that advancement of the neoclassical growth theory. Those steps were: 

1. The recognition that growth is an inter-temporal, constrained optimisation 
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problem, and the development of tools to model such problems in which choices 

made in one period impact on subsequent periods (Cass, 1965; Koopmans, 

1965). 

2. The recognition of the links between economic activity, leaming and 

technological change (Arrow, 1962a). 

3. The recognition that knowledge spills over to form extemal benefits that 

generate increasing retums that are extemal to the firm, and hence are 

compatible with the maintenance of the rigorously competitive framework 

(Arrow, 1962a). 

4. The recognition that leaming is the intended outcome of costly investment 

dedicated to that leaming, and is undertaken in response to market signals. That 

is, leaming is intentional and endogenous (Romer, 1986). 

Although Romer's (1986) work was widely heralded as having succeeded in 

modelling endogenous sustained growth in a competitive regime with both 

accumulated and non-accumulated factors, it was later recognised that the 

introduction of costly research with exclusive benefits to the firm undertaking the 

research was incompatible with perfect competition. With marginal cost pricing, 

each input receives a retum equal to the value of its marginal contribution to 

production. The value of the output is equal to the sum of the retums to the inputs, 

and so there is no rent. If all costs are variable costs, as neoclassical economics 

generally assumes, then the full cost of production is met by the value of the output. 

If there are fixed costs, due to R&D for example, the value of the output is less than 

the frill cost of production, including fixed R&D costs. Therefore, the cost of 

innovation cannot be recouped under perfectly competitive conditions. However, in 

an ex-post situation the associated knowledge provides benefits, which if 

appropriated, constitute a competitive advantage to the firm that invested in the 

leaming. That competitive advantage generates monopoly power, which is 

incompatible with the decentralised production of the neoclassical framework. 

Therefore, for the new growth theories to remain within the consfraints of the 

neoclassical enterprise, they required a device by which costly deliberate leaming 

could be reconciled with competition. This was achieved as follows. 
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5. The recognition that leaming can be the engine of growth because knowledge is 

unlike other inputs in that it is non-rival, and so can be reproduced costlessly to 

generate the non-convexities in the cost fimction that allow for the increasing 

retums to scale that drive growth (Romer, 1990). 

6. The recognition that monopoly power from the exclusive use of non-rival 

knowledge in production was necessary to maintain the incentives to 

accumulate knowledge, and the infroduction of limited monopolistic 

competition in one sector of a multi-sector model in order to quarantine the 

monopoly power in an otherwise competitive model (Romer, 1990 following 

Dixit and Stiglitz, 1977). 

Thus, developments to the new growth theories achieved the twin objectives of 

modelling sustained endogenous growth, and preserving the basic neoclassical 

framework. 

3. Although learning is central to the growth mechanisms in the new growth 

theories, their treatment of that learning is schematic. 

In achieving the twin objectives of the neoclassical modelling enterprise, the new 

growth theories have heightened the profile of leaming in economics, but have done 

so in models that are focussed on the requirements of that modelling enterprise 

rather than on capturing the reality of leaming in industry. In terms of the practical 

issues of how leaming is done, why leaming is done, what is leamed and by whom, 

the new growth theories indicate the following. 

• Various methods of leaming are relevant to industry. The new growth theories 

analysed in this thesis have identified leaming by doing, by research, and by 

education, with diffiision by inspection and lack of secrecy. 

• Various reasons to leam are relevant to industry. Some leaming is the 

unintended outcome of leaming in industry, other leaming is the intended 

outcome of responses to market signals included in the model, and is therefore 

endogenous. Those models that have not included endogenous leaming have 
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done so for simpUcity or to model a specific point rather than to argue that 

leaming is exogenous. The reasons to leam identified by the new growth 

theories are to seek monopoly profit, to survive obsolescence, and to take 

advantage of sfrategic opportunities created by leaming by other companies, 

and, indirectly, to save costs. Therefore, the new growth theories indicate that 

leaming is endogenous and undertaken for a variety of reasons that are both 

short term and sfrategic. 

• The focus of what is leamed in the new growth theories is on innovations of 

new processes, or of new products of greater variety and better quality. Other 

outcomes of that leaming are new markets and new dynamics of existing 

markets. 

• Leaming is done by parties in various sectors and that knowledge spills over 

more broadly to other sectors. 

While together the new growth theories identify a diversity in these practical issues, 

each model is restricted to typically one element of each. Moreover, the scenarios 

developed to provide an interpretation of the specification of the models identify 

those elements but do not expand on them sufficiently to explain the process and 

nature of that leaming. 

4. The learning that is theoretically applicable to learning in industry is social, 

creative, strategic and learner driven. 

An investigation of selected theories from psychology and sociology on the nature 

and process of leaming suggested that the three practical issues of how leaming is 

done, why leaming is done and what is leamed are important to innovation in 

industry. Moreover, it indicated that social considerations are important to each of 

those practical issues, as follows. 

• How is leaming done? The leaming process involves conversation and 

observation, both of which are social activities. The eight identified methods of 

leaming (leaming by doing, using, intemal interaction, extemal interaction, 

searching and instmction and learning from science and through spillovers) 

involve conversation and observation in various situations and in conjunction 
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with various activities. The conversation and observation not only transmit 

existing knowledge, but also stimulate new knowledge. Relationships are an 

essential component of leaming because they enable knowledge to be accessed 

and assessed. 

• Why is leaming done? Leaming is driven by the leamer in order to capture 

short term and sfrategic values. It is therefore both deliberate and endogenous. 

Those values are determined by relationships and the institutional stmcture. 

Leaming is undertaken in part to enhance relationships that will increase the 

value of existing knowledge. 

• What is leamed? The choice of what to leam depends on the value of 

knowledge, which is determined by the social context in which it is applied. 

The choice of what to leam can only be understood in the social and 

institutional context that provides the reason to leam. Leaming is creative and 

the outcome is innovation. Iimovation can be a new process, a new product, a 

change in the social context or organisational change. 

5. Relationships and institutions are central to learning in industry. 

The investigation of leaming theories also indicated that while leaming is 

essentially social and relies on relationships between parties, those parties are rarely 

free to interact with any other party and to leam anything, whatsoever. Rather, they 

are influenced by institutions that regulate behaviour and interaction. Institutions 

can promote innovation by providing information on expected behaviour, and 

enhancing the communication associated with the generation and diffusion of 

knowledge. Moreover, tmst within a relationship reduces the risk of investing in 

innovation. Relationships are links between parties that enable those parties to 

specify roles and to capture and manage the sfrengths associated with those roles. 

These links are not anonymous and instantaneous, rather they have continued over 

time to form stabilised interaction between selected and known parties. Leaming-

related relationships not only enable parties to access knowledge, and to evaluate 

that knowledge, they also imbue that knowledge with value. The literature indicates 

that relationships within the firm, exchange relationships, and relationships extemal 

parties through industry associations, professional associations and clusters are 
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likely to be the most important for leaming in industry. 

6. The relationships and institutions that influence leaming form part of a larger 

system that determines the rate and direction of innovation. 

While each of the identified relationships and institutions influences leaming, they 

also interact to influence leaming jointly, and to influence each other, and so 

influence leaming indirectly as well. This interaction can be understood within a 

systemic approach. In particular, the national system of innovation approach 

explains that each nation has distinctive production and social contexts that jointly 

determine the rate and direction of innovation. To understand fully the influence of 

relationships and institutions on leaming and innovation, it is necessary to 

imderstand them within that broader system. 

7. Economic performance can be understood within the context of the national 

system of innovation, which links learning and innovation to growth in a radically 

different way to that of the new growth theorist. 

The national system of innovation approach argues that leaming and innovation are 

central to economic performance. Economic growth can be understood within the 

social and productive contexts peculiar to each nation. Therefore, to understand 

leaming and innovation and their role in the growth process it is necessary to 

understand the context of the system in which they take place. A particular system 

can be understood through exemplification, rather than through generalised formal 

modelling. While this approach is different in both style (being descriptive 

exemplification rather than formalised mathematical modelling) and level of 

inclusion (including all relevant factors rather than including only those necessary 

to specify a model), the fundamental differences are due to paradigmatic issues. 

The system of innovation approach is couched in an evolutionary and institutional 

framework in which collective effects constitute a system of interactive elements 

that evolve from disturbances in an ongoing process of adjustment which is beyond 

the fiill understanding of any party. The new growth theories are couched in the 

neoclassical framework in which individuals make optimising decisions with 

perfect knowledge and without institutional consfraints. The approaches thus 
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constitute entirely different enterprises, and so cannot be reconciled by infroducing 

institutional elements to the new growth theories models, nor by mathematising the 

arguments of the national system of innovation approach. 

8. There is a need for an empirical investigation of leaming at the company level in 

an industrial context. 

While the literature identifies the importance of leaming in industry for innovation 

and growth, and provides arguments for the development of a theoretical 

understanding of the nature and process of that leaming, there is a lack of 

systematically collected empirical evidence investigating leaming at the company 

level in the industrial context. Therefore, a need for an empirical investigation into 

the leaming at the company level was identified. In particular, a need was identified 

for an investigation into the practical issues of leaming as they occur within the 

social context of industry. Therefore, it was determined to undertake an empirical 

investigation stmctured around the following research questions: 

• What is the nature of the relationships that influence leaming in industry? 

• What is the nature of the institutions that influence leaming in industry? 

• How is leaming done in industry? 

• Why is leaming undertaken in industry? 

• What is leamed in industry? 

9.3 Conclusions from the case study 

To investigate these issues empirically, a descriptive qualitative case study of 

leaming in the telecommunications company Ericsson in Sweden and Australia was 

undertaken and the findings reported. The conclusions from that case study are 

discussed here. 

9.3.1 Findings related to the relationships that influence learning 

1. The relationships with the strongest influence on the rate and direction of 

learning and innovation in Ericsson in both Australia and Sweden are those with 
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their major customers, the telecommunications service providers. 

Relationships with several parties were foimd to be cmcial to leaming and 

innovation in the case study. However, the importance of those relationships has 

only recently been officially recognised and incorporated in Ericsson's pohcies and 

supported by programmes to enhance them. Most important for the direction of 

leaming in Ericsson is its very close leaming relationships with its major customers 

in both Sweden (Telia) and Ausfralia (Telsfra). These relationships are recognised 

as cmcial to Ericsson's survival, and the success of the relationship depends on how 

well Ericsson can serve Telia and Telsfra in meeting the needs of their end-user 

customers. This in tum depends on the rate at which Ericsson jointly with Telia and 

Telstra infroduce products that are tailored to the needs of the market. Therefore, 

the success of both parties and of the relationships depends on the rate and direction 

of leaming and innovation in Ericsson, and the direction and rate of that innovation 

depends on the relationships. The choice of what to leam is determined by the 

value of knowledge in terms of its ability to serve the major customers and enhance 

those relationships. Ericsson's commitment to provide the innovations and services 

to meet the demands of the end-user customers of Ericsson's major customers 

implies an effectively permanent relationship, which recognises that the success of 

both parties depends on their combined ability to leam about and meet end-user 

customer demands. Therefore, although the relationship is structured around formal 

agreements that cover specific activities for a specified period, it is mutually 

recognised that the relationship supersedes those agreements. 

2. Other relationships are subordinate to those relationships with the major 

customers. The most important of these are informal networks of selected 

individuals, which are at once a conservative element and a source of the 

alternative knowledge associated with change. 

Other relationships that are necessary to leaming in Ericsson are secondary and 

subordinate to the relationships with the major customers. Leaming relationships 

intemal to Ericsson and with extemal parties are largely undertaken in order to 

access the knowledge that will enable Ericsson to follow the direction established 

by the relationships with its major customers. Intemal formal relationships 
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(hierarchical, collegial and functional) are focused on providing individuals and 

sections of the company with the knowledge needed to serve the market. However, 

the most important source of such knowledge is informal relationships within 

networks of selected individuals. These relationships have been recognised as 

central to leaming in Ericsson and are now supported by programmes to help 

individuals form and develop networks, as well as opportunities to socialise. These 

informal networks are selective in the knowledge that they promulgate. While this 

discrimination on the basis of value of that knowledge is an important element in 

the direction of leaming, it can be a conservative force that precludes altematives 

and hinder Ericsson's capacity for flexible innovation in response to market 

interests. That is, the network's valuation of knowledge, and therefore the choice of 

what to leam, may not be compatible with the market's valuation that determines 

the company's direction. The new thmst of developing informal intemal 

relationships in order to enhance Ericsson's market-oriented innovation may be 

counter productive if the conservative element prevails. However, networks also 

provide opportunities for those with altemative views to connect with each other in 

order to leam and to develop a power base with an altemative valuation of 

knowledge. In the case studied, views that were previously considered to be 

altemative were in fact consistent with the newly adopted market focus. Their 

valuation of knowledge was apparently compatible with that of the market, which is 

now driving the company. Therefore, informal networks are at once the most 

important source of knowledge, a force for conservatism and a force for change, as 

well as an influence on the value of knowledge. As such they are determinants of 

the selection of what to leam. 

3. Relationships, often in the form of strategic alliances, with companies with 

compatible technology are vital for Ericsson to access the knowledge necessary to 

meet the demands of the major customers. 

The most important relationships with extemal parties for the leaming in support of 

its relationships with its major customers are those with relevant sources of 

knowledge, including companies with compatible technology, consultants and 

academic researchers. Relationships with companies with compatible technology 
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(especially data, computing or media) are entered into to enable Ericsson to meet its 

major customers' demand for technology that Ericsson has not the competence or 

time to develop itself These relationships infroduce a thfrd party to the relationship 

with the major customers, which is considered to be a second best option for two 

reasons. Firstly, it demonsfrates to the major customer that Ericsson does not have 

the required competence. Secondly, it provides an enfree to that relationship to a 

third party that may, if the technologies converge, become a direct competitor with 

Ericsson. Therefore, while these relationships are close and long term, there is a 

latent interest to dispense with the relationship and serve the customer alone. That 

interest is latent for two reasons. On the one hand, the major customers demand the 

best products and services, and so the flexibility to work with the best company for 

compatible technology, to ensure customer satisfaction enhances that relationship in 

the short term. On the other hand, Ericsson's long term ability to partner companies 

with compatible technology depends on behaving in an honourable rather than an 

opportunistic way towards those companies. In fact, better relationships with 

companies with compatible technology require that Ericsson does not develop its 

own technology in that area. Therefore, the rate of technological change forces 

Ericsson into strategic alliances with companies with compatible technology, in 

order to access the technology that will enhance its relationship with its major 

customers, although those relationships present sfrategic risks. Once in those 

relationships the need to maintain an honourable reputation in order to access 

knowledge in the future restricts Ericsson's leaming and development of technology 

in a way that effectively ties them to other parties. Where possible, Ericsson prefers 

to buy these companies and bring the knowledge and the relationship in house, 

because that avoids the risk and the complication of the relationship with the major 

customers. 

4. Relationships with consultants and universities are less concerned with directly 

and immediately meeting the demands of the major customer. 

Relationships with other sources of knowledge, that is with consultants and 

academic researchers, are also important to leaming in the case study, though the 

leaming involved is less concemed with directly and immediately meeting the 
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customers' needs. Consultants provide knowledge relevant to the operation of the 

company that indirectly enhances the company's capacity to satisfy its customers. 

Consuhants stimulate leaming in Ericsson because they bring a fresh perspective 

from their involvement with other companies. Such fresh approaches are not 

always available within Ericsson, or from its relationships with its major customers 

because they have become socialised to a possibly outdated perspective. 

Consultants are not brought in-house because they lose the ability to act as a 

catalyst for a new approach to leaming. This is not just a matter of valuing 

knowledge differently: rather, they bring knowledge that is not known about within 

Ericsson, as well as that which is known but not valued within Ericsson. 

Relationships with academic researchers provide knowledge that is directly related 

to serving the market, but in the long term rather than immediately. These 

relationships also provide stimulation because the academics are involved in basic 

research rather than its application to product development. There is tension 

because not only do they provide access to knowledge that is new, but their 

academic culture values that knowledge differently. Therefore, while they hold the 

key to the future knowledge that Ericsson requires to develop products in 

anticipation of market demand, their valuation of that knowledge, and so choice of 

what to leam is often different to both the market's and Ericsson's. 

9.3.2 Findings related to the institutions that influence learning 

1. The company has the power to harness and modify selected institutions to 

enhance learning. 

A number of institutions were also found to be cmcial determinants of leaming in 

Ericsson. The company is not passively subjected to institutional regulation of its 

leaming any more than it is passive in its relationships. Rather, the company has 

the power to hamess and modify some institutions while it is subject to control by 

other institutions. The company, for example, selectively uses and interprets 

Swedish traditional norms to develop a company culture that encourages leaming 

and the sharing of knowledge. The interpretation and rehance on these institutions 
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is modified to suit the cfrcumstances. The Swedish norm of cenfraUsed authority 

and decentralised responsibility was previously used to encourage individuals to 

take responsibility for the quahty of the product that they were told by Ericsson's 

central authority to develop, now that same norm is used to dfrect individuals to 

take responsibility for the decision about which product to develop for the market, 

as well as its quality. This increase in responsibility is generally in accord with the 

staffs personal norm of seeking personal development. In this way the institutions 

of the broader context are adopted to become company institutions, and modified 

over time to suit its changing needs. Other Swedish norms that were adopted as 

company institutions are those of informally sharing information and seeking 

consensus. Together these facilitated the diffusion of knowledge and a unified 

vision of the company during the stable period of monopoly service provision. 

However, in the current period of change, these institutions exclude altemative 

ideas and those who hold them from the informal networks. One of these 

institutions, seeking consensus, appears to be unsuited to the need for flexibility and 

variety in the approach to the market. The stubbornness of these institutions 

together may be because the informal nature of the networks that support those 

institutions is less subject to the sway of the central authority's decrees. Moreover, 

in order to abandon the commitment to consensus it is necessary to accept a change 

of attitude, which would suggest that the individual's and the network's previous 

stance was wrong but would not offer a benefit for accepting that suggestion. 

2. Institutions that regulate Ericsson's dealings with external parties are less under 

Ericsson's control, but Ericsson seeks to maximise their influence on those 

institutions in order to enhance relationships. 

Other institutions are less subject to confrol by Ericsson because they regulate 

Ericsson's dealings with extemal parties who also seek to influence those 

institutions. These include national laws, industry-wide commitment to honourable 

reputation and the technological path, all of which Ericsson has varying degrees of 

influence over. The industry's institution of commitment to and reliance on 

reputation limits what is leamed in relationships with companies with compatible 

technology, and limits the methods of leaming about competitors, while at the same 
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time encouraging Ericsson to leam more in order to boost its customers' 

competence tmst in Ericsson. An honourable reputation is such an asset for 

business relationships in the telecommunications industry that it not only curtails 

short-term opportunism, but also influences sfrategic planning. This creates a need 

to be seen to be doing the right thing, and this impacts on Ericsson's leaming. This 

is especially the case with the need to be seen to have no plan to encroach on 

service provision and so compete with the major customers. Therefore, Ericsson 

deliberately maintains its reputation and maintains the institution of reljdng on 

reputation. 

3. The technological path is an institution that Ericsson seeks to influence in order 

to enhance the value of its knowledge, and so enhance its relationships with its 

major customers. 

The technological path is another important regulator of leaming in Ericsson. The 

industry's technical standards are functional regulators of leaming, which though 

voluntary, are effectively compulsory due to market demand for them. Therefore, 

they determine the direction of innovation in the telecommunications industry by 

determining what will be valued by the market. Ericsson has its own 

institutionalised commitment to influencing those standards, as well as to 

incorporate those standards in its innovations. Therefore, Ericsson's leaming 

influences the standards, as well as that leaming being influenced by those 

standards. Ericsson's technological path is therefore partially determined by the 

combined influence of the other parties to the standardisation process, and their 

technological paths are partially determined by Ericsson's impact on the 

standardisation process. A major consideration in the development of Ericsson's 

argument at the standardisation forums is the profitability of those arguments for 

their major customers, that is, the demand for that technology from the end-user 

market. Therefore, Ericsson's major customers have two voices at the forums, their 

own direct voice and indirectly Ericsson's voice, which is conditioned by Ericsson's 

broader considerations. 

4. The network nature of telecommunications technology, the prevalence of closed 
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systems, and Ericsson's commitment to big systems all limit the direction of 

learning in Ericsson. However, Ericsson exploits these, where possible, to enhance 

relationships with major customers. 

Ericsson's technological path is further restricted by three institutions associated 

with technical systems. The first is that the telecommunications industry has closed 

systems that are peculiar to each equipment company and are connected through 

technological standards. This enables Ericsson to lock customers in to entire 

systems by making key technologies peculiar to those systems. This sfrategy is 

treated as an insurance against a major customer defecting to a competitor. This 

insurance has limited power to prevent defection and must be backed up by on 

going commitment to ensure that the technology into which the customer is locked 

is indeed central to their ability to meet the end-user customers' demands. The 

second regulator of Ericsson's technological path, the commitment to big systems, 

relates to process technology as much as to product technology. This is a vestige of 

the era when infrastmcture building required big systems. It limits the individual's 

ability to add creative input to the design process and so restricts the irmovative 

possibilities. Moreover, those big systems are not compatible with the quick and 

flexible leaming required by the new end-user market focus of the industry. While 

the evidence is that Ericsson knows that such systems are outdated, it appears that 

there is inertia within Ericsson that maintains commitment to those systems. The 

third institution related to the technical system is that telecommunications is a 

network technology, and hence subsequent technology has to be compatible with 

existing technology. Superiority of technology and so the value of the associated 

knowledge can only be assessed within the context of the existing system, and not 

in an academic way in isolation from it. This limits the range of technologies that 

are assessed as being worth leaming about. Therefore, the market, the technology 

and the history provide the context that determines what will be leamed. 

9.3.3 Findings related to the systemic interaction of relationships and institutions 

1. Changes to national regulations, which are the institutions over which Ericsson 

has the least control, have resulted in extensive and fundamental changes to 
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Ericsson's operations and innovative behaviour. In particular, the introduction of 

competition has had a fundamental impact on leaming within Ericsson. 

National laws and regulations for the telecommunications industry are the 

institutions that are perhaps least under Ericsson's sway, even though in Sweden 

Ericsson and Telia are cenfral figures influencing policy, and in Ausfralia Ericsson 

lobbies the government on relevant issues. The change in the regulations that 

introduced competition among service providers has had perhaps the greatest impact 

on Ericsson's operations and the rate and dfrection of their leaming and irmovation. 

The infroduction of competition has changed the focus of the relationship with its 

major customers from advancing technology that was of technical interest to both 

parties, without primary concem for the end-user market, to providing products and 

services that are of interest to the end-user customer. This was found to be the 

genesis of radical and far-reaching changes in the operations and direction of 

Ericsson, which in total constitute a change from an old to a new model. This effect 

has percolated through to change relationships with companies with compatible 

technology, relationships within Ericsson, the nature and process of leaming and the 

overall operation and direction of the company. The extent of the effect that the 

change to the competitive regime has had on the relationships, and the process and 

subject of leaming suggests that leaming in Ericsson is systemic, because when the 

balance between the elements in the system is disturbed all parts of that system are 

subject to review. It is not simply a matter of an institution having been changed by 

forces isolated from the system and then impacting on that system. Rather, the 

changes to the competitive regime resulted from pressures within the end-user 

market for deregulation, a growing ethos of privatisation which was compatible 

with the end of the infrastmcture-building era and technological change which made 

it possible for service providers to operate without extensive capital and 

infrastmcture. Therefore, national and intemational forces within the system 

produced the change in regulation that subsequently are revolutionising operations 

within Ericsson. 

2. The changes to the competitive regime have changed the institutional context to 

which learning and innovation in Ericsson is endogenous. 
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The model shift is in fact a change in the focus of endogenous leaming and 

innovation from a system that generated leaming in order to advance technology in 

isolation from the end-users' interests, to one that develops products and services in 

response to and in anticipation of market signals generated by those end-users. The 

rate and direction of leaming and irmovation generated under the old model was 

determined by the institutional context of the monopoly regime. The rate and 

direction of leaming and irmovation generated under the new model is determined 

by the institutional context of the competitive regime. Therefore, the institutional 

context to which the leaming is endogenous is central to the rate and direction of 

leaming and irmovation. 

9.3.4 Findings related to the practical issues of what is learned. 

1. Informal interaction is central to leaming in Ericsson because it is practical and 

enhances relationships. Knowledge leamed from experience is accessed through 

informal interaction. 

Informal interaction not only enables the leamer to access and evaluate knowledge, 

it also enhances relationships within the firm and with extemal parties. These 

relationships enable the leamer to access subsequent knowledge by creating a 

culture of sharing knowledge. While this is increasingly important because of the 

recent and on-going changes in the industry, the importance of knowledge gained 

by experience is still valued. This is because the technological path remains a 

determinant of the subsequent leaming. Also, to an increasing extent the desired 

knowledge is about people who have particular knowledge and interests. Such 

social knowledge is accumulated over time within the company and through wider 

cormections. Moreover, leaming by experience provides the background 

information that enables individuals to understand and assess the value of 

subsequent developments. Therefore, even though technological change is rapid 

and diverse, leaming by experience is still important, but that that knowledge is 

largely accmed by informal interaction. 

2. The practical issues of leaming in Ericsson are interrelated and influenced by 
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the social context 

With regard to the practical issues of what is leamed, how it is leamed and why it is 

leamed, the evidence suggests that these should be seen as three integrated parts of 

a leaming experience rather than as distinct phenomena. The basic anatomy of the 

leaming experience is that leaming is intentionally undertaken in response to some 

reason to leam; the reason to leam indicates what should be leamed to respond to 

that stimulus, the content of that leaming and the reason to leam combine to 

indicate a general method of leaming that is both practical and meets other needs of 

the leaming situation. This anatomy can be understood in terms of the case study as 

follows. In the short term, the major reasons to leam in Ericsson include direct or 

indirect orders from either a customer or an authority, to satisfy a personal interest 

in leaming. In the longer term, leaming is undertaken to position the company or 

the individual in a strategic position to gain from relationships and institutions. In 

both the short and long term, the choice of what is leamed by Ericsson is driven by 

the reason to leam and the perceived value of knowledge in responding to that 

reason. Together the reason to leam and the content to be leamed suggest a method 

by which that leaming is done. The choice of method may be on sfrategic as well as 

practical grounds. Because a visible display of leaming is said to enhance 

relationships, for instance, the chosen method may be one that displays the leaming 

process, such as personal interaction, which at once leads to leaming, displays a 

leaming effort, and provides social interaction to strengthen the relationship. On the 

other hand, some methods of leaming are curtailed because they would harm 

relationships or violate an institution. Head-hunting and industrial espionage are 

examples of these, respectively. Therefore, to understand fully each of the practical 

issues of leaming in Ericsson it is necessary to understand them in the light of the 

total leaming experience and in the social context in which that leaming is 

undertaken. 

3. Much of what is learned in Ericsson is about the change to the market focus. 

The content of what is leamed in Ericsson is dominated by the need to satisfy the 

end-user market in order to satisfy the major customers. Overall, leaming about the 

fragmented end-user market and the importance of that market for the future of 
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Ericsson has been the most important leaming for Ericsson in recent times. This 

has resulted in shock waves of consequent leaming about relationships, about the 

value of non-engineering knowledge, about techniques to reuse technology, as well 

as about the market itself This is changing Ericsson's operations and image of 

itself from a developer of advanced technology to a server of the end-user. 

4. Leaming about the change to a competitive regime and associated issues has not 

achieved the desired change in behaviour. 

Although Ericsson has committed resources to teach the staff about the importance 

of changes in line with the new market focus, there is a marked difference in the 

level of acceptance of the need to change among Ericsson staff Those who 

continue to resist those changes do so despite knowledge provided by Ericsson, and 

that gained through experience. Moreover, those who have accepted the need to 

change report that they have been unable to implement those changes because 

institutional support for that behaviour is lacking. In the absence of new institutions, 

some old and outdated institutions hold sway and some behaviours are left without 

regulation. Ericsson has not committed resources to teach about institutions, and 

how to establish them, as it has with relationships. Nevertheless, Ericsson has 

introduced policies, such as the company-wide competence model, that require a 

change in behaviour. In this way Ericsson has mandated new institutions to 

regulate behaviour. 

5. A major strategic reason to learn in Ericsson is to render the customers 

dependent on Ericsson as they jointly meet end-user needs. 

Leaming is deliberately undertaken in Ericsson, and vast resources are committed to 

enhancing that leaming. A major sfrategic reason that leaming is undertaken is to 

position Ericsson with customers so that they are locked in to Ericsson's technology 

and services through social and technical dependence. This is achieved by 

identifying and anticipating end user needs and interpreting them in a way that 

requires that the telecommunications service providers must deal with Ericsson in 

order to capture and satisfy the end-user market. The objective is to ensure that its 

major customers are as dependent on Ericsson as it is on them, and so create a 
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balance of powers. This sfrategy then creates reasons to have relationships with 

third parties, especially those that supply knowledge. The essence of those 

relationships is to access knowledge that will support the relationship with the 

major customer without tying the customer to the thfrd party. 

9.4 Implications for theory 

1. The finding that the process and nature of leaming are social and strategic 

phenomena support the theoretical explanation of leaming. 

These findings support the theoretical explanation of leaming developed in Chapter 

2 of this thesis. In particular, the findings support the argument that the process of 

leaming can be understood within the social context because leaming is by nature 

social and sfrategic. Moreover, the findings confirm that Ericsson's major 

relationships give value to knowledge provide the reason to leam, direct what is 

leamed and determine how that leaming is done. Moreover, the leaming behaviour 

in Ericsson is shaped by institutions at the national level, company level, industry 

level and personal level, as well as by the technological context of the technological 

path. Therefore, to understand leaming Ericsson it is not enough to understand the 

practical issues of the process because they cannot be fully made sense of without 

understanding the social context in which Ericsson leams and the and strategic 

response to that context. 

2. The findings about the practical issues of leaming in Ericsson support the 

diverse treatment of learning in the new growth theories, but indicate an emphasis 

on different reasons methods of learning, different reasons to leam and different 

content of learning to those indicated by the new growth theories. 

The findings about the nature and process of leaming in industry can be compared 

with the treatment of leaming in the new growth theories. The findings that 

leaming is diverse, endogenous and deliberate are in accord with the new growth 

theories. However, the details of the new growth theories' freatment of practical 

issues of leaming do not coincide with the emphasis indicated by the case study. 

Whereas the methods of leaming in the new growth theories are restricted to 
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leaming by doing (experience), R&D and formal education, with diffusion by 

observation, the case study emphasised leaming by informal interaction and 

experience, while identifying many other methods of leaming. The lack of 

emphasis, in the case study, on leaming by R&D can be explained by two factors. 

Firstly, the concept of research and development is very broad and includes 

processes of reading, interacting, trial and error (experience) and reflecting, among 

others. An individual who would be described at one level as leaming by R&D, 

may describe their leaming method in terms of the more detailed contributing 

activities, that is interacting in this case. Secondly, to those who daily are involved 

in the process of R&D, the novelty of emphasising the interaction component of 

that process may appear more important and so be discussed ahead of the more 

mundane components, for example writing software. Therefore, the case study has 

emphasised detail and the novel emphasis of the overall R&D process. The new 

growth theories identify leaming about new products and new processes, with new 

markets also being generated through irmovation. The case study acknowledges 

leaming about processes and products, but emphasised leaming about relationships 

and institutions, which are alien to the neoclassical framework of the new growth 

theories. The new growth theories identify profits, costs, and survival in the market 

as the reasons to leam. The case study findings emphasise issues of market 

survival, which are closely lined to specific relationships, as the reason to leam. 

While profit and costs were mentioned, their lack of emphasis may be explained by 

the fact that the subjects were at arms length from the company's financial 

management. 

5. The finding that learning and innovation are endogenous supports both the new 

growth theories and the national system of innovation approach. 

The finding that leaming and irmovation in Ericsson is endogenous validates the 

new growth theories in their decision to seek to develop neoclassical growth theory 

by modelling endogenous leaming as the driving force of growth. The thesis did 

not investigate whether that leaming does drive growth. However, if it is accepted 

that it does, as is argued by both the new growth theories and the national system of 

irmovation approach, then the finding that leaming is in fact endogenous supports 
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that enterprise. It also supports the argument of the national system of innovation 

approach that leaming and innovation can be understood within the system in which 

they occur. 

4. The finding that learning and innovation are endogenous to a specific social 

context provides strong support for the national system of innovation approach, and 

suggests that the relevance of the new growth theories for an understanding of 

leaming in industry is limited. 

The finding that leaming and irmovation are endogenous to a specific institutional 

context and that a change in that institution context can change both the rate and 

direction of leaming, is sfrong support for the national system of innovation 

approach. Moreover, the finding that relationships and institutions play a central 

role in determining the practical issues of leaming in industry is fiirther support. 

However, as these findings indicate the importance of the social context, which is 

not consistent with the neoclassical foundations of the new growth theories, it is 

argued that the new growth theories have limited relevance to the understanding of 

leaming in an industrial context. 

5. The finding that both the rate and direction of learning and innovation are 

determined by systemic influences offers strong support for the national system of 

innovation approach. 

The finding that a change in the regulatory environment has had far reaching 

impacts on Ericsson's operations, constituting a change from an old model to a new 

model, indicates that both the rate and direction of leaming are heavily determined 

by systemic influences. This sfrengthens the support for the national system of 

irmovation approach. The finding that Ericsson is not the passive subject of the 

system, but rather commits resources to hamessing and modifying that system, 

throws light on the impact of the system on the unit and of the unit on the system. 

9.5 Conclusion 

Overall, the most important finding from this thesis in terms of its sfrength and 

theoretical relevance, is that both the rate and direction of leaming in industry are 
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heavily influenced by the system, of which relationships and institutions are 

important components. From a theory perspective, this finding indicates the 

limitations of the new growth theories, and the relevance of the national system of 

innovation approach, for understanding leaming in industry. The sfrength of the 

finding suggests the possibility of policy implications. While this thesis is not 

equipped to explore those options, it is apparent that the design of policies to exploit 

the influence of relationships and institutions on leaming and irmovation would 

require fiirther investigation to develop an imderstanding of how those relationships 

and institutions may be manipulated to achieve the policy objective. 

Finally, this investigation has involved a case study of leaming in Ericsson. The 

description produced and the conclusions drawn have provided an in-depth 

understanding of leaming in Ericsson, and have indicated implications for theory. 

While the method employed in this investigation was selected in order to ensure 

credibility, confirmability and dependability, the degree to which these findings 

may be generalised or transferred to other situations can only be determined in the 

light of those circumstances. 
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Dear 

As discussed on the telephone recently, I wish to interview as part of the data 
collection for the PhD. that I am undertaking at the Cenfre for Sfrategic Economic 
Studies. I am interested in understanding several aspects of leaming and the 
knowledge that you use in your work. 

While it has been increasingly popular to attribute economic growth to leaming in 
industry, not very much is known about that leaming. Therefore I have proposed an 
investigation to cover the following issues of how leaming is done, what is leamed 
and why it is leamed. I am also interested in the sources of knowledge and the 
relationships with those sources. While I am interested in what you leam and how 
you leam it, I am also interested in what, if anything, limits your leaming. 

The method by which I will collect this data from you is an interview that will be 
conversational in style. There are no set questions, and no right answers. I will have 
a list of topics that I will cover with you. That Ust is based on the issues mentioned 
above, I want you to respond as fully and frankly as you can to relay to me your 
experience of leaming. Some of those issues may not be relevant to you and you may 
be able to suggest other important features of leaming in your job. This flexibility is 
important to the work that I am doing, and it will allow you to provide your personal 
insights based on your own intelligence and experience. I think that you will find the 
interview to be interesting and pleasant. 

I plan to use a tape recorder to aid data collection and to ensure that your comments 
are accurately recorded. If you are unhappy about this and would prefer not to use the 
tape, I am happy to comply. Regardless of the method of recording, I can assure you 
of confidentiality. The thesis, with your contribution, will be forwarded to you for 
your approval before submitting. 

If you have any concems plegise contact me at this Cenfre or email 
s9410402@cougar.vut.edu.au 
Or, contact my supervisor Prof. Peter Sheehan also at the Cenfre. 
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I will call you on the day before our agreed appointment to confirm that that time still 
suits you. 

Yours sincerely 

Lucy Firth 
April 1996. 
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Director 
".=.u«urne Professor P. Sheehan 
Victoria 8001 , i L 
Australia ^t^ZP^ 
, ^ . ^, (03)9248 1024 
l^^iJ faci,m\e 
300 Flinders Street (03) 9248 1048 
Melboume 

VICTORIA ! 
UNIVERSITY 

Dear Review Panel Member, 

I am a PhD student with the Centre for Strategic Economic Studies. My thesis has 
investigated learning in industry with a case study of leaming in Ericsson. The case study 
uses qualitative methods to investigate the interviewee's perception of leaming. An issue 
with qualitative research is the need to confirm the credibility of the work. As my thesis is 
nearly complete, I am establishing a two-member panel to assess its credibility. I seek 
your support in acting as one member. 

You do not need to know any research method to help me. I imagine that you did some 
quantitative research method study back in your university days. You may have forgotten 
most of it, but you may recall issues of intemal validity, extemal validity, reliability and 
objectivity. In qualitative research these issues are replaced by credibility, transferability, 
dependability and confirmability. The following excerpt from my methodology chapter 
explains the concept of credibility. 

'Credibility' means that the research should be trustworthy in the sense that the reader 
may be confident that the findings are true to the context in which the study was 
undertaken. Credibility is analogous to intemal validity in quantitative research. 
Credibility in this study was enhanced by two methods. Firstly, multiple sources were 
used to confirm comments. Comments were checked with other interviewees who were in 
a similar or corresponding situation and therefore would be in a position to know. They 
were also checked with interviewees outside the area in order to assess their generality. 
Care was taken in this process because the contextual basis of the comments by the first 
party may not be relevant to the second party and so distort iheir understanding. 
Secondly, the summarised data, findings and interpretation were checked by a review 
panel. The purpose of this check was to check for factual accuracy and interpretational 
logic in order to assess and enhance the credibility of the research. The panel comprised 
of two well-experienced engineers in the telecommunications industry, one of whom is an 
employee of Ericsson, neither of whom took part in the research. 

What I want you to do is to read through the chapters that have been sent to you and see 
whether you believe them. It is not a matter of whether you know the facts, it is more that 
you, knowing the context of the TC industry, find them believable. Moreover, that you 
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find the interpretation crediWe. You are being asked to assess its credibility not its 
tmthfulncss or fiictual veracity. 

While you read through I want you to look for problems effectual inaccuracies, 
inappropriate interpretation, inappropriate emphasis, misleading statanents, or other 
faaors that you feel make the work incredible to some extent, 

You should then contact me to discuss any concems. I can be contacted on 'phone 
93290468 night or day, or by email mellor(^eakin.edu.au 

Once your concems have been addressed satisfactorily, you should sign part A of the 
attached form. If your concems have not been satisfactorily addressed, you should sign 
part B of the form. 

I ask that you do this as soon as possible. My submission date is 30 September 1997. 
ThjCTrfore, I would appreciate it if you could respond before 18 September 1997. 

You have no legal responsibility for either the quality or the content of this thesis. Your 
responsibility is that you will use your professional and personal ethics and discretion to 
determine what is acceptable. 

Thank you for your participation in this work. University students continue to rely on the 
cooperation of the public to achieve their goals. You are an essential resource and much 
appreciated. 

Your sincerely 

Lucy F rt  
10 September, 1997. 
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Credibility Assessment for the Case Study of Learning in Ericsson 
as submitted by 

Lucy Firth 

Part A 

I .Q.^\l.\Q..,.H.i<iLK have read the empirical diapters of this woik. I 
am qualified to comment on its credibility due to my experience as an engineer in the 
telecommunications industry and familiarity with the issues discussed in tMs work. 

Knowing what I do of the telecommunications industiy in general, I find the woric to be 
credible. 

Name .„D./\ViJ.a...!ri.i«f.C.<. 
Current Position .{^Act.^^ 
Employer ....S.f.&W.̂ >J..f. 
Other reasons to be qualified in this role. 

Current Position .^A<v.^6^.e^.^...7:€i.«^...?:^^.4/?*-^T 
Employer ....S.f.&W.̂ >J..f 

Signature...
Date .'Z^..'^lR3r.. 

Parts 

I have read the empirical diapters of this woric. I 
am qualified to comment on its credibility due to my &q)eri€»ice as an engineer in the 
telecommunications industry and femiliarity with the issues discussed in this work. 

Knov̂ ring what I do of the tdecommunications industry in gena^ I do not find the work 
to be credible. I have addressed my concems to Lucy Firth, but have not had them 
resolved to my satisfection. 

Name 
Current Position 
Employer 
Other reasons to be qualified in tWs role 

Signature. 
Date 
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Credibility Assessment for the Case Study of Leaming in Ericsson 
as submitted by 

Lucy Firth 

Part A 

I.. ̂ .&.^f:(^^.../T^.f.*r.'.P.^lf. have read the empirical chapters of this work. I 
am qualified to comment on its credibility due to my experience as an engineer in the 
telecommunications industry and femiliarity with the issues discussed in this work. 

Knowing what I do of the telecommunications industry in general, I find the work to be 
credible. 

Name. ]A/&.(^fi^f/.... ̂ ff.^.'..9.^./. 
Current Position ../?/.<h.f.di^.^......^.{V.^.^/.P.T/f.nJF.i..rrdC 
Employer .,.<-/?.''.̂ .?.s «><<... ̂ .< .̂s.T .̂c/<?., 
Other reasons to be qualified in this rc^t.../.(/.'?i^....h>..i.^....jCffk\^krP.i/.> 

Signattire,
Date Z.^r:?r.-7.nL... 

PartB 

I have read the empirical chapters of this work. I 
am qualified to commait on its credibility due to my experiraice as an engineer in the 
telecommunications industry and familiarity with the issues discussed in this work. 

Knowing what I do of the telecommunications industry in general, I do not find the work 
to be credible. I have addressed my concems to Lucy Firth, but have not had them 
resolved to my satisfectioa 

Name 
Current Position 
Employer 
Other reasons to be qualified in this role 

Signature. 
Date 
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Dear Interviewee, 
You probably remember that I interviewed you last year about the leaming done in 
Ericsson, as part of my PhD thesis. The thesis is nearly finished, and as promised, I am 
sending you a copy of the empirical section for your approval. 

If you read it, I hope that you find no problems with it. If you find problems please 
contact me before 20 September 1997, to discuss them. The problems that you might find 
could include: inaccuracies, breach of confidence, material that is damaging to Ericsson 
or to some other party, or an inappropriate emphasis. 

If you read it and are satisfied that your comments have been faithfully reported, there is 
no need to reply. 

Please contact me on email mellor@deakin.edu.au 

Thanks again for your cooperation. 

Yours sincerely 

Lucy Firth 
1 September 1997. 
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To Whom It May Concem 

Re: Study on Leaming In Ericsson by Lucy Firth 

This is to certify that as a researcher familiar with the principles of quahtative research I 
have audited the analysis of the data collected for the above study. I have found that the 
interviewer did not lead respondents nor contribute to any bias in responses. The data has 
been accurately franscribed, reUably coded, reported comprehensively, and interpreted 
without bias. 

David Mellor 
B.Sc.(Hons), Dip.Ed, Dip.Soc.Sci, M.Cl.Psych. 

October 4, 1997 
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